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Preface

To achieve design, implementation, and servicing of complex systems and struc
tures in an efficient and cost-effective way, a deeper knowledge and understanding of
the subtle cast and detailed evolution of materials is needed. The analysis in demand
borders with the molecular and atomic one, spanning all the way down from classical
continua. The study of the behavior of complex materials in sophist icated devices
also opens intricate questions about the applicability of primary axioms of continuum
mechanics such as the ultimate nature of the material element itself and the possibility
of identifying it perfectly. So it is necessary to develop tools that allow us to formulate
both theoretical models and methods of numerical approximation for the analysis of
material substructures.

Multifield theories in continuum mechanics, which bridge classical materials
science and modern continuum mechanics, provide precisely these tools. Multifield
theories not only address problems of material substructures, but also encompass
well-recognized approaches to the study of soft condensed matter and allow one to
model disparate conditions in various states of matter. However, research in multifield
theories is vast, and there is little in the way of a comprehensive distillation of the
subject from an engineer's perspective. Therefore, the papers in the present volume,
which grew out of our experience as editors for an engineering journal,1 tackle some
fundamental questions , suggest solutions of concrete problems , and strive to interpret
a host of experimental evidence. In this spirit, each of the authors has contributed
original results having in mind their wider applicability .

In Chapter 1, M. Silhavy deals with the energetics of ideal elastic-plastic crys
talline materials under large deformations, showing that the convexification of a
dissipation function (introduced to describe the set of possible free energies) pro
vides the optimal lower bound of the plastic work. New subtle consequences ensue
from the celebrated Il'yushin condition: for example , the existence of a new kind of
energy function and the validity of a condition stronger than the common normality
condition .

In Chapter 2, G.Parry also investigates crystal plasticity : When defective crys
tals are described by lattice vectors, one is able to deduce elastic invariants under
deformation paths. An unusual but physically significant decomposition of the de
formation gradient into elastic and plastic parts is obtained by purely geometrical

IG. Capriz and P. M. Mariano, eds ., Multifield Theories, Internat. J. Solids Structures , 38-6-7 (2001) .



viii Preface

arguments, without resorting to the notion of stress; thus, issues in kinematics are
discerned from issues associated with interactions . The latter ones are, in fact, power
conjugated with the former and are, in this sense , subsequent to them.

Motivated by questions that arise in the mechanics of complex fluids, such
as spin glasses , H. Cendra, J. E. Marsden, and T. S. Ratiu introduce, in Chapter 3,
in the general context, related Poisson brackets with cocycles. Possible connections
with the variational multisymplectic approach are suggested, with implications for
further research. Thus the subtle and geometrical nature of mechanics, in particular
mechanics of complex bodies, is emphasized.

InChapter 4, O. Nairmark discusses physical interpretations of a wide number
of detailed experimental results on defect-induced transitions and studies their conse
quences for the macroscopic irreversible mechanisms of metal plasticity and failure .
Dynamic phenomena involving solitary waves are characterized by their connection
with the essential features of the defect substructure of bodies under experimental
examination. Here as well, the data and the qualitative behavior lead to additional
theoretical questions .

Even simple substances, such as monoatomic gases, sometimes display complex
behavior. When a monoatomic gas is rarefied, the Navier-Stokes-Fourier scheme
does not hold satisfactorily. Extended thermodynamics become a necessary tool, and
hundreds or thousands of moments of the distribution function enter the picture. In
Chapter 5, I. Muller examines this issue, provides an analysis of the scattering of light
in a gas, and investigates the shock structure in a shock tube.

When turbulence is present, drag reduction is observed in polymeric fluids as
a consequence of their macromolecular substructure. When the polymeric flow be
comes semidense , a multifield approach can be used to show that the terms involving
spatial gradients (in particular Laplacians) , required in the balance equations , are con
sequences of microstress, that is, of contact interactions between neighboring fami
lies of polymeric chains. This matter is discussed by E. De Angelis , C. M. Casciola,
P. M. Mariano , and R. Piva in Chapter 6.

The choice of the manifold M of substructural states can be, at times, quite
unusual. Nevertheless the material substructure can always be characterized by an
abstract, extensive property. The notion of stress still makes sense and can be achieved
without the notion of "velocity." The material elements are considered as integral
manifolds of a flux vector field. Such a point of view is discussed in Chapter 7 by
R. Segev, and the results are illustrated by an application to the case in which the
extensive property is the electric charge.

Composites are natural examples of complex materials , and they may be con
structed in a number of different ways. For polycrystals, one possible method of
analysis is to deduce "effective" elastic constants by homogenization. However, in
general, there is no guarantee that the tensors of material properties be symmetric.
Nevertheless, exact relations among material constants can be obtained which are
preserved by the homogenization procedure. They give us information on the re
sulting composite, regardless of the complexity of the material texture. This issue is
discussed by Y. Grabovsky in Chapter 8.
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Shape memory behavior arises in the study of materials undergoing solid-to
solid transformations between austenite and martensite phases. Their exotic behavior
is a natural proving ground for the potential of multifield theories. In Chapter 9,
D. Bernardini and T. J. Pence consider three morphological descriptors of the sub
structural state: Two are of a scalar nature, and the third is a second-order tensor. This
approach accounts not only for pseudoelasticity and shape memory behavior, but also
for the high temperature reorientation of martensitic variants .

Interfaces and junctions are common in complex materials. Often interfaces are
characterized by their own surface energy, and an additional energy accrues along
junctions. The surface energy must be positive, while, at the junction, there may
occur a change of sign . The modeling of sharp interfaces and junctions becomes more
intricate when one views them as structured surfaces or lines . Surface microstresses
and self-forces, as well as line stresses and self-forces, enter the picture and need to
be balanced . The matter is discussed in Chapter 10 by G Capriz and P. M. Mariano.

This collection of invited papers had its origins at Taormina , Italy, during the
2001 International Congress of the Italian Association for Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics (AIMETA) ; it was there that many of the authors discussed with us the
basic organization of this text. We are grateful to the organizers of the Congress and
to the Italian National Group of Mathematical Physics for the grants that made our
work possible. Furthermore, we express our appreciation to Tom Grasso and his staff
at Birkhauser Boston for providing kind support. Last but not least , we thank Nicola
Bellomo for accept ing our book into his series Modeling and Simulation in Science ,
Engineering and Technology.

Gianfranco Capri:

Paolo Maria Mariano

October 2003
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1. Work Conditions and Energy Functions for
Ideal Elastic-Plastic Materials

M. Silhavy"

Abstract. The paper deals with the cyclic second law and I1'yushin's condition
for isothermal, ideal, isotropic, elastic-plastic materials at large deformations. The
second law is equivalent to the existence of the elastic potential and the nonnega
tivity of plastic power. The material admits infinitely many free energies: The set
of all energy functions is described in terms of a dissipation function. Its convex
ification provides the optimal lower bound for plastic work; it also figures in the
maximal and minimal energies. I1'yushin's condition is equivalent to the existence
of the elastic potential and a new condition that is stronger than the normality of
the plastic stretching and the convexity of the stress range. I1'yushin's condition
is also equivalent to the existence of a new kind of energy function called "the
initial and final extended energy functions ." Materials of type C are introduced
for which the initial extended energy function has additional convexity properties.
It can be viewed as a stored energy of a Hencky hyperelastic material associated
with the elastic-plastic material.

1.1. Introduction

This paper deals with the cyclic second law and Il'yushin's condition for isothermal,
ideal, isotropic elastic-plastic materials at large deformations. The ideal nature of the
material excludes hardening. Both the isothermal cyclic second law and Il'yushin's
condition assert the nonnegativity of the work of external forces on for certain classes
of cyclic processes. The former speaks of cycles in the state space; the latter of cycles
in the space of total deformations,

Sections 1.3-1.5 analyze the material from the point of view of the general
theory of actions and potentials on thennodynarnical systems by Coleman and Owen
[5]. That theory provides an unbiased derivation of potentials like the free energy;
moreover, it enables one to discuss their uniqueness/nonuniqueness and to determine
the maximal and minimal potentials. For materials treated here, the plastic flow rule
can be "nonassociated," and the restrictions equivalent to the second law are the
existence of the elastic potential for the elastic stress function and the nonnegativity

"Mathematical Institute of the AV CR, Zitna 25, 11567 Prague, Czech Republic, silhavy@math.
cas . cz and Department of Mathematics, University of Pisa, Via F. Buonarroti 2, 56127 Pisa, Italy,
silhavy@dm.unipi. it.



2 M. Silhavy

of the plastic power in every process. Using that, and defining the free energy as any
state function satisfying the dissipation inequality, one finds that the elastic potential is
a possible free energy. However, the free energies are highly nonunique here: Infinitely
many of them differ mutually by a nonconstant state function. A complete description
of the set of all free energy functions is given using a dissipation function that is
closely related to the plastic power. The central result of this part says that the optimal
lower bound for the plastic work is the convexification of the dissipation function. The
maximal/minimal free energies are the elastic potential plus/minus the convexification
of the dissipation function at the logarithmic plastic stretching . Analyses of elastic
plastic materials from the standpoint of (5] have been given previously by Coleman
and Owen (6], (7] for unidimensional infinitesimal ideal materials, by Lucchesi (14]
for three-dimensional infinitesimal materials with hardening, and by Lucchesi and
Silhavy (17] for large deformation three-dimensional infinitesimal materials with
hardening.

In the context of infinitesimal deformation theory, Il'yushin's condition is clas
sically known to imply the convexity of the stress range (CSR) (the stress range is
the region below the yield surface) and the normality rule (NR) asserting that during
loading, the plastic stretching is proportional to the exterior normal to the yield surface
(e.g., (25)). The analysis has been extended to large deformations by Lucchesi and
Podio-Guidugli (15] (see also (16] and [10)). Their analysis showed that Il'yushin's
condition still implies the CSR and NR provided that the stress range is interpreted
as the set of elastically reachable Kirchhoff stresses (as opposed to Cauchy stresses;
see Section 1.2 for definition); in addition, it implies the existence of the elastic po
tential (EP). However, their analysis shows that conversely EP, CSR, and NR lead to
Il'yushin's condition only for deformation cycles that are small in a precisely defined
sense. The main feature of the analysis in Sections 1.6-1.7, and what distinguishes
it from the previous work, is the possibility of treating arbitrarily large deformation
cycles. Namely, Il'yushin's condition is shown to be equivalent to EP and a new
Condition E (Condition (ii) of Theorem 2). Condition E is stronger than NR and
CSR. On the basis of Il'yushin's condition for large cycles, new energy functions
are constructed satisfying dissipation inequalities stronger than those based on the
second law. Their main feature is that they are nonlocal in time (have no localized
counterparts). There are two types of the new energy functions; I call these the initial
and final (extended) energy functions .

In Sections 1.9-1.10 materials called materials of type C are studied that per
mit a more explicit analysis . The main requirement is a restricted convexity in the
logarithmic deformation on symmetric deformation gradients of fixed determinant.
Materials of type C satisfy Il'yushin's condition and the initial extended energy admits
a description in terms of convex-conjugated functions in the logarithmic deformation.
The initial extended energy can be interpreted as a stored energy of some hyperelastic
material; this material is the large deformation analogue of the hyperelastic material
in the infinitesimal Hencky theory of plasticity. Its stress relation coincides with the
nonlinear elastic response of the plastic material for deformation gradients from the
original elastic range; if the deformation is outside the elastic range, then the stress
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is determined by some nonlinear projection onto the elastic range (in the space of the
logarithmic deformations; see Section 1.9 for a precise description). Unexpectedly,
the extended energy grows logarithmically at large deformations, in contrast to the
infinitesimal Hencky theory, where the growth is linear (cf. Temam [31]). As an il
lustration, an elastic-plastic material of type C is considered for which the extended
energy and all other derived objects can be calculated explicitly.

The above description makes it clear that the logarithmic deformation and loga
rithmic convexity/concavity emerge naturally from the analysis . The reason is that for
large deformations theory, the processes of minimal dissipation are those for which
the logarithm of plastic deformation, and not the plastic deformation itself, is linear
in time .

1.2. Ideal elastic-plastic materials

Let Lin denote the set of all second-order tensors on a three-dimensional space; we
use the scalar product A . B = tr(ABT) on Lin and the euclidean norm IAI :=
~. The deformation gradients are interpreted as the elements of the set Lin"
of all second-order tensors with positive determinant. Sym" is the set of all positive
definite symmetric tensors.

For the considerations of the paper, it is convenient to describe the response in
terms of states and processes (cf. [20], [5], [6], [7], [28], [16], [29], [2], [3], [24]) .
The state space ~ is

'D = {a = (E, P) : E E E, P E Unim} = E x Unim ,

where £ C Lin" and Unim is the set of all tensors with determinant 1. The set £ is
closely related to the elastic range (see below). The states a are pairs (E, P) where
E E E is the elastic deformation and P is an unimodular plastic deformation. The
total deformation and the Kirchhoff stress of a = (E, P) are

F(O') := EP, '1'(0'):= T(E) , (1)

where T:£ -+ Sym is a given function and Sym is the set of all symmetric tensors.
Equation (1) expresses the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
into the elastic and plastic parts [13]. The Kirchhoff stress T := (det F)Tc is more
convenient than the Cauchy stress T c here. Let 8 : £ -+ Lino denote the mapping
defined by

8(E) = ETT(E)E-T - t(trT(E))l,

where Linn is the set of all traceless tensors . The definition is motivated by the
expression for the plastic work (4) below. The stress range S is defined by

S := 8(£).

To specify the class ofprocesses Il , we assume that the plastic deformation changes
only when E is on the boundary 8£ of £ and that the direction of the plastic stretching
is determined by a prescribed function 1\1 mapping 8£ into the set of all traceless
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(3)

symmetric tensors SyITIo, normalized by IM(E)I = 1, E E 8&. Thus we assume the
flow rule of the form

DP(t) = a(t)M(E(t)), (2)

where the plastic stretching DP(t) is the symmetric part of LP(t) = P(t)p(t)-l,
and a(t) > 0 is a coefficient of proportionality. Formally, Il consists of all functions
n = (E(.), P(·)) mapping closed intervals of the type [0, drr ] , drr > 0 into E that are
continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable and that satisfy the following
condition: For every t E [0, drr ] for which DP(t) f= 0, one has E(t) E 8& and (2)
holds for some a(t) > O. For convenience it is assumed that every process starts at
time t = O. The number drr can be different for different processes and it is called the
duration of the process. The states Jri = n (0) and x f = Jr(drr ) are called the initial
and final states of the process Jr. We also write Jri = (Ei , p i), Jrf = (Ef, pf), and
Fi = F(Jr i), Ff = F(Jr f) . The considerations in the paper require the construction of
new processes from given ones via the operation of continuation. If Jrl, Jr2 E Il are
two processes with Jrf = Jr~ then the continuation Jrl *Jr2 ofn, with Jr2, is

!Jrl (t) if t E [0 , drr1] ,
Jrl *Jr2(t) =

Jr2(t - drr1) if t E [drrl' drr1 + drr2] .

For every 8 > 0 let

&{, = {A E &: det A = 8} .

A set MCLin is said to be objective or isotropic if

RAEM, RART EM,

respectively, for every A E M and R E Rot. Here Rot is the proper orthogonal group.
A function f : M ~ JR, McLin is said to be objective or isotropic if M is objective
or isotropic, respectively, and

f(RA) = f(A), f(RART ) = f(A),

respectively, for every A E M and R E Rot. A function G : M ~ Lin is said to be
objective or isotropic if M is objective or isotropic, respectively, and

G(RA) = RG(A)RT , G(RART) = RG(A)RT ,

respectively, for every A E M and R E Rot. G is said to be scalar-objective if M is
objective and

G(RA) = G(A)

for every A E M and R E Rot.

Definition 1. The objects &, T, Mare said to determine an ideal elastic-plastic ma
terial if they satisfy the following conditions:
(i) & is a closure ofits interior, any two points ofE can be connected by a piecewise

smooth curve in E; and T is continuous.
(ii) For every C E SyITIo, ICI = 1, we have M(E) = C for at least one E E 8&.
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(iii) S is bounded and Smaps the interior and the boundary of E onto the interior
and boundary ofS, respectively.

(iv) For each 8 > 0, the set £!J is nonempty.
(v) The set E and the function Tare objective and isotropic and the function 1\1: is

scalar-objective and isotropic.

The quadruple M = (~ , Il, F, T) is called the ideal elastic-plastic material
or, briefly, the material . The material just constructed is a special case of a material
with elastic range (cf. [25], [22], [23], [27], [15], [16]). For processes starting at
a = (E , P) and remaining in the elastic range £(a) := £P the material behaves like
an elastic material with the elastic response

A -I
T*(a, F) = T(FP-), FE £(a).

Item (v) of Definition 1 expresses the objectivity and isotropy of the material.
The objectivity and isotropy of £ and Tneed not be commented; however, note that
they imply that S is scalar-objective and isotropic; moreover, its values are sym
metric tensors. The scalar-objective nature of 1\1: is consistent with the following
transformation rules under a change of frame and change of reference configuration:
If n = (EO, P(·)) is a process, Q a piecewise continuously differentiable function
on [0, drr ] with values in Rot, and R a fixed element of Rot, then

F ~ QF ::::} E ~ QE, P ~ P ,

F ~ FR::::} E ~ E, P ~ PRo

Other transformation laws are possible since the plastic deformation is determined
only to within a rotation in isotropic materials [27].

1.3. The cyclic second law: Its first consequences

The work of external forces on the material in the process zr = (E(·), P(·)) is

w(re) = 1dT.Ldt,

where L = FF-1 , F = EP, d = drr , and T = T(E) is the time evolution of the
Kirchhoff stress in the process . Using the isotropy and symmetry of T we find that

w(re) = wE (zr) + wP(rr ),

where

(4)

are the elastic and plastic works in n , respectively, where S = S(E) is the time
evolution of the traceless part of the Kirchhoff stress . A process re is said to be a
a-cycle if re i = ref. For isothermal materials the second law reduces to the following
assertion [5].

The cyclic second law. For every a-cycle n , w(re) 2: O.
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A function p : E ~ IR is said to be an elastic potential for T if

p(Ef ) _ p(Ei ) = wE (zr) (5)

for every process. It follows that if p exists, it is objective and isotropic and contin
uously differentiable in the interior of t: with the stress relation T(E) = Dp(E)ET
prevailing there.

Proposition 1. The material satisfies the cyclic second law if and only ifT has an
elastic potential and

S(E) . M(E) 2: 0 (6)

for every E e se.
Inequality (6) says that the plastic power, and hence also the plastic work, is

nonnegative: S . DP = ex(t)S . M 2: O. Let us emphasize that this consequence does
not hold for general, nonideal, elastic-plastic materials.

Proof. Suppose that the material satisfies the cyclic second law.To prove the existence
of the potential, consider the elastic process zr = (E(·) , 1), where E(·) : [0, 1] ~ t: is
a path with values in E, IfE(O) = E(l) then the cyclic second law asserts w(]f) 2: O.
Applying the same to the time reversal rr we obtain w(rr) = -w(]f) 2: 0 and thus
w(]f) = O. Since w(]f) = wE (n), the vector field T is path independent on E; hence
it has an elastic potential. Proof of (6) : Let E E at: and set D := M(E). Consider
an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of D so that D = diag(dl, d2, d3). Let jp3 be
the group of all 3 by 3 permutation matrices Z which we identify with orthogonal
tensors Z in our basis . Enumerate the elements of jp3 arbitrarily to obtain a sequence
Za , ex = 1, . . . , n == 31. Since

ZaDZ~ = diag(dua(l ), dua(2) , dUa(3»),

where Ua is the permutation corresponding to Za, the family {ZaDZ~ , ex = 1, . .. , n}
is commutative. Using trD = 0, one finds that

n

LZaDZ~ =0.
a=l

Define inductively the processes x, = (Ea (-) , Pa (-) ) of duration 1 by

El(t) = ZIEZf, Pl(t) = ZleDtZf,

and for ex > I,

(7)

Ea(t) = ZaEZ~, Pa(t) = ZaeDtZ~P~_I'

t E [0, 1]. These are really processes and one finds that D~ (t) = ZaDZ~ and

wP (]fa) = S(E) . M(E). (8)

Let Pa = (Ua(-) , P~)) , ex = 1, . .. , n, be elastic processes such that

i T f TVa = ZaEZa' Va = Za+lEZa+l'
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. T f T
U~ = ZnEZn , Un = ZIEZI .

One finds that the process st = (EO, P(·)) := rtl *PI * rt2*P2 .. . rtn *Pn can be
constructed from

and
n

pi = I, pf = exp[L ZaDZ~] = 1.
a=1

Here we use (7) and the commutativity of the family {ZaDzI, (X = 1, . .. , n} . As

also Ei = E f , the process rt is cyclic. Since wE (zr) = 0 by (5), Wert) ?: 0 reduces,
by (8), to

w P (n ) = nS(E) . M(E) ?: 0

and (6) follows. Conversely, if the two conditions of the theorem hold and tt is a
cyclic process then wE (zr) = 0 by the existence of the potential and w P (rr ) ?: 0 by
(6). Hence the cyclic second law holds. 0

1.4. The free energy functions

Any function y, : ~ ~ lR satisfying

y,(rt f ) _ y,(rt i ) :::: Wert) (9)

for every process rt is referred to as the free energy function. Using the nonnegativity
of the plastic power, it is shown below that the elastic potential is one example of
the free energy function, and a description is given of all free energies. The specific
features of the material imply that any free energy function splits into a sum of the
reversible elastic potential and a residual energy function that depends only on the
plastic deformation.

Proposition 2. Let the material satisfy the cyclic second law and let p be its elastic
potential. Afunction y, : ~ ~ lR is a free energy function if and only if

y,(a) = peE)+ reP)

for every a = (E, P) E ~, where r : Unim ~ lRsatisfies

r(p f ) - r(p i ) :::: wP (zr)

(10)

(11)

for every process n = (E(·), P(·)) E Il . In particular; the function y, ~ ~ lR
given by

y,(a) = peE),

a = (E, P) E ~ is a free energy function.

(12)
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Let us emphasize that a general (nonideal) elastic-plastic material need not have
a free energy independent of plastic deformation, Every function r satisfying (11) in
every process is called the residual energyfunction. The problem of describing all
free energy functions reduces to that of describing all residual energy functions.

Proof By Proposition 1, Thas an elastic potential p and the plastic work is nonneg
ative in every process. If 1/1 is a free energy function and P E Unim, then for every
path EO: [0, 1] ~ £ the process rr = (EO, P) is elastic and as w(rr) = wE(rr) is
given by (5), the dissipation inequality (9) reads

1/I(Ef , P) -1/I(Ei , P) ::: p(Ef
) - p(Ei ) . (13)

Replacing n by its time-reversal ii we obtain the opposite inequality and hence the
equality must hold in (13). It follows that for each P E Unim , 1/1(" P) differs by a
constant r (P) from p which leads to (10) . Using (10), one sees that (9) reduces to
(11). Reversing the direction of the arguments, one finds that every function 1/1 of the
form (10) is a free energy function. Since the plastic work is nonnegative, the function
r == 0 satisfies (11) and hence the 1/1 given by (12) is a free energy function. 0

To simplify notation, if A, BELin, we write

A.-vB

to mean that IAI = 1, B f::. 0, and A = B/IBI . Define the dissipation function
m : SyIno ~ IR by

m(D) := inf (S(E) . D : E E 8£, M(E) .-v D}

if D ¥= 0 and m(O) := O. Note that the infimum is taken over a nonempty set by
Definition l(ii). If the material satisfies the cyclic second law, then m is nonegative
by Proposition 1.

If r is a function on an open subset of Unim and P is in the domain of r, then
r is said to have a total differential at P if the function A 1-+ r (eA P), A E Lino has
a Frechet derivative at 0 in the sense of [8, Part I, Chapter VIII]. The differential
(derivative) Dr(P) is then defined as the unique element satisfying tr(Dr(p)pT) = 0
such that

d
d r(y(t))1 = Dr(P) . y(O)
t 1=0

for every smooth curve in Unim with y(O) = P. Note that Unim is a regular eight
dimensional surface in the nine-dimensional space Lin and that the unit normal and
the tangent space to Unim at A are A-T /IA-TI and (M E Lin: tr(MA-1) = O} .
The Haar measure ([8, Part II, Chapter XIV and Part IV, Chapter XIX]) and the
surface measures on Unim are mutually absolutely continuous and their images in
any local coordinate chart on Unim are absolutely continuous with respect to the
eight-dimensional Lebesgue measure in that coordinate chart. Hence there is a well
defined notion of almost everywhere. If r is a locally Lipschitz continuous function
on Unim, Rademacher's theorem ([19]) asserts the existence of the total differential
for almost every P E Unim. Finally note that if PI, P2 E Unim then there exist a
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(14)

unique pair R E Rot , D E SyIIlo such that P2 = ReDp I. This follows from the polar
decomposition P2PI1 = RU by writing U = eD, DE SyIIlo.

Proposition 3. If the material satisfies the cyclic second law and r : Unim -+ lR is
a function then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) r is a residual energy;
(ii) for every PI, P2 E Unim one has

r(P2) - r(PI) ::: m(D) ,

where D E SyIIlo is determined by the condition that P2 = ReDPI for some
R E Rot;

(iii) r is locally Lipschitz continuous, objective, andfor almost every P E Unim,

Dr(p)pT . D ::: m(D) for all D E SyIIlo. (15)

Proof. (i) => (ii): Let (i) hold and let PI, PI, D, R be as in (ii). Let us prove that

(
0 ifD=O,

r(P2) - r(PI)::: _ (16)
S(E) . D if D ::/= 0,

where E E 8f is any element such that

M(E) '" D. (17)

Let E be arbitrary if D = °or such that E E 8f and (17) holds if D ::/= 0. Let
Q : [0, 1] -+ Rot beany continuously differentiable function such that Q(O) = 1 and
Q(1) = R. Define n = (E(·) , P(·» by

E(t) = Q(t)EQ(tl , P(t) = Q(t)eDtPI' t E [0, 1).

This is a process, DP(t) = Q(t)DQ(t)T, pC = P2, pi = PI , and wp (7r ) = S(E) .
D. Thus the residual dissipation inequality gives (16). The definition of m(D) then
gives (14).

(ii) => (iii): Assume that (ii) holds. Let us first prove that r is locally Lipschitz
continuous. Recall that it is assumed (Definition 1(iii» S is bounded . Set

CI = max {lSI : S E S} .

By Definition l(ii), for every D E Symo, D ::/= 0, there exists an E E 8f such that
(17) holds. We then have

S(E) . D ::: CJ IDI·

Thus for any PI , P2 E Unim we have

r(P2) - r(PI) s CJIDI, (18)

where D satisfies P2 = ReDPI. Since this holds for any PI , P2 E Unim , we can
interchange the roles of PI, P2. One finds that D changes to f> = -RDRT and (18)
for the interchanged pair provides r(PI) - r(P2) ::: CJ IDI; hence

(19)
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This inequality obviously implies that r is locally Lipschitz continuous. To prove that
r is objective, it suffices to note that if P E Unim , Q E Rot, then for PI := P, P2 =
QP, (19) reduces to r(QP) = r(P) . We finally prove (15). Let P E Unim be such
that Dr exists. The application of (14) to P2 = eDtp , PI = P, t > 0, provides

r(eDtp) - r(P) ~ m(Dt) = tm(D).

Dividing by t , letting t tend to 0, and using the assumed existence of the total differ
ential of r at P gives (15).

(iii) => (i): Let r satisfy Condition (iii). Note first that a standard consequence
of the objectivity asserts that Dr(p)pT is symmetric for every P E Unim for which
the total differential exists. Let us now prove (i); i.e., let us prove that the residual
dissipation inequality holds for each process If = (E(·) , P(·)) . We may assume that
P (-) is continuously differentiable; otherwise we divide the process into subintervals
where P(-) is continuously differentiable and apply the forthcoming considerations
to each such piece of the process. We want to integrate (15) along the path P(·) . Since
the differential Dr exists and satisfies (15) only for almost every (a.e.) P E Unim , it
may happen that Dr(P(t)) exists for no t E [0, drr ] . Nevertheless, assume first that
Dr(P(t)) exists for a.e. time t and complete the proof in that case first. At the end of
the proof we shall employ some limiting procedure that reduces the general case to the
above one. The function s := r(P( ·)) is Lipschitz continuous and since s(t) is given
by the chain rule for a.e. time by our assumption and Dr(P(t))P(t)T is symmetric,

s(t) =Dr(P(t))P(t)T . DP(t) ~ m(DP(t)) ~ S(E(t)) . DP(t) (20)

for a.e. t E [0, drr ] ; here DP (.) is the plastic stretching of If. We have also used
equation (15) and the definit ion of m(D). The integration of (20) gives the residual
dissipation inequality.

To complete the proof in the general case, show that we may perturb P (.) so that
Dr exists for L-a.e . t E [0, drr ] during the perturbed process. Here L is the Lebesgue
measure on R. We seek the perturbed path in the form P(·)O where 0 E Unim is
sufficiently close to 1. Using Fubini 's theorem on the product space Unim x lRwith
the measure v := fL ® L , where fL is the Haar measure on Unim, one can prove that
for u-e.e. 0 E Unim the differential Dr(P(t)O) exists and satisfies (15) for L-a.e.
t E [0, drr ] . Thus the above part of the proof can be applied to u-e:e. process P(·)O
which gives

r(pf 0) - r(piO) s wP (If) .

Letting 0 ---* 1 and using the continuity ofr proves the residual dissipation inequality
in the general case. 0

1.5. A lower bound for plastic work and the extremal energies

In this section we calculate a lower bound for the plastic work in processes of fixed
initial and final plastic deformation and determine the maximal and minimal residual
energies vanishing at a given point. Both these results are stated in terms of the convex
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hull m** of the dissipation function m, i.e., the largest convex function on Symo not
exceeding m.

The following fact will be useful (see [29, Propositions 18.2.4 and 18.2.5]).

Proposition 4. Let f : U -+ JR. U = Sym, SyIDo be an isotropic function. Then
f is convex if and only if its restriction fA to diagonal arguments (relative to some
fixed orthonormal basis) is convex.

Theorem 1. Let the material satisfy the second law, let D E SyIDo, and let C(D) be
the set ofall processes tt = (E(·), P(·)) satisfying pf = ReDpi for some R E Rot.
Then

m**(D) = inf l-" (zr) : n E C(D) } . (21)

Proof Define s : Unim -+ JR by

s(P) = m**(D), P E Unim,

where we write P = ReD, R E Rot, D E SyIDo and prove that s is a residual energy
function. By the construction, s is objective. The convex function m** is locally
Lipschitz continuous and hence it has the total differential Dm ** (A) for a.e. A E SyIDo
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on SyIDo. If A E Symo and P E Unim are
related by P = ReA for some R E Rot, one finds that m'" has a differential at A if
and only if s has a differential at P. Since m is isotropic, nonnegative, and positively
homogeneous of degree 1, so also is m**. Using the isotropy, and working in the basis
of eigenvectors of A (see, e.g ., the corresponding considerations in [1] or [29]), one
derives the formula

Ds(P)pT . D = Dm**(A) · D (22)

for each D E SyIDo. By the convexity and homogeneity of m**,

Dm**(A) . D s m**(D) s m(D)

for every A E SyIDo.A i= 0 for which the total differential of m** exists. A combi
nation with (22) provides (15). This proves that s is a residual energy function. Let
us now prove that for every process n = (EO. PO) E C(D),

w P (zr) ::: m**(D). (23)

Since n' := (E(·), p(.)(pi)-l) is also a process, w P (zr) = w P (rr') , ands is a residual
energy,

wP (rr') ::: s(pf (pi)-l) - s(l) = m**(D),

which implies (23). This shows that we have the inequality sign :s in (21) .
The rest of the proof is devoted to showing the opposite inequality in (21). Thus

we seek to prove that for every E > 0 there exists a process tt E C(D) such that

wP (zr) :s m**(D) + E. (24)

Let {ej} be any orthonormal basis and let !i. == !i. (ej) be the space of all A E SyIDo
represented by diagonal matrices in [e.} so that all elements of !i. commute. Let m A
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and mit be the restrictions ofm and m** to /:0. . Let us show thatm~* = (m6)** where
the last symbol denotes the convex hull of m6 on /:0.. Since m~* is convex, we have

(25)

Let us extend the function (m6)** from /:0. to a function g : SyITlo ~ R by isotropy,
i.e., by

g(B) = (m6)**(QBQT), BE Symj,

where Q = Q(B) E Rot is chosen so as to satisfy QBQTE/:o. . Such a Q exists by the
spectral decomposition theorem. Then, first, it is easily seen that g is well defined,
i.e., independent of the choice of Q, and second, by Proposition 4, g is convex as
a consequence of the convexity of (m6)** ' The construction gives that g ~ m on
SyITlo and thus since m** is the maximal convex function not exceeding m, we have
g s m** on Sym., and in particular (m6)** s m~* on /:0. . Thus combining with (25)
we have (m6)** = m~*. Let now DE Symo and let ted be any basis in which D is
diagonal. The above considerations show that

(26)

and applying the familiar construction of the convex hull [26] to m6, we obtain that

which also gives the value of m**(D) by (26). Here the limit 3 in the sums is related
to the dimension 2 of /:o.(ei) through the Caratheodory theorem. It is noted, and this
is the main conclusion of the above considerations, that all the elements Ai as in (27)
mutually commute and commute also with D . Let e > °be given . By (27), there
exist sequences Ai > 0, Ai E Symj, i = 1,2,3, such that

333

m**(D) +; ~ LAim(Ai), LAi = 1, LAiAi = D, (28)
i=1 i=1 i=1

and Ai, D mutually commute. We can also assume that Ai :1= 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. By
the definition of m, for each i = 1, 2, 3 there exists a Ei E a£ such that

M(Ei) '" Ai and
€ -

m(Ai) + 2 ~ S(Ei)· Ai, i = 1,2,3. (29)

The desired process is constructed in the form 1T = 1TI *PI *1T2 *P2 *1T3 as follows.
We take 1Ti, i = 1, 2, 3, as processes of duration Ai, where 1Ti = (Ei, Pi (.» and

PI (t) = eA(t, t E [0, All,

P2(t) = eAzt eA1A1, t E [0, A2],

P3(t) = eA3t eAzAzeAIAI, t E [0, A3].
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We further take PI, P2 as elastic processes of the form PI = (EI ('), e A1A t), P2 =
(EIO, eAIAt+A2A2) such that EI = E\, E2 = Ei, ~ = E~, E3 = E~ . Then the
process n = 1f1 *PI *1f2 *P2*1f3 can be constructed and

pi = 1, p f = e A\Al+A2A2+A3A3 = eD,

where we have used the commutativity of the A i and (28h . Thus n E C(D). Fur
thermore,

333
w

p
(1f) = L W

P(1fi ) = LAiS(Ei) ' Ai::: LAim(Ai) + i s m**(D) + e
i= 1 i= 1 i= 1

by (29h and (24). 0

A residual energy function r is said to be maximal or minimal at H E Unim if
r (H) = 0 and r ::: r or r ::: r, respectively, for any residual energy function r such
that r(H) = O. Coleman and Owen [5] show that the set of all free energy functions
that vanish at a given state is convex and has the largest and the smallest elements.
By Proposition 2(ii) the problem of describ ing the extremal free energy functions is
equivalent to that of describing the extremal residual energy functions .

Proposition 5. Let the material satisfy the second law and define s, t : Unim --*

lR by

s(P) = m**(D), t(P) = -m**(-D) ,

P E Unim, where we write P = ReD, R E Rot, D E SyIIlo. Then s, t are the
maximal and minimal residual energies at 1. Moreover they satisfy

s(OP) ::: s(O) + s(P), t(OP)::: «o: + t(P)

for any 0 , P E Unim .

The extremal residual energies at a general H E Unim are

SH(P) = s(PH), tH(P) = t(PH) ,

P E Unim.

(30)

Proof By the proof of Theorem 1, s is a residual energy; the proof that t is a residual
energy is similar. To prove that s is maximal at 1, let r be any residual energy vanishing
at 1, let n = (E(.), P(·» be any process in C(D), and let tt' = (E( .), P(.)(pi)-I) .
The residual dissipation inequality for tt' reads

r(p f (pi)-I) = r(eD) s wP (1f') = wP (x),

Taking the infimum over all processes n E C(D) and using Theorem 1 we obtain

r(eD) s s(eD).

Combining with the objectivity of both r, s this gives r ::: s. To prove (30), consider
only s. For any function r on Unim and any H E Unim let TH denote the shifted
function given by rH(P) = r(PH). It follows immediately from, e.g., Condition (iii)
of Proposition 3 that r is a residual energy function if and only if rH is a residual
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energy function. Note that for any P E Unim, the function sp(·) - s(P) is a residual
energy vanishing at 1. Hence sp(·) - s(P) ::: s(-) and (30)1 follows by inserting O.
The rest is immediate. 0

1.6. Il'yushin's condition: Its first consequences

A process rr = (V(.), P( ·» is said to be an F-cycle ifF'(rr f ) = F(rr i ) . Every a-cycle
(see Section 1.3) is an F-cycle.

ll'yushin's condition. For every F-cycle tt ; w(rr) 2: O.

Theorem 2, below, describes the consequences of Il'yushin's condition on the
constitutive objects, which include the normality rule.

Definition 2. The material is said to obey the normality rule iffor every E E a&,

M(E) E NS(E)S,

where NS(E)S denotes the normal cone to S at S(E), defined by

NsS := {D E SyIno : (Z - S) . D :::Ofor every Z E S} ,

S E SyIno.

The following lemma gathers some consequences of the normality rule .

Lemma 1. Ifthe material obeys the normality rule then
(i) the stress range S is convex;
(ii) for every D E SyIno,

m(D) = sup {S . D : S E S}

and in particular;

m(D) = S· D

for any S E S such that D E NsS;
(iii) m is isotropic, convex, and positively homogeneous ofdegree 1;
(iv) the subdifferential ofm is given by

1
{S E SyIno : D E NsS} ifD f: 0,

am(D) =
S ifD = 0;

(v) the convex conjugate m* ofm is given by

1
0 ifS E S,

m*(S) =
00 otherwise.

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)
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Proof. (i): Let us derive (i) from the following assertion, which is easy to prove:
If M C JRd is a closed set with nonempty interior such that for each x E aM we
have NxM i= {O} , then M is convex. Let us verify that S satisfies the hypotheses
of the assertion. Clearly, S is closed since it is an image of the closed set t: under
the continuous mapping S. Further, S has nonempty interior since t: has nonempty
interior by Definition l(i) and (iv) and Smaps the interior of t: onto the interior of S
by Definition l(iii). Finally, for each SEaS we have NsS i= {OJ since Smaps at:
onto as by Definition l(iii) and for each E E at: we have (31) . (ii): Let D i= 0 and
E E at: be any point such that M(E) ,..., D so that D E NS(E)S by the normality rule

which means that (S - S(E)) . D ::: 0, i.e.,

S . D ::: S(E) . D

for any SEt:. Fixing S and taking the infimum of the right-hand side over all E E at:
such that M(E) ,..., D we obtain

S . D ::: m(D)

with the equality holding if S = S(E), where E is any element as above. Once (ii) has
been established, (iii)-{v) follow from the standard duality theory for homogeneous
degree 1 convex functions [9], [26]. 0

Theorem 2. The material satisfies Jl'yushin s condition if and only if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
(i) Thas an elastic potential p;
(ii) ifD E SyIno and E, Ee-D E t: then

p(Ee-D) ~ p(E) - m(D) . (36)

Moreover, if(i) and (ii) hold then the material obeys the normality rule.

Item (ii) is called Condition E in the subsequent discussion.

Proof. Assume that the material satisfies Il'yushin's condition. Condition (i) follows
from the reversibility of elastic processes via the path-independence argument as in
the proof of Proposition 2(i). (ii): Let Eo E at: be such that

M(Eo)"'"D. (37)

Consider a process" = "1 *"0 *"2, where " 1 is any elastic process connecting
(E, 1) with (Eo, 1), "2 any elastic process connecting (Eo, eD) with (Ee-D, ReD),
and "0 a process of duration 1 with

Eo(t) = Eo, Po(t) = eDt, t E [0, 1]. (38)

Then "0 is really a process by (37) and the process "1*"0*"2 is an F-cycle. Il'yushin's
condition says

w(,,) = wE (zr) + w P (zr) ~ 0,

where wE (rr ) = p(Ee-D) - p(E), w P(x) = w P("0) = S(Eo) . D. The last three
relations yield p(Ee-D) ~ p(E) -S(Eo) ·D. Since Eo is arbitrary subject to condition
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(37), the definition of m gives (36). This completes the proof of (ii). Assume that (i),
(ii) hold and prove the normality rule. Let G E a£. The goal is to prove that

(8 - S(G» . M(G) =:: ° (39)

for every 8 E S . Assume first that 8 is in the interior of S . Use Definition l(iii) to
find that there exists an interior point E of £ such that 8 = S(E) . Set D = M(G) and
note that for all t > °sufficiently small we have Ee-tD E £ since E is in the interior
of E; The application of (36) and the use of m(tD) =:: tS(Eo)' D, which follows from
the definition of m, provide

p(Ee-tD) ~ p(E) - tS(G) . D.

Dividing by t, letting t tend to 0, and using the stress relation , we obtain S(E) . D =::
S(G) .D and thus eventually (39). Since E is the closure of its interior, the limit gives
(39) for each 8 = S(E), where E is a boundary point of E, and since every boundary
point of S is of the form 8 = S(E), where E is a boundary point of E (see Definition
1), inequality (39) holds for all 8 E S . Assume conversely that (i) and (ii) hold and
prove Il'yushin's condition. Let zr = (E( ·), P(.» be an F-cycle. Since (i), (ii) imply
the normality rule, Lemma l(iii) says that m is convex and thus m = m**. Then by
Theorem 1,

where D is such that pf = ReDpi for some R E Rot. Combining with Efpf = Eipi
we obtain E f = Eie-DRT and (40) reads w(:rr) ~ p(Eie-D) - p(Ei) + m(D) ~ 0,
where the last inequality is Condition (ii). 0

Remark 1. Suppose that the material obeys the normality rule and that T has an
elastic potential p. Then we have the following :
(i) Condition E holds for all pairs E, D as in that condition with IDI sufficiently

small and E in the interior ofE,
(ii) IfE is logarithmically convex in the sense that for every pair ofE, D oftensors

with D E SyIno, E, Ee-D E £ one also has Ee-Dt E £ for every t E [0, 1],
then E holds.

The logarithmic convexity ofItem (ii) seems to be hard to verify. The following
section gives other sufficient conditions to guarantee E.

Proof. (i): Since E is an interior point of £, if IDI is small enough, then Ee-Dt E E
for all t E [0, 1]. Writing H(t) := Ee-Dt, one obtains dp(H(t»jdt = -S(H(t» . D.
Lemma l(ii) gives S(H(t» . D =:: m(D) ; thus dp(H(t))jdt ~ -m(D) and the
integration over [0, 1] yields (36). (ii): If £ is logarithmically convex, then in the
notation of the proof of (i), one has H(t) E £ for all t E [0, 1]. The proof is then
identical with that of (i). 0
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1.7. The extended energy functions
This section shows that Il'yushin's condition leads to energy functions that satisfy
the dissipation inequalities stronger'than those arising from the second law.

Theorem 3. Suppose that the material satisfies /l'yushin s condition. Let F E Lin"
and define

e(F) = inf {p(Fe-D) + m(D) : D E SyIllo, Fe-D E -l , (41)

f(F) = sup {p(Fe-D ) - m(-D) : D E SyIllo, Fe-D E £} . (42)

Then
(i) -00 < f :::: e < 00;

(ii) for every FE E the infima and suprema in (41) and (42) are attainedfor D = 0
and hence

e(F) = f(F) = p(F);

(iii) ifF ¢ £ then (41) and (42) hold with the condition Fe-D E £ replaced by
Fe-D E o£;

(iv) for every process tt = (EO, P('»,

e(F f (pi)-l) _ e(Fi(pi)-I) :::: w(rr), (43)

(44)

The proof will show that all the infima and suprema in the above theorem are
taken over nonempty sets but it is not apriori clear that they are finite. The function
e is called the initial extended energy or briefly initial energy and f the final ex
tended energy or final energy. For a concrete material, the function e is calculated
in Section 1.10. Since for F-cycles the left-hand sides of (43) and (44) vanish and
thus w(rr) 2: 0, we see that the existence of a function e : Lin" ~ IR satisfying (43)
or similarly the existence a function f : Lin" ~ IR satisfying (44) implies that the
material satisfies II'yushin's condition; thus the existence of such functions is equiv
alent to Il 'yushin's condition. Since II'yushin's condition is strictly stronger than the
cyclic second law, the dissipation inequalities (43) and (44) are strictly stronger than
the dissipation inequality (9) stemming from the second law. In Remark 2 and the
subsequent discussion we shall see that there are qualitative differences between the
inequalities (43) and (44). It is also noted that similar potentials have been introduced
by Lucchesi and Silhavy [16], but the dissipation inequalities have been proved only
for a restricted class of processes. Recently, a potential similar to e has been intro
duced by Ortiz and Repetto [21] and Carstensen, Hackl and Mielke [4], and Mielke
[18] to treat plastic materials from the variational point of view.

Proof. (i): If we set 8 = det F and take any element E of £[, (see Definition l(iv» then
by the polar decomposition theorem there exists an R E Rot and D E SyIllo such that
Fe-D = ER and hence Fe-D E £ for some D E SyIllo. Thus the suprema and infima
in (41) and (42) are taken over nonempty sets and hence e(F) < 00, f(F) > -00. It
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remains to be proved that f(F) :5 e(F). Note first that if DI ' D2' D E SYIllo are such

that i>leD2 = ReD for some R E Rot , then we have the triangle inequality

m(D) :5 m(Dd + m(D2)'

To establish (45), let Ea E ae,a = 1,2, be such that

M(Ea ) '" Da

(45)

(46)

(see Definition 1(iij), Let iTa be processes ofduration 1of the form iTa = (Ea , Pa ('»,
where

P2(t) = etD2, PI(t) = etDleD2, t E [0, 1].

Let finally p be an elastic process connecting iTi with iTj . Then tt = iT2 * P * iTI is a
process in which

p - - - -
W (zr) = SeEd . DI + S(E2) . D2

and we have pf = eD•eD2 = ReD. Thus the lower bound for the plastic work
(Theorem 1; recall m = m**) gives

S(EI) . DI + S(E2) . D2 2: m(D) .

Using (33) we obtain (45). Next use (45) to show that ifF E Lin" and DI, D2 E SYIllo,
then

p(Fe-D1) - m(-DI) :5 p(Fe-D2) + m(D2).

Indeed, let D E SYIllo be such that ReD = eD2e-D1 for some R E Rot so that,
by (45),

Condition E says

and hence

p(Fe-D2) 2: p(Fe-D1) - m(-DI) - m(D2) .

Taking the supremum over all DI such that Fe-D1 E e and the infimum over all D2
such that Fe-D2 E ecompletes the proof of (i). (ii): This is trivial by (36). (iii): Let

e(F) = inf {p(Fe-D) +m(D) : D E SYIllo, Fe-D E ae} . (47)

This is an infimum over a smaller set than in (41) and therefore,

e(F) :5 e(F). (48)

To prove the opposite inequality, let D E SYIllo be such that Fe-D E c. As F f/. S;
there exists a r e [0, 1] such that Fe-Dr E ae. Inequality (36) gives

p(Fe-D) = p(Fe-Dr e-(I-r)D) 2: p(Fe-Dr) - m(D) + m(Dr) ,
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where we have used the homogeneity of m. Thus

p(Fe-D) + m(D) :::. p(Fe-D' ) + m(D') ,

where D' := Dr E aE. Thus for each D as in the infimum (41) there exists a D'
as in the infimum (47) with a value of p(Fe-D' ) + m(D') that does not exceed
p(Fe-D ) + m(D) . This proves the opposite inequality in (48). The assertion about
f(F) is proved similarly. (iv): If T( = (E(·), P(.)) is a process and if we write
pf = ReDp i for some R E Rot, D E SyIUo then Theorem 1 (recall m = m"' :::. 0)
gives

(49)

We have

e(Ff
(pi)-l) s p(Ff

(pi)-le- D) + m(D) = p(Ef) + m(D)

by the definition of e and

e(Fi(pi)-l) = e(Ei ) = p(Ei )

by (ii); hence (49) leads to (43). Equation (44) is proved similarly. o

(50)

Let us estimate the extended energy functions at large values of IFI.

Lemma 2. For every U E Sym" with det U = 1 we have

1
2.J3lln UI ::: In lUI::: In.J3 + [In UI.

Proof. Denote by I . 100 the maximum norm of Sym, i.e.,

IDloo := max {Idll, Id21, Id31l,

where dl :::. d2 :::. d3 are the eigenvalues of D E Sym. Write U = eD with D E SyIno
sincedet U = 1.We have dl +d2+d3 = 0; hence d, ::: oand IDloo = max {d1, -d3} .
If IDloo = d1 then trivially IDloo ::: 2d1. If IDloo = -d3 , then d1 + d2 - IDloo = 0,
i.e., IDloo = d1 + dz ::: 2d1· Hence in every case IDloo ::: 2d1 and so

leDl2:::. e2dt :::. elD1oo ,

which implies 41Dl00 ::: In leDI. Combining this with IDI ::: .J3IDloo we obtain
(50h . To prove (50h, it suffices to note that

leD 12 ::: 3e2d1 s 3e21Dloo ,

i.e., In leD I ::: In .J3+ IDloo . Combining this with IDloo ::: IDI we obtain the desired
result. 0

Remark 2. Suppose that the material satisfies ll'yushin's condition and assume that
for each fixed 8 > 0, the set Eo, given by (3), is bounded and that 81/ 31 E Eo ;
moreover, assume that

m(D) :::. colDI , DE Sym., (51)
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(53)

for some co > O. Then there exist positive constants fie , [Je, fif ' [Jf anti functions
Ye, Ye, rr- Yf : (0, (0) -+ lR such that

Ye(8) + [Je In IFI :::: e(F) s Ye(8) + fie In+ IFI, (52)

Yf(8) - fif In+ IFI s f(F) s Yf(8) - [Jf In IFI

for every F E Lin" , where 8 = det F and In+ is the positive part of In .

Proof Let us first prove the upper bound (52)z. Since S is bounded, there exists a
Co > 0 such that

m(D) s colDI

for each D E SyIDo. Let Y~ : (0, (0) -+ lR bedefined by

y~(8) = max {p(E) : E E £8}

(54)

(55)

for each 8 > O. The maximum exists and is finite since £8 is bounded p is continuous.
Let

fie = 2.J3co , Ye (8):= y~(8) + (2co/ .J3) IIn 81 (56)

(58)

for each 8 > O. Since the functions on both sides of (52)z are objective and isotropic,
it suffices to prove (52)z only if F E Sym", IfF E £ then the proof is immediate. Let
FE Sym" \ £. Set 8 = detF and

D := In(F/81/3), i.e., Fe-D = 81/31. (57)

Then by (41) we have e(F) :::: p(8 1/ 31)+ m (D) and using successively (57), (55), (54),
(57), (50)1> and (56), we obtain (52)z. Let us prove (52)z. We have IABI s molAliBI
for some mo > 0 and all second-order tensors A, B. Let H E a£ so that H is invertible
and IHI oF O. Then IFI = IHH- IFI :::: moIHIIH- IFI for each F E Lin" and hence

IH-IFI ~ c31FI

for all H E a£ and F E Lin", where C3 = min {moIIH\-1 : H E a£} > O. The

compactness assumption of £8 implies that the minimum exists and is positive. For
the same reason,

y~(8) := min {p(H) : H E a£8}

is finite. We now prove that (52)z holds with

[Je = Co > 0, Ye(8) = y~(8) - [Je In.J3 + [Je In C3. (59)

We can again assume that FE Sym" . Let DE SyIDo be such that H := Fe-D E a£.
Then using successively (58), (51), (50) and (59) we obtain

p(Fe-D ) + m(D) ~ Ye(8) + [Ji In IFI.

Equation (47) implies (52h- Inequality (53) is proved similarly. o
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Remark 2 shows that there are strong differences in the behavior of e, f for
large values of IFI on the surfaces det F = o. We see that f is not even bounded
from below. For this reason, we restrict ourselves to e. The growth of e is sublinear
on surfaces of constant determinant since the set S of all values of the stress 8, as
opposed to the Piola-Kirchhoff stress, is bounded: The assumption that

181 ~ C < 00 (60)

leads to the logarithmic growth due to the extra factor FT in 8 = FTDp(F). The
sublinear growth is at variance with the linear growth of the energy in the infinitesimal
deformation Hencky plasticity theory (see Temam [31D. There the stress relation reads
8 = Dp(E) with 8 satisfying (60), which excludes the superlinear growth.

1.8. Appendix: A strange conjugation

Next let us show that Condition E has little or nothing to do with the convexity
properties of p. To this end, we introduce a transformation on the set of materials that
does not change the work in appropriately changed processes but changes the signs
of potentials like the elastic potential, free energy, extended energies, etc.

Consider a material M = (~, Il , F, T) determined by the constitutive objects
E; T, M and define uT: E~ Sym, UM : at: ~ SyIlloby

UT(E) = -T(E), E E E; UM(E) = -M(E), E Eat:.

It is easily seen that E, UT,UM satisfy Conditions (i)-{v) in Definition I and thus
t:, UT, UM determine a material that we denote uM = (U~, Un, uF, UT). Clearly,

Todetermine the relationship between Un and Il , define, for every rr = (E(·), P(·)) E

Il , a pair Urr = (UE(.), UP(.)) by

UE(t) = E(d1f - t), Up(t) = P(d1f - t), t E [0, d1f]'

It is easily seen that for every process rr E Il we have Un E Un and the operation U(.)
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between Il and Un. One finds that

Um(D) = m(-D), DE SyIllo,

and
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M satisfies the cyclic second law
p is an elastic potential for M
1jJ is a free energy for M
r is a residual energy for M
M satisfies Il'yushin's condition
S is convex
M satisfies the normality rule
e is an initial energy for M
1 is a final energy for M

1.9. Materials of type C

M. Silhavy

¢} UM satisfies the cyclic second law,
¢} Up := -pis an elastic potential for UM,
¢} UljJ:= -1jJ is a free energy for UM,
¢} Ur := -r is a residual energy for UM,
¢} UM satisfies Il'yushin's condition,
¢} Us is convex,
¢} UM satisfies the normality rule ,
¢} U1 := -e is a final energy for UM,
¢} Ue := - 1 is an initial energy for UM.

The rest of the paper is devoted to a class of materials for which the elastic potential
is logarithmically convex on deformation gradients of fixed determinant. They are
shown to satisfy Il'yushin's condition and the extended energy e can be calculated
using the double convex conjugation with respect to the logarithmic deformation. An
example of a material of type C is in Section 1.10.

If 1 is any mapping defined on Lin" and 0 > 0, define the mapping 10 on
Syrn., by

toeA) = l(ol/3eA), A E SYIllo.

IfP:Lin" -+ 1R is a continuously differentiable objective isotropic function then Po
is isotropic and continuously differentiable and

DPo = 50 ,
where 5is the traceless part of Tdefined by

- - TT(F) := Dp(F)F .

(61)

(62)

To establish (61) , note that in view of the isotropy of both sides of (61) it suffices to
verify (61) only on diagonal elements (relative to some orthonormal basis), which is
trivial.

The function p is said to be (strictly) logarithmically convex if for every 0 > 0,
the function Po is (strictly) convex. It must be emphasized that this definition involves
only symmetric tensors of constant determinant. By (61) the convexity inequality
reads

Po(B) ::: Po(A) + 50(A) . (B - A) (63)

for any A, B E SYIllo with the strict inequality sign if p is strictly logarithmically
convex and A f= B. The convexity in the logarithmic deformation has been examined
by Hill [11], [12] for elastic materials and was shown to be free from undesirable
consequences (in contrast to the convexity in the principal stretches); our assumption
is actually weaker because of the determinant restriction. Note also that the logarithmic
convexity is consistent with the polyconvexity [30]. Let us show that the logarithmic
convexity implies the Baker-Ericksen inequalities.
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Lemma 3. Let pbe objective and isotropic. '1' be given by (62), and E = diagtej , e2,
e3) E Syrn" be diagonal so that also T := T(E) = diag(tl , tz, t3) is diagonal. Ifp is
logarithmically convex then we have the Baker-Ericksen inequalities

t, 2: 's if e; 2: ej (64)

with the strict inequality sign if pis strictly logarithmically convex and ei > el:

Proof. Write E = fJl/3 eA. where A = diag(al. a2. a3) E SyIDo. and fix the pair i, j.
Apply the monotonicity (88(B) - 88(A» . (B - A) 2: 0 to B = diag(bl. b2, b3),
where the triple (bl . b2. b3) is obtained from (aI , a2, a3) by interchanging the i, j
components. Then 88(B) is a diagonal tensor that differs from 88(A) by interchanging
the i, j-components and one obtains

(tj - tj)(e j - ej) 2: 0 (65)

with the strict inequality sign if e; =1= ej and h is strictly convex. Thus if ej > ej ,

we have tj 2: t j . Since the derivative of p is continuous, a limit provides that tj 2: tj
also if e, =ej. 0

Lemma 4. (i) If Pis objective, isotropic, of class c', and strictly logarithmically
convex and E, M E Syrn" satisfy

p(ERMRT ) 2: p(EM)

for each R E Rot then E and M commute. (ii) Similarly, if f : SyIDo ~ lR is strictly
convex and continuously differentiable and A, B E Symo satisfy

f(A +RBRT ) 2: f(A +B)

for each R E Rot then A. B commute.

Proof. (i): If W is any skew tensor, then the differentiation of

p(EewMe-w) = p(EewM) 2: p(EM)

with respect to W at W = 0 gives ETE-I .W = O. where T := T(F) and F := EM.
Hence ETE-l is symmetric which means that E2T = TE2 and hence

ET=TE. (66)

Since '1'(-) is objective isotropic. we have T = T(C) , where C = (FF T) 1/2. Let us
show that (66) implies that

EC = CEo (67)

In a suitable orthonormal basis we have C = diagtcj , C2, C3), T = diag(tl, tz. t3),
and (67) reads (no summation)

(C j - cj)Eij = O. 1:s i, j :s 3. (68)

where E jj are the components of E in our basis. If ci = Cj then (68) holds trivially.
If c, =1= Cj then the strict convexity of h implies tj =1= tj by the strict version of the
Baker-Ericksen inequalities (65) (Remark 3), and as (66) reads (tj - tj)Eij = 0 we
have Vij = 0 and (68) holds again. Hence also E and FFT commute. This leads to
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(69)

EM2 = M2E. That is, E commutes with M 2 and hence also with (M2)1/2 = M . (ii)
is proved similarly. 0

Definition 3. An ideal elastic-plastic material is said to be oftype C if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(i) the material obeys the normality rule (see Definition 2);
(ii) Thas an elastic potential p that admits an objective, isotropic, class C1 exten

sion p : Lin" -+ lR that is strictly logarithmically convex and bounded from
below;

(iii) for every 8 > 0, S = 8(£el) (see (3)for the definition of Eel);
(iv) 0 is in the interior ofS .

Note that (iv) and the boundedness of S imply that

ctlDI ~ m(D) s c21DI

for some positive constants cj , C2 and all D E Sytno.

Proposition 6. Each material oftype C satisfies Il 'yushin's condition.

Proof Verify Condition (ii) of Theorem 2. It suffices to establish (36) for pairs E
and D as in that condition and satisfying additionally E E Sym". Let Q be a point of
minimum of the function R f-+ p(ERe-DRT) = p(ERe-D), R E Rot, so that

p(Ee-D) ~ p(EQe-DQT) . (70)

By Lemma 4(i), E and Qe-DQT commute and hence so also do E and QDQT. Let
8 = detE and A = In(E/81/3). By the commutativity, Ee-QDQT = 81/3eA-QDQT

and thus p(Ee-QDQT) = Pel (A - QDQT); the convexity of Pel gives

Pel (A - QDQT) ~ Pel(A) - 8el(A) . (QDQT).

Since E E E, this reads

p(EQe-DQT) ~ p(E) - 8(E) . (QDQT) = p(E) - 8(QTEQ) . D.

By Lemma l(ii), 8(Q TEQ) .D ~ m(D) which in conjunction with (70) leads to (36) .
o

We now give simplified constructions of the initial energy for materials of type C.

Theorem 4. Consider a material oftype C and let F E Lin" , Then
(i) there exists a unique D E Sytno such that E := Fe-D E £ and

e(F) = p(E) + m(D);

(ii) ifF E £ then E = F, D = 0;
(iii) ifF ¢. £ then E E a£ and

DE NS(E)S;

if additionally F E Syrn", then F, E, D commute.

(71)

(72)
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Hence, setting

P =eD ,

we have the elastic-plastic decomposition

F=EP

with E E S, D E N§(E)S and

e(F) = peE) + m(D).

For F E Sym" the logarithm of (73) and the commutativity give

InF = InE+D,

25

(73)

which decomposes In F into its projection In E onto In(£nSym+) and the complement
D in the normal direction to S at the corresponding stress. If we interpret the energy
e as a stored energy of the associated nonlinear Hencky material, the above shows
that the constuction of e involves the same projections as in the small deformation
theory but in the space of logarithmic deformations.

Proof. It is enough to give the proof in the case F E Sym", Write F = 01/ 3eA , where
o= det F , A E SyITIo, and consider an auxilliary minimum problem

e= min (Po(A - D) + m(D) : D E Symo} . (74)

The minimum exists since pis bounded from below and m is coercive (see (69)). Let
D be a point of minimum. The optimality conditions say that

So(A - D) E om(D).

Furthermore, we have in particular

(75)

for each R E Rot, and hence A, D commute by Lemma 4(ii) . We conclude from
(75) and om(D) c S (see (34)) that So(A - D) E S. From Definition 3(iii) we
have S(£o) = S(£o) = S and thus So(M) = So(A - D) for some M E SyITIo such
that 01/ 3eM E £0' The strict monotonicity of So, which is a consequence of the strict
convexity of Po, implies that M = A - D and as A, D commute, we obtain Fe-D E S,
Hence

e= p(Fe-D ) +m(D)

with Fe-D E S, which implies that

e(F) s e. (76)

Let us further prove that the opposite inequality holds in (76). Note that the infimum
in (41) exists as a minimum in the present case. Let D be the point of minimum in (41).
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Let further Q be a point of minimum of the function R H- p(Fe-RDRT) , R E Rot .
Lemma 4(i) tells us that F, QDQT commute and hence

p(Fe-D) + m(D) ~ p(Fe-QDQT) + m(QDQT)

= ]30 (A - QDQT) + m(QDQT)

which proves the opposite inequality in (76). Moreover, the argument shows that D
is a point of minimum in (41) if and only if D is a point of minimum in (74) and that
such a point commutes with F.

(i): To prove the uniqueness of the point of minimum in (41), it suffices to prove
the uniqueness of the point of minimum in (74). Let Da , (X = 1,2, be two distinct
points of minimum in (74) so that, in particular, F, A, Da commute,

and

]30 (A - DI) + m(DI) = ]30 (A - D2) +m(D2)'

The inclusions (77) imply

(77)

(78)

(79)

and the strict convexity provides

]30 (A - DI) > ]30 (A - D2) +So(A- D2)' (D2 - D}) ,

which in combination with (78) and (79) leads to

So(A- D2) . DI > m(D})

in contradiction with (32). Thus the minimizer is unique. (ii) : This follows from the
uniqueness and Theorem 3(ii) . (iii) : The inclusion E E 8£ follows from the uniqueness
and Theorem 3(iii). The inclusion (72) follows from the above proof. 0

Remark 3. we consider the unique minimizer D and the E from Theorem 4 as a
function ofF E Lin", written D = D(F), E = E(F), then the form of(41) implies
that the functions have the following transformation properties:

E(QF) = QE(F), P(QF) = P(F),

E(FQT) = E(F)QT, p(FQT) = QP(F)QT,

for every F E Lin", Q E Rot. We define Z:Lin" ~ Symby

Z(F) = To(E(F»,

where To(E) = T(E) - t(trT(E»l is the traceless part ofthe Kirchhoffstress. Then

Zis objective and isotropic and for every 8 > 0 we have the stress relation

Zo(A) = Deo(A)
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for a.e. A E SyITIo. More precisely, e~ is convex and Z~(A) is a subgradient of e~ at
A for every A E SyITIo. Thus the Hendry material with the stored energy e is such
that the traceless part of the Kirchhoff stress always belongs to the stress range S.

Proof Let A be fixed and D be the corresponding minimizer. If B, D E SyITIo then
the convexity of Po says that

fi~(B - D) ::: fi~(A - D) + S~(A - D) . (B - A + D - D) (80)

and the convexity of m that

m(D) ::: m(D) + S~(A - D) . (D - D)

since S~(A - D) is a subgradient of mat D. A combination of (80), (81) with

e~(A) = Po(A - D) + m(D)

provides

(81)

fi~(B - D) + m(D) ::: e.s(A) + S.s(A - D) . (B - A).

Fixing B and taking the infimum of the left-hand side over all f> E SyITIo, we obtain

e.s(B) ::: e.s(A) + S.s(A - D) . (B - A),

which shows that e.s is convex and S~ (A - D) is its subgradient at A. It follows that
e~ is locally Lipschitz continuous and the subgradient coincides with the derivative
for a.e. A E Syrn-; 0

1.10. The duality, example

This section gives a description of the initial energy for materials of type C in terms
of the convex conjugation in the logarithmic measure of deformation (Proposition 7).
The dual description is the analogue, for large deformations, of the duality consid
erations presented in Temam [31, Chapter 1, Section 3] in the context of the small
deformation theory of plasticity.

Proposition 7. Consider a material oftype C. Then for every 0 > 0 we have

e~ = CPt,
where CPt is the convex conjugate of cP~ given by

lfit (S) ifS E S,
CP.s(S) =

00 otherwise,

where fit is the convex conjugate ofPo on SyITIo.

Proof The proof of Theorem 4 shows that

e(F) = min {Po(A - D) + m(D) : D E SyITIo} (82)
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and the proof of Remark 3 that eo is convex on SyITIo for every 8 > O. For a fixed 8,
consider the family {to: D E SyITIo} of convex functions on SyITIo given by

to(A) = Po(A - D) +m(D). (83)

Equation (82) asserts that

eo(A) = min {to(A) : D E SyITIo} , A E SyITIo. (84)

The application of the general formula for the convex conjugate of a minimum of a
family of convex functions [9, Chapter I, Equation (4.6)] in the present case gives

et(S) = (min {to: D E SyITIo})*(S) = sup {to(S) : D E SyITIo} , (85)

S E SyIDo . We have

to(S) = (h(' - D) +m(D))*(S), (86)

where Po(' - D) denotes the shifted function A 1-+ Po(A - D). In (86), D is a
parameter and hence m(D) an additive constant during the evaluation of the convex
conjugate. The rules for the evaluation of the conjugate of a function shifted by an
additive constant and shifted in the domain space [9, Chapter I, Equations (4.8) and
(4.9)] yield in the present case

to(S) = pt(S) + S· D - m(D), (87)

where pt is the conjugate of Po. Inserting (87) into (85),

e;(S) = p;(S) + sup {S . D - m(D) : D E SyITIo} (88)

and we note that

m·(S) := sup {S. D - m(D) : D E SyITIo}

is the conjugate of the convex dissipation function m. A combination of (35) with
(88) then gives e;(S) = ({Io(S). Since eo is convex, we have eo = (eo)·· = ({It. 0

Example

Finally, an elastic-plastic material is described for which the initial energy and the
Hencky-type response are calculated explicitly. Let

£ = {E := VR E Lin" : V E Sym", R E Rot, ILl ~ r/fJ} ,

where r, 13 are given positive numbers and L = In V - 1tr(ln V)l. Define T:Lin" ~
Symby

T(E) = o' (8)81 + fJL

for each E E Lin" , where 8 = det E and (X : (0, 00) ~ IR is a continuously
differentiable function. We use the same symbol T for the restriction of T to E,
Define M : a£ ~ SyITIo by

M(E) = (fJ/r)RTLR, E E ee.
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(89)

The objects E. T. 1\1 determine an ideal elastic-plastic material (E, rt, F, T) (see
Definition 1) and one finds that

S(E) = ,8RTLR. E E Sym" ,

S = {S E SyIDo: lSI s r}.
The material is of type C. Indeed . other things being obvious , it suffices to verify
Condition (ii) of Definition 3. One finds that if p : Lin" ~ lR is defined by

p(E) = a(o) + t,8ILI2

for each E E Lin", where E = VR is the polar decomposition of E, then p is an
elastic potential for T on Lin", We identify p with p, One finds that

jjo(A) = a(o) + t,8IAI 2, A E SyIDo.

which is a strictly convex function. Thus the material is of type C. The dissipation
function is given by

m(D) = m"'*(D) = 'IDI , DE SyIDo,

and since it is convex, by Proposition 5, the maximal and minimal residual ener
gies are

R E Rot, D E Symo' The initial energy is given by

[

a (o) + t,8ILI2 if ILl s ./,8,
e(F ) =

a(o) - 1 (' / ,8) + 'ILI if ILl> ./,8,

for each F E Lin" , where throughout. F = VR is the polar decomposition of F and
o = det F . The case ILl ~ ./,8 in (89) follows from Theorem 3. Let us consider
the case ILl> ./,8. By the objectivity and isotropy we may restrict ourselves to
F = V E Syrn" \ E; in fact it suffices to consider an F that is diagonal in some
orthonormal basis . By Theorem 4, it suffices to seek the infimum in (47) only on
those D that are diagonal in some basis of eigenvectors of F. If Fe-D E 8E then

p(Fe- D) = a(o) + .2/2,8.

Consider an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of F so that F = diagfuj , V2, V3).
By (47),

where

e(F) = a(o) + .2/2,8 + .M, (90)

M := inf {IDI : DE SyIDo, Fe-D E 8E. D diagonal} . (91)

For a D = diag(dl, d2. d3) as in (91) the condition Fe-D E 8E gives Iino F - DI =
r /,8 and we are led to

M = inf {Idl : dEC} ,
where C = {d E P.ld - c] = ./,8} is the circle with the center c , c; = In(vi/8 1/3),

0 := VIV2V3 . in the plane P = {d E]R3 : dl + d2 + d3 = O} . By [Inn F] > ./,8 the
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origin (0,0,0) is not in the interior of C. Thus we are looking for the point of the
circle C whose distance from the origin is minimal and hence M = Ilno FI- r 18 for
each F E Lin" . A combination with (90) gives (89). Note the linear growth of e in
ILl outside E, A differentiation of e gives

~ [/3L
Z(F) = rL/ILI

if ILl s r//3,
if ILl> r//3.
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2. Generalized Elastic-Plastic Decomposition
in Defective Crystals

G. P. Parry"

Abstract. I outline ideas which allow one to prove a rigorous type of elastic
plastic decomposition between related crystal states. The context of the work is
a theory of defective crystals where the microstructure is represented by fields of
lattice vectors, and the construction of the "generalized elastic-plastic decomposi
tion" is a geometrical procedure which does not involve any notion of stress. The
decomposition of the change of state has the form Fj FPFi, where Fj and Fi
are piecewise elastic deformations and FP is a rearrangement of ''unit cells" of a
related crystal structure. The relevant unit cells do not derive from any supposed
perfect lattice-like properties (e.g., translational symmetry) of the crystal states
(no such presumption is appropriate since the crystals, and corresponding unit
cells, support continuously distributed defects) but are constructed by means of
the piecewise elastic deformations using a self-similarity property of the crystal
states. Further, each individual unit cell, with its attendant distribution of lattice
vector fields and defect densities, is translated to its new position by the rearrange
ment FP, so that the corresponding mapping of points of the body represents a
"change of shape" of the crystal domain.

2.1. Introduction

Lee et a1. [7] and Lee's [6] notion of elastic-plastic decomposition has been influential
in the development of phenomenological theories of plasticity. Their decomposition
is based on a thought experiment whereby a notional "unstressed state" is used to
define a linear transformation FP at a particular material point. Thus, quoting from
Lee et a1. [7], "to achieve the unstressed state, the body must be considered to be
cut up into small elements, and with the removal of the loads on the elements, the
unstressed state is approached as the element size approaches zero. However, the
unstressed elements do not fit together to form a continuous body." Then an elastic
deformation F (with components equal to the partial derivatives of a displacement
field) is decomposed as F = FeFP, where Fe and FP "are not in general matrices of
partial derivatives, though their product .. . is." So the elastic-plastic decomposition
is effectively a constitutive assumption , and common theories of plasticity proceed

"Dlvision of Theoret ical Mechanics, School of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nottingham, Not
tingham NG7 2RD, UK.
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by making explicit assumptions on F P, for example that F P is determined in terms
of "slip" on a finite set of prescribed planes compatible with some assumed crystal
symmetry.

I proceed differently here, basing the analysis on a theory of crystals with mi
crostructure proposed by Davini [1], developed in Davini et al. [2,3], Fonseca et al.
[4], Glanville et al. [5], Parry [9, 10, 11], Parry et al. [12, 13]. In the theory, a crystal
state corresponds to the prescription of three smooth linearly independent "lattice"
vector fields over some region B £ ]R3. Convincing analogues of defect measures
like the Burgers vectors and dislocation density tensor are readily available in the
context of Davini's theory. However, it is also clear that there are many more objects,
with properties like those of the classic Burgers vector and dislocation density tensor,
whose roles one should appreciate in this theory of continuous distribution of de
fects. So the first few sections of the paper are devoted to constructing and examining
generalizations ofthe "classic objects."

In fact it turns out to be productive to attempt to answer a seemingly simple
question: Given two crystal states, when are they elastically related to one another? It is
easy enough to discover necessary conditions which must be satisfied if two states are
to be elastically related, but it seems to be much more difficult to produce conditions
sufficient for this purpose. However, according to Olver [8], Cartan has provided
the mathematical theory which allows one to give sufficient conditions that crystal
states are locally elastically related (see Section 2.4 for the definition of possibly
unfamiliar terms). These sufficient conditions are a subset of the above conditions
necessary for states to be elastically related, and they may be expressed in terms
of the dislocation density tensor and a finite number of its (directional) derivatives.
Furthermore, it will be clear that the conditions which are sufficient for states to
be locally elastically related are not also sufficient for those states to be elastically
related. In fact, it is particularly noteworthy that the archetypical two states which are
locally elastically related but not elastically related (to each other) are related by slip
in planes determined by the lattice vector fields. In a sense, then, the slip mechanism of
phenomenological plasticity theories emerges quite naturally in this microstructural
theory based just on the geometry of relevant crystal states . For that reason, the paper
is focussed on examining pairs of states which satisfy the conditions necessary for
them to be elastically related, which Davini and I have called neutrally related states.

In Section 2.7, I provide a generalized elastic-plastic decomposition of neu
trally related states . The form of the decomposition is quite explicit once such states
are given; two piecewise elastic deformations are involved, and the plastic part of
the deformation is determined geometrically as a rearrangement of certain periodic
structures constructed using a self-similarity property of the relevant crystal states.

2.2. Preliminaries

Let the structure of the material correspond to the prescription of 3 vectors l\, l2, l3
at each point x of a region B, and assume that smooth vector fields are thereby defined
on that region.
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Define the crystal state ~ by

~ = {ta ( · ) , B; a = 1,2, 3}. (1)

Let u: B ~ B* == u(B) be a smooth diffeomorphism. This diffeomorphism leads
to the crystal state ~* == u~ defined by

~* = {t~(.) , B*; a = 1,2, 3} , (2)

called "the crystal state elastically related to ~ via the diffeomorphism u," if the
vectors t~, a = 1, 2, 3, are determined throughout B'" by the deformation gradient
Vu and the vectors t a , a = 1, 2, 3, via

t~(u(x» = Vu(x)ta(x) , x E B, a = 1,2,3. (3)

Briefly, ~'" is elastically related to ~ if the vector fields t~ in ~'" are related to the
vector fields t a in ~ by

(4)

so that the vector fields "behave as infinitesimal line elements in the deformation u."
Suppose the three vector fields tl (.), t2(') , t3 (.) are linearly independent at

each point. Then one can define dual vector fields d 1( . ) , d2( . ) , d\.) by

da(x) . tb(X) = 0b' a, b = 1,2,3, x E B. (5)

The dual vector fields in state ~* can be shown to satisfy

Define

da* (u(x» = [Vu(x)]-T da(x) , a = 1,2,3,x E B .

sab(X) == da(x) . V /\ db(x),

n == d 1(x) . d2(x) /\ d 3(x).

(6)

(7)

(8)

Note that n is nonzero throughout B, and assume that n > O. A calculation gives that

(
s ab) '" (sab)
-;;- (u(x» = -;;- (x), a,b=I,2,3,XEB. (9)

By virtue of property (9), the quantities s abin are elastic scalar invariants. They are
quantities that are unchanged by elastic deformation, in the sense of (9), so they may
be regarded as measures of inelastic changes of state.

2.3. When are two crystal states elastically related?

If one is to factorize a change of crystal states into some kind of elastic and inelastic
("plastic") components, it is a sine qua non that one must be able to recognize when
two crystal states are elastically related to one another. In this section I derive certain
necessary conditions which must be satisfied if two states, ~, ~ '" say, are to berelated
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in that way. Thus, when states E, E* are given as in (1) and (2), I derive certain
implications of the relation (3). The first of these follows directly from (9):

(
s ab) * (sab)* sab

range - = range - . u = range -,
B' n B n B n

since B* = u(B) and (9) holds , respectively. So

(10)

(11)ra~ge (S~b)

is an invariant set, unchanged by an elastic deformation of the state :E.
Now it is plain that the essential property of the quantities sabIn , which leads to

the invariance of the set (11), is that each such quantity is an elastic scalar invariant,
satisfying the relation (9). Thus if VI:( .) is any elastic scalar invariant of the form

VI:(X) = v ({ la(x), Vla(x) , . . . Vkla(X)}) , a = 1,2,3, x E B, (12)

for some integer k and some appropriate function v with the property

vs- (u(x)) = VI:(x)

whene ver :E* is elastically related to :E , it follows that

range VI:' = range VI:.
B* B

(13)

(14)

I note now that, generally, there is an infinite number of elastic scalar invariants. For
if VI: is anyone such invariant (for example, anyone component of (sab In)), then
by differentiating (13) and combining the result with (3), one obtains

[l: . V*VI:'] (u(x)) = [la . VVI:] (x) , a = 1,2,3. (15)

Thus , if VI: is an elastic scalar invariant, so is each of the first-order directional
derivatives la . VVI:, a = 1,2,3.

Similarly, each of the sth-order directional derivatives

(16)

where each of al . . . as-I, as may take the values I, 2, 3, is an elastic scalar invariant,
and s is arbitrary. Generally, then, there is an infinite number of necessary conditions
of type (14) which must be satisfied if states :E, :E* are to be elastically related.
However, it will tum out that not all of these conditions are independent, for if each
of a certain finite number of these conditions holds, then all of the conditions hold
(see the corollary to Theorem 5). I shall refer to any necessary condition of the form
(14), where VI: is a directional derivative of sab In of any finite order, as a necessary
condition of type I in order to differentiate such conditions from those patterned on
the invariance of the Burgers integral, which I now discuss and refer to subsequently
as necessary conditions of type II, and also from some other conditions.
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Let E, E*, given by (1),(2), be elastically related to one another, so that (3)
holds and B* = u(B) . Let s be an arbitrary circuit in B, and let u(S) be the image
circuit in B*. Then from (6),

1. dO* . du = 1. (V'u)-T dO . (V'u)dx = 1. dO . dx . (17)
rU({) ~ ~

So 1{ d" . d x , the Burgers integral, is an elastic invariant circuit integral, unchanged
by any elastic deformation of state E. It is clear that the essential property of the
field d" ('), which leads to condition (17), is that the field satisfies (6) when state E
undergoes elastic deformation to state E* . Evidently, one may construct an infinite
number of fields which satisfy analogues of (6): Let VE be any nonzero elastic scalar
invariant. Then

{vi: (u(x» d'" (u(x»} = [V'u(x)rT {VE(x)dO(x)} , a = 1,2,3, (18)

via (13), whenever (6) holds . So

i vEdo . dx is an elastic invariant circuit integral. (19)

I shall refer to necessary cond itions of the type

1. vEodo* . du = 1. vEdo . dx (20)
~({) ~

as necessary conditions of type II, noting however that as condition (20) stands, it
is not so useful as a condition of type I because of the explicit dependence on the
deformation u (which is unknown, a priori, given states E, E*).

Next, in an evident generalization, consider elastic invariants corresponding to
integrals of functions of the lattice vector and their spatial gradients of arbitrary finite
order over closed surfaces and volumes. (The restriction to closed paths and surfaces
is discussed in Davini (1] and Truesdell et al. (14].) The first point to note is that it
suffices to consider volume integrals of the form

!vhndV:= !vf({lo,V'lo , ... ,V'klo})ndV, VS;B , (21)

for

• integrals over closed surfaces can be converted to volume integrals of this
type (since the functions under consideration are smooth, by assumption, k
is arbitrary, and the divergence theorem applies),

• n := det{d O
} f= 0, by assumption.

Note that from (6),

n*(u(x» = [det(V'u)r1n(x). (22)

Hence, for example, for V S; B, with E, E* elastically related

1 n*dV* = [ [det (V'u)] -l n [det (V'u)] dV = [ n dV. (23)
U(v) lv lv
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Similarly, using (13),

[ vbn dV is an elastic invariant volume integral (24)

whenever Vb is an elastic scalar invariant. In particular, there is an infinite number of
necessary conditions of the type

1 vb*n*dV* = [ vbndV, (25)
U(v) lv

which I shall refer to as conditions of type III.
Again, conditions like (25) are not so useful, as they stand, as conditions of type

I because of the explicit dependence on u , However, it will be possible to convert
conditions of types II and III to more useful forms later on, in Section 2.6.

2.4. The basic theorem on locally elastically related states

It is a natural question to ask if any of the above conditions, which are necessary in
order that two crystal states be elastically related, are also sufficient for that purpose .
The answer to this question turns out to be no, and relevant counterexamples will be
provided later. But the conditions of type I are in themselves sufficient that the two
crystal states are locally elastically related, where this concept is defined as follows .

Definition 1. State}: is locally elastically related to state }:* if, for each Xo E B,
there exists a diffeomorphism uXo defined on a neighbourhood Nx o ofxo in B, with
uxo(Nxo) c B*, such that

i~(uxo(x)) = (V'uxo(x)) ia(x), a = 1,2,3, x E Nx o• Xo E B. (26)

Three more definitions are needed (cf. Olver [8, Chapter 8]).

Definition 2. Let v be a 9-tuple whose entries are the elastic scalar invariants sab / n ,
a, b , = I , 2. 3. The sth-order classifying set associated with the crystal state}: is the
range (over B) ofall rth-order directional derivatives ofv with r :::: s.

Definition 3. The rank Ps of the map which takes a point x to the set ofdirectional
derivations of v of order less than or equal to s is called the order of the sth-order
structure map.

Definition 4. Let Pb be the maximum value ofPs. Let so be the least value ofs such
that Ps = oz-Then So is called the order of the structure map. Note that

• Ps is assumed to be well defined,
• Ps is strictly increasing as a function ofs,
• Pb is well defined because Ps :::: 3 for all s in this context.

One ofthe main results of Cartan's theory of equivalence, reinterpreted by Olver
[8, p. 437] and somewhat adapted, is the following theorem.
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Theorem 5. If crystal states ~, ~* are such that So = So and the (so + l)th-order
classifying sets associated with the two states are identical, then ~ is locally elastically
related to ~* (and vice versa) . Moreover, ifxo E B, xCi E B* map to the same point
in the (so + l)th-order classifying set, one can take uxo(xo) = xCi, for example, in
the definition of locally elastically related states.

Corollary 6. Let St be thefourth-orderclassifying set associated with state ~, which
is the range (over B) ofall rth-order directional derivatives of (sab In) with r ~ 4.
The condition

St, = St (27)

is a finite subset of the necessary conditions of type I. Since So = So ~ 3, itfollows
that (27) is sufficient that ~, ~* are locally elastically related to each other.

Note further that if ~, ~* satisfy (27), so that ~, ~* are locally elastically
related, the basic property (13) of scalar quantities VI: ensures that all necessary
conditions of type I are then satisfied. Indeed, if (27) holds, then given Xo E B, there
existsaneighbourhoodNxoofxoinB,andamappinguxo : Nx o -+ uxo(Nxo) ~ B*
such that (26) holds. It follows from (13) that

in particular, for an arbitrary elastic scalar invariant VI: . Therefore

range VI: ~ range VI:' .
B B'

(28)

(29)

Since one also has the reverse inclusion, by an evident argument, it follows that (14)
holds quite generally. In a sense, this argument shows that the set of up to fourth
order directional derivatives of the dislocation density tensor is a functional basis of
all scalar invariants-though the set is not necessarily "minimal."

Remark 1. Toshow that it is not necessarily true that if the conditions ofthe theorem
are met, then ~ and ~* are elastically related to each other, consider the following
example .

Let E = {ea,Be; a = 1,2,3}, ~* = {ea,Bn ; a = l,2,3},whereet,e2,e3is
the canonical basis ofJR3 , Be is a cube, and Bn is not a cube. Then the conditions ofthe
theorem are met because (sab In) = 0, (sab In)* = 0, and all the relevant directional
derivatives are zero. One verifies the conclusions ofthe theorem. Ifxo E Be, xCi E Bn
are arbitrary, the diffeomorphism uXo == x + xCi - Xo is such that

l~(uxo(x» == ea = (Vuxo)la(x) == Vuxoea, uXo(xo) = xCi. (30)

However, there exists no diffeomorphism u with the properties that

ea = (Vu)ea and u(Be) = Bn (31)

because this would imply that (Vu) is the identity, so that Bn would be a translate of
the cube Be, and so Bn itself would be a cube, contrary to assumption.
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(38)

To conclude this section, I prove a result which will be needed later on, while
acknowledging that the motivation for the theorem will not be clear at this point (so
the reader could well skip this at a first reading).

Theorem 7. Given a crystal state 1:, suppose that Sabin == Tab(x3), that t a .
e3 == i a3(X3), and that T abia3 == O. Then 1: is elastically related to a state 1:3 =
{ta(· ) , B; a = 1,2, 3}, where

- + 3 -ta(x) = t a (x), x E B, (32)

for some t;;(.): x\B) ~ 1R3, withx3(B) = x 3(B ).

That is to say, if the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied, then 1: is elastically
related to a state 1:3, where the lattice vectors depend only on x 3•

Proof It is given that, for the state 1:, Sabin == d" . V /\ db In = Tab(x3). Hence
V /\ db = nTab(x 3)ta = &Tab (x3)Earsdr /\ d" , and taking the divergence,

~V . (Tab Earsdr /\ d S
) = nTabEarsT sr +Tabni a3 = 0, (33)

when the superposed dot denotes dIdx3. So the given dislocation density tensor and
components i a3 must satisfy the compatibility conditions

Tabl a3 = -TabEarsTsr. (34)

I show thatthere is a crystal state 1:3 = {ta (. ), B; a = 1, 2, 3} with ta (x) = tt (x 3 ) ,

it3 (x 3) == la3 (x 3) satisfying (34) and

-a - -b
d . V /\ d = Tab(x3). (35)

ii
To do this, it is convenient to recall from Parry et al. [12], say, that

d" . V /\ db
---- = La. db, a, b = 1,2,3, (36)

n

where, for example, L I is defined as (t2 ' V)t3 - (t3 . V)t2, the Lie bracket of the
vector fluids t2(') and t(.). Therefore, with Tab and it3 the prescribed functions of

x 3 , it is enough to show that

tr: = T ab(x 3)t t (37)

has a solution for laa = ita(x 3) , a = 1, 2, 3, a = 1, 2. These three vector equations
read (dropping the +)

l23i3i -l33i2i =Tla lai' l
l33ili - l\3i3i =T2alai, .
i\3i2i - i23ili = T 3alai

The equations with i = 3 are identically satisfied, since it3 == la3 and the corre
sponding equations hold in 1:. At least one of l\3' 123,133 is nonzero; suppose for the
sake of argument that i \3 :1= O.Then equations (38)2 and (38)) imply that (38h holds,



(42)

(41)
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by virtue of the hypothesis y iaii3 = O. So (38) is equivalent to four linear equations
for the six unknown quantities iia (x 3), i = 1, 2, 3, a = 1, 2, given ii3, i = 1, 2, 3
and yab, a, b, = 1,2,3. Choose ill = i12 = O. Then (38h and (38h become

-i13~3i =Piai, i = 1,2, } (39)
i13i2i = y 3aiai, i = 1,2,

and these equations have a unique solution, given appropriate initial conditions.
So one can construct a state 1:3 of the required form, satisfying (34) and with

the same dislocation density tensor as 1:. Recalling the definitions given earlier in this
section, 1:, 1:3 are rank zero states with the same first-order classifying sets. (The only
thing that is not immediate is that (la . v)yrs depends only on x3 in state ~, but this
quantity equals ia3Trs, which is a given function of x 3.) Hence ~ and ~3 are locally
elastically related by Theorem 5. Also by the theorem, the (local) elastic deformations
leave invariant the planes x 3 = constant. I assume that B = t(B) for some elastic
deformation t (even though this restricts the topology, and size, of B). 0

2.5. Self-similarity of states with constant dislocation density

It will turn out, later, that generalized elastic-plastic decompositions can be divided
into two classes, according as to whether or not the dislocation density tensor is
constant in the two states under consideration. (This statement will become clearer
in the section dealing with neutral deformations.) So, as a necessary preliminary,
I discuss geometrical properties of a state ~ which has all components of sab I n
constant throughout B. In this case, all directional derivations of order greater than or
equal to one are zero . Theorem 5 may be applied to states ~, ~* =~,since it is clear
thatso = So and that the associated classifying sets are identical (as ~, ~* are the same
state). Therefore, letxo E B,x~ E B(= B*) be arbitrary points of B. Then zn, x~ map
to the same point in the (so + l)th-order classifying set, since (sab In)* =(sab In)
are constant in B. The theorem gives the existence of a diffeomorphism uXo defined
in a neighbourhood Nx o of Xo such that

la (uxo(x)) = [Vuxo(x)] la(x), x E Nx o' and uxo(xo) = x~ . (40)

This is the self-similarity to which I have referred earlier: Lattice vectors are deter
mined throughout the state ~ by knowledge of the lattice vectors in an arbitrary small
neighbourhood of an (arbitrary) fixed point. In fact, there is a Lie group structure un
derlying this self-similarity, and the local elastic deformation uXo in (40) may be
related to the composition function in the group, but I do not consider this aspect in
detail here (see Parry [11]) .

As an example, consider the state ~ = (la(')' B; a = 1,2, 3} with d 1 =
(1, _x3 , 0), d2 = e2 , d3 = e3, and B = [0, 1]3. Then

sab In = ofof
is constant in B. One calculates, via (40), that

_ + (2 2)( 3* 3) + *uXo = x x - Xo Xo - Xo el Xo - xo,
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has the properties

d" (uxo(x)) = ['~7uxorT da(x) , x E Nxo and uxo(xo) = Xo (43)

whenever Nxo C B is such that uXo (Nx o) c B.

2.6. Neutral deformations

Now I continue the examination of the necessary conditions of types II and III.
Consider, to begin with, the conditions of type II, corresponding to circuit integrals
for which

1. vz-d:" . du = 1. vEda . dx . (44)
jU(O ~

The question of interest is whether the three types of necessary condition, taken
together, are sufficient that states E, E* are elastically related. Suppose then, in
particular, that (44) holds for some choice of the mapping u : B -T B* but that
it is not known whether E , E* are elastically related. Now introduce state E' by
elastic deformation of state E* via the mapping u- I : B* -T B, so that E' =
Ita' (.), B; a = 1,2, 3}, where

t~ (u-I(y)) = [(Vu- I
) (y)]t~(y) , y E B* == u(B) . (45)

By the basic invariance property of the integral Pi; vEda. dx, it follows that

1. vz-a"' . du = 1. vy/da' . dx . (46)
jU({) ~

So (44) holds for some mapping u : B -T B* if and only if there exists a state E*
such that

i vE,da' . dx = i vzd": dx , (47)

for each circuit ~ C B. It follows that, if E is not elastically related to E* but (44)
holds for some mapping u : B -+ B*, then there is a state E' :f: E such that E' is
elastically related to E* and (47) holds.

Now, since S is arbitrary, (47) implies

V /\ (VE,da') = V /\ (vEda) . (48)

Likewise, the conditions of type III lead to the relations

(49)

Thus equations (48) and (49) must have solutions E' :f: E with E ' elastically related
to E* if E is not elastically related to E* but (44) and (45) hold for some mapping
u : B -+ B*.
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Clearly, the constant elastic scalar invariant Vl; == I is an admissible choice of
Vl; in both (48) and (49). So, in particular, (49) implies that for arbitrary elastic scalar
invariants Vl;,

Since (50h implies that

,
n = n, Vl; ' = vs- (50)

(51)range Vl;' = range Vl;,
B B

it follows that all conditions of type I hold (for states :E, :E') when (49) holds. More
over, since Vl; is arbitrary in (51), that equation implies that the classifying sets of
arbitrary order s corresponding to :E, :E' are identical. Therefore (50) (or (49)) implies
that :E, :E' are locally elastically related to one another.

Also , taking vn == Vl;' == 1 in (48) one deduces

and since (50h implies V'Vl; ' = V'Vl;, (52h holds only if

a' a
V'Vl; 1\ (d - d ) = 0. (53)

It follows that the necessary conditions of types I, II, and III hold for states
:E, :E' if and only if

a' a
V'Vl; 1\ (d - d ) = 0,

,
n =n, (54)

for arbitrary scalars vs -
The rest of this section is devoted to showing that (54) holds if and only if the

choice of Vl; is restricted to the set of directional derivatives of sabI n of order less
than or equal to one. So set

F = {(sbe In), (fa ' V')(sbeIn); a, b, C = 1,2, 3}. (55)

Reiterating, the equations

V' 1\ da' = V' 1\ d",
,

n =n, Vl; E F ,
(56)

will be the focus of the rest of the paper. To emphasize this fact, states :E' such that
(56) holds, given state :E, will be called states neutrally related to :E. Mappings of:E
to states :E' neutrally related to :E will be called neutral deformations.

Next, I show that (56) implies (54). First notice that V' 1\ d a' = V' 1\ d" implies
that da' = d" + V'r a for some potentials r", a = 1, 2, 3, not all of them constant if
:E' :/= :E. Then (56h gives V'Vl; 1\ V'ra = 0, Vl; E F, a = 1,2,3, so in particular
Vl; = vl;(ra) for a nonconstant potential r", Vl; E F . Now either all the Sabin
are constant, or there exists one which is nonconstant; call it (). In the latter case,
() = ()(ra ) and I shall assume that this relationship is invertible. It follows that
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v!: = v!:(B), v!: E F. Furthermore, in particular, (lb ' V) (scd In) is a function of B;
call it ii(B), since first-order directional derivatives are in F. Hence

cd - dii
(la . V)(lb . V)(S In) = (la . V)v(B) = (ta . VB) dB (57)

is a function of B, since la . VB E F. Likewise, by induction, directional derivatives
of sab I n of arbitrary finite order are functions of the single variable B.

Recall now the definitions introduced in Section 2.4, and divide the discussion
into two cases according as to whether or not all the components of sabI n are constant:

(i): Each component ofsabI n constant. In this case, the order of the sth-order
structure map Ps is zero for all choices of s, and each sth-order classifying set consists
of a single point. Using theorem 5, one sees that (56)) implies that the first-order
classifying sets corresponding to states ~, ~' are identical, so (56) implies that states
~, ~' are locally elastically related to each other.

(ii): There is a nonconstant component ofsabI n, call it B. It has been shown that
all directional derivatives of sab I n depend on the single variable B in this case. Let
pS(B) denote a "vector" whose components are the elements of the set of directional

derivatives of sab In of orderless than or equal to s, Then V(pS (B)) =~ f6)VB has
rank I, so Ps = 1 for all s and the order of the structure map is zero once again. So
(56) implies that ~ , ~' are locally elastically related to each other in this case, too.

These remarks allow a proof of the fact that (56) implies (the integral version
of) (54) .

Theorem 8. 1f(56) holds, then

i v!:,da' . dx = i vzd" >d x , [v!:m'dV = [ v!:ndV

for arbitrary scalars vs. arbitrary circuits ~ , arbitrary volumes V.

Proof

• Since (56) holds, ~,~' are locally elastically related, and by virtue of
Theorem 5, the relevant local elastic deformation uXo has the property
uXo(xo) = xo. Let VI: be an arbitrary scalar. Then putting u == uXo' x = Xo,
~ = ~' in (13), one obtains

(58)

• Suppose each Sabin is constant. Let xo, X o E B be arbitrary. Then (40)
holds and uxo(xo) = x o' Let VI: be an arbitrary scalar and set ~N =
(la(') , Nxo; a = 1,2, 3}, ~N = (ta(· ), uxo(Nxo); a = 1,2, 3}, so that
~N* is elastically related to ~N' Then since Xo E uxo(Nxo) and Xo E Nxo'
by (13),

vs (xo) = VI: N* (xo) = VI:N (xo) = v!:(xo) .

So all scalars are constant in this case.

(59)
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• Similarly, if () is a nonconstant component of SQbIn, one shows that all
scalars depend on the single variable () (since (40) holds for points xo, x~

such that ()(xo) = ()(xo)and uxo(xo) = x~).

Thus, IvV'E ,n' dV = Iv V'En dV for arbitrary V'E because (56)4 and
(58) hold. Also, with { = as, for arbitrary V'E ,

1t (v 'E ldQI - V'EdQ) . dx = 1
t

v'E(dQ' - dQ) . dx , by (58) ,

=15 V'V'E 1\ (dQ' - dQ) . dS, by (56)).

But this last surface integral is zero in the case that each SQbI n is con
stant because each scalar V'E is also constant in that case. And when () is a
nonconstant component of SQbIn, by the above remarks,

I dvs: I

V'V'E 1\ (d
Q

- d
Q) = d() V'() 1\ (d

Q
- d

Q) = O.

by (56h with the choice V'E = () E F.

2.7. Generalized elastic-plastic decomposition of neutrally related
crystal states

First , notice that if (56) holds, it is not necessarily true that states 'E, 'E' are elastically
related. For if d" == eQ, dQ' = V'1/IQ for some potentials 1/IQ, a = I, 2, 3, with
det(V'1/IQ) = I, then (56) holds (with V' 1\ dQ' = V' 1\ d" == 0, each V'E E F zero, and
n' = n == 1). An elastic deformation of 'E' via the mapping t == (1/IQ) : B --+ t(B)
gives the state 'E* = {ea , t(B); a = 1,2, 3} with vol t(B) = vol B. But by an
argument similar to that given in the remarks after Corollary 6, there is no elastic
deformation which maps 'E* to 'E unless t(B) is a translation of B. Therefore it is
worthwhile to try to understand the structure of solutions of (56) for states 'E' given
the state 'E, and a generalized notion of elastic-plastic decomposition will result from
this endeavour. This generalized elastic-plastic decomposition will be confined to
pairs of neutrally related states, though, and so it is limited in that respect.

It would be an interesting project to try to construct a canonical procedure
whereby arbitrary states, defined over the same domain but not satisfying the con
ditions (56) , are deformed one into the other; this might require an appreciation of
which of the quantities that appear in (56) are independent of each other. For exam
ple, suppose that two states with different constant values of sab I n, defined over the
same domain, are given. Note that a state with given constant sabIn is defined to
within elastic deformation, so a canonical state with the prescribed constant dislo
cation density tensor may be chosen. Likewise, one may construct a canonical state
with given constant (sab In)' i= (Sabin). The desired procedure would deform the
first canonical state to the second. Even more specifically, take (sab In) = a ® b,
(sabIn )' = a' ® b', a , b, a' , b' E ]R3. Then one may take as the first canonical state
'E = (la(') , B ; a = 1, 2, 3} with d" = e" + baa 1\ x¢(t) , where t == a 1\ x . band
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¢(x) == (el -1-t)lt2, and as the second canonical state E', where primed quantities
replace the analogous objects in state I: .

Now let n, = {t~(.), B; a = 1,2, 3}, p E [0, 1], wheredap = ea +bapa P 1\

x¢(tP), tP = a!' 1\ x · b'' ;and at' == pa + (1- p)a', bP = pb + (1- p)b'. One has
I:o = I: , I: 1 = I:', and an inelastic deformation between the two canonical states is
prescribed. (In fact, one should be a little more careful than this.)

However, the general problem seems to be rather difficult, and so attention
is confined to solutions of (56) in this paper. Even so, the structure of solutions of
(56) will turn out to be wide enough to provide an analogue of the slip mechanism of
phenomenological plasticity theories, and it will have the merit that the decomposition
of relevant changes of state is a rigorous geometrical procedure.

As before, it is efficient to divide the discussion into the two "usual" cases :
(i): All components ofsabIn constant . The aim is to characterize the solutions

of (56) in (more or less) the following way.

• Consider states I:, I:' , where the corresponding lattice vector fields solve (56).
• Apply appropriate elast ic deformations to I:, I:' so as to produce canonical

states I:e , I:~ .

• Cut states I:e , I:~ into pieces determined by the self-similarity property of
Section 2.5, and apply (local) elastic deformations to each of these pieces
so as to produce a collection of copies of one distinguished piece of each of
I:e , I:~.

• It will tum out that the one distinguished piece of I:e can be chosen so as to
be a copy of the one distinguished piece of I:~ .

• Rearrange the pieces that derive from I: e to correspond exactly to the pieces
that derive from I:~. (It will turn out that one has the correct number ofpieces
for this purpose.)

This shows that the solutions of (56), given state E, may be characterized in
terms of a sequence of piecewise elastic deformations and rearrangement, and this is
the decomposition that was advertised in the introduction, in this case. The argument
will be further split into three subcases, depending on the rank of the matrix (Sabin).
Note that rank (sab In) < 3 by virtue of the fact that (56)1,3, with VI: = (Sabin),
implies that V 1\ d" . (db' - db) = 0 has nontrivial solutions for (db' - db), given
I:, provided I:' =F I: . So I consider the cases rank (Sabin) = 0,1,2:

(a): Rank (sab In) = O. In this case (56) is equivalent to

V 1\ da
' = V 1\ d" = 0, n = n'. (60)

From (60)1, da' == Vtfra, d" == v~a for some potentials t = (tfra) , ~ = (~a)
with det vt = det V~ by (60h. Construct canonical states I:e , I:~ by applying

elastic deformations t , ~ to I:, I:', respectively (so d~' = (Vt)-TV tfra = e", for
example). Then

I:e = lea, t(B); a = 1,2, 3}, I:~ = lea, ~(B) ; a = 1,2, 3}, (61)
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where vol t(B) = vol ~ (B). Note that t, ~ are determined only to within an arbitrary
constant. These two constants may be chosen so that t(B) and ~(B) have an interior
point in common; call it O. Choose a (small enough) cube surrounding the point 0, and
note that the corresponding "piece" of :Ec that is so distinguished is identical to the
corresponding "piece" of ~~. Cut states ~c, :E~ into pieces determined by translation
of the small enough cube (in the process constructing a lattice whose unit cell is this
cube) . Note that the self-similarity of state ~c, say, determined by solutions of (40)
with la == ea, is translation in this case ; uXo = x + c(xo), for some c(.) . I assume
that the two sets t(B) , ~(B), with vol t(B) = vol ~(B), may be approximated
sufficiently well by collections of copies of the small enough unit cell, the same
number of unit cells for t (B) as for ~ (B) . (Of course, the approximation relates to
boundary effects .) Then, a rearrangement of the finite number of cells that make up
the approximation to t(B) produces those cells that make up the approximation to
~(B) . In the limit as the size of the small enough unit cell approaches zero, ~~ is
reconstructed more and more accurately from ~c '

(b): Rank (sab In) = 1.Bearing in mind that (sab In) = constant, the equations
of interest are

V /\ dal = V /\ d", (Sabin)' = (Sabin), n' = n. (62)

It has been remarked already that knowledge of the neutral deformations for states
elastically related to ~ determines the neutral deformations of ~, so that one is en
titled to choose a canonical state which renders the discussion of solutions of (62)
as transparent as possible. There is, in fact, another property of (56) which allows
one to simplify the relevant calculations. Given ~, ~', let ~)" ~~ be defined as

{yglb(') ' B ; a = 1,2, 3}, {ygl~(.) , B; a = 1,2, 3}, respectively, where (yg) E

M 3 x 3 is such that det(yg) f:. O. Then it is easy to show that (56) holds if and only if,
when la and l~ are replaced by yg lb and yg lb' respectively, the corresponding equa
tions also hold . It follows that one can choose (yg) so that (y-l)~ (srs In)(y-l)~det y
takes a particularly convenient form (where y-l is the matrix inverse of y == (yg».
In the case in hand, where (sab In) = a ~ b, a , b e 1R3, it is easy to show that

• if a is parallel to b, one can assume that (Sabin) = el ~ el,
• if a is not parallel to b, one can assume that (Sabin) = el ~ e2.

(Also, one checks a posteriori that this reduction does not affect the nature of the
generalized elastic-plastic decomposition.) Here, I give the relevant construction just
for the first of these two cases, since the second case is not much different to the first.

Note that the state ~c = {la('), B; a = 1,2, 3}, with d 1 = (1, _x3 , 0),
d 2 = e2, d 3 = e3 has (Sabin) == e1 ~ e1. The rank of the structure map for states
~, ~c is zero, and the first-order classifying set for ~c is identical to that of E, Hence
one may deal with ~c instead of ~. Similarly if ~~ is neutrally related to ~c, an elastic
deformation JL of ~~ gives a state ~~ == {la( '), B*; a = 1,2, 3}, where la(') are
the same fields as above (extended in the obvious way), and vol B* = vol B because
n*(JL(x» = n~(x) = nc(x) = 1, x E B , implies that det(VJL) == 1.
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The task is to reconstruct I:~ from I:e by a division of the states into collections
of "unit cells" which are congruent to one another after piecewise elastic deformation,
followed by a rearrangement of those unit cells. Recalling the example of Section 2.5,
apply the following piecewise elastic deformation to I: e,

u~(x) = X +x2(zo - zt}e] , Zk ~ x 3 < Zk+l, (63)

where the points ... , Z-k. .. • , Z-], ZO = 0, ZI , . • • , Zk. ••• are equally spaced on JR,
with separation 2-n , say. This deformation has the property

(Vu~)ia(x) = ia(U~3 - Zk + zo) . (64)

and since u~3 = x 3 E [Zk. Zk+I), it follows that the deformation constructs aperiodic
set of lattice vector fields, with period 2-ne3. As n ~ 00, the image of B under the
mapping u~ approaches uoo(B), where Uoo = x -x2x3e], and voluoo(B) = vol B.

Now apply the same piecewise elastic deformation to I:~ to produce (the ob
vious extension of) the same periodic set of lattice vector fields defined over the
domain Uoo(fL(B», and note that vol Uoo(fL(B» = vol(fL(B» = vol(B). Finally,
a rearrangement of the (congruent) unit cells that approximately make up the state
defined as uoo(B) then gives the unit cells that approximately make up the state de
fined on Uoo(fL(B», and the generalized elastic-plastic deformation is accomplished
asn ~ 00.

(c): Rank (Sabin) = 2. The relevant equations are (62), again. From (62)1,
d a' = d" +Vr a , a = 1, 2, 3, for some potentials r a, and then (62h gives (V /\ da) .
V r b = 0, a, b = 1,2,3. Since rank (sab In) = 2 implies that rank (V /\ da) = 2, it
follows that v r a = }..a b1 /\ b2 for some functions X], }..2, }..3, where b" denotes V /\ d"
and b l , b2 (say) is a choice of two linearly independent vectors of the set b] , b2 , b3•

(Hence the fields b1, b2 , b3 are integrable in the sense each that ba is tangent to a
surface r b = constant, b = 1,2,3.) Clearly, Vr ] /\ Vr 2 = 0, etc., so that each of
the potentials r ], r 2, r 3 may be expressed in terms of anyone of the potentials r a

which is such that Vr a f:. 0 locally. Choose an elastic deformation that deforms the
surface r a = constant (corresponding to a potential with v r a f:. 0) to the plane x3 =
constant. It follows that one can assume that

d a' = da + fa (x 3)e3.

Then V /\ db . (d a' - da) = V /\ db . e3r(x3) = 0, so

(V /\ db. da)(ia . e3) = sabi a3 = 0,

(65)

(66)

since at least one of the functions r is to be nonzero. Also, since rank (sab) = 2,
(66) implies that la3 = p(x)va, where v == (va) E JR3 is a unit left eigenvector of
(sab), and p(x) is arbitrary. One can arrange, through a further elastic deformation
which preserves the planes x 3 = constant, to show that 133 = n- I, where n is a
function of x 3 only (see Davini et al. [3]). Hence each la3 depends only on x 3 and the
hypotheses of Theorem 7 as satisfied. So one can assume that lattice vectors depend
only on x 3 in the canonical state under consideration.
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That is, it is sufficient to consider canonical states of the form

~c = {la(')' B; a = 1,2,3}, (67)

where la(x) = it(x3 ) , for some it: IR ~ 1R3 , a = 1,2,3. Let ~~ be neutrally
related to ~c so (cf. (65»

(68)

and note that (62)] implies

(69)

(71)

(70)

In this case, there is a slightly simpler procedure than that which was outlined at the
beginning of this section which produces the required decomposition. Define

I
x 3

x* == X - r(s)la(s)ds,

and calculate that (using(69»

v«: = IT - rt; @ e3 , (Vx*)-T = IT + e3 @ ri: det(Vx*) = 1.

To construct a state ~;, apply the elastic deformation x* to state ~c and calculate that

da*(x*) = (IT + e3 @ Jbla);t =;t +re3 = da'(x) . (72)

Note that x*3 = x 3, by virtue of (69) and (70), so d'"' depends only on x*3 by (67),
(68), and (72). So the deformation x* leaves planes x3 = constant invariant and
preserves volumes. The lattice vector fields in state ~; are identical to (the obvious
extensions) of the lattice vector fields in ~~:

~; = {l~(.), x*(B); a = 1,2, 3}, volx*(B) = vol(B). (73)

Cut states ~; , ~~ into pieces determined by a cubic lattice with one set oflattice planes
perpendicular to e3. It is clear that ~~ may be approximately reconstructed from ~;

by rearrangement (i.e., translation in planes x 3 = constant) of cells in appropriate
layers of the lattice. Again, in the limit as the size of the unit cells approaches zero,
~~ is reconstructed more and more accurately from state ~;.

(ii): There is a nonconstant component of sab In; call it 9. First, an elastic
deformation allows one to assume that 9(x) = x 3 . Then, using (56), one finds that

da' = d" + J a(x 3)e3, r ea3 = 0, V /\ d" . e3 = S abea3 = O. (74)

From (74), one proceeds exactly as in case (i)c above to construct the generalized
elastic-plastic decomposition.
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3. Cocycles, Compatibility, and Poisson
Brackets for Complex Fluids

Heman Cendra", Jerrold Marsdent, and Tudor S. Ratiu t t

Dedicated to Alan Weinstein on the occasion ofhis 60th birthday.

Abstract. MotivatedbyPoissonstructuresforcomplexfluids,suchas thePoisson
structurefor spin glasses given in Holmand Kupershmidt [1988],we investigate
a general constructionof Poisson brackets with cocycles. Connections with the
construction of compatiblebracketsfound in the theoryof integrablesystemsare
also brieflydiscussed.

3.1. Introduction

PURPOSE OFTHIS PAPER. The goal of this paper is to explore a general construction
of Poisson brackets with cocycles and to link it to questions of compatibility similar
to those encountered in the theory of integrable systems. The study is motivated by
the specific brackets for spin glasses studied in Holm and Kupershmidt [1988].

In the body of the paper, we first describe several examples of Poisson brackets
as redu ced versions of, in principle, simpler brackets. Then we will show how this
technique can be applied to study the compatibility of Poisson brackets. In the last
section, we give the example of spin glasses and show that the Jacobi identity for the
bracket given in Holm and Kupershmidt [1988] is a result of a cocycle identity.

BACKGROUND. It is a remarkable fact that many important examples of Poisson
brackets are reduced versions of canonical Poisson brackets. Perhaps the most basic
case of this may bedescribed as follows. Start with a configuration manifold Q with
a Lie group G acting on Q in such a way that Q -+ Q/ G is a principal bundle (for
instance, assume that the action is free and proper). Consider the cotangent space T* Q
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with its canonical symplectic and hence Poisson structure. As with general quotients
of Poisson manifolds (see, for instance, Marsden and Ratiu [1999] for the relevant
basic background material), the quotient space (T* Q) / G inherits a Poisson structure
from T* Q in a natural way.

This construction of (T* Q) / G along with its quotient Poisson structure is a very
important and rather general method for finding Poisson structures in mathematical
physics, including fluid and plasma systems, and for obtaining brackets that satisfy
the Jacobi identity by the nature of their construction (whereas verifying the Jacobi
identity "by hand" could be quite arduous); see, for instance, Marsden and Weinstein
[1982], Marsden and Weinstein [1983], Marsden, Ratiu, and Weinstein [1984a,b],
Holm, Marsden, Ratiu, and Weinstein [1985], and Cendra, Holm, Hoyle, and Marsden
[1998].

The detailed mathematical structure of the reduced Poisson brackets on quotients
(T'" Q) / G has itself a long and interesting history going back to the work of Sternberg
[1977], Weinstein [1978], and Montgomery [1984], Montgomery [1986] on particles
in Yang-Mills fields and the bundle picture in mechanics. Recent works in this area,
such as Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2001a] and Marsden and Perlmutter [2000] take
the view that one should choose a connection on the shape space bundle Q~ Q/ G
and then realize (T'" Q)/G as the Whitney sum bundle T*(Q/G) ffi g*,where g is the
Lie algebra of G, g* is its dual space, and where g* is the coadjoint bundle associated
to the given G-action on Qand the coadjoint action of G on g*. The reduced Hamilton
equations on this space are called the Hamilton-Poincare equations and are introduced
and studied in Cendra, Marsden, Pekarsky, and Ratiu [2003].

However, the construction of brackets on quotients of cotangent bundles is not
the only case in which the idea of reduction is important to unify the study ofotherwise
mysterious Poisson brackets, some of which are well known from an algebraic point
of view, namely that for spin glasses in Holm and Kupershmidt [1988]. A key feature
of such brackets is the presence of cocycle terms.

GOALS OF THIS PAPER. In this paper we shall present a fairly general construction
of Poisson brackets with cocycles and show a simple reduction context for their
study. We then show that the brackets of Holm and Kupershmidt [1988] may be
viewed as examples of this construction. We will also make some suggestive links
with compatible Poisson structures in the same sense as are found in the theory of
integrable systems.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS. One of the key ideas that will be further developed in the future,
especially in the context of complex fluids and similar examples, is to realize these
cocycle terms as curvature (magnetic) terms associated with the reduction process
itself.This point of view was explored in some detail in Marsden , Misiolek, Perlmutter,
and Ratiu [1998] and Marsden , Misiolek, Ortega, Perlmutter, and Ratiu [2002] in the
context of reduction by stages. The corresponding theory of Lagrangian reduction
by stages was developed in Cendra, Marsden , and Ratiu [2oo1a] and it was used in
Holm [2002] to study the variational approach to complex fluids. A similar reduction
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by stages method was used in Patrick [1999], who studied the Landau-Lifschitz
equations, which occurs in magnetic materials .

It is our hope that our results will help provide a better understanding of not
only spin glasses but also other important examples of complex fluids. The reader
should realize that even the example of spin glasses has some obviously interesting
additional and fundamental properties that require a deeper understanding, such as the
following : When the spin glass bracket is "reduced" from a connection description to
a "curvature" description, the cocycle disappears, as Holm and Kupershmidt [1988]
point out. This seemingly miraculous property suggests that the overall reduction
procedure is simply a Lie-Poisson reduction from the cotangent bundle of a group
to the dual of its Lie algebra and that this one-step reduction may be realized as a
two-stage reduction (the first by a normal subgroup). The cocycle is introduced at the
first step of the reduction and then disappears in the second step, as it must since the
final bracket is Lie-Poisson.

Another idea that requires further development is the connection of the global
Poisson point of view presented here with the local, variational multisymplectic field
theoretic point of view (see, for instance, Gotay, Isenberg, and Marsden [1997], Mars
den, Patrick, and Shkoller [1998], and Castri1l6nL6pez, Ratiu, and Shkoller [2000]).
In particular, it would be very interesting to explore the issue of cocycles and reduc
tion by stages in the multisymplectic context and to link this theory to that of complex
fluids. This is a relatively ambitious project that we do not address directly in this
paper.

Parts of this paper are pedagogical in that we sometimes give two proofs of
a result, sometimes by a direct coordinate computation; we feel that this may be
beneficial for readers who want to see the same result from another viewpoint or who
prefer an emphasis on coordinate calculations.

PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION. Let (M, (,}) be a Poisson manifold (see, for exam
ple, Marsden and Ratiu [1999] for an exposition and further references). It is well
known that the Poisson structure { , }, regarded as a skew-symmetric bilinear mapping
on F(M) x F(M) , where F(M) denotes the space of smooth real-valued functions on
M, may alternatively be given in terms of a contravariant skew-symmetric 2-tensor
field C E T(f(M) (the space of all 2-tensors with indices up) on M. The relation
between {, } and C is given by the identity

{f, g} = C(df, dg) (1)

for any f , g E F(M). Let us choose local coordinates xi on M, where i = 1, . . . , m,
and m is the dimension of M . Then the Poisson bracket may be written as follows

where CiJ are the components of C in the chosen coordinate system and where the
summation convention is in force . The Jacobi identity for the Poisson structure is, as
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is well known, equivalent to the coordinate condition
jk ki ij

ir 8C jr 8C kr 8C 0
C --+C -+C -=

8x r 8x r 8x r

for all i, j, k = 1, .. . , m.

(2)

3.2. A bracket associated to a 2-form on a symplectic manifold

Definition 3.2.1. Let (P, w) be a symplectic manifold, and let E be a given 2-form
on P. For any given f, g E F(P) the phase space E-bracket of f and g is definedby

(f, gh: = E(Xf ' Xg ) , (3)

whereXf and Xg aretheHamiltonianvectorfields associatedto f andg, respectively.

At this point we do not claim anything about the phase space E-bracket being
a Poisson structure. We shall address this issue in due course.

Recall that the Lagrange bracket of two vector fields X and Y on a symplectic
manifold (P , w) is defined by the expression [X, Y]:= w(X, Y) (see Abraham and
Marsden [1978], p. 196). Thus the phase space E-bracket of f and g may be viewed
as a generalization of the Lagrange bracket of X f and Xg to an arbitrary 2-form on P.
Note also that {f, g leu = {f, g1is the usual Poisson bracket associated to a symplectic
manifold.

Let P = T* Q and denote by w the canonical symplectic form on P. Let Eo
be a 2-form on Q. If:TrQ : T*Q ~ Q is the canonical projection, E = :TrQEO is
a 2-form on T* Q and one can then form the corresponding phase space E-bracket
using (3) .

It is clear that the phase space E-bracket is skew-symmetric and is a derivation
on each factor . The natural question is therefore to find the conditions on E for {, l:E
to satisfy the Jacobi identity. We shall give below intrinsic as well as coordinate proofs
of our assertions and shall study this problem in an increasing degree of generality.

THE PHASE SPACE E-BRACKET ON THE COTANGENT BUNDLE OF A BANACH SPACE. We
study the simplest case of a general construction by first considering the case of vector
spaces. Let V be a Banach space and Eo : V x V ~ lRbe a bilinear skew-symmetric
map . The lift of this bilinear form to a bilinear form on V x V* by means of the
projection map:Trv : V x V* ~ V is given by

E «VI, /-Ld, (V2, /-L2)) = Eo (VI, V2)·

Consider the cotangent bundle T*V == V x V*. Note that the canonical pro
jection zrv : V x V* ~ V is the projection on the first factor. To compute the phase
space E-bracket, let f E F(V x V*), the space of real-valued functions on V x V*.

Recall that the functional derivative of f E F(V*) at a point /-L E V* is the
element 8f /8 /-L E V defined by the identity

Df(/-L)' v= (v, ;~) forall /-L, vE V*, (4)
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where Df(J-L) denotes the Frechet derivative of f : V *~ R
Since the Hamiltonian structure is canonical, Xf(v, J-L) = (of/0J-L, -of/ov),

and so we get

{f,g}l; (v,J-L) = I: (Xf'Xg ) (v,J-L) = I:o (;~, :~)

for all v E V and J-L E V*. This phase space I:-bracket is actually a Poisson bracket,
as the next theorem shows.

Theorem 3.2.2. Let V be a Banach space. I:o : V x V ~ IR be a bilinear skew
symmetric map. and I: be the induced bilinear skew-symmetric form on V x V*
defined above. For given f , g : V* ~ R the phase space I:-bracket on V x V*

(5)J-L E V*,(
of Og)

(f, g}l;(U, J-L) = I:o oJ-L' 0J-L '

satisfies the Jacobi identity. In particular, for f and g independent of the first factor,
we have a Poisson bracket on V*.

A more general theorem will be proved in Theorem 3.2.6 below.

THE MOMENTUM I:-BRACKET ON THE DUAL OF ABANACH SPACE. Interestingly, one
can also get a Poisson structure only on V* by a similar construction.

Definition 3.2.3. Let V be a Banach space and I: : V x V ~ IR be a bilinear skew
symmetric form. For given f, g : V* ~ R the momentum I:-bracket on functions
on V* is defined by

(
of Og)

{f, g}l; (J-L) = I: oJ-L' 0J-L ' J-L E v-. (6)

We use the term "momentum I:-bracket" since we think of elements of V* as
momentum variables and the functions under consideration depend on J-L E V* and
not on (v , J-L) E T* V, as was the case in the preceding theorem .

Remarkably, the momentum I:-bracket is also a Poisson bracket.

Theorem 3.2.4. The momentum I:-bracket given in Definition 3.2.3 satisfies the Ja
cobi identity and therefore defines a Poisson bracket on V*.

We now give three proofs of Theorem 3.2.4, starting with a local one in finite
dimensions.

Calculus-based proof Assume that V is finite dimensional. An immed iate corollary
of (2) is that any skew-symmetric constant tensor field C E 'Tc!(V) on a vector
space defines a Poisson bracket. In particular, the bracket given by (6) is a Poisson
bracket. []

The following second proof also works for infinite dimensional Banach spaces .
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Direct proof. Of course, as usual, the only thing we need to worry about is the Jacobi
identity. Denote by ~b : V --+ V* the map given by (~b(~), t}) = ~(~, t}), for any
~ , n E V, where ( , ) : V* x V --+ lRdenotes the pairing between the vector space V
and its dual V*. The following formula , obtained by differentiating (4) relative to JL,
will be used in the computation below:

for all JL, v, P E V*. Thus, one has

0: (f,gh:(JL) = -02f(JL) (~b (:~) , -) +02g(JL) (~b (;~), -) (8)

so that for any f, g, h : V* --+ R it follows that

{{f, g Is .h h:(JL )

= 0
2

f (JL) (~ b (:~) , ~b (::)) -02g(JL) (~b G~), ~b (::)) .
It readily follows that if one adds the other two terms obtained by circular permu
tations and uses the symmetry of the second derivative, the sum will vanish . This
proves that { , h; is a Poisson bracket on V*. 0

The third proof is by reduction. It may seem the most complicated at first, but
in fact , it is the one that gives the most insight into generalizations of the result.

Proofby reduction . Start with the cotangent bundle T* V = V x V*. Let V act on
V x V* as follows (cotangent lift of translations together with a momentum shift):

One checks that this action is Poisson with respect to the canonical cotangent bracket

(
of Og) (Og Of)

{f, glean (~, JL) = o~' OJL - o( oJL .

Now we simply Poisson reduce. The quotient space (V x V*) / V is isomorphic to
V* by the quotient map

Since for f : V* --+ lR we have

and
o(rr* f) of

OJL = o(JL -1~b(~» '
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it follows that

{

>I< >I<} _ (O(Jr>l< I) O(Jr>l<g)) _ (O(Jr>l<g) o(Jr>I< I))
n f, n g can (~, JL) - o~ 'oJL o~' oJL

= 'E (O(JL-Y'Et>(~))' O(JL_O;'Et>(~)))
= {j, gh; (JL - ~'Et>(n)

= (Jr>l<{j, gh;) (~ , JL) .

Therefore, (j, gh; is the reduced bracket and hence is a Poisson bracket on V >I< • 0

THE 'E-BRACKET ON P Q. Let Q be any given manifold and let 'Eo be a 2-form on
Q. Let JrQ : P Q ~ Q be the natural projection. Then 'E = n Q'Eo is a 2-form on
T>I< Q and thus it has a phase space 'E-bracket associated to it, as explained before .

For any given 2-form 'Eo on Q, one has a well-defined map

JrI:o : T>I<TQ ~ T>I<Q

given in local coordinates by

JrI:O(q i , oqi, Pi , 0Pi) := (q i , 0Pi - ~ 'EO(q)jiOqj) .

The map Jr I:o is defined at an element w E Tv>l< T Q and paired with an element
q

uq E TqQ, by

(JrI:O(w), uq) = ((vr:a 0 KQ
1) (w) , Uq) - ~'Eo(Vq, uq) , (9)

where vq E Tq Q. Here, ir-Q : TT>I< Q ~ T>I< Q denotes the tangent bundle projection
and KQ : T T>I< Q~ T>I< T Q is the canonical isomorphism. These maps are related to
some constructions given by Tulczyjew [1977] , but for expository clarity, we shall
recall the details here .

INTRINSIC CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MAP K Q. First of all, choose a local trivializa
tion of Q, in which Q is represented as an open set U in a Banach space E. With such
a choice, TP Q is represented by (U x E>I<) x (E x E>I<), while T>I<T Q is represented
by (U x E) x (£>I< x E>I<). In this representation, the map KQ will tum out to be
given by

(q, P, Sq, op) 1-+ (q, Sq, Bp; p) .

We will show that the map K Q is the unique map that intertwines two sets of
maps . These maps are given as follows:

1. First set ofmaps. Consider the following two maps:

TJrQ : TT>I<Q ~ TQ ,

JrTQ : T>I<TQ ~ TQ ,
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which are the obvious maps (recall that we write rrR : T * R ~ R for the
cotangent projection). The first commutation condition that will be used to
define K Q is that

»ra 0 KQ = TrrQ .

Thus , the diagram in Figure 1 should commute.

T(T'Q) ~Q.. T'(TQ)

~~
TQ

FIGURE I. Commutative diagram for the cotangent analogue of the
canonical involution.

2. Second set ofmaps. The second set of maps is the following :

TpQ : TT*Q ~ T*Q,

rro: T*TQ ~ T*Q.

Recall that the tangent bundle projection of T R to R is denoted TR : T R
~R.

We need to explain the map rro; let CXVq E Tv: T Q and let v« E t; Q.
Then

where

ver(uq , vq ) =:!-I (vq + tuq ) E Tvq T Q
dt 1=0

denotes the vertical lift of uq along vq .

The second commutation condition is that

rro 0 KQ = TpQ .

In other words, the diagram in Figure 2 commutes.

In a natural local trivialization, these four maps are readily checked to be
given by

TrrQ(q, p, Sq, op) = (q , oq),

rrTQ(q, Sq, p, op) = (q , oq),

TpQ(q, p, Sq, op) = (q , p),

°rr (q , Sq, p , op) = (q , op),
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T(T'Q) ~Q. T'(TQ)

~ /
T'Q

FIGURE 2. The second commutative diagram for the cotangent ana
logue of the canonical involution.

from which it is easy to see that the commutation conditions are satisfied with the
coordinate formula for KQ. It is clear that this uniquely characterizes the map KQ. We
summarize what we have proved in the following.

Proposition 3.2.5. For any manifold Q. there is a unique diffeomorphism

KQ: TT*Q ~ T*TQ

such that the above two diagrams commute.

In summary, n LO is defined by equation (9), where K Q is the map defined in the
preceding proposition.

COTANGENT BUNDLE I;-BRACKET. Now we are ready to give the generalization of
Theorem 3.2.2 .

Theorem 3.2.6. Let Q be a manifold and let I;o be a 2-form on Q. Endow T*TQ
with the canonical cotangent bundle symplectic structure. There is a unique Poisson
structure on T* Qobtained by declaring tt LQ : T* T Q~ T* Q to be a Poisson map;
infact, this bracket on T* Q is given by the cotangent I;o-bracket

(
Of Og)

{f, gho (q, p) = I;o(q) Sp ' op ,

where f, g E F(T* Q) and where the fiber functional derivative of/op E Tq Q is
defined by

(
I Of) d I I(q,P)'8 = dt f(q,p+tp)

P 1=0

for all (q, p') E T; Q.

We give two proofs. The first is a brute force coordinate proof and the second
is by reduction.

Coordinate proof. Let the 2-form I;o be written in components as

I;o = I;ijdqi ~ dq' ,
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where the sum is understood to be over all i, j (no restriction on indices, such as
i < j , which would introduce factors of 2) and where I;jj is a function of q alone.
Then we have

of og
{j, gh:o = I; jj;- -;;- .

op; UPj

The only axiom that is not obvious is the Jacobi identity. To check it, we compute
directly in coordinates as follows:

Therefore, we get

{j, {g, h}Eo}Eo + {g, {h, f}Eo}Eo + {h, {j, g}Eo}Eo

of 02g oh of Bg o2h
= I;kl I;jj---- + I;kl I; jj----

0Pk 0PIOPj OPj 0Pk OPj 0PIOPj

og 02h of og oh 02t+ I;kl I;jj - --- + I;kl I;jj----
0Pk 0PIOPj opj 0Pk OPj 0PIOPj

oh 02f og oh of 02g+ I;kl I; jj---- + I;kl I;jj----.
0Pk 0PIOPj op j 0Pk OPj 0PIOPj

The sum of the first and the last term is

where in the first equality we renamed the summation indices and in the second
we used symmetry of the mixed partial derivatives. This expression vanishes since
I;jj = - I;j j. There are two similar pairs whose sum is also 0 by the same argument.
Thus, Jacob i's identity holds.

Now we shall prove that Jr Eo : (T* T Q, ( , }) ~ (T* Q, ( , lEo) is a Poisson
map. Let I. g : T* Q ~ lRand denote by (q j , oq j , pi, OPj) the canonical coordinates
on T* T Q. By definition of pull-back and the map x Eo,we have
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Therefore, by the chain rule, we have the following identities:

o (rrEor f of 1 of OEkj k
---'-....,.'--- = - . - - - --.Sq ,

oq' oq' 20PJ oq'

o (rrEor f 1 of
0(8q)i = -2 E ik OPk'

o(rrEor f---''---'-- = 0,
°Pi

of of
--=-,
0(8p)i 0Pi

where the right-hand sides are evaluated at the point (qi, 8Pi - !EJi8q J). Therefore,
the canonical Poisson bracket of (rrEO)* f and (rrEO)*g is given by

{(rrEO)* f, (rrEO)* g} = 0 (rrEOr f 0 (rrEor g + 0 (rrEO)~ f 0 (rrEor g
Bq' OPi 0(8q)' o(8p) i

o (rrEor go (rrEor f 0 (rrEor go (rrEor f

oqi 0Pi 0(8q)i a(8p)i
1 of og I og of=--Eik-- + -Eik--
2 OPk 0Pi 2 OPk 0Pi

og af (EO)*=Eik~-;- = n {f, glEo'
op; UPi

Uniqueness follows since (rrEO)* is a surjective submersion. 0

Proofby reduction. The strategy of the proof is to reduce the canonical Poisson struc
ture on T* T Q to T* Q by means of the map rrEo. Let us first recall some general
facts about how one does such a procedure.

To motivate the construction, we note that if n : P -+ R is a submersive Poisson
map from the Poisson manifold P to the Poisson manifold R, and if f, g E F(P) are
such that for z E P, d!(z), dg(z) vanish on ker Trr(z), then d{f, g }(z) vanishes on
ker Trr(z) as well. In fact, the condition on a l-form a E Tt P needed for it to push
down to a well-defined l-form at rr(z) E R is precisely that a vanish on the kernel
of Tzrr.

Now suppose that we want R to inherit a Poisson structure from P.The condition
needed for the Poisson structure to push down from P to R under a submersion
f : P -+ R is exactly that if f, g E F(P) are such that for z E P, df(z) , dg(z)
vanish on ker Trr(z) , then d{f, g}(z) vanishes on ker Trr(z) . If this condition holds,
then it is a straightforward procedure to compute the reduced bracket on R, as in the
last part of the preceding proof. This technique has been developed in a more general
context by Marsden and Ratiu [1986] and has been used in interesting ways in the
study of integrable systems (see, for instance, Pedroni [1995]) .

In our case, consider the foliation of T* T Q whose leaves are the level sets of
the map rrEo. To establish the theorem it is enough to show that for all functions
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t, g : T* T Q -+ JR, the condition df Iker T rr 1:0 = 0 and dg Iker T tt 1:0 = 0 implies
d{f, g}Iker Tn 1:0 = 0. Differentiating along a curve (qi (t) , 8qi(t), we find that

d I i aL.ij(q) .k i . .
-d L.ij(q)8q = k q 8q + L.ij(q)8q'.

t 1=0 Bq

It follows that the tangent of the map n 1:0 is given by

T 1:0( i r i r . r' i . r')n q , oq . pt , 0Pi , q , oq ,Pi , 0Pi

= (qj ,8Pj - ~L.ij (q)8qi,qj,8Pj _ ~ (a~i~~q) qk8qi + L.ij(q)8qi)) .

Thus, a typical tangent vector is' .Sq'; Pi, 8Pi, q , 8qi, Pi, 8Pi) to the foliation can be
written in the form

( qi , 8qi , Pi, 8Pi, 0, 8qi , Pi, ~ L.ij(q)8qi) .

From this it follows that, for a given t(qi, Sq", Pi, 8pi), the condition

df tq", Sq", Pi, 8pi) . (0, 8qi, Pi, ~ L.ij(q)8qi) =°
is equivalent to

at
- =0, (10)
api

at. + ~~L.dq) = 0. (11)
a8q' 2 a8pj J

Assume that t and g satisfy (10) and (11). We must show that the canonical Poisson
bracket on T*TQ given by

{f, g} = at}~ + at .~ _ (~at + ag . at )
aq' api a8q' a8pi Bq' api a8q' a8pi

also satisfies (10) and (11). One can easily check that if both t and g satisfy (10) and
(11), then

1 (at ag) 1 ag at
{f, g} = "2L. ij(q) - a8pj a8pi + "2 L.ij(q) a8pj a8pi

_ L.. . at is.
- IJ(q) a8pi a8pj'

Using this expression it follows directly that (10) holds for {f, g} , that is,

a{f,g} = 0.
Bp,

It remains to show that (11) holds for {f, g }, that is,

a at ag 1 a at ag
a8qi L./k(q)a8p/ a8pk + "2 L.ij (q) a8pj L./kCq) a8p/ a8pk = o.
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Let us write, for short,

and

1 a at ag
'2 'Eij (q) aOpj 'E/k(q) aop/ aOPk = f3i ·

The kth components of a and 13 are

and

and, similarly,

a2g 1 a2g
-----'-----:- = - 'E/k •
aOPiaoqk 2 aOPiaOp/

Substituting these expressions for a2 f/aoPiaoqk and a2g /aOPiaoqk into the expres
sion for elk gives that elk + 13k = o. 0

3.3. Compatible brackets

Recall (see, forinstance, Marsden and Weinstein [1983] or Marsden and Ratiu [1999])
that if 9 is a Lie algebra, its dual g* is a Poisson manifold relative to the Lie-Poisson
bracket

(12)

where [, g : s" -+ JR, f..L E g*, and ( , ) : g* x 9 -+ JR denotes the canonical pairing
between the Lie algebra and its dual. We now prove that the Lie-Poisson bracket and
the momentum 'E-bracket are compatible exactly when 'E is a cocycle.
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Theorem 3.3.1. Let g be a Lie algebra and ~ : g x g ~ JR be a bilinear skew
symmetric map. For f , g : g* ~ JR, the Lie-Poisson bracket and the ~-bracket are
compatible, that is,

U,g}E := U, g} + U, g}E

is also a Poisson bracket on g*, ifand only if ~ is a 2-cocycle, that is, ~ satisfies the
identity

~([~,1]] , n + ~«1] , n~) + ~([s , H 1]) = 0 forall ~,1], S E g. (13)

Remarks

1.As an important special case ofa cocycle ~, one can take an arbitrary cobound
ary, which is also known as the modified or constant Lie-Poisson bracket ; that is, for
each given v E g* define

~,1]Eg

(14)

and consider the associated Poisson bracket { , }Ev • This Poisson bracket appears in
connection with several integrable systems and gives rise, via the associated recursion
operator, to the commuting integrals of motion (see, for instance, Ratiu [1980] for
details).

2. On p. 213 (Chapter IV, Section 5.1 of the 1987 translation) of Libermann and
Marie [1987] , there is a note on the sum of the canonical bracket on the dual of a Lie
algebra plus a cocycle bracket which gives essentially the content of the preceding
theorem. However, we give very direct proofs and , in addition, we give a more general
version, not only because we do it in infinite dimensions but also because of the more
general Theorem 3.3.3, from which Theorem 3.3 .1 follows as a special case.

There are three interesting ways to prove the preceding theorem.

Coordinate proof. Let {~1 , ... , ~n} be a basis of the Lie algebra 9 and denote by ct
the structure constants; that is, ct are defined by

[~i, ~j] = Ct~k .

The Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket is equivalent to

CfrCJk + eJrCL + CkrC[j = 0

for all i , i .k, s = 1, .. . , n, The Lie-Poisson bracket has the coordinate expression

( [
of Og]) k of og

U, g }(J.L) = J.L, OJ.L' 0J.L = J.LkCij OJ.Li oJ.L j ,

where J.L = J.Li~i and {~I , ... , ~n} is the dual basis of {~I, . . . , ~n} in g*.
The momentum ~-brackethas the coordinate expression

of og
U, g}E(J.L) = ~ij;--'l- '

uJ.LiuJ.Lj
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where , as before , :E = :Eij~i (l)~j (with a sum over all i, j). Therefore, the coordinate
expression of the sum bracket is

Recall that (2) shows how to express the Jacobi identity on a Poisson manifold
(P, { , }) in terms of the components of the Poisson tensor. For our case, the quantity
we must show vanishes for the validity of the Jacobi identity, is

(JLsCfr + :Eir)..}- (JLSCjk + :Ejk) + (JLsCjr + :Ejr) -J- (JLsCki + :Eki)
OJLr JLr

+ (JLsCkr + :Ekr) ..}- (JLsCfj + :Eij )au;

= (JLsCfr + :Eir) Cjk + (JLsCjr + :E jr) CL + (JLsCkr + :Ekr) C[j

= JLs (CfrCjk + CjrCk i + CkrCij) + :EirCjk+ :EjrCL + :EkrCij'

The term (CfrCjk +CjrCfi +CfrCfj) vanishes by (14). The rest vanishes if and only
if the cocycle identity (13) holds, since

for '1, S, (1 E g. o

Direct proof . To show that the two Poisson brackets are compatible we must establish
Jacobi's identity, so we proceed to a direct computation of the term

{{f, g}E, h}E = {{f, g}, h} + {{f, g}E, h} + {{f, g}, h}E + {{f, glE, hlE.

The sum of the first term and the other two obtained by circular permutations of
(f, g, h) vanishes because the Lie-Poisson bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. The
same is true for the last term because the :E-bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity, as
we have already proved. To compute the two cross terms we shall need the following
formula which is readily checked:

8 [8f 8g
] 2 (* ) 2 (* )8JL {f, g}(JL) = 8JL' 8JL - D f(JL) adcSg/ cS JL JL,. + D g(JL) adcSf / cS JL JL,' .

(15)

Therefore, using (8) and (15) yields
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{{f, gh;, h }(/L)+ {{f, g}, hh; (/L)

=(/L' [8~ (f, g}E, ;~J)+ ~ (8~ {f, g}, ;~)

= - (ad~h/oll /L, 8~ (f, gh; ) - (~b (;~) ,8~ (f, g})

= n2
f(/L) ( ~b (:~) , ad~h/oll /L) - n2

g(/L ) ( ~b (;~) , ad~h/oll /L)

+ ~ ([;~' :~J, :~)
+n2

f(/L) (ad~g/oll /L, ~b (;~) ) - n2
g (/L ) (ad!//oll /L, ~b (:~) ) .

The sum of the four terms involving second derivatives and the terms obtained by
circular permutations of (f, g , h) vanishes in view of the symmetry of the second
derivatives.

The sum of the third term and those obtained by circular permutations of (f, g, h)
vanishes if and only if the cocycle identity (13) holds. 0

Reduction proof. This will be discussed after we prove the more general Theo
rem 3.3.3.

AFFINE POISSON STRUCTURES. The following calculations are similar to some of the
previous coordinate calculations, but reveal that, instead of dealing with the dual of
a Lie algebra, which is a Poisson manifold on a vector space in which the Poisson
tensor depends linearly on /L E g*, one can as well start with a slightly more general
situation, in which the bracket depends affinely on /L.

Let (M, { , }) be a Poisson manifold and assume for the moment that M is a
vector space . The Poisson structure {, }defines a tensor field C E 'Ii(M) such that,
for any given I. g E F(M), (1) is satisfied. Let us choose linear coordinates xi on
M, where i = 1, ... , m and m is the dimension of M. Then the Poisson structure is
written as

i i af ag
{f, g} = C J axi axi '

where C ij are the components of C in the chosen coordinate system. An immediate
corollary of (2), which we have already utilized, is that for any skew-symmetric
constant tensor C E T(}(M) the structure on M defined by (1) defines a Poisson
bracket.

Now let us consider a skew-symmetric tensor field C E Tc?(M) depending
linearly on x, that is,

C = c.x' ,
Then the Jacobi identity (2) becomes

xs(CirCik + c!'C ki + Ck rCij) - 0sr Sr sr-·

(16)

(17)
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By differentiation with respect to X S we obtain the equivalent condition

Cir ct" + cl'Cki + CkrCij = 0 (18)sr Sr ST ,

which, of course, coincides with (14) . Let a E M be fixed and consider the con
stant Poisson structure C(a) = Csas. Then consider the structure C + C(a), whose
components are Cij + cu(a) = (XS + as)C;j. The Jacobi identity (2) becomes

(XS +as)(C;rcJk + CjrC~i + C:rc~j) = 0, (19)

which is satisfied because of(18). We have therefore proven that C +C(a) is a Poisson
structure that depends affinely on x E M.

Example. Let M = g*, where g is a Lie algebra. Then , as we have remarked already
above, the Lie-Poisson bracket is given by

( [
8f 8gJ) k af ag

U, g} = J.L, 8J.L' 8J.L = J.Lk Cij aJ.Li aJ.L / (20)

where ct are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g, which depends linearly on
J.L. From the previous results we can conclude that, for any J.Lo, the expression

U,g} = (J.L ' [:~ , :~ J) + (J.LO ' [:~, :~ J) (21)

defines a Poisson bracket.

We must remark that any linear Poisson structure on a vector space, in the sense
of (16) , comes from a Lie algebra structure on the dual of the vector space.

This discussion proves the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.2. If C is a Poisson structure on the vector space M that depends
linearly on x and ifa E M isfixed then C + C(a) is a Poisson structure.

COMPATIBILITY OF BRACKETS ON T* Q. Now we shall prove the following theorem,
from which Theorem 3.3.1 can be deduced by reduction, as we will show in a moment.

Theorem 3.3.3. Let Q be a manifold and ~o a 2-form on Q. The bracket

{, }}:o = {, lo + {, }}:o

on T* Q, where { , lo is the canonical Poisson bracket and where {, }}:o is the bracket
defined in Theorem 3.2.6, satisfies the Jacobi identity ifand only if ~o is closed.

Proof By working in a canonical (Darboux) chart, we can assume without loss of
generality that Q is an open subset of IRn • A point of T* Q is denoted in the usual
way as (q, p) = (qI, . .. , s", PI, . .. , Pn)' However, in order to use the notation
introduced in the previous paragraph, we shall denote (q I, .. . , q" , PI , ... ,Pn) ==
(x 1, . .. , x n , • . • , x 2n) .

The canonical Poisson structure on T* Q is given by the constant tensor field
defined by C~ = _8 i, j - n if j > n, C~ = 8i - n,j if i > n, and C~ = 0 otherwise.

Now let ~o be a 2-form on Q. Then we have the bracket {F, Kho defined
in Theorem 3.2.6, whose associated tensor field, using the notation xi instead of
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qi or Pi for the coordinates of a point of T* Q, is given by C~ = 2'2;;-n,j-n if

i > nand j > n; C~ = 0, otherwise. Define the tensor field Cij = C~ + C~. It is

antisymmetric because C~ and C~ are antisymmetric. Now let us see which condition
'2;0 must satisfy in order for c! to be the associated tensor field to a Poisson bracket.
This can be achieved using the coordinate expression of the Jacobi identity (2).Taking

into account that C~ satisfies the Jacobi identity and the fact that the tensor field C~
is constant, it can be easily shown that the Jacobi identity reduces to

acjk acki acijir E jr E cr E
Co axr + Co axr + 0 axr = 0, (22)

from which, using the special form of C~, one can easily deduce the equivalent
condition

a'2; ik a'2;k' a'2; ··
_J_. + _-.' + __'J = O. (23)aq' aqJ aqk

This last identity simply states that d'2;o = 0; that is, '2;0 is a closed 2-form. 0

Proofof Theorem 3.3.1 by reduction . If Q == G is a Lie group and '2;0 is a left
invariant closed 2-form on G, then {, }EO is a Poisson bracket on T*G if and only if
'2;0 is closed, which is equivalent to the statement that the restriction '2; of '2;0 to the
Lie algebra g of G is a 2-cocycle. (This is easily seen by writing the standard formula
for the 3-form d'2;o acting on three left invariant vector fields as a sum of six terms.
Three of these vanish by left invariance and the remaining terms are the terms that
are involved in the cocycle identity.) From this and the previous theorem we obtain
easily a proof of Theorem 3.3.1, by reduction . 0

3.4. Spin glasses
Holm and Kupershmidt [1988] show that the evolution equations for spin glasses is
governed by an affine bracket on the dual of a Lie algebra . Formula (2.26a) of that
article gives

(

; ) (Pkaia7pakPi P~i G6ai akAf~ A~.i )(OoHj:~k)
at c; = - akGa 0 t:pGy otak + tty Ai oH/oGp'

Ai Akai + Ai,k 0 opa; + tpyA; 0 oH/oA~

The Hamiltonian matrix in this equation is given by the Lie-Poisson structure on
the dual of the Lie algebra X® (A0 E9 ((A0 ® g) ® (An

-
1 ® g*))) augmented by

a 2-cocycle. We shall show below how this bracket is obtained as a corollary of
Theorem 3.3.1 and in the process introduce the dynamic variables and explain the
above notation.

Consider two Lie algebras a, b and a vector space U. Assume that U is a
representation space for a and that a acts on b, as a Lie algebra; i.e., there is a Lie
algebra homomorphism a ~ Der(b), where Der(b) denotes the derivations of the
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Lie algebra Der(b). Consider U Ef)b as a direct sum of Lie algebras, U with the trivial
Lie algebra structure. Then the diagonal action of a on U Ef)b is a Lie algebra action
of a on U Ef)b and one can form the semidirect product Lie algebra a@(U Ef)b) whose
bracket is given by

[(;1, UI, I'll), (b U2, 112)]

= @I, ;2], ~I . U2 - ~2' UI, ~ I . '72 - ~2' '71 + ['71, '72]),

for;i E a, '7i E b, and Ui E U.
Now let us assume that b = c@ W, for c a Lie algebra and W a representation

space of c. In addition, assume that a acts on c as a Lie algebra, that W is also an
a-module, and that these three actions are compatible in the sense that the following
identity holds :

~ . (a . w) = (; .a) . W + a . (; . w)

for ~ E a, a E c, and W E W. Then the diagonal action of a on c@ W, given by
; . (a, w) = (~ .a,; . w), ~ E a, a E c, and W E W, is a Lie algebra action of a on
c@ W. Then, taking b = c@ W, in (24) we get

[(~I, UI, aI, WI), (~I, Ul, aI, WI)]

= ([;1, ;2], ~l . U2 -;2 ' Ul,;l . a2 -;2' al + [aI, a2] ,

~l . W2 - ~2 . WI + al . W2 - a2' WI). (25)

As a particular case, we shall take

• a = X(jRn), the Lie algebra of all vector fields on jRn,
• W = Q ® V, where Q is the space of all tensor fields on jRn of a given type

and V is a given vector space,
• c = A°® g, where A°denotes the space of smooth functions in jRn and 9 is

a given finite dimensional Lie algebra, with bracket

[(ft e ~d, (12 e ;2)] = fth e [~l, ~2],

for Ii E A°and ~i E g, i = I , 2.

In addition, we assume that the a-representation on W is given by

X . (w ® v) = £xw ® v,

for X E X(jRn) , io E Q , v E V and where £ denotes the Lie derivative. The Lie
algebra action of a on c is given by

X·(f®~)=£xl®;,

for X E X(jRn), I E A0, ~ E g. The c-representation on W is given by

(f ®;). (w ® v) = f co ®; . v

for; E g, I E AO, v E V, to E Q . Using the derivation property of the Lie
derivative, a direct verification shows that the compatibility identity (25), which in
this case becomes

X . «f ®~) . (w ® v)) = (X· (f e s» .(w ® v) + (f ®~) . (X . (w ® v)),
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is satisfied. Therefore, we can form the semidirect product Lie algebra

X(l~n)@ [A0 E9 (A0 e g) @(n ® V))]
whose bracket is thus given by

[(X I, gl , II e ~I, WI e VI), (X2 , g2, h e ~2, W2 e V2)]

= ([XI, X2], £X\g2 - £X2gl, £XJ2 ® ~2 - £x2fI ® ~I + fIh ® [~I, ~2] ,

£XIW2 ® V2 - £X2WI ® VI + II w2 ® ~I . V2 - hWI ® ~2 ' VI)' (26)

This Lie algebra bracket coincides with the one given by formula (3.3) in Holm and
Kupershmidt [1988].

If V = g*, n = An-I(I~n), the space of (n - lj-forms on JRn, and the repre
sentation of g on g* is the coadjoint representation ~ . J-t = - adZ u, for ~ E g and
J-t E g*, then the dual of the Lie algebra above is the phase space of spin glasses. Let
us denote the variables in

(X(JRn)@[AO E9 (A0 E9 g)@(An-1 e g*))])* = A I xAn x(An®g*)x (A I®g)

by (P, p , G, A) ; here, A k denotes the space of k-forms on JRn. In coordinates, Pi is
dual to Xi, P is dual to 1 E A0, Ga is dual to 1 ® e", where ea is a basis of g*, Af is
dual to (8i --l dnx) e ea E An-I e g*.

Consider the skew-symmetric bilinear map given by

:E «XI , gl, fI e ~I, WI e J-tl), (X2, g2, fI ® ~2, W2 e J-t2))

= f(dIII\W2)(J-t2'~I} -(dhI\WI)(J-tI,~2) . (27)

A direct verification, using the Stokes theorem and the usual exterior differential
calculus, shows that :E satisfies the cocycle identity, which in this case comes down
to proving that the sum of all cyclic permutations of

:E([XI , X2], XI[g21 - X2[gIl, XI[hl e ~2 - X2[fIl e ~I + fIh[~I, ~2],

£Xl W2 ® J-t2 - £X2WI ® J-tl + IIW2 ® ~I . f.L2 - hWI ® ~2 . J-tl) ,

(X3, ss. f3 e ~3 , W3 ® f.L3))

is zero. An alternative way to express (27) is the following:

:E «XI, gl, fI ® ~I, WI e f.L I), (X2, g2, h e ~2, W2 e f.L2))

= f (8kW~)h(J-tI'~2}+(8ifI)W~(f.L2 '~I})dnx,

which gives

(

0 0

bOO
:E (X,g,f®~,W®J-t)= 0 0

o 0
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Applying Theorem 3.3.1 it follows that the bracket given by the operator matrix

(

PkOi + Ok Pi POi Gf3 0i OkAf - A~. i )
OkP 0 0 0

«o, 0 t;f3Gy 8~Ok+t:yAr'

Akoi + Ai,k 0 8pOi + tpyAf 0

which coincides with the Hamiltonian matrix in formula (2.26a) of Holm and Kuper
shmidt [1988], defines a Poisson bracket.

CONCLUSIONS. In this paper we have given a glimpse at a possible connection of
constructions of Poisson brackets with cocyc1es and brackets that one finds in the
theory of complex fluids. We explicitly considered one example, namely that of spin
glasses, following Holm and Kupershmidt [1988], but the approach hopefully is gen
eralizable to other systems, such as those found in Holm [2002]. One of the longer
term objectives of this endeavor would be to gain a deeper insight into the origins
of cocyc1es. One approach to this is an algebraic one developed by Kuperschmidt
[1985] , but another, as mentioned earlier, is to view cocyc1es as magnetic terms that
arise by reduction as the curvature of a connection. For example, the Bott 2-cocyc1e
can be viewed as arising this way and there is a rather general approach to this the
ory on both the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian sides, as shown in Marsden, Misiolek,
Ortega, Perlmutter, and Ratiu [2002] and Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu [2oo1a], re
spectively. We hope to pursue this line of thinking in the future and to make links
with multisymplectic geometry and reduction.
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4. Defect-Induced Transitions as Mechanisms
of Plasticity and Failure in Multifield Continua

O. B. Naimark*

Abstract. The multifield statistical approach for the description of collective
properties of mesodefect ensembles is developed to allow the determination of
the specific nonlinear form of the evolution equation for the macroscopic tensor
parameter of defect density. Characteristic self-similar solutions of this equation
are found that describe the transition from damage to damage localization, strain
localization, change of symmetry properties due to the generation of collective
modes of mesodefects. This approach is applied to the study of stochastic crack
dynamics, scaling effects in failure, the resonance excitation of failure (failure
waves), the structure of plastic waves and instability in shocked condensed mat
ter.

4.1. Introduction

During the last few decades the interrelation between the structure and properties of
solids has been one of the key problems in physics and mechanics.An extensive study
of transformations of structures stimulates a bridging of the gap between general
approaches of physics and mechanics of solids . This tendency provides a deeper
insight into general laws of plasticity and failure , the latter being treated as structural
transitions induced by defects.

Real solids are complex in structure bound to a hierarchy of different scale lev
els. Solids under loading show changes on all structural levels. These changes have
been qualified as plastic deformation and damage processes, realized by nucleation,
evolution, and interaction of defects on appropriate structural levels as well as by the
interaction of defects between levels . Until recently, no unified multifield theory of
solids has been developed to describe the variety, complexity, and interplay of pro
cesses commonly observed on all levels of structure. Thus, to construct an adequate
model, prime attention should be given to the choice of physical level of microstruc
ture and, consequently, to the type of defects . Furthermore, each structural level is
influenced by the effects of processes occurring at the smaller scales .

*Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics, Urals Division, Russian Academy of Sciences , Perm 614013 ,
Russia .
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Experimental study of material responses for a large range of loading rates re
veals some unresolved puzzles in failure and plasticity and shows the link of solid
behavior with the evolution ofthe ensemble of typical mesoscopic defects (dislocation
substructures, microcracks, microshears). This feature is particularly pronounced for
dynamic and shock wave loading, when the internal times of the ensemble evolution
at different structural levels are approaching the characteristic loading times . As a
consequence, the widely used assumption in phenomenology of plasticity and failure
concerning the subjective role of structural variables to stress-strain variables (adia
batic limit) can not be generally applied. Moreover, in this case another fundamental
problem arises concerning the defect ensemble behavior when the multifield nature
of the defect interaction and the specific role of defects are taken into account. These
problems are related to the role of the defect ensemble that could be considered in
the local view, in the continuum limit, as the localized change of the symmetry of the
displacement field and in the global view as the change of the system symmetry un
der the generation of new collective modes . These modes could influence the system
behavior and determine the relaxation ability (plasticity) and failure . The first change
of symmetry follows physically from the dislocation nature of defects (formally from
the gauge field theory) and must bereflected in the corresponding structure of internal
variables (the order parameters). The second symmetry change is the consequence of
the group properties of the evolution equations for the order parameters with specific
nonlinearity, which leads to the spatial-temporal localization in defect distribution and
the generation of the structures responsible for new internal times scales, and finally
scenarios of failure and plasticity. In this view the multifield theory of mesoscopic de
fects was developed and was applied for the explanation of the effects under dynamic
crack propagation, failure dynamics, and the flow instability in shocked condensed
matter.

4.2. Mesodefect properties

4.2.1. Dislocation substructures

It is well known that the dislocation density increases as a consequence of plas
tic deformation; correspondingly, changes of dislocation substructures are observed
under the active loading , fatigue, creep, dynamic, and shock wave loading. The struc
ture evolves in a regular manner and despite the variety of the deformed materials
only a few types of dislocation substructures are observed: As was shown in [1] the
transitions in dislocation substructures belong to a general scenario for polycrys
talline materials and monocrystals. The succession in these transitions depends on
dislocation interactions and temperature. Sometimes, the transition from one type of
dislocation substructure to another leads to sharp changes in mechanical properties of
metals and alloys . The main mechanisms of dislocation friction (viscoplastic material
responses) and deformation hardening are related to the reconstruction of dislocation
substructures.
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Each type of dislocation substructure exists in a specific range of dislocation
density and it is important that these ranges are stable for large classes of materials.
The reason of such universality is related to the inherent property of dislocation
ensembles as essentiaIly nonequilibrium systems with self-similarity features, i.e.,
of characteristic nonlinear responses. This universality in the behavior of dislocation
systems appears in the experiments as a low sensitivity of the evolution of dislocation
structures to the external stress, but a high sensitivity to structural stresses induced
by dislocation interaction.

The increase of the dislocation density is accompanied by a decrease of the
distance between dislocations and by stresses due to dislocation interaction. The col
lective properties in dislocation ensembles play the leading role in these transitions
and the substructure formation. The driving agency for the reconstruction of disloca
tion ensembles is the tendency to reach a relative minimum of total energy through
the creation of dislocation substructures [2]. The energy of the dislocation substruc
ture includes two parts: the dislocation self-energy and the energy of the dislocation
interaction. The reconstruction of the dislocation substructure leads to the change of
both parts. As a consequence, the energy of a newly formed dislocation substructure
is less than the energy of the preceding substructure.

The main part in the energy of the dislocation substructure belongs to the dis
location self-energy [2]

pGb2 L
!1U = --In - , (1)

2Jr ro
where p is the dislocation density in the dislocation substructure, b is the Burgers
vector, G is the shear elastic modulus, ro is the radius of the dislocation nucleus, and
L is the screening radius of the elastic field created by the dislocations. The last scale
plays the important role in the evolution of dislocation substructures: The increase
of the dislocation density leads to the decrease of the L-scale in the order of the
substructure sequence. The typical dislocation substructures that are experimentaIly
observed are chaotic: tangles, waIls of the ceIls, subboundaries of strip substructures.
The value of L is close to the grain size of chaotic substructures and is of the order
of the width of ceIl waIls or of high density dislocation areas in strip substructures.

Under the transition to misoriented substructures dislocation charges arise,
which lead to a decrease of the energy : charge signs change their spatial distribu
tion and, simultaneously, substructure parameters become finer.

Such evolution reflects the self-organizing tendency of reconstruction in the
dislocation ensemble. The existence of a critical dislocation density corresponding
to the creation of dislocation substructures was discussed in [1]. Typical values of
critical dislocation density are presented in Table 1 for copper aIloys.

As usual, the appearance of the local fluctuation of dislocation density proceeds
to the transformation of one substructure into another.The growth of these fluctuations
leads to the change of the distribution function for the dislocation density caused by
the second mode generation.These regularities of the evolution of defect substructures
allow one to consider the latter as independent subsystems during deformation. In this
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TABLE I. Types of transition in dislocation substructures [1].

Type of transition (pc)10-IUcm-~

chaotic substructure~ tangles 0.2
tangles ~ oriented cells 0.2-0 .5
oriented cells ~ disoriented cells 0.4-0.6
pileups ~ homogeneous net substructure 0.2-0.3
disoriented cells ~ net substructure strips 0.5-2 .0
disoriented cells ~ strips 3.0
strips ~ substructure with continuous disorientation 3.0-4.0

case the list of governing parameters, like temperature and stress, can be extended to
comprise the order parameters related to the dislocation substructures.

It appears that the significance of collective effects in the dislocation ensemble
is enhanced; the dislocation structure is more directly affected by the current value
of the dislocation density than by the current external stress.

Thus one is led to the assumption that the dislocation density is the independent
variable on which the qualitative changes in the material structure and the mechanical
responses depend. In addition, the hardening parameters are linked with the transfor
mations in the substructures.

4.2.2. Microcrack (microshear) ensemble

Of all structural levels of subdislocation defects, the level of microcracks and mi
croshear may be considered as the representative for the developed stage of plastic
deformation and failure . Other defects (point defects, dislocations, dislocation pile
ups) have smaller values of intrinsic elastic fields and energies in comparison with
microcracks and microshears. Moreover, the nucleation and growth of these defects
(that are closest to the macroscopic level) are the final acts of the previous rearrange
ment of the dislocation substructures.

The density of these defects reaches 1012 - 1014cm- 3 , but each mesoscopic
defect consists of a dislocation ensemble and exhibits the properties of this ensemble.
Scenarios of the evolution of ensembles of these mesoscopic defects show features
of nonequilibrium kinetic transitions, and experimental data obtained in a wide range
of stress intensities and rates of strain confirm the universality of structural evolution
and its effect on relaxation properties and failure.

The typical sizes and concentrations for the microcrack ensemble in different
materials are represented in Table 2 [3].

The important features of the quasi-brittle fracture were established for the
understanding of various stages of failure: damage, damage localization, crack nu
cleation and propagation. It was shown that microcracks have the dislocation nature
and represent the hollow nuclei of the dislocation pileups . The model representa
tion of microcrack as dislocation pileup [4] allowed the estimation of the microcrack
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TABLE 2

Material
I (p.m) n(cm -3)

X-ray Microscopy X-ray Microscopy

aluminum 0.14 0.2 1011 -
nickel 0.08 0.1 lOll 2 x lOll

gold, silver - 0.2 - 2 x 1011

copper, zinc - 0.25 - 5 x 1011

beryllium 0.12 - 5 x io« -
steel 30CrMCN2A - 0.1 - -
NaCI 2 1-3 10~-1O~ IO~

polyethylene - 0.015 - 6 x 101.)

polypropylene - 0.02 - 7 x 1014

PMMA - 0.02 - 4 x lOll

self-energy [3, 5]
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(2)E~ [E.- ln R] s2,
Vo '0

where B = nb is the total Burgers vector; s = BSD is the penny-shape microcrack
volume; SD is the microcrack base; Vo = t,g is the volume of the defect nuclei with
'0 the characteristic size of the defect nuclei and R the characteristic scale of the
elastic field produced by microcracks. The estimation given in [3,4] showed that the
power of the dislocation pileup is close to n ~ 20.

Two reasons are important for the dislocation representation of microcracks.
The first one is the determination of the microcrack energy as the energy of the
dislocation pileup. The second reason is the determination of microscopic parameters
for the microcracks as the consequence of the symmetry change of displacement field
due to the microcrack nucleation and growth. Study of the microcrack (microshear)
size distribution for the different spatial scales revealed the self-similarity of the
mesodefect pattern, Figure 1 [6]. The statistical self-similarity reflects the invariant
form of the distribution function for the mesodefects of different structural levels.
This fact has important consequences for the development of the statistical multifield
theory of the evolution of the defect ensemble.

4.3. Order parameters of continuum with defects

4.3.1. Some results of gauge field theory

Currently, the gauge theory is used for the analysis of the structural and physical
properties of materials with defects, being of great help in developing continuum
models of such media for the following reasons . Nucleation and growth of defects
change the diffeomorphic structure of displacement fields. Using the formalism of
gauge field theory (the Yang-Mills formalism [7]), these changes can be introduced
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ters [6].

as the localization of the corresponding symmetry group of the distortion tensor and
considered as additional internal coordinates that are kinematicalIy alIowed.

The structure of the so-calIed gauge fields must correspond to the type of defects,
and the basis for the application of gauge theory to our problem is the establishment of
the internal symmetry group for the medium with defects. Most mechanical models of
deformed continua are invariant with the respect to the uniform groups of translations,
T (3), and rotations, 50 (3). This means that the Lagrangian of the system is invariant
under the transformation

x ~ X' = g(~, t) + r(~ , t),

where x and s are the current and initial coordinates, g(~, t) and r(~, t) are the rotation
and translation operators, respectively.

The differentiation operator is invariant with the respect to the transformations
T(3) and 50(3) and is given by the covariant derivative

DJLx = oJLx + r JLx + f3JL ,

where r JL and f3JL are the differential operators related to rotation and translation [7].
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For a medium with defects, the homogeneity of transformation SO(3) and T(3)
is violated, the operators r fJ. and f3fJ. correspond to the local rotations and translations
related to the defects ; the internal symmetry group corresponds to the so-called semidi
rect product SO(3)T(3) . The elements r fJ. and f3fJ. of this group, which are functions
of coordinates and time, are the gauge fields.

We can thus construct a Lagrangian of the medium with defects using the min
imal expansion and write the Lagrangian of the system with two additional variables
r fJ. and f3fJ. [7]

(3)

where

CXfJ.V = afJ.f3fJ. - avf3v + r fJ.f3v - r vf3fJ. + (}fJ.Vx

are the so-called intensities of the gauge fields related to the local rotations and
translations due to the presence of defects; gik are the components of the metric
tensor. The phenomenological parameters C1 and Cz in the Lagrangian L are the
constants of dislocation interaction. We will use expression (3) for the Lagrangian in
our analysis of the statistical properties of the ensembles of defects.

4.3.2. Microscopic and macroscopic variables for microcracks (microshears)
ensemble

The structural parameters associated with microcracks and microshears were intro
duced [3] as the derivative of the dislocation density tensor. These defects are de
scribed by symmetric tensors of the form

(4)

in the case of microcracks and

(5)

for microshears. Here vis unit vector normal to the base of a microcrack or slip plane
of a microscopic shear; ris a unit vector in the direction of shear; s is the volume of
a microcrack or the shear intensity for a microscopic shear.

The change of the diffeomorphic structure of the displacement field due to
these defects also has important consequences from the point of view of the symmetry
change of the system "solid with defects." This symmetry aspect can be used to model
arbitrary defects both in crystalline and amorphous materials without the assumption
concerning the dislocation nature of the defects that originally is the property of
crystalline materials.

The average of the "microscopic" tensor Sik gives the macroscopic tensor of
the microcrack or microshear density

(6)
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that coincides with the deformation caused by the defects, where n is the defect
concentration.

4.4. Statistical model of continuum with mesodefects

4.4.1. Effective field method

The effective field is frequently used as an auxiliary field (real or virtual) introduced
into a theoretical model in order to take into account complex factors (like interparticle
interactions) that are either too difficult to evaluate rigorously or not even clear in
detail.

When we refer to "the effective field method" here, we mean that we use an
auxiliary external multicomponent field constructed in such a way that, when added
to the corresponding term in the Hamiltonian of the system, makes it a state of
equilibrium at any given instant.

The effective field method was reintroduced [8] into statistical physics by Leon
tovich [9]. According to Leontovich, for an arbitrary nonequilibrium state of any
thermally uniform system that is characterized by definite values of internal param
eters, the transition into the equilibrium state with the same values of those internal
parameters may be performed by introducing an additional force field. By definition,
the entropy of this nonequilibrium state is equal to the entropy of the equilibrium
(being that due the presence of the additional force field) state characterized by the
same values of the considered material parameters.

The microscopic kinetics for the parameter Sik is determined by the Langevin
equation

(7)

where Kik = :s~; E is the energy of the defect and Fik is a random part of the force
field and satisfies the relations (Fik(t)} = 0 and (Fik(t')Fik(t)} = Qo(t - t '). The
parameter Q characterizes the mean value of the energy relief of the initial material
structure (the energy of defect nuclei).

The statistical model of the microcrack (microshear) ensemble was developed
in the terms of solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation in [2, 3]

a a 1 a2
-W = --KikW + -Q W. (8)
at aSik 2 aSikaSik

According to the statistical self-similarity hypothesis the distribution function
of defects can be represented in the form W = Z-1 exp(-~),where Z is the nor
malization constant. By (8), the statistical properties of the defect ensemble can be
described in terms of the defect energy E and the dispersion properties of the system
given by the value of Q.

In tenns of the microscopic and macroscopic variables and according to the
presentation of these mesodefects as the dislocation substructure, the energy of these
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(11)

A aik
o.« = -JQa'

defects (the Lagrangian) can be written in the form

E = Eo - HikSik + aslk' (9)

where the quadratic term represents the self-energy of defects (2) and the term HikSik
describes the interaction of the defects with the external stress aik and with the en
semble of the defects in the effective field approximation:

Hik = aik + )..Pik = aik + )..n(Sik) , (10)

where a, ).. are material constants. The averaging procedure gives the self-consistency
equation for the determination of the defect density tensor

Pik = nf SikW(s, v, l)dsik'

For the dimensionless variables

A 1 ~ A rE
Pik=;;yQPik. Sik=YQ'

the self-consistency equation has the form

fJjk = f SikZ- 1
exp ((aik + ~Pik) Sik - slk)dSik. (12)

which includes the single dimensionless material parameter 0 = :n' Dimensional
analysis allows us to estimate

Ga.-v- )...-vG, n.-vR-3.
Vo '

Here G is the elastic modulus, Vo .-v rJ is the mean volume of the defect nuclei,
and R is the distance between defects. Finally we obtain for 0 the value 0 .-v (B.)3ro
that corresponds with the hypothesis concerning the statistical self-similarity of the
defect distribution on different structural levels. The solution of the self-consistency
equation (12) was found for the case of the uniaxial tension and simple shear [2]
(Figure 2).

The existence of characteristic nonlinear behavior of the defect ensemble in the
corresponding ranges of 0(0 > 0* ~ 1.3, oe < 0 < 0*,0 < 8e~ 1) was established,
where oeand 0* are the bifurcation points . It was shown [3, 4] that the above ranges
of 0 are characteristic for the quasi-brittle (0 < oe ~ 1), ductile (oe < 0 < 0*), and
nanocrystalline (8 > 0*~ 1.3) responses of materials .Thus the behavior of the defect
ensemble in the different ranges of 0 is qualitatively different. The replacement of
the stable material response for the fine grain materials with the metastable response
for the ductile materials with the intermediate grain size occurs for the value of
o= 0* ~ 1.3, when the interaction between the orientation modes of the defects
has a more pronounced character. Therefore, the metastability has the nature of an
orientation ordering in the defect ensemble. It will be shown in Section 4.8 that the
continuous orientation transition due to the growth of the defect density (and, as a
consequence, the decrease of 0) provides the specific mechanism of the momentum
transfer that is conventionally known as the plastic flow. As will be discussed in
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FIGURE 2. Characteristic responses of materials on defect growth.
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FIGURE 3. Free energy dependence on stress and defect density for
D < Dc ~ l.

Section 4.6, the range of D < Dc ~ 1 provides the specific nonlinear kinetics of defect
evolution, which leads to the nucleation of failure hotspots.

4.5. Collective properties of ensembles of defects

4.5.1. Phenomenology of solids with defects. Free energy

The statistical description allows us to study the phenomenology ofsolids with defects
on the basis of an appropriate choice of the free energy form F.As (11) is none other
than 6% = 0, the simple phenomenological form of the part of the free energy caused

by defects (for the uniaxial case p = Pwa = au, e = ezz) is given by the six order
expansion, similar to the well-known Ginzburg-Landau expansion [11]

1 ( D) 2 1 4 1 ( D) 6 2F = -A 1 - - P - -Bp + -C 1 - - P - Dcp + x('i1/p) .
2 ~ 4 6 ~

(13)
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(14)

The bifurcation points D*, Dc play a role similar to that of the characteristic
temperatures in the Ginzburg-Landau expansion in the phase transition theory. The
gradient term in (13) describes the nonlocal interaction in the defect ensemble in the
so-called long wave approximation; A, B, C, D, and X are the phenomenological
parameters.

The defect kinetics is determined by the evolution inequality [5]

DF = DF dp < 0
Dt DP dt -

that leads to the kinetic equation for the defect density tensor

dp (( D) 3 ( D) 5 a ( ap
) )- = - r A 1 - - p - Bp + C 1 - - p - Do - - X - ,

dt D* Dc aXt aXt
(15)

where r is the kinetic coefficient.
The kinetic equation (15) and the equation for the total deformation

B = Ca + p. (16)

(17)

(18)

(C is the component of the elastic compliance tensor) represent the system of the
constitutive and evolution equations for a solid with the considered types of defects .

4.5.2. Collective properties of defect ensemble

As follows from the solution of (11), presented in Figure 2, transitions through the
bifurcation points Dc and D* lead to a sharp change in the symmetry of the distribution
function as a result ofthe appearance of some orientationally pronounced macroscopic
modes of the tensor P ik. The effect of transitions on the evolution of the defect
ensemble is determined by the type of bifurcation, i.e., by the group properties of the
kinetic equation for the tensor Pik for different domains of D(D > D* , Dc < D < D.,
D < Dc). The qualitative relationships governing the changes in the behavior of the
system are reflected in Figure 4 in the form of families of heteroclines, which are the
solutions of the equation

A (1 - ~) P - Bp3 +C(1 - ~) p5 - Da - ~ (X ap
) = o.

D* s, aXt aXt

In the region D > D. this equation is of the elliptic type with periodic solutions
with spatial scale A and possesses p anisotropy determined mainly by the applied
stress .This distribution of p gives rise to weak pulsations of the strain field. As D -+ D* ,
the solution of (17) passes the separatrix S2,and the periodic solution transforms into
a solitary-wave solution. This trans ition is accompanied by divergence of the inner
scale A : A ~ -In(D - D.). In this case the solution has thefonn p(O = p(x - V t) .
The wave amplitude, velocity and the width of the wave front are determined by the
parameters of nonequilibrium (orientation) transition:

1 4 X) 1P = -2Pa[l - tanh({l-l)] , 1= - (2- ~.
Pa A
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FIGURE 4. Types of heteroc1ines and the corresponding character
istic forms .

x

(21)

The velocity of the solitary wave is

V = XA(Pa - Pm)
2~2 '

where (Pa - Pm) is the jump in P in the course of an orientational transition. A
transition through the bifurcation point oe (separatrix S3) is accompanied by the
appearance of spatio-temporal structures of a qualitatively new type characterized by
explosive accumulation of defects as t ~ lc in the spectrum of spatial scales ("blow
up" regime) [12, 13]. In this case the kinetics of P is determined by the difference of
the power of the terms in the expansion (13).

Assuming a power law dependence of the nonlocality parameter on P, the kinetic
equation (15) can be written in the form

ap a ( f3 ap)at ~ S(Pe)P
W + ax XO(Pe)P ax ' (19)

where co = 5/3. It is shown in [12, 13] that for this type of equations the developed
stage of the kinetics of P in the limit t ~ te can be described by a self-similar solution

p(x, t) = rjJ(t)f(n, ~ =~, rjJ(t) = <1>0 (1 _.:.)-m (20)
i; te

where m > 0, <1>0 > °are the parameters related to the nonlinear form of (15);
L; and te are the scaling parameters. The function f(S) is determined by solving
the corresponding eigenvalue problem. For example, for the case w = {J + 1, the
self-similar solution of (19) has the form

I

_I (2({J+1) . (rrx ))71p(x, t) = [S(t - te )] 71 sm2 - + rrO ,{J({J + 2) t,
where 0 is a random value in the interval (0, 1). The scale Le , the so-called funda
mental length [13], has the meaning of a spatial period of the solution (20),

2rr 1 I
t; = 7i«{J + I)XoS- )'2.
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The self-similar solution (20) describes the blow-up damage kinetics for t -+ lc

on the set of spatial scales LH = kL e , k = 1,2, . .. , K . The blow-up kinetics
of damage localization allowed us to link the hotspots of failure with the above
mentioned self-similar structures.

4.6. Collective behavior of cracks and defects

4.6.1. Introductory remarks

The interaction of the main crack with the ensemble of defects is the subject of
intensive experimental and theoretical studies that revealed some unresolved puzzles
in the quasi-brittle failure. The longstanding problem is the limiting velocity of a
crack. The linear elastic theory predicted that a crack should continuously accelerate
up to the Rayleigh wave speed VR; however, the experiments on a number of brittle
materials [14] showed that speed of the crack will seldom reach even the half of
this value. A portrait of the dissipation process was suggested in [5, 15] where the
main role in the qualitative explanation of the mentioned effects was assigned to the
collective modes of the defect ensemble and to the interaction of these modes with
the moving crack. Below we will discuss the phenomena investigated intensively
during the past decade within the nonlinear dynamics of crack propagation . These
phenomena show the qualitative new features caused by the interaction of the crack
with the ensemble of defects in the so-called process zone.

The renewed interest in the dynamic fracture during last decade is due to the
variety of experimental results that cannot be explained within the classical fracture
mechanics, within which only two steady-state velocities are predicted for a crack in an
infinite plane specimen: zero and the Rayleigh speed [16]. The recent experimental
study revealed the limiting steady-state crack velocity, a dynamical instability to
microbranching [16, 17], the formation of a nonsmooth fracture surface [18], and the
sudden variation of fracture energy (dissipative losses) with a crack velocity [19].

This renewed interest was the motivation for studying the interaction of defects
at the crack tip area (process zone) with a moving crack. The still open problem of
crack evolution is the condition of crack arrest, a condition related to the question of
whether the crack velocity approaches zero smoothly as the load is decreased from a
large value to the Griffith point [20]. There is also a problem at the low end of crack
velocity: how a crack that is initially at rest might achieve its steady state.

4.6.2. Some results in crack mechanics

The subject of the rapid propagation of a crack in a brittle material is one whose
roots go back to the classical works of Griffith and Mott [22, 23]. Since that time a
great deal of both analytical and experimental work [24, 25, 26] has been expected to
understand the phenomenon of fracture. To study the crack stability and the interaction
of the main crack with the defect ensemble in the process zone we will consider first
briefly the classical results in crack mechanics, where much analytical progress has
been made in assuming that the medium behaves according to the equations of linear
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FIGURE 5. The Griffith (1) and Fraenkel (2) energy form of elastic
solid with a crack.

elasticity. The important step to model the brittle failure was made by Griffith [22]
when the additional characteristics of the crack resistance were introduced in the form
of the energy of the development of the new surface at the crack tip. According to
the Griffith theory the energy U of elastic materials with a crack is represented in the
form (Figure 5, curve 1)

U = _;~ (1T:
2)

+ 2ya, (22)

where y is the surface energy; (J is the applied stress ; a is the crack length; and G is
the elastic modulus.

Irwin [24] developed the Griffith conception and proposed the force version of
the crack stability introducing the stress intensity factor

(23)

Barenblatt [25] proposed a variant of the force version of the crack stability that
reflects another view on the role of stress in the crack tip area. The effects of cohesion
forces G B (s) were assumed to be relevant at the crack tip over the area 0 < s < d.
These forces have a molecular nature and alter the singularity of the stress field. Two
hypotheses were assumed in the Barenblatt approach:

(i) small size of the crack tip zone in comparison with the crack length (~ « 1);
(ii) autonomous behavior of crack tip, i.e., the self-similar evolution of the crack

tip in the steady-state regime.

This hypothesis conforms with the properties that reveal quas i-brittle behav
ior. The self-similarity features of the crack tip evolution are the consequence of the
small ratio of the applied stress (J and the cohesion force GB, i.e., J

B
« 1. This

fact reflects the intermediate asymptotic character of quasi-brittle failure theories. A
material parameter was introduced, the so-called the cohesive modulus, as an inde
pendent strength property of materials: K B = G B-!d.Despite the similar form ofthe
cohesive modulus K B and the stress intensity factor K I there is a difference between
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the Irwin criteria and those based on the cohesive modulus proposed by Barenblatt.
The cohesive modulus determines the steady-state character of crack propagation but
not the catastrophic one corresponding to the Griffith-Irwin approach. The qualitative
difference between the two approaches is evidenced by the remarks by Fraenkel [27]
in the critical analysis of the Griffith approach. Fraenkel wrote that the physically
realistic form of the energy U must contain the local minimum Ue(ae) (Figure 5,
curve 2). The difference in the energy /}.U = Uc - U; determines the work of the
stress field at the crack tip under transition from the steady-state to the unstable regime
of crack propagation. This work provides the means to surmount the energy barrier.
It is natural to assume that the cohesive modulus is the force related to this barrier.
We will show in the following that the metastable energy form , assumed by Fraenkel,
is related to the collective behavior of the defect ensemble in the process zone and to
the interaction of the defects with the main crack.

4.6.3. Origin of crack instability

The classic theory of fracture treats cracks as mathematical branch cuts that begin to
move when an infinitesimal extens ion of the crack releases more energy than needed
to create a fracture surface. This idea is successful in some cases in practice but
conceptually incomplete. The experiments fail to confirm this idealized picture. The
surface created by the crack is not necessarily smooth and flat. In a series of experi
ments on brittle fracture the simultaneous propagation of an ensemble ofmicrocracks,
instead of a single propagating crack, was observed [15]. The fracture process was
then viewed as a coalescence of defects situated in the crack path; the mean accel
eration drops, the crack velocity develops oscillations, and a structure is formed on
the fracture surface [17, 18, 19, 20] . As the branches grow in size, they evolve into
macroscopic large-scale crack branches.

A theoretical explanation of the limited steady-state crack velocity and the tran
sition to the branching regime was proposed in [28, 29, 30] within a study of the
collective behavior of the microcrack ensemble in the process zone. It was shown
by the solution of the evolution equation for the defect density tensor that the kinet
ics of microcrack accumulation at the final damage stage includes the generation of
spatial-temporal structures (dissipative structures with blow-up damage kinetics) that
are precursors of the nucleation of the "daughter" cracks. The kinetics of the daughter
crack generation is determined by two parameters that are given by the self-similar
solution (20),

p(x , t) = 4J(t)!({), S=~ , 4J(t) = <1>0 (1 _!..)-m (24)
t.; tc

where L; and tc are the scaling parameters that can be found through the solution
of the corresponding nonlinear eigenfunction problem [12, 13, 29]. These parame
ters are the spatial scales Lc of the blow-up damage localization and the so-called
"peak time" tc , which is the time of damage localization in the self-similar blow-up
regime. The velocity limit Vc of the transition from the steady state to the irregular
crack propagation is given by the ratio : Vc ~ 1t-.As shown in Section 4.5, the set
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of spatial scales LH (daughter crack sizes) is proportional to Le and represents a
new set of independent coordinates (collective modes of the defect ensemble) of the
nonlinear system for U > Ue . These coordinates characterize the property of a sec
ond attractor that could determine the behavior of solutions of the nonlinear system.
The first attractor corresponds to the well-known self-similar solution (23) for the
stress distribution at the crack tip which is the background for the stress intensity
factor conception. This solution is available in the presence of the metastability (local
minimum) for p in the range U < Ue .

The steady-state crack propagation occurs when the stress rise in the process
zone provides the failure time tf > lc = ~ for the creation of the daughter crack
only in the straight crack path. The failure time tf follows from the kinetic equation
(15) and represents the sum of the induct ion time t j (the time for the approach of
the defect distribution to the self-similar profile on the LH = kl., scales) and the
peak time te: t f = t, + t. , For velocities V < Ve the induction time is tj » te
and the daughter crack appears only along the initial main crack orientation. For the
crack velocity V ~ Ve there is a transient regime (t j ~ te ) of the creation of a
number of localization scales (daughter cracks) in the main crack path. The crack
velocity growth in the area V > Ve leads to the sharp decrease of the induction
time t j ~ 0, t f ~ te that is accompanied by the extension of the process zone in
both (tangential and longitudinal) directions where the multiple blow-up structures
(daughter cracks) and, as a consequence, the main crack branching appear. The last
situation is qualitatively similar to the resonance excitation of numerous mirror zones
under the spall condition but in the nonuniform stress field in the range of angle with
U > U e .

4.6.4. Experimental study of nonlinear crack dynamics

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Direct experimental study of crack dynamics in the preloaded
PMMA plane specimen was carried out with the use of a high speed digital camera
Remix REM 100-8 (time lag between pictures lOllS) coupled with photoelasticity
method (Figure 6) [29, 30, 31].

The pictures of stress distribution at the crack tip are shown in Figure 7 for
slow (V < Vc) and fast (V > Vc) cracks . The experiment revealed that the path of
the critical velocity Ve is accompanied by the appearance of a stress wave pattern
produced by the daughter crack growth in the process zone. Independent estimation
of the critical velocity from the direct measurement of the crack tip coordinates and
from the pronounced stress wave Doppler pattern gives a correspondence with the
Fineberg data (Ve ~ OAVR ) [16].

CHARACTERISTIC CRACK VELOCITY The dependence of crack velocity on the initial
stress is represented in Figure 8. Three portions with different slopes are shown . The
existence of these portions determines three characteristic velocities : the velocity of
the transition from the steady state to the nonmonotonic straight regime.Vs ~ 220m/s,
the transient velocity to the branch ing regime Ve ~ 330m/s, and the velocity VB ~
600m/s when the branches behave autonomously.
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FIGURE 6. Scheme of the experiment.
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FIGURE 7. Different regimes of crack dynamics.
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FIGURE 8. Crack velocity versus applied stress.
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FIGURE 9. Mirror zone concentration versus applied stress .

The characteristic velocity Vc ~ 330mls allowed us to estimate the peak time tc
to measure the size of the mirror zone Lc ~ 0.3mrn: tc = i; ~ I x 1O-6s. This result
led also to the explanation of the linear dependence of the branch length on the crack
velocity [20]. Actually, since the failure time for V > Vc is approximately constant
(tf ~ tc ~ I /Ls), there is a unique way to increase the crack velocity to extend the size
of the process zone. The crack velocity V is linked with the size of the process zone
L p z by the ratio V = 4;-. In our experiments, the dependence of the density of the
localized damage zone on the stress was observed (Figure 9). Since the branch length
is limited by the size of the process zone, we obtain the linear dependence of branch
length on the crack velocity. This fact explains the sharp dependence (quadratic law)
of the energy dissipation on the crack velocity established in [20].

4.6.5. Scaling properties of failure

The scaling properties of failure stimulated great interest in the general problem of
disordered media when the self-affinity of the failure surface was established in terms
ofthe universality of the so-called roughness exponent. The self-affinity of the fracture
surface was established first by Mandelbrot [32] as the existence of the power law
of the distance r measured within the horizontal plane for the points at which the
heights h(r) are measured. This defines the surface-roughness index ~as h(r) <X r'.
Experimental data of the past decades on the measurement of the roughness exponent
revealed the self-affinity of the fracture surface and it was established that the pattern
of the fracture surface can be considered as scale invariant objects with the roughness
index ~ ~ 0.8 ± 0.05 [33]. This fact allowed the determination of the length scales
r > ro where the roughness exponent is the invariant. The range of scales r > ro
for many materials shows the universal scaling properties (the roughness exponent
~ ~ 0.8). For the scales r < ro the roughness exponent can change . The scale
invariant property for r > ro means the transition from the roughness statistics caused
by the initial structural heterogeneity (size of blocks, grains) to the statistics given by
the collective properties of defects under transition from damage to fracture.
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FIGURE 10. The roughness of the failure surface in PMMA.

FIGURE I I . Failure surface for slow V < Vc and fast
(VB> V > Vc) cracks.

In our experiments the roughness profile was determined for the PMMA fracture
surface (Figure 10) using the laser scanner system. Fracture surface analysis revealed
the correspondence of the sharp change of the crack dynamics for the velocities Vc
and VB and the fractographic pattern. The fractographic image of the fracture surface
was studied in the velocity range V '" 300 - 800m/s when different regimes of the
crack propagation were observed.

The first regime V '" 220-300m/s is characterized by the mirror surface pattern
(Figure 11). The increase of the crack velocity in this range leads to the characteristic
pattern on the mirror surface in the form of the so-called conic markings [34]. The
conic markings are the traces of the junctions of the main crack and the damage
localization zones that nucleate in the process zone. These data reflect the influence of
the damage kinetics on the characteristic size of the above mentioned failure structures
on the surface.

The second regime appears in the velocity range 300-600m/s and the surface
pattern includes numerous mirror zones.

The analysis of the roughness data in terms of the roughness exponent showed
the dependence of the scaling properties on the regime of crack propagation. However,
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FIGURE 12. Scheme of stress phase portrait recording.

data have been collected on a group of specimens characterized by the exponent S ~
0.8. This fact allowed us to assume the existence of the regime of crack propagation
with universal scaling index close to S ~ 0.8. The existence of different scaling
indexes for other regimes of crack propagation reflects the variety of the behavior of
the investigated nonlinear system. As was shown, the crack dynamics in quasi-brittle
materials is subject to two attractors . The first attractor is given by the intermediate
asymptotic solution of the stress distribution at the crack tip. The self-similar solution
(9) describes the blow-up damage kinetics on the set of spatial scales and determines
the properties of the second attractor. This attractor controls the system behavior
for V > VB when there is a range of angles with 0' > O'c. The universality of the
roughness index can be considered also as a property of this attractor. In the transient
regime VB> V > Ve the influence of two attractors can appear; here is a possible
mechanism for the dispersion of experimentally measured roughness on the scale
r > roo

The scaling properties of failure were studied also under the recording of the
stress dynamics using the polarization scheme coupled with the laser system (Fig
ure 12).

The temporal history of stress was measured at the marked point away from
the main crack path at a fixed (4mm) distance. This allowed us to investigate the
correlation property of the system using the stress phase portrait a "" 0' for slow
and fast cracks (Figure 13). These portraits display the periodic stress dynamics
(Figure 13(a)) in correspondence with the local ellipticity of (15), for 0' < O'c (V <
Vd , and the stochastic dynamics (Figure 13(b)) for V > Ve. corresponding to the
second type of the attractor. In the transient regime V ~ Ve the coexistence of two
attractors may appear, leading to the intermittency effect as the possible reason for
the scaling index dispersion.
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FIGURE 14. The stress history.

The recording of the temporal stress history at the marked point for V > Vc
revealed the appearance of finite amplitude stress fluctuations, which reflect the qual
itative new structural changes in the process zone for the fast crack (Figure 14). The
scaling properties, like the above attractor properties, were studied in terms of the
correlation integral calculated from the stress phase pattern using the formula [35]

1 m
C(r) = lim -2 " H(r -Ixi - Xjl) ~ r V

,
m-->oo m L...J

i,j=l

where Xi, X j are the coordinates of the points in the a ,...., a space, and H (-) is the
Heaviside function. The existence ofthe scales r > ro with the stable COrrelation index
was established for the regimes V < Vc and VB> V > Vc (Figure 15).The values of
the correlation indexes in these regimes show the existence oftwo scaling regimes with
the deterministic (V = 200mls, v ~ 0.8) and stochastic (V = 426, 613m1s, v ~ 0.4)
dynamics. The extension of the portions with constant indexes determines the scale of
the process zone L p z-The length of the process zone increases with the growth of the
crack velocity in the range VB> V > Vc with the preservation of the scaling property
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of the dynamic system. Numerical simulation of the damage kinetics in the process
zone allowed us to conclude that this scaling is the consequence ofthe subordination of
the failure kinetics to the blow-up self-similar solution that determines the collective
behavior of the defect ensemble in the process zone [29, 30, 31].

4.6.6. Low velocity limit. Crack arrest

In this part we address the question of how a dynamic crack may approach zero
velocity. This phenomenon was discussed in [21] and it was shown (considering a
simplified version of the strip specimen with the radiation at the boundaries) that a
steady-state velocity law with a square root behavior is expected as a function of the
excess load over the Griffith load. This means that the steady-state velocity increases
with an infinite slope near zero overload but in a smooth fashion otherwise. It was
shown also that if the crack has no field inertia, the pass over the "trapping limit" will
lead to crack movement. However, if the crack has a field inertia the crack velocity
will exhibit a transient oscillation. A similar conclusion can be reached by comparing
the estimation of the crack velocity given in [21],

V=w (Ee-2y)

C(w) ,

where w is the Barenblatt cohesive zone of the crack, tE; - 2y) is the Griffith static
term , and C (w) is a material parameter, with the results predicted by the statistical
model. Since w is similar to L p z '" LH , the root term is the inverse characteristic time
tc given by the self-similar solution. This fact allowed us to determine the range of
the appl ication of this generalized Griffith relation, where the crack can approach rest
smoothly: V < Ve. For V > Ve, when the "wave part" of the energy increases with
crack velocity, the crack arrest appears nonsmooth because the energy metastability
provides "crack trapping. " A similar view can be developed to analyze the crack
overload above the Griffith value before any state motion.
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4.7. Resonance excitation of failure
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4.7.1. Delayed failure phenomenon. Failure waves

The phenomenon of failure wave in brittle materials has been the subject of intensive
study during the last two decades. The term "failure wave" was introduced in [37]
as the limit condition in damage evolution when the number of microshears is large
enough for the determination of a front with a characteristic group velocity. This
front separates the structured material from the failed area. The important feature
of the failure wave phenomenon is that the velocity of failure wave doesn 't depend
on the velocity of propagation of the single crack having the theoretical limit equal
to the Rayleigh wave velocity. The stored elastic energy in the material is the main
factor, which provides the ability of a brittle solid to generate a failure wave. The high
capacity of elastic energy in the material can be generated under bulk compression
or under conditions of loading that lead to a state close to the bulk compression, for
instance, under impact loading. High capacity of elastic energy can be realized by
the removal of surface defects or structure homogenization. Brittle materials (glasses
and ceramics) exhibit very high dynamic compressive strength, the Hugoniot elastic
limits [38]. For glasses with high strength or high latent compressive stress self
keeping failure can be observed not only for compression but also for bending and
tension.

Rasorenov et al. [39] were the first to observe the phenomenon of delayed fail
ure behind an elastic wave in glass. Such a wave was introduced in [40] where the
concept of a wave of fracture was discussed to explain the nature of the elastic limit.
The existence of a failure wave was established by considering a small recompres
sion signal in the VISAR record of the free surface velocity of K19 glass (similar
to sodalime) . This recompression signal resulted from a release returning after re
flection of the shock at the glass rear surface reflecting again in compression at the
lower impedance failure front. Recent studies have suggested that a wave of failure
propagates behind the elastic wave in glass with a velocity in the range 1.5-2.5 kmls .
Failure wave appeared in shocked brittle materials (glasses, ceramics) as a particu
lar failure mode in which they lose strength behind a propagating front. Generally,
interest in the failure wave phenomenon originates from the still open problem of
the physical interpretation of traditionally used material characteristics such as the
Hugoniot elastic limits, dynamic strength, and the relaxation mechanism of the elastic
precursor.

Recent research has shown that glasses having open structures may fail in a
characteristic way when loaded with plane shock waves. More filled materials such
as sodalime glass have an elastic response to 6 or 7 GPa and plastic behavior be
yond. The experiments in [41] confirmed the existence of these waves and extended
measurements to glass states behind the shock (but ahead of the failure front) and
behind the failure wave using manganin stress gauges. The tensile (spall) strength of
the glass remained high behind the shock but dropped to zero behind the failure front.
Additionally, the shear strength of the material dropped from a high value ahead, be
coming lower behind the failure front. The experimental study established the sharp
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(25)

light opacity behind a front under high speed videocamera recording [42], reduction
in acoustic impedance, and lowered sound speed [39]. The material states behind and
ahead of the moving boundary (behind the shock) allowed the measurement of failure
wave speed [43]. Comparison ofthese data with high speed framing in sodalime and
borosilicate (Pyrex) glasses [38,44] revealed the constant value of the failure wave
speed.

Qualitative changes in silicate glasses behind the failure wave through the mea
sure of the refractive index (refractive index increased) allowed Gibbons and Ahrens
[45] to qualify this effect as a structural phase transformation. These results stimulated
Clifton [46] to propose the phenomenological model in which the failure front was
assumed to be a propagating phase boundary. According to this model the mechanism
of failure wave nucleat ion and propagation results from local densification followed
by shear failure around inhomogeneities triggered by the shock.

The description of the failure wave phenomenon as a consequence of the gen
eration of collective burst modes of mesodefects was proposed in [47,48,49] in the
course of a study of nonequilibrium transitions in defect ensembles. It was shown
that a self-similar solution for the micros hear density tensor exists that describes the
qual itative changes in the microshear density kinetics during nonequilibrium transi
tions. The failure waves represent the specific dissipative structures (the "blow-up"
dissipative structures) in the microshear ensemble that could be excited due to the
transit of the elastic wave.

4.7.2. Self-similar solution

Equation (15) describes the characteristic stages of damage evolution. In the range
of stress a < ac and defect density P < Pc the damage kinetics is subject to the
"thermodynamic branch" oa corresponding to the local minimum of the free energy
(Figure 1). When the stress approaches the critical value ac (p ~ Pc) the properties
of the kinetic equation (15) change qualitatively (from elliptic to parabolic) and the
damage kinetics is subject to specific spatial-temporal structures that appear in the
defect ensemble due to the interaction between defects [12]. These structures describe
damage localization and nucleation of failure hotspots .

The spatial-temporal structures are given by the self-similar solution (20) of the
kinetic equation (15) when passing the critical point p.: The substitution of (20) into
(14) leads to the equation for f(~)

__1_ _,8 - (w + 1) df _.!!.... [wdf] f3
,8 - 1 f 2(,8 - 1) ~ d~ - d~ f d~ + f .

The conditions for f at the front ~f of the dissipati ve structure and the symmetry
conditions at the center of the structure are

~ =~f: f=O , fwdf = 0 (26)
d~ ,

~ =0: fwdf = O. (27)
d~
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We assume that the defect density in the dissipative structure exceeds essentially
this density outside the failure hotspot. The difference in the number of conditions
(26) and (27) and the differential power of (25) means that the solution exists only
for specific values of ~f = ~f' i.e., the eigenvalue problem for ~f arises. A method
for the solution of this problem was developed in [13], and it allowed the estimation
of ~f and the definition of failure front propagation

- I w ~iP"'1)x f = ~fxJ S-'I\FTJ t - . (28)

Equation (28) determines three self-similar regimes depending on the relations
between the parameters of the nonlinear medium . If the material properties and the
stress levels provide the damage localization kinetics with parameters f3 > w + 1 the
failure wave front will propagate with a group velocity given by the solution (28).

4.7.3. Some experimental results

The blow-up kinetics of damage localization allowed us to link the hotspots of fail
ure with the above mentioned self-similar structures. The correspondence of these
hotspots having the image of mirror zones to the above self-similar structures was
confirmed experimentally in [50, 51]. The multiple mirror zones with equal sizes
were excited on different spall cross sections in the shocked PMMA cylindrical rod
when the stress wave amplitude exceeded some critical value corresponding to the
transition to the so-called "dynamic branch" under spalling (Figure 16). The constant
size of damage localization corresponds to the damage kinetics (free energy release
rate) given by the following relationship between nonlinearity parameters f3 ~ w+ 1.

The "dynamic branch" corresponds to the stress a > ac , where the failure
scenario is determined by the generation of the collective mode in the defect ensemble
in the form of a dissipative structure with blow-up damage kinetics. The self-keeping
features offailure corresponding to the conditions offailure waves were also observed
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FIGURE 17. Propagation of stress (S) and failure (F) waves.

in the conditions of dynamic crack propagation. The framing of crack dynamics in the
preloaded PMMA plane specimen established the existence of the transient velocity
VB ~ 600m/s, when the branches behave autonomously (Figure 8). The low rise of
velocity for a > 60MPa reflects the stress independent character of failure similar to
the dynamic branch in spall fracture . The pictures of stress distribution at the crack tip
is shown in Figure 11 for slow (V < Vd, fast (V > Vd, and branching (V > VB)
cracks.

4.7.4. Simulation of failure waves

The study of failure wave initiation and propagation was carried out on the basis of the
constitutive equation (28) coupled with the momentum transfer equation . The defect
density tensor in the compression stress wave represents the microshear density.

The system of equations was solved using an original finite element code. The
simulation confirmed the delayed propagation of the failure front behind the stress
wave (Figure 17). We observed also that the shear stress vanishes in the failure wave.
The failure wave propagation leads to qualitative change in the transverse stress when
this stress is approaching the longitudinal stress level (Figure 18).

4.7.5. Statistics offragmentation

Qualitative new features in crack dynamics (transition from the steady-state branching
regimes and the fragmentation) such as the phenomenon of delayed failure revealed
specific features of dynamic failure that are properties of nonequilibrium systems
with nonlinear and stochastic behavior caused by the collective effects in the defect
ensemble. This fact allows us to develop a view on the dynamic fracture statistics
(fragmentation problem) that links the nonlinear dynamic aspects of damage evolu 
tion with the change of symmetry properties in the system due to the generation of
collective modes in the defect ensemble.

Some basic theories have emerged within the past 10 years for predicting the
consequences of dynamic fragmentation induced by high velocity impact or explosive
events. These theories have focused on the prediction of mean fragment size through
energy and momentum balance principles [52,55] and on statistical issues of fragment
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size distribution [56, 57]. However, there are a number of unresolved issues within
the development of statistical energy balance theories of fragmentation.

Dynamic fragmentation was analyzed in [58] on the basis of local energy in
equality and minimum fracture time requirement. This theory was later modified in
[54] to include the kinetic energy available for fragmentation. However, the theories
are not complete because the evolution process that leads to catastrophic failure of
the materials was not considered.

Taking into account the dramatic changes in the scaling properties of the non
linear system "solid with defects" due to the re-subjection of the system behavior to
the collective modes of defects, the following scenario of the dynamic fragmentation
can be discussed. The existence of characteristic stages of dynamic fracture under
crack propagation (Figure 8) allowed us to establish the correlation of the dynamic
fragmentation statistics with the energy density imparted on the material. The en
ergy density E < Ee (Ee corresponds to the critical velocity Ve of the steady-state
branching transition) provides the stress intensity controlled failure scenario. The
transient densities EB > E> Ee (Ve < V < VB) lead to the fracture statistics that
are sensitive to both self-similar solutions: the self-similar stress distribution at the
crack tip and collective blow-up modes of damage localization. The intermittency
effect, when the system reveals the complex statistics in the presence of two attrac
tors, probably, has a phenomenological interpretation in the framework of Weibull
statistics. Taking into account the theoretically predicted low limit of damage local
ization scale Lr; it can be assumed that a critical energy density exists that provides
the limit size of fragmented structure close to Le. Since these energy densities can
be imparted in materials generally by shock, this homogeneous fragmentation can
be realized because of failure wave excitation. The experiments in [59] with large
specimens (optical glass K5 impacted by blunt steel cylinder) visualized the several
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fracture nucleations in the form of failure waves. Several spherical or nearly spherical
waves were formed ahead of the main front.

4.8. Plasticity as metastable orientation transition in microshear
ensemble

4.8.1. Defect induced mechanisms of momentum transfer

The physical particularity of momentum transfer under plastic flow is the motion
of the deformation carriers (microshears in our case) in the conservative (elastic)
field. This fact reflects the principal difference of irreversible deformation caused by
the dislocation structure rearrangement from conventionally known mechanisms of
viscous flow in liquids, which occurs due to momentum diffusion.

Much progress was achieved during the last decades in the understanding of the
mechanisms of plastic flow and the phenomenology of plasticity for the large range
of the stress and strain rate intensities. However, the attempt to use the structural
aspects in the formulation of the plasticity constitutive equations did not allow the
explanation of most main questions related to the specific nature of deformation
carriers responsible for the plastic flow. Still unresolved problems are the regularities
of the strain localization due to .shear banding, the linkage of the structure evolution
with deformation hardening , and the explanation of the structure of the plastic wave
front in shocked materials.

The experimental data concern ing the transitions in dislocation substructures
under the plastic flow and the results of the statistical description of collective behavior
of microshear ensemble allowed one to link plasticity rules with structure evolution .
It was observed in Section 4.2 that the intermediate range of structural heterogeneity
(for instance , grain size) corresponds to values of the structure sensitive parameter
Oc < 0 < 0*and provides the deformation response of solids caused by the generation
of collective modes of the microshear ensemble with pronounced orientation . The
formation of these modes is the consequence of the orientation instability in the
microshear ensemble within the corresponding range of external stresses a; < ay <
OlffiL for the given structural parameter 0 (Figure 19). These stresses determine the
range of the yield stresses (a; ,aHEL), where the orientation metastability occurs . The
yield stresses from this range represent the sum of the stresses a; (where orientation
metastability can appear). This stress has an athermal nature and determines the
initial point of availability of the coherent microshear behavior as a qualitative new
mechanism of stress relaxation. Part of the yield stress (a; - a;) determines the
additional stress, which provides the thermally activated transition A ~ D in the
dislocation substructure in the more orientated state D.

The jump in the microshear density parameter b.PAD leads (according to (16))
to the sharp drop of elastic modulus, which precedes the plastic flow. The possible
scenario of the microshear ensemble evolution at the point D is shown in Figure 19 and
can involve two opportunities. The first one, along the Bd trajectory, here supposes
high deformation hardening . The second scenario (along the trajectories DH E or
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D F) presumes an increase of deformation caused by the defects in the continuous
orientation ordering in the course of metastable transitions due to the change of value
of the structure sensitive parameter 8. Two realizations of this scenario (D E and D F)
correspond to the typical plastic deformation of solids that are conventionally known
as perfect plasticity (D E) and plasticity with a hardening (D F).

This type of plastic flow is described in the framework of the incremental plas
ticity theory, when the increment of plastic deformation deI;;(= dpik) is determined
by the so-called normality rule

(29)

where <I> is the plastic potential and Xis the multiplier. The incremental law of plastic
flow determines the plastic strain decrement as the result of the "expansion" of the
yield surface, given by the plastic potential <1>.
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(30)

(32)

(33)

(31)

The consideration of the plastic flow as nonequilibrium orientation transition
led to the interpretation of the phenomenological background of the incremental
plasticity. According to this result the driving force of the plastic deformation is the
minimization of the free energy F(a, p, 8) in the current system state , for instance,
(aD, PD, 8D) , under the continuous ordering of defects (D ~ H ~ .. . ) and the
formation of different dislocation substructures. The description of these transitions
can be obtained as the generalization of (14) considering 8 as the independent variable

aF aF
8F = -dp + -d8 < O.

ap a8-

It is evident that the increment d8 plays the role of the increment d): and provides
the change of the plastic flow potential in term of 8. For the quasi-static loading the
relations (30) allowed the expression of the increment d8 in the term ofcurrent values
of stress and defect induced plastic strain p , The unloading, for instance, from point
F occurs along the trajectory FES in the "partly unloaded state."

Kinetics of the defect density and the scaling parameter can be described with
the usage of the evolution inequality in the form

8F aF ap aF es
-=--+--<0.
Of ap at a8 at -

The analogue of a; under unloading is the threshold stress as. Taking into ac
count that the plastic flow realizes as continuous orientation ordering of dislocation
substructures with the scaling parameter 8 related to the size of the dislocation sub
structure in and the distance between ones ie, the real scenario of the plastic straining
depends on the loading conditions, for instance, the stress or the strain rate.

The strain rate sensitivity of plastic flow is observed typically at strain rates
exceeding 103s-1. It is important to use in this range of strain rate s > 103s-1

the description of independent kinetics of defect induced plastic straining and the
structure evolution in the form that follows from (31),

dp _ -L aF
dt - Pap'

.u aF
- =-La
dt a8 '

where L P and La are the kinetic coefficients. The relations between the kinetics
of the external loading (for instance, imposed stress or strain rate), the kinetics of
transition in the p metastability area, and the kinetics of structure sensitive parameter
8 determine the variety of the material behavior for high strain rate loading and the
response of shocked materials.

The kinetics of 8-parameter determines the hardening law due to the formation
of new dislocation substructures responsible for the momentum transfer in more high
structural level that is realized as the rescaling of initial structural scales in~ Ln(p),
ie ~ Le(p)·

Experimental data concerning the variation of the flow stress with a strain rate
established the dramatic increase of the flow stress at the strain rate s > 103 -104s- 1•
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(34)

The description of the plastic flow as a metastable orientation transition in the defect
ensemble allowed us to propose the explanation of the anomalous hardening. Equation
(34) can be represented in the form

.u 1 oft
-=---,
dt .0 OD

where ft = i, .0 = (LoA)-1 is the characteristic time of structure rearrangement
in terms of D. The anomalous hardening for the strain rate s > 103 - 104s-1 is
the consequence of limiting rate ability of materials to the dislocation substructure
rearrangement with characteristic time .0 ~ 1O-5s. For strain rates exceeding s >
104s- l , the plasticity, as a metastable transition to the dislocation substructure with
more pronounced defect orientation on large spatial scales, could not be realized and
defect ensemble evolution could occur along the branch CD D'd with a constant value
of Dand maximal hardening.

4.9. Kinetics of metastable transitions and mechanical responses
of shocked condensed matter

4.9.1. Structure of stress wave in solid under impact loading

Complicate material responses to the increase of the strain rate are observed in the
nonlinear behavior of deformation and in the changes of yield stresses of plasticity
and strength. The attempts were undertaken in [47, 50, 51] to establish a link of
the mesodefect evolution (microcracks, microshears) with relaxation properties and
failure kinetics. A statistical approach allowed us to establish specific features of the
defect ensemble evolution caused by the initial solid state (structural heterogeneity
in terms of D) and the interaction between defects. The scenario of defect ensemble
evolution has the form of nonequilibrium kinetic transitions, which appear as a specific
form of self-similarity. This self-similarity is particularly clear at plastic instability
and damage localization under dynamic loading. The self-similarity in the behavior
of a solid loaded dynamically is caused by the excitation of spatial -time structures
in the defect ensemble. The appearance of these structures is accompanied by the
qualitative change of solid responses to dynamic loading.

The established correspondence of the nonlinear behavior ofthe defect ensemble
and the structure of the shock wave profile leads to the explanation of some regularity
of shocked material responses.

One-dimensional plane shock waves have been widely used to study the me
chanical response of solids to high velocity deformation. For many materials under a
certain range of impact pressures, there exist two-wave structures of which the first
wave, the so-called elastic precursor, travels at the velocity of sound waves, while
the second wave, the plastic shock wave, travels at a slower speed that increases with
impact pressure. While the full two-wave structure is thus not steady (does not prop
agate without change of form), each component wave may be treated as steady after
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sufficient propagation distance. The steady-wave profile propagates without change
in shape .

The stress wave structure was examined in [60] for the impact loading of an
aluminum plate loaded by the quartz disk at the rate of 400mls. In the case of the plane
wave propagation in the zdirect ion the system ofconstitutive equations coupled with
conservation laws of mass and impulse are written as

ezz = e~z + Pzz,

a2uz aazz
p at2 = az'

auz
Ezz = az'

apo °aFo
-=-L --,
at p apo

'e azz
Ezz = E'

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

where p~z and Po are deviatoric and isotropic parts of Ptz» F = F'(p~z' a;z) +
FO(po, ao), p is the material density, and L~ and L~ are the kinetic coefficients.
Only the p~z component is nonnull in compression waves.

The solution of system (35)-(38) has to satisfy the boundary and initial condi
tions

azz(O, t) = ao(t),

vz(z, O) = a(z , 0) = Pzz(z, 0) = 0,

azz(h , t) = 0,

p(z , 0) = Po,

where h is the plate thickness, andao(t) was determined on the basis of the so
lution of the collision problem. Material parameters have been determined from
quasi -static data of aluminum testing (uniaxial tension) using direct methods of
the registration of the microcrack accumulation. The parameters were taken to be
p = 2.71 x 1<Pkg/m3, G = 109.7GPa, 'p = LplG = 2.1 x 1O-6s, 'I = hfC; =
1.96 x 1O-6s(CI = (G I p) 1/2). Results of a numerical simulation of the stress wave
propagation and the time dependence of stress and microcrack density parameter in
the spall section are presented in Figure 21. In the stress area corresponding approxi
mately to the dynamic yield stress the orientation kinetic transition for the parameter
Pi: occurs and results in the abrupt increase in stress relaxation tempo, a change in
the plastic wave profile and the separation of the elastic precursor (bold parts of the
curves in Figure 21).

A sharp transit ion to the highly ordered structure due to the metastable transition
may lead to the behavior that has been commonly referred to as dynamic failure due
to plastic shear instability. Spatial scales of the orientation area (shear localization
zone) are determined by the parameters of the solitary wave of shear instability given
by the solution (18).
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FIGURE 2 I. Structure of stress waves and damage kinetics in spall
cross section of aluminum target.

4.9.2. Strain rate universality at the steady-state plastic wave

Experimental evidence of viscous-like effects in solids was lacking until the results
of Sakharov's group [61] when the measure of shock viscosity in solids was inferred
using an indirect method. The existence of steady-wave shocks as significant fea
tures of stress waves in solids is treated in [62, 63]. With the development of laser
interferometry techniques the first direct measurements of high resolution wave pro
files were provided in [64] for aluminum. The observation of the shock wave rise
showed the very rapid increase in steady-wave strain rate with increasing peak stress .
This increase is substantially greater than would be predicted by a simple Newtonian
proportionality between viscous stress and strain rate. The existence of steady-wave
solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations was recognized first by Rayleigh and Tay
lor [65, 66]. Since then a large literature on this subject in the field of fluids has
emerged [67, 68] .

The unique feature of the large amplitude wave profile is the steady-wave plastic
shock profile. The steady-wave profile propagates without change in form and, as
pointed out in [69], is a consequence of a stable balance between the competing
processes of stress-strain nonlinearity and dissipative or viscous material behavior.

According to the results presented in Section 4.5, the steady-wave profile for
different shock amplitudes appears as that of the self-similar auto-solitary wave in
duced by the collective orientation mode in the microshear ensemble. The rescaling
of current values of 8 (D F -path, Figure 19) provides the self-similar auto-solitary
response for the variation of the stress amplitude.

The rate of the transition pzz from the lower to upper branches reaches the max
imum under the deepest penetration into the metastability area (point b in Figure 19).
This is assumed to be a main reason for the universality of the plastic strain rate
dependence on the stress amplitude pzz ~ Aa:mp established by Barker and Grady

for a wide class of materials for strain rates i > 105s- 1. This relation follows from
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the self-similar solution (IS), when the driving force of the transition under the 8
rescaling can be represented in terms of the stress as the difference in the free energy
for the current level along the dC-path (Figure 19) and the energy for metastability
limits (the analogue point b, Figure 19) for the curves corresponding to the current
values of 8.

This result reflects the importance of the collective effects (orientation transi
tion) in the system of defects providing the intriguing material independent feature
in the steady-shock process and reveals the specific character of the solid viscous
response . On the other hand the universality of this fourth-power dependence for a
large class of materials leads to the assumption that in the intensive shock environ
ment the complex structural processes (which are involved due to the plastic flow)
become simpler. The study of these general mechanisms seems to be important for
the understanding of the collective effects in the defect ensembles responsible for the
irreversible deformation in solids.

4.9.3. Relaxation properties and defect-induced instabilities in shocked liquids

The problem of the true structure of liquids can not at present be considered as
finally explained . A dependence of mechanical properties on the relation between the
relaxation time of the medium and the characteristic time of the loading is not only a
property of solids but is also valid for liquids. All theories of viscous liquid flow start
out to some extent with an assumption about the nature of the structure of the liquid.
For this reason investigat ion of the relaxation properties of a liquid under high strain
rate loading produced by shock waves, is of great scientific and applied interest. The
viscosity of condensed matter plays the principal role in effecting the irreversible
shock compression. It is well known that, if account is not taken of viscosity, one can
not produce a continuous distribution of all thermodynamic quantities in the shock
wave front (SWF).

The method of investigating the viscosity of materials behind the SWF,proposed
first by Sakharov [61], is based on the experimental study of small perturbations on
the SWF and then by Barker [64] with the use of the Doppler interferometry (VISAR)
technique.

A still unresolved puzzle arose in Sakharov's experiments when the shocked
liquid (water and mercury) and solid (aluminum and lead) revealed the same vis
cosity '7 = 104pz at approximately the same values of the strain rate 8 = 105s-1

at the SWF. It is appropriate to emphasize that these substances are very different
under normal conditions. Nevertheless, for the pressure P ~ SD-100KBar water and
mercury are characterized by the same dynamic viscosity as that of an unmeIted solid
(pressure range P ~ 4OD-SOOKBar) behind SWF. One is led to the conclusion that
the mentioned liquids in the pressure range P ~ SD-100KBar have a relaxation time
r > 8-1 '" 1O-5s differing by six orders of magnitude from the molecular (diffusion)

relaxation times estimated by the Einstein formula as to = 6~:d '" 10-11s , where
/),. is the distance between the particles and Dsd is the self-diffusion coefficient. It
means that a liquid behaves in the quoted experiments effectively like a solid.
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The physical mechanisms leading to the development of instabilities in con
densed media indicate the possibility of describing instabilities in liquids on the basis
of an analysis of the kinetics of fluctuations , if the latter are viewed as defects in the
structure of liquids [12, 70]. In the case of liquids the mesoscopic defects, being by
their nature similar to the fluctuation of the displacement field in solids, can be also re
garded as real structural defects that are produced during collective motion of groups
of molecules. This mechanism of motion does not correspond to the conventional
diffusion mechanism of momentum transfer in simple liquids .

The attempt to explain the noncontradictory nature of the viscosity of shock
compressed liquid and solid for the strain rate i = 105s- 1 was undertaken in [61]
using the Fraenkel's idea concerning the role of defects ("holes") produced by the
propagating SWF. The validity of this view was qualitatively confirmed by the mea
sure of the electric conductivity of water behind the SWF, when a dramatic change
of the resistivity was found.

Apparently, Fraenkel [71] was the first to call attention to the analogy in the
mechanisms of flow of solids and liquids , noting that" . . . x-ray diffraction pictures
of liquids are similar to those of microcrystalline solids , and it would be possible to
interpret their general features on the basis of the idea that a liquid consists of a large
number of randomly oriented submicroscopic-size crystals" and" . . . the widely held
view that the fluidity of liquids is caused by the absence of shear elasticity, i.e., by
a zero shear modulus . . . is incorrect (except, possibly, for the case of liquid helium
II)." These statements are confirmed in [72] by measurements of relaxation spectra in
a shear simple liquid flow accompanying the superposition of shear oscillations in a
liquid at frequencies 105Hz when the existence of shear elasticity was established. The
explanation of this long relaxation time anomaly is linked in [72] with a coordinated
displacement and reorientation of groups of molecules which involves longer times.
A coordinated displacement of groups of molecules (similarly to the relative slipping
of blocks or grains in solids) can be realized during nucleation of mesoscopic defects
arising between these groups of molecules.

The dissipative function for a medium relaxing by flow and as a result of the
development of defects has the form [12]

(39)

where T is the temperature, qk is heat flux, of jOPik is the thermodynamic force acting
on a system when Pik is different from its equilibrium value, and eYk = eu - Pik is
the "viscous" component of the strain rate tensor. The condition that the dissipative
function be positive definite leads to a system of equations for the tensor variables:

(1jk = lJeYk + XPik.

of v •
--~- = -Xeik + ~Pik.

°Pik

(40)

(41)
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where 1], X, and ~ are kinetic coefficients. For the case of simple shear, from (40)
folIows an expression for the effective viscosity

(1xz Pxz
Iltm = - = 1] - (1] - X)-.-. (42)

exz Bxz
In the interval Oc < 0 < 0*, the strain rate fluctuations "conform" to the

spectrum of solitary waves , meaning that Bik ~ Pit. and (42) gives the asymptotic
viscosity 1] = X. The independence of viscosity of condensed matter 1] ~ 104pz

for the strain rates B~ 104 - 106s-1 is the consequence of the dependence of the
deformation response on the strain rates induced by the defect kinetics in the form of
finite amplitude solitary wave disturbances.

The folIowing scenario of the development of instabilities in a liquid is possible
in accordance with the characteristic features of the nonlinear behav ior of ensembles
of defects.

The weak periodic pulsations of the velocity caused by defect-induced fluctu
ations of the strain rates appear in the region 0 > 0*. The flow intensification can
lead to the transition through the bifurcation point 0* (the region Oc < 0 < 0*) and
the nucleation of the cascade of solitary waves as a result of orientation transition
in an ensemble of microscopic shears. The inertial cascade of the solitary waves is
generated under the rescaling of 0 due to the appearance of new spatial scales linked
with the solitary wave front. The second inertial interval appears during the transition
for 0 = oc, when dissipative structures with blow-up kinetics of the defect-induced
strain rate are excited.

It is interesting to compare the real picture of turbulent flow with the scenario
given by the dynamics of Pik. The dynamics of the development ofturbulence has been
investigated in [73] in an analysis of the evolution of a turbulent spot in a Poiseuille
flow with Reynolds number R '" 840-1500. It is observed that the turbulent spot has
the form of a triangular wing, and the turbulent motion arises inside a region on the
boundary of which disturbances in the form of solitary waves arise. These waves,
generated on the boundary of the spot, propagate into the laminar zone and transform
into quasi-periodic damped pulsations of the velocity. The motion of solitary waves
in the direction of the spot results in secondary instability and growth of the spot. This
experimentally observed scenario agrees with the nonlinear dynamics of macroscopic
defect-induced strain rate fluctuations. The laws established for the development of
instabilities in condensed media suggest the possible existence of a bifurcation tree ,
leading to turbulence [74], that can be described on the basis ofakinetic approach [75] .

4.10. Summary

A multifield statistical approach is presented and developed for the study of the multi 
scale nature of plastic deformation and failure. The tensor order parameter, the defect
density tensor, is introduced for typical mesoscopic defects, microcracks and micros
hears, which are the structural images ofdislocation substructures at different material
scales.
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This statistical model leads to the existence ofa dimensionless structural param
eter of scaling, which provides the link between the continuous growth of the defect
density under deformation and the rescaling of the structural level involved in the
successive mechanism of momentum transfer due to the collective motion ofdefects.
This parameter represents the ratio of the current scale of dislocation substructure
and the distance between substructures. The statistical model reveals the variety in
behavior of ensembles of mesoscopic defects caused by the interaction of defects
among themselves and with an external field. The collective properties of defects
due to their interaction play a most important role in the formation of large-scale
mesodefect substructures and finally in the mechanisms of plastic flow and failure .

Large-scale mesodefect substructures are generated as orientation transitions in
the low scale mesodefect substructure. This transition occurs during the excitation in
the material of the auto-solitary strain waves with a front length corresponding to the
orientation transition area. The important consequence of this result is that the plastic
flow develops as the continuous orientation ordering ofdislocation substructures. The
driving force of this transition is the free energy release under conditions of growth
of the defect density and the rescaling of the structural level of the material, which
provides the optimal mechanism of momentum transfer.

The orientation transitions in mesodefect ensembles and the nucleation of spa
tial areas with pronounced orientation of defects can beconsidered as mechanisms of
adiabatic shear bands and of strain localization. The spatial distribution of the initial
susceptibility in terms of the above scaling parameter can lead to the multiple gen
eration of the set of collective modes (auto-solitary strain waves) in the bulk of the
specimen. These modes can be considered as new phase variables that determine the
material behavior and decrease the system symmetry. The irregular character of plas
tic deformation (Henky flow) is the consequence of the stochastic dynamics due to
the generation and the interaction of auto-solitary collective modes in the mesodefect
system .

The important result of statistical multi field theory is the determination of the
type of bifurcation that leads to qualitative change for the evolution equation of the
defect density tensor during transition from plastic mechanism of structural relax
ation to the damage localization and failure . This bifurcation type arises for a criti
cal value of scaling parameter and leads to the generation of the collective modes ,
i.e., the dissipative structures with blow-up kinetics of the defect density growth on
the corresponding spatial scales. The set of these collective modes is bounded with
the coordinates of the second attractor, which defines another multiscale nature of
damage-failure transition.

The collective mesoscopic modes of dislocation substructures (auto-solitary
orientation waves and blow-up dissipative structures) have the meaning of self-similar
solutions-eigenfunction spectrum ofcorresponding nonlinear problems. The loading
condition can provide the resonance excitation of this type of collective modes, which
may lead to the anomalous deformation responses in the form of specific types of strain
rate localization, failure waves, and self-similar structures of wave fronts in shocked
condensed matter.
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5. Extended Thermodynamics:
A Multifield Theory Par Exellence

1. Mtiller*

Abstract. A monatomic ideal gas, upon close inspection, reveals itself as a com
plex material whose proper description requires the use of hundreds, or even
thousands of fields, at least in the rarefied state.

5.1. Introduction

Nothing should be simpler than a monatomic ideal gas, or so one might think, and that
intuitive feeling is largely confirmed by thermodynamic calculations in a dense gas.
Indeed in such a gas the equations of Navier-Stokes-Fourier represent the constitutive
properties of the gas quite well. However, for low pressures-i.e., at great heights
the gases are rarefied and the constitutive equations of Navier-Stokes-Fourier do not
hold anymore.

That is the range of extended thermodynamics (see [1]), a multifield theory
that employs hundreds or thousands of moments to describe the state of the gas. It
is shown here that only a multifield theory of that type is capable of describing the
observed properties of rarefied gases satisfactorily. The phenomena considered are

• light scattering in a gas,
• shock structure,
• the development of a shock in a shock tube.

5.2. Field and field equations

5.2.1. General

The fields of extended thermodynamics of monatomic ideal gases are the moments

Fil iz...ik = m f Ci1Ciz" 'Cikfdc (k = 0,1, . .. , N)

of the distribution function which represents the number density of atoms with a
certain velocity c. The moments are symmetric tensors of up to order N and, because
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of the symmetry, the number of independent variables equal

1 N 1
n = '2 ~)a + l)(a + 2) = 6(N + l)(N + 2)(N + 3). (2)

a=O

The field equations are of balance type. They relate the rate of change of the densities
F i\ i2...ik to the divergence of the fluxes F ii\i2 ik and the productions ITil i2...ik ' viz.

aFili2 ...ik + aFiili2 ik _ IT· · . (3)
at aXi - 'Il2 ···lk ·

We observe that the fluxes Fiili2 ...ik are themselves moments of rank k + 1. This is
typical for monatomic ideal gases .

In order to close the system we need constitutive relations for the production
ITi 1i2...ik and for the last flux F; i1...iN • In extended thermodynamics we achieve closure
by use of the entropy principle, which determines the distribution function appropriate
to given variables Fii\i2 ...ik (k = 1,2, . . . , N). The distribution function has the form

N 3 3

f = ye-h with X = L L .. .L Aili2...ikCi l Ci2 .. • Cik' (4)
k=l il=l ik= l

where k is the Boltzmann constant and y determines the smallest element dxdc of
phase space . It is related to the Planck constant. The A's are Lagrange multipliers
which are introduced in the course of exploiting the entropy inequality. In the end
they must be eliminated by use of the relations

F- . . -mfc. c· ···c·ye-tLf=\L~I=1 · "L~k=IAi\i2 ...ikCjICi2·"Cjk (5)
'Il2 .. · l k - II 12 Ik •

(In the usual procedure, the integrand in (5) is linearized in nonequilibrium quantities.
After that the calculation of A ilh ...ik in terms of Fili2...ik is reduced to the solution of
a linear system of equations.)

Because of the entropy principle the system .of balance equations is symmetric
hyperbolic-at least if it is written in terms of the Lagrange multipliers Ai1i2...ik-and
therefore all characteristic speeds are finite. It seems appropriate to mention this fact,
since some of the commonly used field equations for gases are parabolic and predict
infinite wave speeds. Such is the case for the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations and
this phenomenon of infinite wave speeds was called a paradox by Cattaneo [2].

One of the motifs for the development of extended thermodynamics was the
desire to remove that paradox .

5.2.2. The special case N = 3

For N = 3, we have 20 independent equations , which are represented in Figure 1.
In the figure, the synthetic notation used hitherto has been abandoned and we have
represented the moments-as far as possible-in their canonical notation : p for the
density, Vi for velocity, T for temperature, lt ] for stress , and qi for heat flux. These
are 13 moments; the remaining six, viz. t:J. and P(ijk) , have no canonical notation,
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FIGURE I . The system of 20 moment equations . Left: Euler equa
tions within the frame. Right: Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations
within the frame.

nor specific names, other than that they are moments. However, they must satisfy the
explicit and specific system of partial differential equations .

Indeed, the left-hand side of the system is entirely specific and the right-hand
side, here calculated for Maxwellian molecules, contains one single parameter a,
which can be determined from a single measurement of viscosity or thermal conduc
tivity.

We stop here a moment in order to appreciate the system of 20 equations shown
in Figure 1. Ifwe ignore all terms except those in the frame of Figure 1(left), we recog
nize the Euler equations which ignore all dissipation . More realistic are the equations
of Navier-Stokes-Fourier, which we find within the frame of Figure 1(right). We
recognize that, according to that frame, the stress is proportional to the temperature
gradient. We also recognize, however, that we must leave out entirely specific terms
in order to obtain the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations. Such terms are rates and
gradients of stress and heat flux.

Therefore we conclude that the theory of Navier-Stokes-Fourier may suffice, if
rates and gradients are small . On the other hand, extended thermodynamics is needed,
if rates are fast and gradients are steep. And, since in a gas "fast" and "steep " are
measured in terms of mean times of free flight and mean free paths, we conclude that
extended thermodynamics is needed for rarefied gases where flight times and free
paths are long, while in a dense gas Navier-Stokes-Fourier may be sufficient.

Wolf Weiss [3] has the explicit moment equations available at the touch of a
button and he has determined the characteristic speeds predicted by them, i.e., the
speeds of acceleration waves. The biggest one of them, the pulse speed, is listed in
Figure 2(left) : For n = 20, i.e., the system of Figure 1, the pulse speed is Ma = 1.81,
while for n = 2300, it is Ma = 6.46, and for n = 15180, it is Ma = 9.36. In
Figure 2(right), we see from the line identified by crosses that the pulse speed seems
to increase monotonically, and this was confirmed by Boillat and Ruggeri [4], who
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No. of moments V""""o

4 0.77459667
10 1.34164079
20 1.80822948
33 2.21299946
56 2.57495874
84 2.90507811
120 3.21035245
165 3.49555791
220 3.76412372
286 4.01860847
364 4.26098014
455 4.49279023
560 4.71528716
680 4.92949284
816 5.13625617
969 5.3362913
1140 5.53020569
1330 5.71852112
1540 5.90168962
1771 6.08010585
2021 6.25411673
2300 6.42402919
2600 6.59011627
2925 6.75262213
3276 6.91176615
3654 7.06774631
4060 7.22074198
4495 7.37091629
4960 7.51841807
5456 7.66338362
5984 7.80593804
6545 7.94619654
7140 8.08426549
7770 8.22024331
8436 8.35422129
9139 8.48628432
9860 8.61651144
10660 8.74497644
11480 8.87174833
12341 8.99680171
13244 9.12046722
14190 9.24253184
15180 9.36313918
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FIGURE 2. Characteristic speeds vs. number of moments. Crosses:
Exact values by Weiss [3]. Circles: Lower bound by Boillat and
Ruggeri [4].

calculated a lower bound for the pulse speed, viz.

Vmax ~ J~ (N - ~).
Co 5 2

Thus for infinitely many moments the pulse speed tends to infinity.
In some way, this result is an anticlimax when we recall that the original motif

of extended thermodynamics was the desire to obtain finite speeds. We have a theory
now that predicts a finite speed for all finite numbers of moments and has an infinite
speed only for infinitely many moments. That seems satisfactory, but for those who
like the anticl imax aspect better, let me say that by now extended thermodynamics has
outgrown its former exclusive concern for speeds ; it is now an explicit and definite
theory for the description of rarefied gases and nowhere is this more evident than in
its treatment of light scatte ring to which we shall proceed in the next chapter.
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Before that, however, two remarks seem to be in order. Firstly, in a relativistic
theory, the lower bound (6) is not valid. It is replaced by another estimate, also due
to Boillat and Ruggeri [5], which implies that the largest pulse speed is the speed of
light and that may occur only for infinitely many moments. Secondly, it is clear that,
apart from the pulse speed, a high moment theory predicts many longitudinal speeds;
indeed , hundreds of them, if the number of moments is in the thousands. Weiss [6]
has calculated them all and has plotted them (see Figure 3). Some are below the speed
of sound but most are above and the spectrum of speeds becomes nearly continuous.
The question is why do we not see them, or, better, why do we not hear them? We
shall discuss that question when we deal with shock structures in Section 5.4. The
short answer is that these propagation modes are quickly damped out.

· ·· · · ·· · · · · ·· • · •· · · · · · • • •· · · · · · • • • • •· · · • • • I • • •· · • I , ,· · · · I I • • •· · · · I · I , ,
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FIGURE 3. Pulse speeds.

5.3. Light scattering

Light scattering occurs when a light wave with frequency cu falls on a gas in equilib
rium. It is scattered by the density fluctuations of the gas and the scattered light may
be investigated in a detector. It turns out that the scattered light consists mostly of
light of the incident frequency cu, but neighbouring frequencies are also represented
and in a dense gas the spectrum of the scattered gas is represented by a graph with
three peaks, the central one at the incident frequency (see Figure 4).

The relative heights of the peaks, their widths and distances permit us to read
off thermodynamic constitutive properties of the gas, like specific heats, compress
ibilities, thermal conductivity, and viscosity. It is now appropriate to ask why it is
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FIGURE 4. Light scattering and the spectrum of scattered light in a dense gas.

that a microscopic density fluctuation through the light which it scatters can carry
information about a macroscopic property of the gas, like its viscosity. And this is
where the Onsager hypothesis comes in.

Onsager has postulated-and that postulate has been convincingly confirmed by
experiment-that the mean regression of a microscopic fluctuation may be calculated
from the macroscopic field equations.

Once this postulate is accepted, it is easily exploited. What we have to do with
our explicit set of field equations is this:

• Fourier transform spatially,
• Laplace transform in time,
• solve algebraically,
• average over initial data.

In this manner, according to Onsager, we should obtain the scattering spectrum . And
indeed, for a dense gas, where we know the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations to be
good enough, we obtain the three-peaked graph of the experiment.

However, for even a moderate degree of rarefaction the measured spectrum
cannot be described by a Navier-Stokes-Fourier theory; in that case we need ex
tended thermodynamics. In Figure 5(left), we see the experimental dots, measured
by Clark [7] and the predictions of extended thermodynamics of 20, 35,56, and 84
moments. None of them agrees with the experiments. So now the reader may think
that it is time for an adjustment of parameters in order to fit the curves. However,
extended thermodynamics has no adjustable parameters . It is a completely specific
theory of theories of increasing moment numbers. And the only fitting parameter is
the number of moments.

So we increase the number of moments. And indeed for n = 120 we obtain a
satisfactory agreement with experiment. Moreover, the predicted spectrum ofET 120
does not change when we increase the number of moments further. Thus in Fig
ure 5(right), we see that the curves ofET 120, ET 165, ET 220, and ET 286 all lie on
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FIGURE 5. Scattering spectra for different moment numbers . Left:
ET 20, ET 35, ET 56, ET 84. Right: ET 120, ET 165, ET 220,
ET286.

top of each other-and on the experimental dots! We conclude that there is a conver
gence and that convergence allows us to determine the range of validity of the theory.
As soon as in our theory of theories with increasing numbers of moments one theory
predicts the same result as the previous one, the latter one was good enough.

These results are both satisfactory and disappointing. They are satisfactory be
cause now for the first time we have succeeded in describing a scattering spectrum in
a good manner. However, there is also disappointment: To be sure, in view of the ex
perimental findings, nobody expected Navier-Stokes-Fourier to be good enough, but
one might have hoped that ET 13 or ET 14 would suffice. Instead we need hundreds
of moments . In fact , the numbers between 200 and 300 that were good in Figure 5
for a moderate degree of rarefaction become insufficient in a more rarefied gas as
shown in Figure 6. It is true that the disagreement in that case is restricted to a plait
like region , but nevertheless it is disagreement. Incidentally, the plait winds around a
Gaussian curve which reflects the Maxwellian distribution of atomic velocities which
the scattering spectrum approaches for an increasing degree of rarefaction.

5.4. Shocks

5.4.1. Shock structure

Given that extended thermodynamics is a theory for rapid changes and steep gradients
it is only natural that shock waves should be investigated by the theory. Also, it is
well known that the shock structure is badly represented by the Navier-Stokes-Fourier
theory. Figure 7 shows both the measured shock thickness and the one calculated from
the Navier-Stokes-Fourier theory as functions of the Mach number. The disagreement
is obvious.

This seems to be the occasion for trying out extended thermodynamics. The first
one to do this was Grad [8], who tried his 13-moment theory. (To be sure, Grad did
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FIGURE 7. Shock thickness: Experiment and Navier-Stokes
Fourier theory.

not know extended thermodynamics. However, his 13-moment approximation in the
kinetic theory of gases is essentially equivalent to ET 13.) He found thatthe theory,
far from being better, was dramatically worse. Indeed for Ma > 1.65 he found no
smooth shock at all but rather a subshock (see Figure 8).

It is not certain whether Grad realized the significance of the number Ma = 1.65.
This speed is the pulse speed of the 13-moment theory. Nothing in the 13-moment
theory can be faster, and therefore , if the shock moves faster, the information about
its arrival cannot make itself felt in the upstream region before the shock . Facetiously
we may say that Ma > 1.65 is the "true" supersonic range for ET 13.
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FIGURE 8. Left: ET 13.Smooth shock structure atMa = 1.5. Right:
ET 13. Subshock for M = 2.

However, this is no problem in extended thermodynamics, at least not in princi
ple. If the pulse speed of ET 13 is too small, we choose a theory with more variables
from our theory of theories . And we already know that the pulse speed goes up with
the number of moments (see Figure 2). Therefore, Au [9] has calculated the shock
structures for higher moment theories. The task is infinitely more difficult than the
corresponding one for light scattering because the nonlinear equations must be found
and implemented. Yet Au was able to go up to ET 560 and to obtain shock structures
in excellent agreement with experiments-but only up to Ma = 1.8. Clearly, one
should go higher with the number of moments, if one wishes to obtain good results
for higher Mach numbers. At this time, the computing power proved to be insufficient
for the task.

5.4.2. Shock tube experiment
A related problem to the shock structure calculation is the question about how the
stationary shock structure forms to begin with. Shocks.are usually investigated in a
shock tube: a long tube initially divided by a membrane into a high pressure region and
a low pressure one. When the membrane is removed, according to the Euler theory of
gas dynamics, a shock and a contact discontinuity move into the low pressure region,
while a continuous but nonsmooth rarefaction "fan" moves into the high pressure
region . See the dashed lines in Figure 9, which shows columns of graphs for density
p, pressure p, and velocity v at different times after the removal of the membrane.

The solid lines in Figure 9 show the calculated results for ET 13. Let us consider
them: For long times-actually, no longer than 313 mean times of free flight-the
Euler result is closely approximated, except that

• the Euler shock is replaced by a continuous and smooth shock structure;
• the Euler contact discontinuity is replaced by a continuous and smooth struc

ture;
• the nonsmooth rarefaction fan is approximated by a smooth function .

For short times, however, we see the effect of the two characteristic speeds of ET 13,
one with Ma = 1.65 and the other one with Ma = 0.63. Accordingly, there are two
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FIGURE 9. The emergence of the shock structure in ET 13 and
according to the Euler equations (dashed lines).

shocks, a fast and a slow one, propagating to the right and two rarefaction fans, again
a fast and a slow one.

The tableau of graphs of Figure 9 shows instructively how the initial situation
develops, by dispersion and absorption, into the final one. While at the beginning we
still see the individual waves, we see that, at the end, the shock structure propagates
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with the Mach number appropriate to the Euler shock and that that Ma number was
not present initially.

The situation is perhaps made clearer by Figure 10, which shows calculations
immediately after the removal of the membrane and for a large number of moments .
In that case we can also solve the Boltzmann equation and obtain the dashed line.
The predicted fields of extended thermodynamics show the many waves appropriate
to a high number of moments, and those fields zigzag around the solution of the
Boltzmann equation. The zigzag line becomes tighter and tighter as the number of
moments increases and approximates the exact solution in this manner.
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FIGURE 10. The shock tube fields immediately after removal of the membrane [10].

We must realize from the graphs of Figures 9 and 10 that the highest charac
teristic speeds are quickly damped. That is the reason why we do not hear them.
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6. Microstructure and Thrbulence
in Dilute Polymer Solutions

E. De Angelis*, C. M. Casciola*, P. M. Marianot, and R. Pivat

Abstract. An appropriate picture of the interaction of polymers chains and turbu
lence structu re is crucial to grasp the drag-reducing mechanisms of dilute polymers
solutions . In most models the physically small diffusion is normally neglected .
However, in the presence of a continuou s spectrum of length and time scales, like
in turbulence, the introduction of a diffusion term, however small, is crucial to
enforce a cutoff at large wave number. Such a term can also be regarded as a
natural consequence of a detailed picture of the substructural interactions between
the polymeric chains and the fluid. The results obtained through numerical simu
lations are used in the appropriate thermodynamic framework to extract valuable
information concerning the interaction between turbulence and microstructure.
A general multifield formulation is finally employed to explore possible addi
tional interaction mechanisms between neighboring populations of polymers that
may playa role in accounting for slightly nonlocal interactions between polymer
macromolecules in the solvent.

6.1. Introduction
Flows of dilute polymer solutions are highly complex due to the interaction between
phenomena occurring at the level of the microstructure, i.e., at the level of the macro
molecules, with those taking place at hydrodynamical scales . Modeling is already not
simple for laminar flows. In presence of turbulence the scenario gets worse since the
smallest hydrodynamical scale shrinks. In fact, even for the largest molecules, the
interaction between the two levels does not occur in terms of spatial scales, the poly
mer being , almost in general, smaller than the smallest scale of turbulence. Temporal
scales, instead, may easily become comparable when the most striking macroscopic
effect of the polymers on turbulence occurs in the form of a substantial reduction of
drag with the flow still remaining turbulent.

There are typically two different (but strictly connected) approaches to the con
struction of a model for polymeric liquids. On the one hand, a micromechanical
model of the elementary polymer chain may be considered as a basic block to de
velop a statistical description of the polymers inseminated in the solvent. Clearly, the
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achieved level of detail largely affects the range of macroscopic phenomena that can
be addressed. However, the microrheological complexity should be kept to a mini
mum, since easily, the overall description of the solution becomes too cumbersome
for investigations of turbulence. On the other hand, one may wish to minimize ex
plicit assumptions concerning the microdynamics, preserving the capability of the
model to capture the phenomenology of interest. Since the microstructure plays a
crucial role, appropriate descriptors of the microstructure must be introduced and one
is naturally led to a multifield description. In the present paper both these approaches
are considered. The microrheological description is reviewed first to address effects
related to the diffusion of the macromolecules. Afterwards, a multifield formalism
is presented with the physical interpretation of the descriptors naturally emerging
from the comparison with the microrheological formulation. The purpose is to estab
lish the general form of equations suitable to model microstructural interactions of a
dissipative nature between neighboring material elements.

Even in the most elementary model of polymer solutions, the thermodynamics
involved includes irreversible terms that account for the dissipative features of the
system consistently with the viscoelastic nature of such materials . However, at vari
ance with the Newtonian component of the dissipation, the peculiar dissipation of the
polymers principally acts on a purely local basis.

For instance, in the simplest dumbbell model, where a polymer chain is modeled
as a spring connecting two massless beads, the dissipation is localized on the beads
and is due to the friction in the relative motion of the beads and the supporting fluid.
Physically, elementary models of this class assume that the spatial scale of variation
of the microstructural descriptors is so large that no nonequilibrium effects can arise
due to spatial nonuniformity.

Neglecting diffusion-like effects due to spatial variations of the microstructure
is inherently inconsistent and this simplifying procedure can be safely adopted only
on the basis of an a posteri verification. In fact, in turbulence, it always happens that
the solution of the system ofPDEs, where polymer diffusion processes are neglected,
blows up via an ultraviolet instability. This makes the simplified system impossible to
solve numerically, unless stabilization is artificially achieved through the numerical
scheme. Thus , cross-element interactions are crucial for computational applications
of polymer modeling in turbulent flows. The present paper is organized as follows. In
Section 6.2 a brief overview of the elastic dumbbell model is presented. Section 6.4
is devoted to the description of the effects of turbulence on polymers dynamics by
discussing a few numerical results . Finally, in Section 6.5, the multifield approach is
addressed to hint at possible weakly nonlocal interaction mechanisms.

6.2. The microrheological model

Approaching the simulation of dilute polymers in a turbulent flow, one has to find a
correct compromise between the need of a realistic description and the feasibility of
the simulation. In fact, many degrees offreedom are generally required by turbulence
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itself and the presence of polymers increases drastically this demand. Specifically,
we address here the elastic dumbbell model under the assumption of isothermal con
ditions, which is one of the simplest reasonable descriptions for the dilute polymer
solutions. The relevant mechanical model accounts for the basic physical mechanisms
that characterize the behavior of polymer molecules. Each molecule of polymer can
be described as a chain of linear elements. In equilibrium conditions, due to thermal
agitation, the chains assume the aspect of statistically spherical random coils. When a
substantial deformation rate is present, the coils elongate but naturally tend to return
to their equilibrium configuration. The restoring force is of an entropic origin. If the
coils are abruptly released they move back to the equilibrium configuration and their
dynamics is characterized by a spectrum of relaxation times.

6.2.1. Langevin and Fokker-Planck equations

In the rheological model used here, only one relaxation time is retained and each
molecule is described as a dumbbell, i.e., two massless beads connected by a spring.
The spring accounts for the "entropic elasticity" of the polymer molecules while the
viscous forces due to the interaction with the Newtonian solvent are modeled by the
friction on the beads. The dumbbells are also forced by a Brownian noise that accounts
for the thermal motion [2]. In order to present the relevant equations as concisely as
possible , a linear spring is considered.

The model provides each point in space with a collection of dumbbells, which
introduces a component of the stress in addition to that of the solvent, the so-called
extra stress .

The evolution is controlled by the Langevin equations for the two beads or,
equivalently, by the Fokker Planck equation for the corresponding probability density
function (PDF) .

Denoted by XI and X2 the placements of the two beads, the balance equations
for the beads read

~(XI - UI) = -H(xI - X2) + gt,

~(X2 - U2) = -H(X2 - XI) + g21
(1)

(2)

where ~ is the friction coefficient, uj and U2 is the macroscopic velocity field evaluated
at the bead positions, and gI and g2 are independent Gaussian white noise processes
with identical variances a 2 = 2kBe~ . H is the spring coefficient, which is typically
expressed as H = 3kBe / nb2, kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the absolute
temperature, and n is the number of rigid segments of length b used to model the
macromolecule as a Kuhn chain . Introducing the end-to-end vector r = X2 - XI and
the geometric center Xc = (XI + x2)/2, equations (1) are recast in the form

~(r - w,) = -2Hr + g"
~(xe - we) = ge'

where w, = U2 - UI, We = (UI + u2)/2, g, = g2 - gIl and ge = (gl +
g2)/2 and the corresponding variances are a; = 2a2 and a; = a2/2. Denoted by
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1/IeXc, r, t)d3x
cd

3r the probability to find a molecule having extension in the neigh
borhood of r with geometric center in the neighborhood of Xc , the Fokker-Planck
equation for 1/IeXc, r, t) corresponding to the Langevin equations (2) may be written
as [6]

(3)

(4)

where W c and w, depend by definition both on Xc and r. In equation (3) the elastic
force has been rewritten in terms of its potential V, and the constants Dtr and Drot ,

called translational and rotational diffusivity , respectively, are related to the friction
coefficient S- and the variances of the stochastic processes ~ 1' ~2' by the equations

1(52 2k8
Drot = 2S-; = -s--, o; = Drotl4.

Equation (3) provides the evolution equation for the moments of the PDF and, in
particular, for the following observables: the number density Pp of the dumbbells
with a given geometric center Xc, defined as

the average dumbbell extention at Xc,

rm (xc, t) = [ 1/Ir,
JJR3

and the covariance matrix, or conformation tensor,

(5)

(6)

(7)u«; t) = [ 1/Ir @ r.
JJR3

The evolution equation for the number density given a divergence-free velocity field
D then follows as

(8)

(9)

where

j' = [ w~1/I,
JJR3

and w~ = Wc - Dc. u, is the velocity of the fluid at the location of the center of mass.
Due to the arbitrariness of the numbering of the beads, 1/1 and Wc should be invariant
under the transformation r in -r, while w, is changed into -Wr • This implies that



(12)
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r m = O. Concerning the conformation tensor it follows that

aRij + aRij
-- Uk--

at aXk
4H a ( aRij) ,= 2Drotppoij - -Rij + KirRrj + R irKjr + -a Dtr -

a-
+.c ij ,

~ Xk Xk
(10)

where

.c'ij = -a/aXk { (W~)k1f!rirj + { (W;)i1f!rj + {(w;)j1f!rj (11)JR3 JR3 JR3
with w~ = W r - Kr and K = Vu . If the typical length scale associated with spatial
velocity variations is large compared to the dumbbell dimensions, the velocity dif
ference between the beads can be expressed as w, = Kr, which is the first term in
the Taylor series, and We = ue • In this case , the terms j' and .c'ij vanish . It is worth
noticing that, in this approximation, equation (8) for the number density reduces to
a convection-diffusion equation. Thus, if the initial concentration is homogeneous,
homogeneity persists in time and equation (8) becomes redundant. On the contrary,
when the velocity field at dumbbell scale cannot be approximated by a linear dis
tribution, migration of dumbbells occurs due to the number density flux j , and the
concentration is in general not uniform [1].

For long chain polymers, the Brownian forcing is typically very small compared
to the other terms in the Langevin equations, and one may be tempted to neglected
it in the equation for the geometric center. However, it must be retained, at least in
principle, in the equation for the end-to-end vector, since otherw ise the beads may
eventually collapse one upon the other. Under these assumptions, all terms multiplied
by Dtr drop from the system and a deterministic equation for the trajectory of the
geometric center of the dumbbell is obtained. Consistently the PDF does depend on
the position only through the velocity field and the associated Fokker-Planck equation
simplifies to

a1f! a [a1f! a ( v )J a- = Drot - - + 1f! - - - -(1f!Kr),
at ar ar ar kG ar

where the dependency from the geometric center has disappeared and the velocity
difference is linearly approximated. The corresponding equation for the conformation
tensor follows from (10) by neglecting .cand assuming Pp = const and Dtr = O.

Typically, as already anticipated, the translational diffusivity is so small that
the corresponding diffusive terms are normally safely neglected in laminar flows. In
turbulence these diffusion-like terms are instead crucial to prevent ultraviolet insta
bilities. Actually, turbulent flows are characterized by a continuous flux of energy
from the low towards the high wave numbers. This effect is related to the meandering
of vortex lines due to stretching and folding of material lines . The same process oper
ates on the conformation tensor, via the term KR+ RKT, and leads to the formation
of smaller and smaller scales . In fact, the tiny translational diffusivity is a singular
perturbation, and eventually, a sufficiently fine scale develops where the cutoff finally



(13)

(15)
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starts operating. In numerical simulations, however, the resolution needed to reach
the dissipative cutoff is never available for physically meaningful choices of the pa
rameters, and the diffusion term is usually artificially enhanced as a tool to control
the high wave number instability [7].

As easily verified by direct substitution, for a linear spring, hence a quadratic
potential V, the solution of equation (3) is a Gaussian distribution and the PDF is
fully described by its covariance tensor 'R. In the finite elongation nonlinear elastic
(FENE) model, where the potential is chosen as

1

[
2 2]2 2 rmax-r

V = --H(rmax -ro)log 2 2
2 rmax-rO

with r the modulus ofr, the Gaussian ansatz does not hold and the solution ofthe full
equation for the PDF is required. This procedure is too cumbersome to be used in a
direct numerical simulation (DNS) of wall turbulence. Instead a closure assumption,
known as Peterlin's approximation, is adopted. This allows one to account for finite
extensibility without substantially increasing the complexity of the model with respect
to the case of linear elasticity.

6.2.2. Evolution equation for the conformation tensor

Peterlin's hypothesis, i.e., the spring coefficient of each dumbbell depends only on
the local average elongation, allows for the introduction of a Gaussian approximation
for the PDF (FENE-P model [17], where up" stands for Peterlin), and reduces the
complexity of the problem to the equation for the covariance matrix 'Rij, which in
dimensionless form becomes

D'Rij 1 1 1 2---or = -De!('R)'Rij + Kir'Rrj +'RirKjr + DeOij + Pe V 'Rij, (14)

where D / Dr denotes the material time derivative and

R2 _ R2
!('R) = max 0 .

R~ax - «t:
The conformation tensor is directly linked to the extra stress T;j caused by the
dumbbells

TiJ~ = TJp (f('R)'Rij - oij), (16)
De

which provides the back reaction of the polymers on the macroscopic velocity field
assumed to be governed by the standard incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
with the additional terms given by the divergence of the extra stress.

The dimensionless parameters appearing in the previous expressions are the
following: the Deborah number De, which is the ratio between the polymer relaxation
time and the fluid dynamic time scale; '1p , which is the ratio between the polymer
contribution to the viscosity and the viscosity of the solvent; R~ax ' which is the
polymer maximum allowed elongation. Finally, Pe is the Peclet number, i.e., the ratio
of the convective to the diffusive time scale of the polymers.
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6.3. Thermodynamic aspects of the polymer solution

In order to grasp the mechanism of interaction between turbulence and microstruc
ture, it is helpful to present a few considerations on the thermodynamic behavior of
dilute polymer solutions. The basic idea is that the dissipation of the polymers, i.e.,
the friction between the beads and the solvent, principally acts on a purely local basis,
an aspect captured also by neglecting the diffusivity. In this context the thermody
namics of the system may be described in terms of the free energy of the ensemble
to successively recover the additional contributions coming from the diffusivity.

6.3.1. Equilibrium distribution and free energy

The first term on the left-hand side of the simplified kinetic equation (12), after
rearranging the terms in brackets, becomes

Drot:r[~~ +t :r (k~)]

= .!.~ [t (kBe~ log t -kBe~ log lIJeq)] ,s or or or
where the expression for the equilibrium PDF is

(17)

v
lIJeq(r) = ce -Ijjt:l" ,

3kBe 2
V =--2-r .

2nb
(18)

(12) may be rewritten as

(19)ot =.!.~ [t (kBe~ log L)] - ~[tKr].ot sor or lIJeq or
The term in round brackets is the time-dependent potential related to the Helmholtz
free energy of the solution (see [12])

AP= npkBe f t(r) log L . (20)
lIJeq

(21)(
1 ) ~ 1,J, -"R·R·'i'eq = - e ." ,

2rr

the dimensionless free energy is

Using the explicit expressions for the two PDFs, where the end-to-end vector is made
dimensionless with the root-mean-square value at the equilibrium,

(
1 )~( 1 )~ _IR.R;:-.IR.t = - -- e'; I IJ J,

2rr detR

1 1JAP = +---L[tr(R - 8) - log(det R)].
2De

For the FENE-P model the free energy reads (see [2])

1 1J [ 2 (R2
- tr R) ]AP = __--L (Rmax - 3) log m~ + log(det R) .

2 De Rmax - 3

(22)

(23)
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6.3.2. Entropy production
The evolution equation for the free energy gives the relation between the rate of
change of the free energy, the polymer stress power Tij Eij with Eij the strain tensor,
and the dissipation due to the polymers. Following the chain rule, the rate of change
of the free energy is

DAP aAP DRjj
--=-----,
Dt aRij Dt

(24)

where from (23),

(27)

(28)

(25)

(26)

aAP _ ~ rJp [f R " 0" __1_a(detR)]
aRij - 2 De (II) IJ det R aRij

1 rJp -1
= --[f(Rjj)oij - R ij ].

2De
Hence, neglecting diffusion in equation (14), the material derivative in (24) follows as

DAP rJplli = De [f(Rjj)RijEij - Kjd

1 rJp 2 -1- --[f(Roo) R oo - 6f(Roo) + R oo ]2 De2 II II II · II'

For incompressible flows Kjj = 0 and the first square brackets reduces to the
polymer stress power (16). Finally, the last two terms in (14) can be written as

( 1 1) 2aAP
--f(R)Rj ' + -OJ' = ----Rk '.

De J De J rJp aRjk J

The second square bracket in (26) reduces to

2 aAP aAP
----Rkj-- = -<1>,

rJp aRjk aRij

i.e.,

rJp aAP!! aAP T
2'<1> = aRjk RkIR/j aRij = QjIQ/j = QjlQjl , (29)

which, as a positive definite quadratic form, implies that cI> cannot be negative. Con
sequently, the stress power

DAP
TP . E = - + cI> (30)

Dt
is expressed as the sum of two contributions, a dissipation term cI>, and the rate of
change of free energy accumulated or released. Since the free energy of the polymer
chains is directly related to their entropy,

AP = -es, (31)

in isothermal conditions the configurational entropy SP ofthe polymers is given by

DSP 1 cI>- = --TP ·E+ - . (32)
Dt e e
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To recover the effect of diffusion, it is sufficient to retain the corresponding term in
the derivation of equation (26) to yield

DAP
TP . E = -- + <I> + <l>D . (33)

Dr
6.3.3. Energy balance
The rate of change of the total energy UT = U + q, with U the internal energy and
q = 1/2IuI2, can be expressed as

DUT aujTij
P-

D
= pui f, + -~- + pQ, (34)

r uXj

where Tij is the total stress and Q enforces isothermal conditions. Given the balance
of mechanical energy

(35)

(38)

(37)

(40)

(p ~~j - pf; + ~;:) Uj = 0,

the equation for the internal energy reads

DU Bu;
Dr = -P aXj +CTijEij + TjjEij +pQ, (36)

where the stress tensor is decomposed into a Newtonian part, the pressure P and
viscous term a t] , and a non-Newtonian part , T;j. Since in incompressible flows the
pressure term is zero , the free energy of the solution is entirely given by (23). Ac
counting for isothermal conditions,

DA DU DS
-=---8-,
Dr Dr Dr

where S is the entropy of the solution, whose rate is given by

DS 1 aUj <I> Q-=-CTj'-+-+-.Dr 8 J aXj 8 8

In the entropy, two contributions are naturally identified, one associated with the
polymers (32) and the other given by

DS s IIp Q
Dr = 8 CTij Eij + 8 Tij Eij + 8' (39)

In the above decomposition, the stress power normalized by the temperature cor
responds to the entropy exchange between the two components. Typically, when the
polymers are elongated, their entropy decreases, and consequently, the stress power
tends to increase the other contribution by a corresponding amount. The previous
remarks playa crucial role in understanding the interactions between turbulence and
microstructure. The equation for the kinetic energy q is

Dq =~ (-PU ' + l:-u jEj' + .!-UjT.~)Dr ax j J Re J Re IJ

2 I P
- Re Eij Eij - Re EijT;j ,
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where the term in parentheses can only spatially redistribute energy. The other terms
are the energy dissipated through molecular viscosity of the Newtonian solvent and
the stress power. The latter is responsible for the energy drain and supply due to
the polymers. The polymers introduce an additional dissipation term, and equation
(33) provides the link between energy exchange, extra dissipation, and polymer free
energy. This means that kinetic energy may be, at least partially, converted into free
energy and vice versa and that spatial energy transfer could, in principle, occur via
convection of polymer molecules, which extract energy from the macroscopic field
at a certain point and might give it back elsewhere.

6.4. Polymer dynamics and turbulence

In this section , a few properties of turbulent flows are recalled to discuss the effect
of turbulence on polymers. Numerical results are used to discuss the alteration of
turbulence by polymers.

6.4.1. The scales of turbulence
Turbulence is associated with chaotic behavior in both space and time. Often several
symmetries are present in the system, such as stationarity and homogeneity in one or
more directions. For example, a turbulent flow in a channel may be assumed to be
statistically stationary and invariant under translations in the directions parallel to the
channel walls . The typical turbulent field presents a characteristic scale, the integral
scale of turbulence L, above which the correlation tensor, defined by

Rij (x - xo) := ((u; (x, t)u j (xo, t»}, (41)

where the double angular brackets denote an ensemble average with respect to tur
bulent realizations, rapidly falls to zero. The correlation tensor may be Fourier trans
formed in the directions of homogeneity to yield the energy spectrum. For the channel
geometry, the spectrum is given by

E(y, Yo; k) := (2~)2 k2 Rij(x - xo)e-Jk ,(x-Xo)d(x - xo)d(z - zo). (42)

where x and z are the two coordinates parallel to the walls and y is normal. The typical
spectrum exhibits a viscous cutoff above a certain wave number k« that defines the
smallest characteristic scale of the turbulent field '1 = 2rr/ kK , called the Kolmogorov
scale . The presence of the cutoff implies that the kinetic energy content in the Fourier
modes greater than k« is negligible. This behavior is well known in Newtonian flows
at large Reynolds number, where the small viscosity coefficient makes dissipation of
energy efficient only at scales comparable with the Kolmogorov scale. Actually, the
Kolmogorov description of turbulence provides a link between the scale '1 and the
local average dissipation rate E

(43)
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and predicts the existence of a range of scales much smaller than L and much larger
than 11, the inertial subrange , where the direct effect of viscosity is negligible and
where the turbulence is unaffected by the specific energy injection process. In this
range, characterized by a self-similar spectrum of the form E(k) ex k-5/ 3 , energy
is transferred at a constant rate from small to large wave numbers. This cascade
process continuously moves energy from the larger scales, where power injection
occurs due to flow instabilities or external forcing, towards the smaller scales, where
dissipation takes place. The physical mechanism behind energy transfer is provided
by the advection term in the Navier-Stokes equation via stretching and tilting of
material lines. Actually, in inviscid flows the evolution of vorticity, ~, parallels that
of material line elements, as implied by the transport equation

~~ - ~K = O. (44)

To grasp the nature of the effects of turbulence on polymers it is instrumental
to comment on the dynamics described by an equation of the form

DR _ (KR +RKT ) = 0, (45)
Dt

which involves the crucial nonlinear operator appearing in the equation for the con
formation tensor, equation (10). According to equation (45), R is frozen in the fluid,
exactly as for a vector governed by equation (44), since again R is entirely recon
structed from its initial condition and the deformation gradient F.

The analogy implies that the same mechanism of stretching and folding of
material lines produces a similar cascade process in equations of the form (10). In
fact both the equations for vorticity and conformation tensor contain additional terms.
To stop the cascade, the crucial terms are those related to diffusion. As already recalled,
the process of meandering of vortex lines stops at the level of the Kolmogorov scale.
The corresponding process on R may instead continue indefinitely, unless diffusion
like terms are retained in the equation. The picture is essentially the same found
in the mixing of strictly nondiffusing tracers: In the stretching and folding process,
material elements with different concentrations are brought into contact, implying the
possibility of unboundedly large concentration gradients. Concerning polymers, the
situation is worse since they react back on the velocity field through the divergence
of the extra stress, which is directly related to R, equation (16). The process develops
high wave number modes, and due to the small diffusivity of the macromolecules,
the physical cutoff is moved to such large wave numbers as to make a well-resolved
numerical solution unaffordable, unless numerical dissipation is introduced in the
equations.

As shown in the next section, the artificial diffusivity approach makes interest
ing simulations available for the investigation of polymers in a turbulent environ
ment. However, in principle , at very small diffusivities, intense spatial gradients of
the descriptors of the polymers are produced. This raises the question, addressed in
Section 6.5, of possible additional microstructural interactions, beyond diffusion and
migration, between neighboring material elements.
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6.4.2. The alteration of wall turbulence
The model described in Section 6.2.1 has been successfully applied to DNS only
recently [13, 5, 14]. In the channel flow simulation discussed here, turbulence is
maintained through a pressure gradient that varies in order to provide a constant mass
flux. Figure 1 compares a portion of the time history of Re, with the Newtonian
simulation with the same mass flux. Here Re- = u,h/v, with u, = Jrw/ p, r w being
the average tangential stress at the wall. A reduction in the average value of Re,
from 175 for the Newtonian to 150 for the viscoelastic case is apparent, giving a drag
reduction of 36%. It is worth recalling here that the chaotic behavior of turbulence
is always associated with the random local occurrence of certain typical patterns in
the relevant fields, which are known in the literature as coherent structures (see, e.g.,
[11, 16]). The presence of regions of more or less locally ordered motion is actually
the origin of the intermittency of the energy dissipation, which is found to occur in
spots immersed in regions where energy is mainly spatially advected .
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FIGURE 1. Friction Reynolds number Re, vs. time for the Newto
nian (upper plot) and the viscoelastic flow (lower plot). The simu
lations have been performed on a domain 21rh x 2h X 1.21rh with a
computational grid of 96 x 129 x 96 at a nominal Reynolds number
of 5000. The specific parameters of the viscoelastic simulation are
De = 10, rJp = 0.1, R~ax = 1000, and Pe = 1700.

In fact intermittency was a most unexpected feature found as soon as anemome
ters with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution became available. The coherent
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structures are particularly significant in shear flows where they provide the main
source of turbulent kinetic energy, being associated with the relatively large scale
fluctuations responsible for the Reynolds stresses, hence for energy draining from the
mean field. Numerical simulat ions have been able to isolate the elemental phenomena
underlying birth, evolution , disappearance, and rebirth of the coherent structures, the
so-called regeneration cycle of wall turbulence. This is done by considering a small
portion of the flow where only a few coherent patterns can be found. In such con
ditions all spatially averaged quantities show characteristic fluctuations that are the
footprints of the regeneration process. This behavior is recognized in the time history
of the average wall friction , as expressed by the friction Reynolds number shown in
Figure 1. There the random fluctuations associated with the chaotic dynamics of the
wall structures display time scales that are substantially increased by drag-reducing
(bottom plot) with respect to classical Newtonian cases (top plot) [15]. The dimen
sions of the structures involved in the process may be estimated by addressing the
correlation tensor, equation (41). Significant examples are reported in Figure 2, where,
with respect to Newtonian flows, the transverse correlation lengths are substantially
increased [18].
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FIGURE 2 . Spanwise correlation at y+ := uT Y[v = 10 of the
velocity components for the viscoelastic flow: Ruu (solid line), Rvv
(dashed line), Rww (dotted line) vs. z" = UTZ/V,

Qualitatively, Figure 3 offers the explanation of this effect by showing a well
organized pattern in the streamwise velocity field near the wall. This substantial level
of organization is inherited by the viscoelastic reaction, the divergence of the extra
stress, equation (15). The organization of the polymers passes through a process of
time scale selection , with the polymers most affected by fluctuations at frequencies
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comparable with their natural time scale, defined as the principal relaxation time. It is
worth emphasizing that these scales, belonging to the intermediate hydrodynamical
frequency range, carry a dynamics that is largely affected by convection, implying
that the correct framework for physical interpretation is the Lagrangian one. The
DNS also makes available all the thermodynamic quantities discussed in Section 6.3,
namely, the free energy, the dissipation, and the polymer stress powers, as well as the
different contribution to the entropy. As an example, in Figure 4, the rate of change of
the polymer free energy is superimposed to the isolines of the streamwise perturbation
velocity. From the figure, the correlation between the elementary regeneration events
and free energy accumulation are apparent.
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FIGURE 3. Plane section parallel to the walls at y+ = 30. Top:
Contour lines of the streamwise component of perturbation veloc
ity. Bottom: Streamwise component of the viscoelastic reaction,
defined as the divergence of the extra stress.
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FIGURE 4. Cross-flow section: Isocontours of the streamwise com
ponent of perturbation velocity and of the rate of change of the
polymer free energy, lines, and flood, respectively.

As a summary, the numerical results obtained by the FENE-P model with diffu
sion show the capability of the model to shed light on the rather involved dynamics of
polymers in a turbulent environment. A point remains open to discussion concerning
the possible existence of mechanisms of interaction of nearby populations of poly
mers at small diffusivities, a topic addressed from a general perspective in the next
section.

6.5. A multifield description of substructural interaction

The microrheological models presented in the previous sections describe the statis
tical behavior of the polymers limiting possible interactions between neighboring
elements to diffusion or migration effects. As already mentioned at the end of Sec
tion 6.2.1, diffusion terms are crucial to control the ultraviolet instability that may
take place in a turbulent environment. A general investigation of the possible cross
element interactions is thus worthwhile. However, the adopted point of view requires
a clear knowledge of the microdynamics, which may be lacking in more general
conditions. To overcome this difficulty it is useful to adopt a general framework to
generate appropriate balance equations for standard and substructural interactions, in
dependently of any special microrheological mechanism. Specific phenomenological
constitutive equations may then account for the different substructural mechanisms
to be considered. In any case, such a general framework should recover as special
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case the equation obtained from specific microrheological models able to fit experi
mental data for polymeric liquids. To this purpose the appropriate setting is given by
the multifield theories introduced to study continua with microstructure [3, 9], where
proper descriptors are used to derive the balance equations for the interactions. Here,
conforming to the previous approach, the conformation tensor n is selected as the
appropriate descriptor for the population ofthe polymeric chains. The requirements of
invariance with respect to changes of observers are then applied to obtain the balances
of standard and substructural interactions.

6.5.1. Placements and descriptors

The regular region of the three-dimensional Euclidean point space £3 occupied by the
fluid in its reference configuration is denoted by 80. Points of 80 are indicated with
X. The standard deformation of 80 is described by orientation-preserving diffeomor
phisms x(.):80 ~ £3. The current configuration x(80) = 8 and is regular, too. Any
regular subset b of 8 is called part of the fluid in the following . The picture of the
configuration of the fluid just summarized is not sufficient because no geometrical
information is given on the substructure generated by the polymeric chains. Here each
material element P placed at X in the reference configuration is endowed with a pop
ulation of chains . Problems related to possible entanglement of polymeric chains are
presently excluded. Following the microrheological approach , each chain is described
by an end-to-end stretchable vector r and at each point X of 80 a distribution function
1{!P (X) (r) represents the population of the chains within the material element P placed
at X. The requirement of indifference to the transformation r ~ -r suggests that the
minimal complexity in the description is achieved by using the second-order tensor

(46)

to provide a rough coarse-grained geometrical descriptor of the population itself (see
(7». n# is used as the order parameter in the following, where the star denotes the
material representation of the field.

The descriptor n# of the substructure is also associated with each material
element. A spatial representation 'R: of n# is clearly given by R: = R.(x(X». The
current placement and the value of the order parameter at the instant t of the material
element at X are given by x(X, t) and n# (X, t). Rates in the material representation
are given by i(X, t) and n#(X, t) while in the spatial representation they are given
by u(x, t) and R(x, t) = DR(x, t)jDt . Clearly, x ~ u and by the chain rule R =
a,n + (vn)u.

As a crucial point of the modeling in the present context, the order parameter
is considered an observable object; i.e., it should sense a change of observer. Two
external spatial observers (e.g., 0 and 0'), seeing the same configuration, evaluate
two different pairs of rates. The relevant rules of change of observers related by
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rigid-body motions, i.e., by proper orthogonal tensors Q, read

u" = u + e(t) + 4(t) x (x - xo),

R* =R+A4.

(47)

(48)

In (47), e(t) is the translational velocity, 4the rotational velocity (i.e., the characteristic
vector of QTQ), and Xo a fixed point in space, while in (3) the linear operator A is
a third-order tensor whose covariant components are given by Aijk = eiljnlk 

nilejlk» where e is Ricci 's tensor (see, e.g., [9] for a complete description of changes
of observer).

6.5.2. Mierostresses and balance equations
Since the order parameter is an observable object, the interactions developing power
in the rate of change of the order parameter have to be accounted for. In the following
only contact interactions exchanged by neighboring material elements are considered
as a consequence of the rearrangement of the polymeric chains in each element. These
mechanisms, though as yet unidentified in microrheological terms, are to be thought
of as additional to the diffusion discussed in Section 6.1, which is not readdressed
here under the multifield viewpoint. For the sake of simplicity bulk interactions on
the polymeric chains are not considered. These bulk interactions could have a twofold
nature: (i) they could account for an inertial contribution of the agitation of the chains
on the macroscopic motion ; (ii) they could be of electrical nature in the case of
polyelectrolyte polymers (see, e.g., [8]). However, the inertial contribution of the
chains is basically negligible and the case of applied external electric fields are not
considered.

Given any arbitrary part b of B, pbxt is the power developed on it by all the
external standard and substructural interactions as a linear functional on the space
of the rates. In this way the general framework of multifield theories describing
material substructures is followed as developed in [3, 4, 9] and the substructural
interactions between neighboring polymeric chains is represented accordingly. With
these premises, the expression of p bxt is given by

Pbxt(u, R) = [ b · u + [ (Tn · u + Sn· R) , (49)Jb Jab
where b is the vector of standard bulk forces, T the Cauchy stress, n the outward unit
normal to the boundary 8b of b, and S is a third-order tensor called the microstress.
It represents the interactions exchanged by neighboring material elements across the
surface 8b as a consequence of the rearrangement of the polymeric chains in at least
one of them.

The basic requirement is then

pbxt is invariant under changes ofobservers ruled by (47) and (48)for any
b, i.e.,

Pbxt(u*, R*) = Pbxt(u, R)
for any choice of e(t), 4(t), and b.

(50)
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As a consequence of the requirement of invariance, the equation

+ q . (~ (x - xo) x b + ib«x - xo) x Tn+ ATsn)) = 0

follows for any choice of c(t) and q(t) . The product ATS is a second-order tensor
whose covariant components are given by AEjSijk . Thanks to the arbitrariness of
c(t) and q(t) , the validity of the integral balances of momentum and moment of
momentum are, respectively, obtained as

{ b + { Tn = 0, (52)
Jb Jab

{ (x - xo) x b + { «x - xo) x Tn+ ATSn) = O. (53)Jb Jab
The arbitrariness of b allows one to obtain the standard pointwise balance of momen
tum

b-l-div T = 0, (54)

which can be clarified further when the vector of the bulk forces is considered as
the sum of an inertial and a noninertial contribution that (49) may be written in the
standard way as

blli +divT = pu. (55)

More delicate is the treatment of the integral balance of moment of momentum.
Thanks to the arbitrariness of b and the validity of (53), the pointwise balance
reads

(56)

(58)

where, as in the previous sections, V is the gradient with respect to x. To assure the
validity of (56) , the existence of a second-order tensor such that

AT Zl = eT - (VAT)S (57)

is necessary. This allows one to write (56) as

divS - Z' = Z"

with Z" an arbitrary second-order tensor such that

ATz" = O. (59)

The sum Z' + Z" is indicated by z and is called the self-force in the current jargon of
multifield theories [3, 4, 9). As the microstress represents the interactions between
neighboring material elements, the self-force accounts for the interactions between
chains in the same material element. In other words , in the absence of bulk motion, to
maintain at the (dynamical) equilibrium the population of polymeric chains in a given
material element, it is necessary that the interactions exchanged between elements of
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the population at the given element are balanced by the interactions exchanged with
the populations of the neighboring elements.

6.5.3. The dissipation inequality and the evolution equation for the descriptor

A mechanical dissipation inequality (an appropriate isothermal version of the second
law) is here used to obtain constituti ve restrictions relating the measures of interaction
listed above to the free energy of the fluid. It is consistent with the developments in
Section 6.3: Basically, it is a generalization of (26) written in isothermal conditions.
The inequality states that for any part b and for any choice of the rates and their
gradients

dl .- A - pext(u n) < 0
d b ' - ,

t b

where A is the totalfree energy density per unit volume (i.e., A accounts for AP and
the bulk free energy of the fluid flow). The free energy is assumed to have a state
dependence of the type

A = A(F, tc, 'In). (61)

(62)

Taking into account the arbitrariness of the part b and the validity of the bal
ance equations (55) and (58), and developing the time derivative of A from (61) at
thermodynamic equilibrium, equation (60) reduces to

(&rAFT - T - (Vn)T5) . K + (avnA - 5) . 'In
+ (an A - z) . R ~ 0,

where ay represents the partial derivative with resI?ect to the argument y and, in

developing calculations, the identities F = FK and 'In = VR+ (Vn)K were used.
Because the inequality (62) is linear in their rates and gradients and must hold for any
choice of them, the following identities must hold:

T = aFAFT - (Vn)T5, 5 = avnA, z = anA. (63)

However, the free energy must remain unchanged under the action of the group of
material symmetries. In the case of a fluid this group coincides with the unimodular
group of all second-order tensors H with [detHI = 1. Consequently, (61) must
remain unchanged with respect to the transformation F --+ FH. However, as the
tensor H = [detFIF-1 is obviously unimodular, (61) reduces to

A(F, u. 'In) = A(t, n, 'In), (64)

where t = [detFI is the specific volume of the fluid. Then the constitutive restrictions
(63) reduce to

~ T ~

T = taIA(t , R; Vn)I - ('In) avnA(t, R; 'In),

5 = avnA(t , n , 'In),

z = anA(t, R; 'In).

(65)

(66)

(67)
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Note that the simplest expression of (61) is a decomposed free energy ofthe form

(68)

with ex some constant. In this case, the balance of substructural interactions (61)
reduces to a Ginzburg-Landau equation for R:

(69)

When a partially coupled form like A(t, R, VR) = A3(t, R) +~exlVRe is allowed,
the expression

(70)

is obtained. Far from thermodynamic equilibrium, some measures of interaction are
the sum of a rate dependent nonequilibrium part (ne) and a rate-independent equilib
rium part (eq) . In particular, the decompositions

T = Tne(t, R, VR; K, nHTeq(t, R, VR) ,

z = zeq(t, R, VR) + zne(t, R, VR; K, n)
(71)

(72)

are considered, where ~q and zeq are given by (65) and (67). By inserting these
decompositions into (62), the reduced dissipation inequality

(73)

is obtained.

6.5.4. A revised form of the evolution equation for the conformation tensor

Physical instances suggest the transformation of the local dissipation inequality (73)
into

(74)

v
where R is the upper-convected derivative of the tensor R following the velocity

v. T
field u . In other words, R = R - KR - RK .

Since the self-force represents the self-interaction of each polymeric chain on
itself and the interactions between the elements of the population of a given material
element, zne does not develop power in the collective motion of the population due
to the transport of the fluid. Rather, zne develops power in the relative motion of
the chains with respect to the fluid and one another. This is the basic reason of the

• v
substitution of the term zne . R with zne . R and the corresponding substitution of

. v
zne(t , R, VR; K, R) with zne(t, R, VR; K, R) . Reasoning of this kind is consistent
with relation (1), which indicates the relative motion of the polymeric chain with
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respect to the fluid as a source of dissipative behavior. A solution of the inequality
(74) is

(75)

(76)

with B}, B2, and B3 appropriate definite negative constant fourth-order tensors. When
B2 vanishes identically and B} and B3 reduce to scalars, equation (70) may be changed
into the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation

(77)

and the balance of momentum reduces to the standard Navier-Stokes equation. The
evolution equation (14) is a special case of (77), which is also able to capture more
complicated situations due to the coupling in ;\3 between t and R. The term af).R
is a natural consequence of a rather detailed picture of substructural interactions and
accounts for weakly nonlocal interactions among the polymeric chains . However, it
should be emphasized that its origin is different and complementary to the diffusion
of macromolecules as discussed in Section 6.1. An extention of the present multifield
approach to account for diffusion can be developed following the same guidelines
but including a continuity equation for the density number of the polymeric chains .

6.6. Concluding remarks and perspectives

The results obtained by the DNS for a dilute polymer solution using a FENE-P model
have been investigated to study the interaction of the microstructure with turbulence.
The instantaneous fields show that the viscoelastic reaction is organized on the same
scale of the structures responsible for the velocity fluctuations . Large positive values
of the stress power are observed in correspondence with intense instability events in
the wall layer.

The role of diffusion in stabilizing the ultraviolet instability of polymer dy
namics in a turbulent environment has been discussed at length . The capability of
the multifield approach to model from a general viewpoint, complex microstructural
dynamics has been exploited to explore weakly nonlocal interactions between poly
mer populations of neighboring elements even when diffusion effects are negligible.
Though not conclusive, some indication is found that dissipative interactions different
from pure diffusion may playa role in turbulent polymer solutions.
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7. Fluxes and Flux-Conjugate Stresses

Reuven Segev*

7.1. Introduction
The work presented here is concerned with stress theory on differentiable manifolds.
In addition to the theoretical interest as to the geometrical structure needed for the
formulation of stress theory, such a general geometrical setting is used in theories of
materials with microstructure to model the space where the "order parameters" are
valued (see [2]). This sequel to our previous work on this subject (see [5, 6,7,8,9])
follows [11] and focuses on two aspects of stress theory:

(a) the stresses are associated with bodies whose material structure is induced
by an extensive property rather than assumed a priori;

(b) considering the electric charge as the extensive property, the general setting
allows us to study the Maxwell stress tensor of electromagnetism for the
case where a metric structure is not available on spacetime and without any
reference to a constitutive relation for the electromagnetic fields (e.g., the
aether relations) .

Naturally, the theory is formulated on spacetime, taken to be an m-dimens ional
differentiable manifold Ol/ . Spacetime is assumed to be orientable and a specific
orientation is assumed to be chosen. It is noted that we do not use a connection in the
analysis .

Before the presentation of these aspects in the main body of the paper, we
present in Section 7.2 the motivation for the formulation of continuum mechanics
on manifolds using differential forms even when microstructure is not present. The
presentation in Section 7.2 is elementary and it is hoped that it will convey the main
ideas to a wide readership.

Following the short introduction of notation in Section 7.3, Section 7.4 describes
the wayan extensive property induces a material structure (see [10]). Following
[3], the point of view adopted is that the material points may be defined as integral
manifolds of the flux vector field. Here, we do not assume the existence of a velocity
vector field but obtain the flux field for the property under consideration from Cauchy's
theorem for scalars. Furthermore, the general geometrical structure assumed implies
that the flux field is an (m - I)-form on the m-dimensional manifold rather than a
vector field. Nevertheless, we show that the relevant aspects of the material structure

*Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel, rsegev@
bgumail .bgu .ac .il.
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may be defined. It is noted that in a spacetime formulation the flux object contains
information regarding the density of the property.

Section 7.5 gives a short description of stress theory on manifolds (see [7, 8,
9]) and Section 7.6 combines it with Section 7.3 by considering stress theory for
bodies whose material structure is induced by an extensive property. The resulting
stress object is a tensor that transforms the flux (m - 1)-form of the property under
consideration into the energy flux. Section 7.7 discusses the representation of such
stresses and it is shown that there is a simple isomorphism between tensors on the space
of (m - Ij-forms and tensors on the tangent spaces . Thus, the stress-energy tensor
may indeed be represented by a linear mapping of vectors as in the classical case.

Finally, we apply the foregoing framework to electromagnetism in Section 7.8.
The property under consideration is the electric charge. While traditional formulations
ofelectromagnetism rely on a metric structure, our formulat ion of the Maxwell stress
tensor uses only a volume element. We conclude by giving a generalized equation for
the Lorentz force.

7.2. Motivation
Consider an extensive property that we denote by p such as the internal energy or the
electric charge. One of the basic notions of continuum mechanics is that of the flux
vector j associated with the property. Thus, for the internal energy property we have
the heat flux vector field and for the electric charge we have the current density, etc .
The flux vector field allows one to compute the rate at which the property p leaves
any region n through its boundary as

[ j . n da,
JaR

where n is the unit normal to the boundary an pointing out of the region . So far,
we have not indicated whether the region n is the image of the current configuration
of a body B in space %' or a certain reference configuration. Thus , we will reserve
the present notation for the case where values are measured with respect to current
configuration K in space. For the variables relative to the reference configuration we
will use the corresponding uppercase letters . So, for example, N is the unit vector
normal to the boundary at the reference configuration. If K is the deformation of
the body from its reference configuration then the corresponding integral over the
reference configuration is

1 J·N dA.
c1(aR)

Traditionally, J is referred to as the Piola-Kirchhoff flux vector field and j is
the Cauchy flux. The relation between the Cauchy flux and the Piola-Kirchhoff flux
is obtained by the requirement that the two integrals should be equal on any subset
of the boundary an so that with some abuse of notation we may write

J. N dA =j . n da .
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Consider an arbitrary infinitesimal vector U at the reference configuration, the image
of which at the configuration K is D = F(U), where F = DK is the deformation
gradient. Then the volumes

dV = U ·N dA

and

dv = D ' nda

of the infinitesimal parallelepipeds generated by U, dA and D, da, respectively, are
related by

du = IFldV,

where IF I denotes the determinant of the deformation gradient. Hence,

U· N IFI dA = D· n da

= F(U)· n da

= U · FT (n) da,

and the fact the U is arbitrary implies that

IFI N dA = F T (0) da.

One then writes

j. 0 da = J . N dA

J . FT (0) da
= IFI

F(J)·oda
=

IFI
Since the last equality has to hold for any region so that nda is arbitrary, one

finally obtains the traditional relation between the two forms of the flux, i.e.,

J = IFI F-1(j) .

The point of view we want to emphasize here is that both Piola-Kirchhoff's and
Cauchy's flux vector fields actually represent the same physical quantity, the flux of the
property p inside the body.The current configuration, reference configuration, and any
other configuration merely assign different coordinate systems on the body. Hence, a
single mathematical object should represent the flux.That mathematical object may be
represented by the Cauchy flux vector field with respect to the current configuration
or the Piola-Kirchhoff flux with respect to the reference configuration just like a
vector is represented by different sets of components when one considers two bases
for a vector space. Thus, for the mathematical flux object, the relation between the
Cauchy and Piela-Kirchhoff vector fields will be a transformation rule between the
two representations. The relation between the Cauchy and Piola-Kirchhoff fluxes
clearly indicates that the flux object is not a vector field (since the transformation
does not involve only the application of F- 1).
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7.2.1. The flux density form on the boundary of a body

The basic mathematical objects we can handle are scalars that remain invariant under
a deformation, vectors that transform using the deformation gradient, and the various
linear mappings whose transformation rules are induced by the transformation rule for
vectors . We note that the area of a material subset of the boundary of a body is not an
invariantscalar. In addition, the unit normals nand N are not related as vectors. Hence,
we do not have an invariant unit normal associated with a body that is deformation
independent. Consider a fixed body n and a material point X on its boundary. The
tangent plane to the boundary will be denoted by TXan and vectors in it are conceived
as pointing from X to infinitesimally close neighboring points. Note that if we do not
want to represent the vectors by components, the particular configuration ofthe body is
immaterial. For this reason, we may use u, for example, to denote such a tangent vector
and its representations in the current and reference configurations are the previous u
and U, respectively. Consider an infinitesimal triangle on the boundary whose edges
are two tangent vectors U and u, We will denote by T (u , v) the infinitesimal flux of the
property through the parallelogram formed by the two vectors, i.e., the flux through
the triangle multiplied by 2. If we study T(U, v) as the vectors U and v vary, it is
natural to assume that for such an infinitesimal triangle the value depends linearly on
both arguments. In other words T(' , .) is bilinear and we have

T(alul + a2u2, bl VI + b2V2)

=albl T(UI, VI) + alb2T(ul, V2)+ a2bl T(U2, vI> + a2b2T(u2, V2).

In addition to being bilinear we expect T(U, u) to vanish if the edges of the
triangle are situated along one line . In other words, T (u, v) = 0 if the two vectors are
not linearly independent, and in particular, T(U, u) = 0 for any vector u. These two
requirements imply that for any two vectors

T(U, v) + T(V, u) = T(U, u) + T(U, v) + T(V, u) + T(V, v)

= T(U + v, U + v)

=0.

Hence, T(U, v) = -T(V, u) and we conclude that as a tensor, T is antisymmetric.Thus,
we expect that the flux density on the boundary is represented by an antisymmetric
2-tensor, a 2-differential form on the boundary an. Note that since the tangent space
is two dimensional, the dimension of the space of antisymmetric 2-tensors is one . It
follows that it is enough to know the value of the flux for the triangle constructed by
any two vectors to determine the value of T at X.

7.2.2. Orientation

The antisymmetry of 'C causes a complication. We have to decide which of the argu
ments of r comes first. On the other hand, this was expected, since we did not indicate
what direction of flux across the surface element we consider to be positive. Pick any
three linearly independent vectors VI, V2, V3 and declare every other triplet of linearly
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independent vectors u I, UZ, U3 to be positively oriented if the determinant of the ma
trix representing them as linear combinations of vI, Vz, V3 has a positive determinant.
Since the determinant of a matrix is an invariant quantity, the orientation of a triplet
of vectors is well defined. The orientation of the body induces an orientation on the
boundary, i.e., a way to decide in which order two tangent vectors should appear as
arguments of T . Ifu at X on the boundary is any vector pointing outwards, we say that
the pair of tangent vectors v, w is positively oriented on the boundary if the triplet
u, v, w is positively oriented in the body. Hence , only positively oriented (or ordered)
pairs of vectors may be used in T if we want to evaluate the flux out of the body.

7.2.3. The flux form

Let X be a point in the body. The flux object J at X should assign the flux rate J (u, v)
through an arbitrary infinitesimal triangle defined in terms of some two vectors u, vat
X. That is, unlike the flux density form, we do not know a priori the plane where the
vectors are situated. We expect that in case the vectors u and v are on a tangent plane
for which the flux density form is T then J (u, v) = T(U, v) for consistency. Hence in
particular J(u, v) = -J(v, u), J(au, v) = aJ(u, v) and J(v , v) = O. Consider the
infinitesimal tetrahedron X, A, B, C having a vertex at X and generated by the three
vectors u, v, w originating at X) (see the tetrahedron with solid lines in Figure 1).
Assume we choose a right-hand orientation in space so that, for example, the pair of
vectors u, v on the XAB face is negatively oriented. Since the tetrahedron's volume
tends to zero faster than the total area of its boundary in any configuration of the body,
the balance of the property p implies that the total flux should vanish. Hence, taking
into account the orientations of the various faces, we have

J(v, u) + J(v, w) + J(u, v + w) - J(u + v, w) = O.
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If we carry out the analogous calculations for the tetrahedrons X, B, C, E
(dashed lines) and X, C, D, E (dotted lines) we obtain the additional equations

J(u, w) + J(u + v, w) + J(v, u) - J(v , w + u) = 0,

J(w, u) - J(v + w, u) - J(v, w) + J(v, w + u) = 0.

When we add the three equations we obtain the balance of flux for the prism ABCDEX
and using the antisymmetry of J we arrive at

J(u, v + w) = J(u , v) + J(u, w) .

Hence, it follows that the flux object J is an antisymmetric bilinear tensor on the
three-dimensional vector space of vectors at X. Since the dimension of the space of
antisymmetric bilinear tensors is three , it is clear that J is uniquely determined by
the flux densities pertaining to three independent planes .

7.2.4. Stresses

We now want to use the flux object in order to define the material stress object. Our
starting point is the expression for the virtual power

rb. 0 dv + r tn ' 0 da = rb· 0 dv + r T(n)· 0 da
Jn Jon i: Jon

= r b . 0 dv + r TT (0) . n da ,
Jn Jon

where 0 denotes the virtual velocity field, b is the body force field, and tn is the
surface force field that depends on the region R: under consideration through the
Cauchy formula tn = T(n) using the Cauchy stress T. We regard the last integrand
as the flux of power through the boundary an so that the foregoing discussion holds
for the energy extensive property. Hence , the corresponding Cauchy flux vector field
is j(e) = TT (0), which depends linearly on u. We denote by J(e) the corresponding
flux density so that

J(e)(v, w) = j<e) . n da = TT (0) . n da

is the flux of power through the infinitesimal surface element da associated with the
vectors v and w. Because j(e) depends on the spatial velocity field 0 linearly, this
property is inherited by the flux form J(e). In other words, one has to show that if
u is the invariant velocity vector represented by 0, then the dependence of J(e) on
u is linear. If we write J(e)(u)(v, w) to emphasize the dependence on the particular
velocity u so J(e)(u)(v, w) = TT (0) ' n da, then the linear relation between u and 0
implies that

J(e)(bjuj + bzuz)(v, w) = TT (bjoj + bzoz) . n da

=bjTT (OJ) . n da + bzTT (oz) · n da .

=bjJ(e)(uj)(v, w) + bzJ(e)(uz)(v, w),

which yields the required linearity, since the vectors v and w are arbitrary. In other
words, there is a linear mapping a at X such that J(e) = a(u) . This mapping is a
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generalization of the stress tensor and it is a mapping that takes the virtual velocity
at X and gives the power flux.

7.2.5. Conclusions

We conclude from the above introductory remarks that multilinear mappings , par
ticularly the completely antisymmetric or alternating ones, playa crucial role in the
analysis of fluxes and stresses .

7.3. Notation

The language used for the formulation is that of differential forms on manifolds
and their integration (see [1]). We recall that spacetime %' is assumed to be an m
dimensional orientable manifold with a definite orientation chosen .An m-dimensional
compact submanifold with boundary R:of %' will be referred to as a control region.A
frame is a diffeomorphism of spacetime onto the Cartesian product R x Y, where lR
represents the time axis and Y represents the space manifold-a "slice" of spacetime.
Although our treatment does not use a frame, we will sometimes describe the physical
meaning of variables in the setting of a frame. Thus, if a frame is given, a control
region in spacetime may be conceived as a time-varying control region in space. The
tangent space to %' at x will be denoted by Tx %' and the tangent bundle to %' will
be denoted by T%'. A typical coordinate system in a neighborhood of x E %' will
be denoted by {x 1, . . . .x'"} . The induced local basis for the tangent spaces will be
denoted by {ajax i }, and the basis for the dual space T;%, will be denoted by {dx i }.

Denote by /\' (T;%') the vector space of r-alternating multilinear forms on the
tangent space Tx%'. The bundle of r-forms is denoted by /\'(T*%') so that an r
differential form ex is a section ex : %' -* /\' (T*%'). An m-form p may be interpreted
intuitively as a density of an extensive property such that for x E %', Px(u 1, .. . ,um)
is interpreted as the amount of the property in the infinitesimal element generated by
the positively oriented collection of tangent vectors {u 1, ... ,Um } at x . Such a form
may be integrated over a control region to give In p. We recall that the dimension
of /\m (Tx*%') is one. An m-form that does not vanish anywhere on %' is a volume
element . The existence of a volume element is equivalent to orientability of %' and a
choice of a volume element determines an orientation on %' .

An (m - lj-form ()J may be integrated over (m - lj-dimensional oriented sub
manifolds of %' , in particular, over boundaries of control regions . The orientation of
the boundary of a region is induced by that of %' and the outward-pointing vectors.
We recall that the dimension of /\m-l (T

x*%')
is m and ()Jx may be evaluated on the

various collections of m - 1 tangent vectors {Ul, . .. ,um-d situated on the various
(m - l j-dimensional subspaces of Tx%', or hyperplanes, at x. Hence, the evaluation
of ()J for m collections of m - I vectors such that the various collections are situated
on linearly independent hyperplanes determines ()J uniquely.
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We denote the exterior derivative of an (m - l)-fonn W as dco, The m-fonn dec
satisfies Stokes's theorem, i.e., for each control region R; we have

{ L*W= { doi,
Jan In

where L: an -+ au is the natural inclusion and L* is the pull-back offonns it induces
(i.e., its adjoint) so that

for UI, .. . ,Um- I E Txan.

7.4. Material structures and extensive properties

Consider the conservation of an extensive property p in spacetime au. The balance
ofthe property p is assumed to be given in terms of boundary integrals on the various
control regions . Specifically, it is assumed that for each control region R: there is
an (m - l)-fonn vn. on an, the flux density. The integral Jan Tn is interpreted as
the flux of the property out of the control region in spacetime relative to the positive
orientation induced on an by the orientation on au and the outward-pointing vectors. I

Regarding Tn as the value of a set function defined on the collection of con
trol regions, Cauchy's postulates of continuum mechanics can be generalized to the
present setting (see [6], [8] for the details) to yield an analogous generalization of
Cauchy's theorem . The traditional assumption of dependence on the normal to the
boundary is replaced by dependence on the tangent space to the boundary. The theo
rem states that there is a unique (m - l)-fonn J on au, to which we will refer as the
fluxform associated with the property p, that induces the flux densities for the various
subbodies. Thus, in the absence of a metric tensor, the value of the flux at a point
is an (m - Ij-altemating tensor rather then a vector. It is noted that both objects are
elements of m-dimensional vector spaces . The flux form J induces flux densities Tn
on the boundaries of the various control regions by the analog of the Cauchy formula

Equivalently, we may write

Tn = L*(J) .

In other words, the flux form is restricted to a hyperplane through x to give the flux
density associated with it. As expected, one can determine the flux form uniquely by
knowing the flux densities corresponding to m independent hyperplanes.

1In case a frame is given, the flux density through a space-like slice is interpreted as the density of the
property p in space . The flux through a hyperplane containing 8/8t , the natural tangent vector to the time
axis, is interpreted as the classical flux density of p into the corresponding region in space Y .
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Usually, it is assumed that there is a source density term s for the property, an
m-form on %', so that the conservation equation of the property is

r rn = r sJan In
for every control region R: In this case, Stokes's theorem and the generalized version
of Cauchy's formula imply that

for every R: Thus, the conservation equation may be written in a differential form as
dJ = s.2

We now consider the particular case where a volume element () is given on %'.
In physical terms such a volume element may be interpreted as a positive extensive
property that fills spacetime, e.g., mass density. We recall that, given the m-form ()x

and a vector field u, the (m - Ij-form U...J (), the contraction of () with u, is defined by

U...J()(UI, .. . ,Urn-I) = ()(u, UI, .. · ,Urn-I)

for every collection of m - I vectors. For a given volume element, at each point this
relation is an isomorphism Tx%' -+ 1\rn-I Tx*%' and we use

rn-I

ie: 1\ (T;%') -+ Tx%'

to denote its inverse. Thus, if U = ie(1), then u...J() = J. Let () be represented
locally by

r (x') dx l /\ • . -r.dx'";

where a "wedge" (/\) denotes the exterior product so dx 1/\ ... r.dx" is a single basis
element of 1\rn(T*%'). Then io(J) is represented by

(-I)i+I Jiui = _
r

If J is a flux form of an extensive property p and a volume element is given, we
will refer to U = io(1) as the kinematic flux associated with p. The kinematic flux is
the analog of the 4-velocity field. In other words, in order that the flux is represented
by a vector field, one needs the additional structure of a volume element. If.fLl denotes

2Again, if a frame is given on spacetime, then the time component of J (that involving dx 2 1\ • . . 1\ dx'" ,
where x I is the time coordinate) is interpreted as the density in space of the property p and the term in
d J containing it is the time derivative of that density. The space-like components of J (those associated
with the basis vectors dx l 1\ • . -) describe the three-dimensional flux and the terms in dJ involving the
space-like components make its (m - I)-dimensional divergence. In a particular frame, for every time t,
the classical conservat ion law has the integral form

[ f3R. + [ 'R. = [ s,
JR. JaR. JR.

where here 'R: is interpreted now as a region in space.9' (a slice of spacetime) and f3R. is the rate of change
of the density of the property-a 3-form. In order that the previous Cauchy assumptions apply, it is usually
assumed that f3R. is actually independent of n.
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the Lie derivative, then the differential balance equation can now be written in the
form ~u(} = s.

A flux form J induces at each point x E %' a one-dimensional subspace, the
flux space, Ex as follows. The flux space is the intersection of all hyperplanes for
which the induced flux densities vanish. A tangent vector u belongs to the flux space
if and only if U...J J = O. This is analogous to the velocity vector at a point. The flux
density will vanish through any hyperplane containing it. Alternatively, the flux space
is the one-dimensional vector space obtained by the relation u = ie(J) when the flux
form J is kept fixed and the volume element () is allowed to vary. The collection E
of the subspaces Ex for the various elements of spacetime will be referred to as the
flux bundle.

Since the flux bundle is one dimensional, for each x E %' there is a unique
one-dimensional submanifold, the integral submanifold Y of %' so that Ex = TxY
(see [1]). We will refer to Y as a worldline . Thus, even in the general case where the
flux cannot be represented by a vector field, its integral submanifolds and worldlines
may be defined. Following the ideas of Capriz & Trebeschi [3] we can now identify a
body point with a worldline, a material body with a collection of worldlines, and the
material universe with the collection of all worldlines (see [10] for further details).

It is noted that within this general framework, one can easily define the flow
potential. If the source s vanishes, then the flux satisfies the equation dJ = O. Hence,
at least locally, there is an (m - 2)-form 1/!, the flow potential, such that J = d1/!.

7.5. Stress theory for manifolds

We consider a JL-dimensional vector bundle rr : W ~ %' over %'. The vector bundle
is interpreted as the bundle ofgeneralized velocities over %,.3 For the case of a general
differentiable manifold one cannot model forces by vectors and integrate them. Forces
should be defined in terms of the power they produce for virtual velocities. Hence,
the stress theory for manifolds, presented in [7, 8], considers for each compact m
dimensional submanifold with boundary n of%' a linear functional of the generalized
velocity fields containing a volume term and a boundary term of the form

Fn(w) = [ bn(w) + [ tn(w).In Jon
Here, w is a section of W interpreted as a virtual velocity field, bn, the body
force, is a section of L(W, /\m(T*n)), and tn, the boundary force, is a section of

L(W, /\m-\T*an)) so the integrals make sense. The functional Fn is interpreted
as the force, or power, functional and the value Fn (w) is classically interpreted as

3In classical continuum mechanics, if all is interpreted as the physical space (a slice of spacetime), then
in many cases W is the tangent bundle To//. If all is interpreted as the material body, then W is usuaUy
the pull-back of the tangent bundle of the space manifold under the configuration mapping that embeds
the material universe in space. This is the interpretation used in previous works (e.g., [5, 8]). In either
case, a section of the bundle n is interpreted as a generalized velocity field from the respective Eulerian
or Lagrangian point of view.
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the power of the force for the generalized velocity field w. Thus, for example, the
boundary force is applied to the virtual velocity to produce the power flux density
pertaining to the region under consideration.

The Cauchy postulates for forces are analogous to those pertaining to the scalar
valued properties (see [8]) and will not be described here. Again, the Cauchy theorem
asserts the existence and uniqueness of the stress object that induces the various
boundary forces. The resulting generalized stress a is a section of the vector bundle
L(W, I\m-l(T*tf£») ; i.e., the value of a stress at a point is a linear mapping that
assigns an (m - lj-multilinear mapping on the tangent space to any virtual velocity
at that point. The resulting (m - I )-multilinear mapping a (w) is interpreted naturally
as the flux form for the power associated with the given generalized velocity. The
Cauchy formula assumes now the form

tn.(w) = t*(a 0 w),

and we will also write a (w) for a 0 wand t*(a) for t* 0 a . Thus, the Cauchy formula
may be written as tn. = t*(a) in analogy with the scalar case. In other words, the
power flux density associated with the generalized velocity w at x E an is the
restriction of the flux obtained from the stress.

Using Stokes's theorem, the action of Fn. may now be rewritten using an integral
over n as

Fn.(w) = In. (da(w) + b(w»).

It follows from this representation that the power depends on both the values of w
and its derivatives.

Assume that (x i , w a ) are local vector bundle coordinates in a neighborhood
:Tr -I (U) C W, U c tf£ with local basis elements {ea} so that a section of W is
represented locally by waea. Then denoting the dual basis vectors by lea}, a stress a
is represented locally by

aa I...k.. .mea ~ dx I /\ .. . /\;J;k /\... r.d x'";

where a "hat" (-) indicates the omission of an item (an index or a factor) so that

{dx 1/\ .. . /\d;I /\ ... /\dxm-II i = 1, . . . , m}

is a basis for 1\m-I (T*tf£). The value of a(w) is represented locally by

ad I dk d maa l...k...mw x /\ ... /\ x /\ . . . /\ X •

7.6. Stress-energy tensors

We now combine the points of view of the previous two sections. That is, we consider
stresses for bodies whose material structure is induced by an extensive property p.
Although we do not have a velocity field over a manifold for the case of such bodies in
general, we can use the the flux form of the property as a generalization. In particular,
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this is motivated by the fact that a volume element induces an isomorphism between
the space of flux forms and the space of tangent vectors at each point.

Thus, we consider stress theory on spacetime %' where we set

m-l

W = /\ (T*%').

In addition, adopting the point of view of Section 7.3, we formulate the theory in
spacetime so there is no need for the term containing bn and it is omitted. Therefore,
we write

Fn(J) = [ tn(J),
Jan

where the boundary tenn tn is a section of L(/\m-l (T*%') , /\m-l (T*aR)). Thus,
we conclude from the results of Section 7.4 that the stress a is a section of

m-l m-l

L(/\ (T*%'), /\ (T*%')) .

The situation may be described generally as follows. We started with an ex
tensive property p given in terms of the flux densities Tn for the various control
regions R in spacetime. The source term for property p is s and assuming the Cauchy
postulates are satisfied the property p has a flux form J . We now consider a second

property, the q property, whose flux densities Tit for the various control regions and
source term s(q) satisfy the balance equation

[ Tit = [ s(q).
Jan In

Again, assuming the Cauchy postulates hold for the property q , we have the corre
sponding flux form J(q) satisfy ing Tit = t*(J(q») and the balance equation has the
differential representation d J(q) = s(q).

We will say that the property q is a resource for the property p if the flux density

Tit depends pointwise linearly on the flux form J of the property p. Thus, there is a

section tn as above such that Til) = tn(J) .
In this framework, the Cauchy theorem implies that

t*(J(q») = Til)
=tn(J)

=l*(a (J )),

for the inclusion l of an arbitrary region, so J(q) = a(J) . In other words, the value
ax of the stress at a point is the linear transformation that assigns to the flux of the
property p the value of the flux of the resource q used by p. The source term for the
property q is now given by s(q) = da(J) .

Naturally, in what follows we will be concerned primarily with the energy
resource.
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7.7. Representation of stress-energy tensors

Since the stress-energy tensor is now a section of

m-I m-I

L(/\ (T*iJI/) , /\ (T*iJI/)) ,
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it is locally represented with respect to a local basis of /\m-I (T*iJI/) by a matrix . We
will make below some further observations regarding the representations of stresses .

Assume that a volume element () is given on iJI/ . Then we may use the vector
bundle isomorphism

m-I

i(}: /\ (T*iJI/) ~ TiJI/

to represent the section a of L(/\m-I(T*iJI/), /\m -I(T*iJI/)) by a section 5 of
L(To//, TiJI/) satisfying 50 i(} = i(} 0 a.

Let us consider the relation between the local representation of a and the local

representation 51 dx' ® aa J of 5. To represent a locally, we will use the notationx __

ei for the basis element dx 11\ ... I\dx i 1\ . .. r.dx'" of /\m-I (T* iJI/ ). Thus, the flux

form J is represented locally by Jiei,and the stress is represented locally in the form
a/ ej ® ei , where {e j} is the dual basis to {ei }.

If the volume element () is represented locally by r dx 11\ ... r.dx"; the action
of i(} is given locally by

(We use the summation symbol since the summation convention cannot be used on
the right.) Thus , i(}(a(1)) is represented by

"(-I)j+I~ e! j.~
~ r ) I ax} '

}

and 5 (i() (1)) is represented by

"(_I)i+l~ 5~ Ji~ .
L...J r I ax)

i

Hence, the relation between a and 5 is represented locally as

5{ = (-l)j+k a-t
It is interesting to note that the volume element does not enter the last relation

and in fact we can write a natural isomorphism between the bundles L(/\m-I (T*iJI/),

/\m-I (T*iJI/)) and L(TiJI/, TiJI/) as follows. Consider the tensor product T*iJI/ ®ou
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TeJU. This tensor product is naturally isomorphic to L(TeJU, TeJU). For an element

a= a/ ¢i ® vj in the tensor product T'" eJU ®%' TeJU, vj E Tx eJU , ¢ i E T; eJU , set

m-I m-I

a: /\ (T"'eJU) -+ /\ (T+eJU)

by

a(J) = 0/ Vj.J (¢i /\ J)

= a/(¢i(vj)J _ ¢i /\ (Vj.JJ») .

We note that a is indeed linear in J. Since a depends linearly on the vi and on the
¢ j, it depends linearly on the elements of the tensor product.

For the local coordinates {xi}, let us determine the stress a induced by the

linear mapping a E L(TeJU, TeJU) represented locally by the tensor a{dxi ® 0:) .By
definition, a(J) is represented by (the sum on i is explicitly written)

'"a{~.J (dx' /\ J) = '" a{~.J (dx i /\ (J~ dx 1/\ •. . /\d) /\ ... /\dx m»)
~ ax} ~ ax}

i i

L -j a ( 1)i+1 JA did m)= a ·-..J- i X /\ " ' /\ X
I ax} .

i

Hence, the matrix representing a is a/ = (_ 1)i+ja{ .We conclude that equation (*)

is indeed the natural, invariant representation of the isomorphism

m-I m-J

L(/\ (T+eJU) , /\ (T+eJU») ~ L(TeJU, TeJU) .

This motivates even further the interpretation of the Cauchy stress as a transformation
operating on the flux or velocity field of the property p to give the flux form for the
energy or velocity of the generalized energy points.

7.8. Electromagnetic stresses

The theory of the Maxwell stress-energy tensor of electromagnetism does not follow
usually the lines of stress theory in continuum mechanics. As an example for the use
of the foregoing analysis , we can now present a definition of the Maxwell stress
energy tensor. Furthermore, while electromagnetism utilizes the metric of relativity
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theory, we will assume here only the existence of a volume element on the four
dimensional "l/ . The following setting is also independent of any relation between the
Maxwell 2-form and the Faraday 2-form, such as the aether relations . The extensive
property under consideration is of course the electric charge and J is the charge
current density-a 3-form. The conservation of charge implies that dJ = 0 and the
Maxwell 2-form g is a flow potential for the flux form so J = dg . For a l-form A,
the vector potential, the energy source density is A /\ J. It follows that the Faraday
2-form f = dA satisfies df = O.

Thus, assuming that a volume element () is given on "l/, we set u = io(J) and
define the stress-energy tensor as the section a of

m-l m-l

L(/\ (T*"l/), /\ (T*"l/))

by (cf. [12, p. 36])

Alternatively, using

u.J (g /\ f) = (U.J g) /\ f+ g /\ (U.J f),

the definition of the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor may also be written as

a (1) = io(1)...J (g /\ f) - 2(io(J).J f) /\ g.

Note that the matrix of the stress with respect to the natural basis of the space of
(m - I)-forms is related to the usual matrix of the stress-energy-momentum tensor
as discussed in the previous section.

Following the traditional formulations, we write the local representation fij dx' /\
dx! of the Faraday 2-form f in the form

and the corresponding representation gij dx' /\ dxl for the Maxwell 2-form as

For simplicity of notation, we assume that locally the volume element () is of the
form dx l /\ .. . /\ dx" , Thenu = io(J) is represented by ui = (_I)i+l t; With this

notation, the matrix {ai j} representing the stress-energy tensor is

{a/} = ({ail} {a?} (a/} {ai
4}),
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where

{ail ~I
{a,'l ~I
{a,', = I
{a,'} ~I

We now consider the energy source term da(J). Using U = io(J) one obtains

da(J) = d( (io(J).J g) t\ f - (io(J).J f) t\ g)
= dtu.s g) t\ f - (u.Jg) t\ df + (u .J f) t\ dg - diu s f) t\ 9

= dius g) t\ f + (U.J f) t\ J - dtu.s f) t\ g,

where Maxwell 's equations were used to arrive at the last line . Using the identity
d(u.Ja) = 2 ua - u.s da, for any differential form a, we have

do U) = (u.J f) t\ J + (2ug - u.Jdg) t\ f - (2uf - u.Jdf) t\ g.

Finally, since U.J J = 0, Maxwell 's equations give for the energy source term

da(J) = (U.J f) t\ J + (2ug) t\ f - (2uf) t\ g.

It is noted that the term (U.J f) t\ J represents the power of the Lorentz force .
In addition, in the classical formulation where a metric is available and 9 = *f (*
denotes the Hodge operator), the terms (2ug) t\ f and (2u f) t\ 9 are equal and the
energy source density contains the power of the Lorentz force (and energy balance)
only. For an analogous expression where the constitutive relation between 9 and f is
not specified but a metric is used, see [4, p. 91] .
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8. Algebra, Geometry, and Computations
of Exact Relations for Effective Moduli of
Composites

Yury Grabovsky*

Abstract. In this paper we will review and extend the results of [21l, which cov
ered the case of 3D thermo piezoelectric polycrystals. In that context the settings
of conductivity, elasticity, pyroelectricity, piezoelectricity, thermoelectricity, and
thermoelasticity can be viewed as particular cases . We will consider a class of
composites more general than polycrystals, where the set of allowable materials
is not constrained in any way. In addition, the tensors of material properties are
not assumed to be symmetric-an assumpt ion we made in [21].For example, the
Hall effect for conduction in a weak magnetic field is described by a nonsymmet
ric conductivity tensor. We explain the step-by-step process of finding all exact
relations for the simple example of the 2D Hall effect. The paper concludes with a
discussion of new algebraic and geometric questions posed by the theory of exact
relations.

8.1. Introduction
Composite materials play an increasingly important role in our everyday life and tech
nology. They are used everywhere from skis and golf clubs to sensors and actuators
in high-tech components. By "composite" we mean a perfectly bonded mixture of
two or more materials, where the mixing occurs on length scales much smaller than
human size but much larger than interatomic distances. The physical properties of
a composite (thermal, electric, elastic , etc.) are described by a tensor-the effective
tensor of a composite. In order to create a composite with desired properties two
basic problems become important: prediction of the effecti ve properties of composite
materials and determination of the effective tensor of a given composite by as few
measurements as possible.

The problem of analytical prediction of effective properties of composite mate
rials is important for both practical and theoretical points of view. Understanding the
effective behavior mathematically may help save many costly and time-consuming
measurements or may prevent spending time and money on many trial-and-error ap
proaches to material design . Recent years have seen a lot of success in that direction.

• Department of Mathematics, Temple Univers ity, Philadelphia, PA 19122.
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I would like to describe in this chapter a theory of exact relations for effective moduli
of composites. The theory combines algebra, geometry, analysis, and mechanics in
a beautiful symbiosis. It also achieves a high level of generality encompassing con
ductivity, elasticity, piezoelectricity, and many other coupled problem contexts. The
theory and many of the physical results of this paper are also discussed in the new
book by Milton [39].

The principal difficulty in the prediction of effective properties is the universally
recognized fact that the effective tensors of compos ites depend on the microstructure
(spatial arrangement of component materials) in general . Therefore, the object of
importance is the set of all possible effective properties of a composite made with
given materials taken in prescribed volume fractions (the so-called G-closure set).
Unfortunately, aside from a few particular cases the G-closures are extremely difficult
to compute analytically.

Exact relations are dependencies between various material properties that "sur
vive" homogenization. For example, if we mix two isotropic elastic materials the
resulting composite does not have to be isotropic . So, the relations defining isotropy
are not preserved under homogenization. Yet isotropy survives if both isotropic ma
terials have the same shear modulus. In fact, the composite will also have that same
shear modulus, no matter how the materials are mixed. Statements about effective
tensors that do not depend on the geometric arrangement of the constituent materials
are called exact relations. The example described above is the exact relation due to
Hill [22,23] in 1963.

Exact relations and, more generally, G-closures provide information about all
composites regardless of their origin, details, and complexity of microstructure. If we
want to move beyond the G-closure and obtain a more detailed information about the
effective tensors of composites we need to distinguish composites according to the
type of microstructure they have.

One class of composites is where the (possibly infinitely many) scales of in
homogeneity are well separated. For example, imagine a material that looks homo
geneous to the naked eye. Yet when we examine this material under a microscope,
we may observe that it is, in fact, composed of several seemingly homogeneous
materials, each of which, upon examination under a more powerful microscope, is
observed to be composed of other seemingly homogeneous materials and so on for
several or possibly an infinite number of steps. We also assume that on each step of
our microscopic examination of an apparently homogeneous component, we find a
rather simple geometric arrangement of phases, each occupying regions of approxi
mately the same size. This broad class of composites is adequately described by the
homogenization theory (see, e.g., [5,24]), which we briefly review in this paper.

On the other end of the spectrum are disordered media where the microstructure
at one point is almost uncorrelated to the microstructure at a somewhat distant point.
In this situation it is usually assumed that the composite is random, and the stochastic
approach [18, 30, 42] works well here.

The third and very important type of composite has a power law distribution
of sizes and properties of the constituents. The power law is the telltale sign of
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self-organized criticality-a theory proposed by Bak, Tang, and Weisenfeld [3,4].
According to this theory many open systems with constant influx of energy self
organize into poised states on the border between order and chaos . Examples include
earthquakes and sandpiles, extinction of species and traffic jams [2]. I can speculate
that the structure of real geological media is critically self-organized. The upper crust
ofour home planet can be considered an open system with constant energy flow from
inner layers of Earth in the forms of seismic and volcanic activity. As a result the
Earth 's crust is a complicated multiscale structure with inhomogeneities on a vast
range of scales. Under the microscope we can see tiny particles making up clay. With
a naked eye we can see small individual grains of sand. We can also see boulders-the
heterogeneities are on the scale of meters. The scale staircase goes on and on. The
Earth's crust is a heterogeneous mixture of materials on a continuous spectrum of
length scales from microscopic to global (continental plates , oceans) . I would like
to call such composites criti cal. The appropriate mathematical tools for a rigorous
discussion of effective properties of such composites are only beginning to emerge.
On the one hand, there is a nonrigorous renormalization group approach [27, 44].
On the other, there is a more rigorous micromechanics-based approach leading to
nonlocal constitutive laws [10,11,41]. Yet, hydrologists, for example, have to deal
with the effective hydrolic permittivity of such media as a rule [8].

As we mentioned earlier, we will focus on the microstructure-independent aspect
of the theory of composite materials, which applies to all composites equally well.
The discussion of the different types of composites was needed in order to place the
subject of this paper in a broader context.

8.2. G-closures

We start this discussion with the example of conductivity before going on to the
abstract framework encompassing a variety of physical contexts. .

The conduction of the electric current is described by two fields, the electric field
e and the current field j. The two fields satisfy differential constraints: The electric
field is curl-free, the current field is divergence-free. The two fields are related via a
tensorial Ohm's law. Thus, we have the following equations:

v x e = 0, V · j = 0, j = o e, (1)

where the 3 x 3 matrix a is symmetric and positive definite.
An n-phase composite made with n materials o 1, ... , un is a Borel measurable

matrix field a (x), such that <T (x) E D = {u 1, .. . , <Tn}. An n-phase polycrystal is a
Borel measurable matrix field o (x), such that u (x) E D = USO (3) . tr i- In general,
we fix a set D (finite or infinite) of materials and consider the set

D = (u(x ) E LOO (Q) I u(x) E D a.e. x E Q}. (2)

From the applied point of view one needs to solve the elliptic boundary value
problem in a domain Q occupied by the composite
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{
'i/ . (u(x)'i/¢) = t, x E 0 , (3)
¢ = 0, x E ao.

However, if u(x) has a very complicated geometry, the numerical solution of (3)
is not feasible. The fruitful idea is to represent the local conductivity tensor u(x)
as a member in a sequence u E (x) for small € . As € ~ 0 the length scales in the
microstructure become more and more separated. In the limit as € ~ 0, the material
properties are described by a homogenized tensor a" (x), which may be much simpler
than the local conductivity tensor. This is especially true in the case of composites
with inhomogeneities on well-separated length scales . If u*(x) is particularly simple
then (3) may become solvable numerically.

Putting the practical questions aside and turning to mathematical justification
of the homogenization procedure, we need to answer the following question. Given
a sequence of bounded measurable functions uE(x), is there a sense in which we
can say that u E~ u*, so that the solutions ¢E of (3) with o = u E converge to the
solution ¢* of the homogenized equation? Such a notion was proposed by Spagnolo
[45, 46] and further developed by De Giorgi and Spagnolo [7]. Murat and Tartar
[40] (the English translation of the French original) extended G-convergence to the
case of nonsymmetric tensors u and proved that G-convergence of symmetric elliptic
operators in (3) implies the convergence of fluxes

uE'i/¢E ->.. u*'i/¢* (4)

weakly in L 2(0).

The nonsymmetric tensors of material properties may arise in a variety of con
texts. For example, the Hall effect in the electric current conduction in a very weak
magnetic field is governed by the same basic equations of conductivity (1), except
the tensor a is no longer symmetric

a = Us + rr(r) ,

where Us is the symmetric and positive definite conductivity tensor, r is the Hall
vector, and n is the "cross -product" mapping between vectors in 1R3 and 3 x 3 skew
symmetric matrices such that for any {u , x} C 1R3 we have rr(u)x = u xx .

Following Murat and Tartar, the name H-convergence is attached to the kind of
G-convergence that is appropriate for nonsymmetric material tensors.

Definition 1. A sequence of not necessarily symmetric tensors u E H-converges to u*
if for any i in (3),

(i) ¢E ->.. ¢* weakly in Hd (0),
(ii) uE'i/¢E ->.. u*'i/¢* weakly in L 2(0).

Murat and Tartar [40] noticed that for symmetric matrices u the second condition
is redundant. It follows from the first.

The key result here is the compactness theorem proved by De Giorgi and Spag
nolo for the case of symmetric u and by Murat and Tartar in general. The theorem
states that any sequence of uniformly positive definite and bounded matrix fields
u E (x) contains an H-convergent subsequence. In this connection the problem of the
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closure of the set D, defined in (2) with respect to the H-convergence, becomes impor
tant. In order to formulate a fundamental result , we must first give the basic nontrivial
example of an H -converging sequence a". Suppose that the matrix-valued function
a (y) is periodic with a parallelepiped of periods Q = [0, 1]3. We further assume that
u(y) is uniformly positive definite and uniformly bounded. Then uE(x) = U(X/E)
H-converges to a constant posit ive definite matrix a", defined via a solution of the
so-called periodic cell problem. We will write the cell problem in a form that will be
useful later:

v . j = 0, V x e = 0, j(y) = u(y)e(y), (5)

where all functions and differential operators are Q-periodic. Equations (5) have a
unique solution if we fix the mean value of the electric field e over the period cell .
Suppose (e) = e*, where (.) denotes the average over the period cell Q. Then the
unique field j satisfying (5) depends linearly on e*, and therefore there exists a 3 x 3
matrix u* such that

u*e* = (j). (6)

Definition 2. Let D be the set of matrices representing conductivities of the materials
constituting the composite. Then the G-closure [31,49] G(D) ofthe set of materials
D is the set of all effective tensors u* of periodic composites made with materials
from the set D.

Kohn and Dal Maso realized that the set G(D) is sufficient to describe the H
closure (closure with respect to the H-convergence topology) of the set D defined
in (2). The result has been recently rigorously proved in a very general context by
Raitums [43]. The theorem states that the matrix field u*(x) is in the H-closure ofD
if and only if u*(x) E G(D) for a.e. x E n.

Our primary interest is the G-closure sets of materials in a variety of physical
contexts. We must mention that the explicit form of the G-closure is known only in a
very few cases [15,19 ,20,29,32,33,34,35,37,49] . Only the paper [15] characterizes
G-closure sets for arbitrary sets of materials D for 20 conducting polycrystals.

At this point, we would like to make several remarks. Observe that the G-closure
problem is the problem of computing a subset in afinite dimensional space, given
another subset of the same space . Yet, it involves solving a periodic POE problem
(5). It would be nice to have a completely geometric description of how to construct
G(D) knowing D, as was done in [15] for 20 conducting polycrystals. The first step
towards such a geometric description in the general case was made in [16] for sets
closed under lamination (the cornerstone of this paper) , but a major new geometric
breakthrough is still needed for the method to be truly useful.

Another remark is that G-closure lives in a rather high dimensional space (60
for conductivity, 90 for the Hall effect) . Therefore, even if we have exact formulas
for the boundary of G(D), they are not immediately useful in applications without
further (often very complicated) algebra. Instead, a more useful goal would be an
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efficient numerical algorithm for computing quantities like

Io = min f(O')
CTeG(V)

for a class of functions f. For each f the answer is a number fv-something an
engineer can relate to.

Getting closer to the subject of the paper, there is a fundamental dichotomy in
the shapes of G-closure sets. Most G-closure sets (aside from single points) have a
nonempty interior. In exceptional cases the G-closure sets lie on surfaces (of various
codimensions). It is these exceptional cases that we call exact relations and it is these
cases that we are after. The trick here is that we are no longer in the losing game of
computing the boundaries of the G-closure sets. Instead, we just want to identify the
surfaces that contain G-closure sets. To give a trivial example, consider the Hall effect
and assume that we are mixing materials whose Hall tensors are all zero. From the
physical point of view, it is obvious that the Hall effect will not arise in a composite if
every component does not have it. Geometrically, a 6D surface (all 3 x 3 symmetric
matrices) in a 9D space (all 3 x 3 matrices) is an exact relation. In identifying this
exact relation we do not need to compute any G-closu re sets ; yet the result is not
entirely devoid of useful information.

8.3. Hilbert space formalism

Milton [38] has observed that the periodic cell problems in various physical contexts
follow the same abstract pattern, which is best described using the language of Hilbert
spaces (see also [9,18,25,28,42,50] for similar formal approaches). Milton observed
that regardless of the particular physics of the problem there are two fields: the inten
sity field E and the flux field J .They take their values in a certain finite dimensional
tensor space T . For the Hall effect example, the electric field e is the intensity field
and the current field j is the flux field (in fact , the names are purely formal, since the
theory is symmetric with respect to the swapping of the fields). The fields are vectors
so that T = lR3 for the Hall effect. All intensity fields and fluxes will be assumed to
belong to the ambient Hilbert space 'H. = L2( Q) (i!)T. The most important observation
of Milton concerns the general structure of the differential constraints satisfied by the
fields E and J. Ifwe denote by U = lR(i!)T the subspace of constant fields in 'H., then
the Hilbert space 'H. is split into the orthogonal sum 'H. = £ $ .J $ U, where £ and .J
are the subspaces of mean zero intensity fields and fluxes, respectively. The subspaces
£ and .J correspond to the differential constraints on E and J. respectively. For that
reason Milton required that the orthogonal projection r onto £ be local in Fourier
space. In other words, there is a degree zero function r(k) such that for each k E §2

the matrix r(k) is an orthogonal projection onto a subspace £k of T and such that

n(k) = {r(k)!(k). ~f k ::f= 0,
0, If k = 0.

The subspaces £k cannot be arbitrary. For example, they have to be of the same
dimension. The basic 0(3) symmetry of our space implies that the subspaces £k are
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permuted by rotations. In other words, the vector space T is not just a linear space,
it is a representation space for the group 0(3). For T E T we denote the action
of REO (3) by R . T. With this notation we can write the basic property of the
subs paces £k: R . £k = £Rk. We use the same notation for the action of rotations on
End(T), the space of linear operators on T. For any A E End(T) and any T E T
we define R . A by (R . A)T = R . (A(R- 1 • T)). With this notation the basic
property of the subspaces £k can also be written as R . f(k) = f(Rk). This last
formula tells us that the function f(k) is uniquely determined by a single matrix
fo = f«l, 0, 0)), which in turn is uniquely determined by a subspace £0 = £(1,0,0) '

The only restriction on this subspace is that the subgroup 0(2) of SO(3) that leaves
the el = (1,0,0) direction invariant should leave the subspace £0 invariant. Thus, a
standard representation theory of S0(3) can give us a list of all possible subspaces £0

satisfying all of our constraints. For example, for T = 1R3, there are just two proper
subs paces £0 satisfying our constraints. One is IRe I, and the other is its orthogonal
complement. Thus, for k E §2 there are two choices for the function r(k). Either
f(k) = kr:sk or f(k) = I -kr:sk, where I is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. The first choice
corresponds to the equations (5), and so does the second, with e and j interchanged.
Thus, in the context of conductivity, equations (5) are the only possibility consistent
with a general Hilbert space framework described here.

The composite microstructure is given by an UXJ mapping L(x) of Q into
End(T) . The function L(x) can also be viewed as an operator L mapping 11. =
L 2 ( Q ) r:s T into 'H.: for any f E 11. we have (Lf)(x) = L(x)f(x) .

The effective tensor L* is defined by analogy with (6):

1* = L *E* , (7)

where E* = (E) and 1* = (J).

8.4. Lamination formula

In this section, we derive a lamination formula that has the form of convex combi
nation. This formula was first derived by Milton [38] and independently by Zhikov
[51]. Other linear lamination formulas were derived by Backus [1] and Tartar [48]
for elasticity. Their idea was to rewrite the constitutive relation so that the continuous
and discontinuous components of the elastic fields are separated. The laminate of two
materials L 1 and L2 with layer normal n and volume fractions 81, 82 (81 + 82 = 1)
is a periodic stricture with the period cell shown in Figure 1.

More generally, a laminate is a function L(y) that depends only on y -n, In order
to formulate the theorem we introduce the W-transformation of Milton [38]. Let Lo
be a reference medium that is assumed to be positive definite but which otherwise is
completely arbitrary. Let f' (n) denote the nonorthogonal projection onto the subspace
LO£n along the subspace .In. In fact, the projection I"(n) is well defined as long as
Lo is positive definite on £n (to ensure that LO£n and .In have trivial intersection).
One can check that

f'(n) = Lo(l- I'(n) + f(n)Lo)-lf(n).
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1•

FIGURE I . The period cell of the laminate.

First, define the S-transformation

S(L) = (l - LLoI)-I .

Now define

(8)

(9)

Theorem 1. Let L(y) be the laminate with the normal n and let Lo be an arbitrary
positive definite reference medium (positive definite on en is enough) . Then

(Wn(L(y))) = Wn(L").

The proof is analogous to the proof of the corresponding theorem in [21, The
orem 3.1] for symmetric matrices .

Proof Taking the average of the polarization field P = (L - Lo)E we obtain
P* = (L* - Lo) E*. These relations can also be written using the S-transformation
defined in (8):

LoE = -S(L)P, LoE* = -S(L*)p* .

Applying the projection operator I" to P we obtain

r'(n)(P - P*) = -Lo(E - E*).

Substituting the values for LoE and LoE* from (0), we obtain

r'(n)(P - P*) = S(L)P - S(L*)P*.

Solving for P and using the definition of the W-transformation, we obtain

P(y) = Wn(L(y»(Wn(L*»-1 r:

(10)
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Taking averages, we get

p* = {Wn(L(y)))(Wn(L*»-1P*.

Theorem 1 now follows because the constant field P* can be arbitrary.
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o
For the Hall effect en = IRn and the requirement that Lo is positive definite

on en = IRn for all n is equivalent to Lo being positive definite. (For elasticity the
corresponding condition is equivalent to the Legendre-Hadamard condition for Lo.)
In this case,

r'(n)=Lon~n. (11)
Lon -n

The W-transformation maps the classical lamination formula [17, 49] into a
convex combination . Namely, if L* is an effective tensor of a laminate made with
materials L 1 and L2 taken in volume fractions 01 and 02 with lamination normal
n, then

(12)

A corollary is that for any direction n a Wn-image of any set stable under
lamination must be a convex set. The idea to use this property to study the geometry
of sets stable under lamination is due to Francfort and Milton [16].

8.5. The main ideas

Theorem 1implies that if a set G is G-closed then Wn (G) is a convex set for all n E §2.

If, on the other hand, Wn(G) is a convex set for all n E §2 then the set Gis L-closed
(or stable under lamination). In almost all cases, G-closure and L-closure coincide;
however, there is an example by Milton of a set that is L-closed but not G-closed
[39]. In any case, from the practical point of view L-closure would provide a very
good approximation to G-closure . Thus, the geometric problem of finding the smallest
set G(D) containing D and such that Wn(G(D)) is convex replaces the problem of
solving the cell problem. In the important polycrystalline case, the geometric problem
admits a very attractive formulation. (Is there an attractive answer?)

Assume that if a material L is in D then all of its rotations (R . L IRE
SO(3)} are also in D. Ifwe choose an isotropic reference medium then we can easily
verify that

(13)

It follows, then, that if a set G c End(T) is rotationally invariant and Wn (G) is
convex for a single choice of n then Wn (G) is a convex set for all n E §2. Thus,
we can fix one unit vector n, for example, n = (l , 0, 0), and consider just one map
W(L) = Wn(L). The question is this:

Find the smallest rotationally invariant set G(D) containing a given
set D such that W(G(D)) is convex.

We can ask a different question:
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Can we characterize convex functions g(K) such that the functions
f(L) = g(W(L)) are rotationally invariant, f(R· L) = f(L) for
all R E SO(3)?

This question sounds very similar to the one answered by Chandler Davis [6]. Davis
proved that a rotationally invariant function defined on hermitean matrices is convex
if and only if its restriction to the diagonal matrices is convex. The method of Davis
does not apply to our problem because the action of SO(3) on the W variables is no
longer linear.Yet, a similar result is hoped for. We conjecture that there is a subspace in
End(T) transversal to the action of the rotation group SO(3), such that the convexity
of the restriction of g to this transversal is equivalent to the convexity of g. (Ofcourse,
the restriction of g to the transversal has to be invariant under the action of the finite
Weil group S3 of SO(3) .) It is our guess that the geometric results of [15] can be
reformulated in terms of convexity in the transversal.

8.6. Exact relations

We now turn to another implication of convexity discussed in Section 8.5 above . If
we are searching for submanifolds M of End(T) corresponding to exact relations,
then convexity of the submanifolds TIn = Wn (M) is equivalent to saying that the TIn
are affine subspaces of End(T). Observe now that Wn(Lo) = O. Thus, choosing Lo
to lie on M we make sure that TIn is a subspace for each n , The following theorem
gives necessary conditions for M to be an exact relation.

Theorem 2. Suppose the submanifold M is an exact relation. Then the subspaces
TIn = Wn(M) do not depend on n. Moreover, this single subspace TI is closed with
respect to the family ofJordan multiplications defined by

1
K 1 *A K2 = 2(K I A K 2+ K2A K I), (14)

where A can be any matrixfrom the subspace

A = Span{r'(n) - r'(el) In E §2} . (15)

The proof of this theorem follows word for word the proofof the corresponding
theorem in [21, Theorem 3.5] for the symmetric case . From now on we will say that
a theorem is proved in [21] if the proof for the general case is the same as for the
symmetric case with obvious modifications.

Another important question is about stability under homogenization. To this
end, in [21], we have derived a formula for the effective tensor L ".

Theorem 3. Let L * be the effective tensor for the composite with the local tensor
L(x). Thenfor any n E §2

Wn(L *) = (1- WnAn)-1 Wn(L(x))}, (16)

where I denotes the identity operator on the Hilbert space IHl = L2 ( Q ) ~ End(T),
Wn denotes the multiplication operator on 1Hl: <WnH)(x) = Wn(L(x))H(x), and
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A" is defined by A;ii(k) = A,,(k)H(k), where

A,,(m) = { r'( I:: ,) - r'(n),
0,

ifm ~ 0,
ifm = O.
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(17)

Using this formula, we can prove the following rather messy necessary and
sufficient condition for a subspace Il to correspond to an exact relation.

Theorem 4. For v = (II, ... ,Ik) E (Z3)k andfor a E Si , the permutation group of
k elements, we define

a(v) = (la(l ) , .. • , laCk) E (Z3l . (18)

Let O(v) = {a(v) E (Z3)k I a E Sd be the orbit of v under the action of the
permutation group Sk. The subspace Il c End(T) corresponds to an exact relation
ifand only iffor any kEN, any n E §2, any v = (II, ... ,!k) E (Z3)k such that

k

Lli = 0, (19)
;=1

and for any function K : Z3 -7 Il , we have

,,,,E,o(.) (n K(p.)A. (EPi)) K(p,) E n. (20)

where A" is defined in (17) above.

The analogous theorem was formulated in [21, Theorem 3.9] , where some steps
of the proof were indicated. Unfortunately, the formulation of the theorem was not
entirely correct. The sum in the formula [21, (3.38)] corresponding to (20) extended
over the set Sk of all permutations instead of the elements of the orbit O(v). In [21]
the theorem was not used anywhere else and was included only for the purposes of a
discussion. Here we give the correct formulation and a complete proof of the theorem.

Proof The proof is based on the formula (16) and the analyticity properties enjoyed
by the effective tensor. In [21, Appendix] we have shown that the map W" is an
analytic diffeomorphism, defined everywhere on the set of positive definite matrices.
Therefore, all exact relation manifolds M, being analytic images of subspaces Il, are
analytic. Also, if we take an analytic family LJ...(x) of local tensors, it will generate
an analytic family of effective tensors L! [I8]. The principle of analytic continuation
implies that if L! E M for some small interval of Athen L! E M for all ).. in the interval
of analyticity of L!. This argument shows that if we want to prove that M is an exact
relation, then it is enough to show that M satisfies necessary conditions of Theorem 2
and that for one choice of n E §2 and for any W (x) = W" (L(x» E Il sufficiently
small, we have W* = W,,(L *) E Il. We can ensure that W(x) is sufficiently small if
we choose the values of L(x) sufficiently close to the reference medium Lo E M.

Let nc = {KI + iK2 I {KI , K2} c ru be the complexification of n. The
analytic continuation principle also implies that if Il corresponds to an exact relation
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then so does I1C in the sense that if W(x) E I1C then also W* E I1C' where
W* is computed from W(x) by the formula (16). The argument is due to Milton
(private communication). Let W),,(x) = Wt(x) + AW2(X), where Wt(x) E TI and
W2(x) E TI are assumed to be small enough. Then, since TI corresponds to an
exact relation we conclude that for real values of A in some finite interval , we have
Wr E 11. Let P E End(T) be such that Tr(P K) = 0 for all K E TI . Then the
function f(A) =Tr(PWr) is analytic in Aand is zero on an interval on the real axis.
Since W is assumed to be small, the region of analyticity of f(A) in the complex
plane includes A = i . Thus, we conclude that Tr( P W7) = 0 for all real matrices P
such that Tr(P K) = 0 for all K E 11. But

I1c = (K E Endc(T) ITr(PK) = OVP: Tr(PW) = OVW E Il}.

Thus, W7 E TIC.
If W(x) is complex valued and sufficiently close to zero, then we can expand

(16) in a convergent power series:

W* = (W(x)} + (WAnW(x)} + ...+ «WAn)kW(x)} + .. . , (21)

where W is the operator of multiplication by W(x) . It follows from the argument
above that M is an exact relation if and only if each term of the expansion (21)
belongs to TIC, when W(x) E TIC is small enough.

Let Tk(X) = (WAn)kW(x). Writing Tk(X) = W(x)(AnTk-t)(X) recursively,
then taking the Fourier transform and using induction in k, we can prove that

where m, I j E Z3. Thus, we get

Observe that the sum in (22) can be split into parts. The summation in each part
goes over all the distinct permutations of the same set of vectors I i - In order to say
this more rigorously we define the action of the permutation group Sk on (Z 3l by
(18). Thus, (Z3)k splits into the disjoint union of orbits of the group action . Let Z
denote the set of orbits whose elements satisfy the constraint (19) (invariant under
the group action). Then we can write
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IfM is an exact relation then we can choose an arbitrary k-tuple (11, . . . , !k) E (Z3)k

satisfying (19) and let
k

W(x) = LKjei1j"x ,
j=1

where {K I, ... , K k} c Il are arbitrary. Then we will obtain (20) . Conversely, if (20)
is satisfied for all {K I, , K den then, by the analytic continuation principle, it
is satisfied for all {K I, , Kk} c nco Thus, each term under the exterior sum in
(23) is in nco Therefore, W* E nC and is real, so W* E Il. The theorem is proved.

o
The above theorem does provide algebraic conditions for Il that guarantee

that TI corresponds to an exact relation. The practical utility of such a theorem is
minimal, since it is virtually impossible to check infinitely many conditions that are
as complicated as (20). Therefore, in [21] we proved a convenient sufficient condition
for Il to correspond to an exact relation. In order to formulate it we introduce the
following terminology. The expression K IAIKzAzK3A3 . . . K j_IAj_IKj will be
called a j-chain. We say that a subspace Il satisfies a j-chain property if for every
{KI, "" K j} C Il and every {AI, ... , Aj-d c A we have

KIAIKzAz . .. K j_IAj_IK j + KjAj_IKj_I ... AzKzAIKI En. (24)

We remark that if Il is a subspace corresponding to an exact relation then Theorem 2
says that Il satisfies a 2-chain property. Now the analogue of the sufficient condition
established in [21] can be formulated as follows.

Theorem 5. If TI satisfies the j -chain property for j = 2, 3, 4, then Il corresponds
to an exact relation.

Proof In [21, proof of Lemma 3.7] we proved that if Il satisfies the j-chain property
for j = 2, 3, 4, then Il satisfies the j-chain property for all j ::: 2. It remains to show
that if Il satisfies the j -chain property for every j ::: 2 then (20) will be satisfied.

Let T/ be the permutation defined by T/(J) = k + 1 - j. The permutation T/ is
an element of order two in the group Sk. It acts on O(v) and splits O(v) in a disjoint
union of orbits. If an orbit contains two elements then their sum has the form (24) . If
the orbit contains a single element then this element is 1/2 of the sum of two copies
of itself, which is again of the form (24). 0

In two space dimensions, however, we can say a little bit more.

Theorem 6. In two space dimensions the 3-chain property is necessary for stability
under homogenization.

Proof We will show that in 2D the necessary and sufficient condition (20) from
Theorem 4 for k = 3 implies the 3-chain property.

Let n = (1,0) . Fix NE Z \ {O}. Choose II E ZZ to be linearly independent
with n and define 12 = -Nn - 11, so that 13 = Nn. Observe that 11,12, and 13 are
distinct and that according to (17) , A(l3) = A(ll + lz) = O. For simplicity we use
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A(·) notation instead of AnO, since n = (1,0) is fixed. Condition (20) for k = 3
then becomes

K2A(1} + Nn)K3A(1})K} + K}A(1})K3A(11 + Nn)K2 E n
for all {K 1, K 2, K 3} en. Now, if we vary N then we observe that the vectors
{±(l} + Nn)/Il} + Nnl : NEZ} form a dense subset of the unit circle. (The same
construction does not yield a dense subset of the unit sphere in 3D.) Therefore, by
continuity, we conclude that for any {q}, q2} c s' we have

K2A(q2)K3A(q})K} + K}A(q})K3A(q2)K2 E n
for all {K } , K 2, K 3} en, which easily implies the 3-chain condition . o

We remark that in all the examples that we have worked out so far our sufficient
condition was satisfied whenever the necessary conditions in Theorem 2 were.

We would like to conclude this section by stating the results and problems
obtained in [21] for the symmetric case. For a subspace X ofEnd(T) let Xsym denote
the set of symmetric parts of matrices in X. If n c Sym(T) then Theorem 2 can be
restated as follows.

Theorem 7. lithe subspace n c Sym(T) corresponds to an exact relation, then it
satisfies

(nAn)sym c n. (25)

The sufficient condition for n to correspond to an exact relation stated in The
orem 5 can be cast into a more attractive algebraic form. Let Il' c End(T) be the
smallest associative algebra containing the Jordan algebra n. In other words Il' is
the smallest subspace in End(T) containing n that satisfies

rrAn' c rr. (26)

Theorem 5 can then be restated as follows.

Theorem 8. If the subspace Il c Sym(T) solves (25) and has the additional property
that Il = n~ym' then Il corresponds to the exact relation.

The important open question is whether every Jordan algebra n (understood
in the sense of (25)) is the set of all symmetric matrices of the smallest associative
algebra Il ' (understood in the sense of (26)) containing n. The question, in other
words, is "Are sufficient conditions necessary?"

8.7. Finding exact relations

The preceding section established simple algebraic conditions that the subspace Il
has to satisfy in order to correspond to an exact relation. Now the question is: Can
we characterize all solutions Il of

(27)
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for all {K I. K2} c n and all A E A? Unfortunately, at present we do not have an
efficient way to solve equation (27). In this section, we will discuss an inefficient
way of solving (27) for the 2D Hall effect. The method simply consists of picking a
matrix and computing by brute force the smallest Jordan algebra n containing that
matrix. Then we compute all other Jordan algebras extending the smallest one, again,
by brute force . This method is applicable to rather small dimensional cases (or small
block-dimensional as in [21]) .

For the 2D Hall effect, the space T = ]R2. Let

Lo = 0"0 + aS (28)

(29)

be the positive definite reference medium, where 0" 0 is the symmetric part of Lo and

S = [ ~l ~l
We recall that for the Hall effect the matrix f'(n) is given by (11). Therefore, the
subspace A defined in (15) is

A = (A E End(]R2) I Tr A = 0, ALl; = LoAT }. (30)

8.7.1. Solving (27)

Observe that equation (27) behaves nicely with respect to the following "change of
variables." Let X and Y be invertible matrices. Let n = Xny . Then n solves (27)
if and only if n solves (27) with A replaced by A = y- 1AX-I . Applying this
observation to

X -1/2
= 0"0 ' Y = LoX, (31)

(32)

we obtain that A is the space of trace- free symmetric 2 x 2 matrices. From now on we
will work only with subspaces A and Il, and therefore we will rename them A and Il,
respectively, for notational convenience. We will return to the original notation when
we have solved equation (27) . Thus , A now denotes the subspace of 2 x 2 symmetric
trace-free matrices.

Observe that for X = Rand Y = R T, where R is a 2 x 2 rotation matrix, the
equation KAK C Il, KEn remains invariant. Now fix KEn. We can find a
rotation REO (2) such that

R · K = Ko = p [ ~fJ ~] .

Thus, without loss of generality, IT contains a matrix K0 of the form (32). We have

[
1 fJ] [s t] [1 fJ] [ (l + fJ2)s (ex + fJ2)t + fJ(1 - ex)s]

-fJ ex t -s -fJ ex = (ex + fJ2)t - fJ(l - ex)s _(ex2 + fJ2)s .
(33)
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Case I: There exists Ko E IT with ex + fJ2 =1= O. In this case, we easily see from
(33) (setting s = 0, t = 1) that

Consequently,

[~ ~] [; ~s] [~ ~] = [ ~s :]
implies that A c IT . Simple manipulations show that the right-hand side of (33) is
equal to (1 - ex)s K0 mod A. Thus, we get that IT contains the subspace A and the
matrix

K' = [ (l +ex)/2 fJ ] (34)
o -fJ (1 + ex)/2 .

Case I(a): There exists K 0 E IT such that ex =1= -1, in addition to ex + fJ2 =1= O.
Then we infer that

[
1 fJ']- fJ' 1 E IT,

where fJ' = 2fJ/(1 + ex). Again an easy calculation shows that

[ 1 fJ'] [s t ] [x y ] + [x y ] [s t ] [ 1 fJ' ]-s' 1 t -s y -x y -x t -s -fJ' 1

is equal to

2(sx + ty) [ _~, ~'] (mod A).

Thus, the minimal subspace IT satisfying (27) in Case I(a) is a 3D subspace

[
1 fJ']IT = AEB -fJ' 1 R (35)

Since this subspace is of codimension 1, there are no larger proper subspaces con
taining IT. We note that (35) gives a one-parameter family of solutions IT, labeled by
fJ' E R

Case I(b) : ex = -1 for all K 0 E IT.Then, returning to (34) we obtain that

[ ~fJ ~] E IT .

Now if all Ko E IT are symmetric, then fJ = 0 for all Ko E IT and IT = A or
IT = Sym(]R2)-the space of symmetric 2 x 2 matrices.

If there is K0 E IT which is nonsymmetric, then

IT = A EB [ ~I ~ ] R (36)

This subspace is of codimension I and therefore is not contained in any other proper
subspace.
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Case II: a = - tP for all K°E IT. In this case, we easily see that

IT = [ ~13 ~2 ] R

183

(37)

is a one-parameter family of ID solutions of (27). Now we would like to see if there
are other solutions IT containing (37). Let K I, not a multiple of Ko, be in IT. Then
for all A E R the matrices K(A) = K I + AKO belong to IT and to Case II (we have
already analyzed Case I). Thus, K (A) can bereduced to the form (37) with a different
13 by a rotation and scaling:

K(A) = p,(A)R). [ -;(A) ~~1)2 ] RI.

It will be convenient to represent K I in the form K I = P + y S, where P is a sym
metric matrix and S is given by (29). Taking the antisymmetric part in the formula for
K(A) we obtain p,(A)I3(A) = Y + AI3, while taking the determinant of the symmetric
part of K (A) we get

det P + A(p22 -132plI) - A2132 = -p,(A)213(A)2,

for all A E R Thus, we obtain the following equations for y and for the components
Pij of P :

PIIP22 - Pf2 = _y2, P22 -132plI = -2yl3.

Eliminating P22 we get (PlIl3 - y)2 = Pf2. So either

PI2 = PlIl3 - y

or

PI2 = Y - PlIl3.

Assume first that K I satisfies (38). Then

K [PlI PlIl3]
1= PlIY - 2y PlI132 - 2y13 .

Now observe that

(38)

(39)

K I - PlI K°= 2(PlIl3 - y) [~ ~ l
Notice that if y = PlIl3 then K I = PII Ko in contradiction to our assumption that
K I is not a multiple of Ko. Thus, we conclude that

(40)

One may easily check that IT I is a one-parameter family of 2D solutions.
Making a similar analysis for case (39), we obtain a solution IT2 C IT,where

(41)
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If IT contains IT1 but is larger than IT1 then our previous analysis shows that K E IT
must be either in IT1 or in IT2. But IT1 UIT2 is not a subspace .

In summary, a proper subspace IT is a solution of (27) if and only if it is a
rotated image of either A, Sym(lR2) , (35), (36), (37), (40), or (41) . We can now state
the result.

Theorem 9. Ifa proper subspace IT in the space ofall 2 x 2 matrices satisfies (27)
with A being the space ofsymmetric, trace-free2 x 2 matrices, then IT is a subspace
from the following list.

1. Sym(lR2)-the space ofsymmetric matrices;
2. ITo-the space of trace-free matrices;
3. A-the space ofsymmetric, trace-free matrices;
4.

ITp = {[: ~ ] : a + d = fJ(b - c)}, fJ ~ 0;

5. ITa = {v®a I V E lR2};
6. ITT .

a'
7. ITa,b=lR(a®b).

Observe that in our list items 1 and 2 are limiting cases of item 4: ITp -+ ITo,
when fJ -+ 0 and ITp -+ Sym(lR2), when fJ -+ 00. We also observe that A is the
intersection of ITPI and ITIh for any fJl ~ fJ2 .Also ITa ,b = ITbnITI . Thus , we need
to focus only on three subspaces from items 4, 5, and 6.

8.7.2. Checking sufficient conditions

According to Theorem 5 and our discuss ion above we need to check the 3- and 4-chain
property of subspaces n from items 4, 5, and 6 in the list above. Indeed, the intersection
of subspaces satisfying these properties must also satisfy them. The subspaces ITa
and nr are closed with respect to associative multiplication: K I AK2 E Il whenever
{KI, K2} c n. Thus the j -chain property is clearly satisfied for those subspaces.
The actual checking needs to be done only for the subspaces np.The checking can
be easily done with Maple-the symbolic algebra package . And indeed, we find that
np does satisfy 3- and 4-chain properties.

8.7.3. Returning to L variables

Now that we have a list of subspaces Il corresponding to exact relations, we need to
return to L variables . At the first glance the task before us is simply to compute

M = {Lo - [1 + Kr/(n)]-I KLo IKE ru, (42)

which is the inverse of W-transformation. However, we quickly realize that in order
to get explicit results, the computation in (42) is not so easy. Fortunately, we can often
simplify our job and sometimes avoid it altogether. One obvious observation that we
have already made is that if we have computed two exact relations then there is no
need to compute their intersection.
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In [21] we identified an especially simple class of exact relations: uniform field
relations (UFR). In general these are defined as

MI = {L E End(T) I La, = bl ,· .. , Las = bs}, (43)

for fixed uniform fields {aI, . . . , as, bl, . .. , bs} C T. These are easily recognizable
at the level of subspaces Il.

Theorem 10. The uniformfield relations (43) are in one-to-one correspondence with
subspaces VeT. The corresponding subspace Il is the annihilator of V:

Il = {K E End(T) I Kv = OVv E V} .

The subspaces Il, are annihilators of subspaces Va = lRa.L, where a.L = Sa.
Thus, the exact relations corresponding to subspaces Il, are the sets of positive
definite matrices L such that Lu = v for fixed vectors {u , v} C lR2. Obviously rI~

corresponds to the same class of exact relations, where L is replaced with LT .
The only exact relation here where we do need to compute something is rI,B.

The following theorems were proved in [21j to facilitate our task .

Theorem 11. Fix n E §2 . Let M be such that K (I" (n) - M) K E Il for all K E Il.
Then the invertible transformation WM = [S(L) - Mj-I maps MI into Il.

Recall that in our example of the 2D Hall effect, we found it easier not to
work with subspaces Il and A directly but rather with subspaces rI = X Il Y and
A = y-I AX-I. Accordingly, we fix n and define r = y-I r'(n)X- I .

Theorem 12. Let M be such that

K(r-M)KETI (44)

for all K E rI. Then the invertible transformation WM = [y-I S(L)X- I - Mj-I
maps MI into rI.

Applying this theorem to the case at hand with X and Y defined by (31) , we
obtain the inversion formula that we will use:

L = Uo +CiS - u~/2[1 + KMr lKu~/2 , (45)

where Uo and a are related to the reference medium Lo via (28). The utility of (45)
is in the fact that it allows us to compute the manifold

MI = {[I + KMj-1 K IKE TIl

using simplified objects M and Il. The actual exact relation is just an affine image
ofM.

- 1/2 1/2 - 2In our example, r = u ~ u, where u = U o n/luo n] . For Il = Sym(lR )
we easily see that M = 0 satisfies (44). So the exact relation M says that if we mix
materials with the same Hall coefficient ro then the mixture will have the same Hall
coefficient roo

Now let us compute the exact relation corresponding to rI,B . Here M = 0 does
not work, so we choose M = r = u ~ U . Observe that the choice M = r always
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satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12. In our simple example of the 2D Hall effect ,
the choice M = r is still simple enough for practical purposes. In other contexts
such as elasticity, thermoelectricity, or other coupled problems the matrix r is not so
simple, and other choices for M work (see [21] for such formidable examples as 3D
thermopiezoelectricity). Observe that the subspace TIpis a hyperplane defined by the
equation Tr(K Q) = 0, where

[
I -fJ]

~= fJ I .

Solving (45) for K, we obtain

K = [(P - L,)-l - u e uri, (46)

where L' = u;I/ZLu;I/Z, P = 1 + a'S and a' = adetu;l/Z. Since the answer
does not depend on the choice of the vector u, we can set u = (1, 0) and simplify the
equation Tr(K Q) = 0 with Maple. The result is written most conveniently in terms
of the conductivity tensor a and Hall coefficient r, so that L = u + rS:

detu + (r - a - fJJdetuo)z = (1 + fJ2) detuo. (47)

The exact relation we obtain can be written most concisely as

M = {(u, r) I det o + (r - ro)z = const}. (48)

This relation was first derived by Milton [37] (see also [14]). When fJ~ 0 the exact
relation (47) still retains the form (48). If fJ ~ 00 the exact relation (47) becomes
r = ro, first derived by Stroud and Bergman [47]. We note that the intersection of
exact relations (48) and r = 0 results in the well-known Keller-Dykhne-Mendelson
exact relation [13, 26, 36].

8.7.4. Exact relations with volume fractions

Very often exact relations are supplemented by other relations involving volume av
erages. For example, Hill's exact relation for elasticity mentioned in the Introduction
has an extra part:

(49)

where f.k is the common shear modulus , K(X) and K* are the local and effective bulk
moduli, respectively. In order to obtain these additional relations, we need to compute
the derived Jordan ideals for each subspace TI satisfying (27).

Definition 3. The derived Jordan ideal of the solution TI of (27) is the subspace

TIz = Span{KI *A Kzl {Kl, Kz} c TI, A E A},

where the Jordan multiplication *A is defined in (14).

Theorem 13. Let TIz be the derived Jordan ideal ofTI and suppose TIz =F TI. Let N
be the orthogonal complement ofTIz in TI. Then we have

PNWM(L*) = PN(WM(L(x))), (50)
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where PN denotes the orthogonal projection onto N and M satisfies the conditions
ofTheorem 11.

We actually computed the derived Jordan ideals for each subspace Il when we
were computing all the solutions of equation (27). The reader may go back and verify
that for each solution Il for the 2D Hall effect we have n2 = Il . The simplest context
where nontrivial derived Jordan ideals appear is 2D elasticity, which is a bit more
involved and therefore less suitable for the purposes of the present review than the
2D Hall effect. We refer the reader to [21], where there are plenty of exact relations
with nontrivial derived Jordan ideals and corresponding volume average relations.

8.7.5. Links between uncoupled problems

Now we can ask the following question: Is there a link between conducting and
thermal properties of a composite? More generally, is there a link between L * and
F*-the effective tensor for f(L(x)). This question has also been investigated in
[21], where f is some nonlinear map between End(7j) and End(72). The answer
uses the concept of the Jordan ideal.

Definition 4. A subspace K of a solution Il of (27) is called a Jordan ideal in Il if
K I *A K 2 E K for all A E A, all K I E K, and all K 2 En.

For example, the derived Jordan ideal is a Jordan ideal. As is customary in
algebra , an ideal is good for factoring over it. Let F = n/K be the factor space in
the sense of vector spaces. Then F has a set of well-defined Jordan multiplications:

- - def ~---;;;-
K I *A X2 = KI *A X2,

for all A E A and all {X I , K2} c Il, where X E F denotes the equivalence class
of X.

In order to treat the links between uncoupled problems we need to discuss
coupled problems, at least in passing . As we have argued in Section 8.3, each physical
context gives rise to a vector space T where the pair of relevant physical fields takes
its values. If we have two problems with spaces 7j and 72 then the vector space T
corresponding to a coupled problem is T =7j EEl 72. Exact relations for the coupled
problem would correspond to subspaces of End(7j EEl 72).

Definition 5. The links between uncoupled problems are those exact relations for
the coupled problem whose subspaces Il lie in the "block-diagonal" part End(7j) EEl
End(72) of End(7j EEl 72)·

The technical difficulty is that in general A '1= AI EEl A2. In [21] we were able
to avoid this difficulty by focusing on polycrystals, where we were able to replace the
subspace A by a single matrix f. Nevertheless, we can still state the general theorem.

In what follows , we use the notation [A , B) for

in order to save space.
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(52)

(51)

Theorem 14. Let TI C End(7i) ill End(12) be an exact relation. Define

TIl = {KI E End(7i) : [KI, K2] E TIforsome K2 E End(12)}'
TI2 = {K2 E End(12) : [K I, K2] E TIfor some K I E End(7i)}'
KI = {K I E End(7i) : [K 1,0] E TIl.
K2 = {K2 E End(12) : [0, K2] E TI}.

Then the subspaces TI j of End(7j), j = I, 2 are Jordan algebras in the sense of
equations (27). The subspaces K j C TI j , j = 1,2 are Jordan ideals. There is a
natural linear isomorphism <I> : ;:1 = TII/KI ~ TI2/K2 = ;:2 defined by the rule
K 2 = <I> (K I ) , whenever [K I , K 2] E TI. The map <I> is well defined and satisfies an
important additional condition:

- -, - -,
<I>(KI *Al K I) = <I>(KI) *A2 <I>(K I)

for every {K I, K'I} c TI I and every [AI, A2] E A

Please note that if [AI, A2] E A then, in general, A2 is not determined by AI
uniquely nor are AI and A2 independent. Therefore, the linear isomorphism <I> with
the property (52) is a Jordan algebra homomorphism.

For the specific example of the 2D Hall effect, we simply used the brute-force
Maple computation to figure outthe subspace A. Let Lo = [LI, L2] be the reference
medium through which the link M passes. As before it will be convenient to work
not with the subspace A directly but with the subspace A = y-I AX-I, where

X = [0',1/2,0'21/2] and Y = [LI, L2]X. Then A is described in terms of Ao =
{A E Sym(]R2) ITr(A) = O}, depending on what LI and L2 are.

Theorem 15. Let 0'j , j = 1,2 be the symmetric parts ofL l: Ifthere isa scalar s > 0
such that 0'2 = SUI, then A = {[A , A]: A E Ao}. Otherwise, A = Ao EI1 Ao.

Now that we know the subspace A, we can apply Theorem 14. First, consider
the case when 0'I and 0'2are not multiples of one another. Then we can set A2 = 0 in
(52) and, recalling that <I> is a bijection, conclude that for every (K I, K;} c TI I and

every AI E Ao we have K I *AI K'I = O. The meaning of that last relation is that the
ideal KI contains the derived ideal TIi. But we have already verified that there are
no nontrivial derived ideals in the context of the 2D Hall effect. In this case, we have
to conclude that KI = TIl resulting in the trivial link : [LI(X), L2(X)]* = [Lt, L;]
with no relation between L t and L;.

Now let us assume that 0'2 = SUI. Here we will get some interesting results.
We begin by finding all pairs of nested exact relations from the list in Theorem 9 (to
which the space End(]R2) is added) and checking if the smaller subspace in each pair
is a proper Jordan ideal of the larger. The checking is routine and may be automated
with Maple even for problems of large size. We find that none of the subs paces from
Theorem 9 is a Jordan ideal in any of the other subspaces, including End(]R2). Thus,
we must necessarily have that JCI and JC2 are zero subspaces and that <I> is a Jordan
isomorphism <I> : TI I ~ TI 2

(53)
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for all A E Ao.
We will now describe how to find all the Jordan isomorphisms <I> between the

subspaces ill and il2 satisfying (27). The method here is based on a nice relation
between 2 x 2 matrix algebra and complex arithmetic .To a complex number z = a+ib
we associate a vector n(z) = (a, b) E ]R2 and two 2 x 2 matrices :

[a-b] [a b]¢(z) = b a and 1{J(z) = b -a .

In the remaining part of this section , the bold lowercase letter will denote a 2D vector
corresponding to a complex number denoted by the same nonbold letter. In situations
where such simplified notation is inadequate we will use notation nO defined above.

The functions ¢ and 1{J enjoy many special properties. For example,

¢(z)u = n(zu) , 1{J(z)u = n(zu) .

As a corollary we have the following multiplicative identities :

¢(ZI)¢(Z2) = ¢(ZIZ2), ¢(Z})1{J(Z2) = 1{J(ZI Z2),

1{J(Z})¢(Z2) = 1{J(ZIZ2), 1{J(ZI)1{J(Z2) = ¢(ZIZ2) .

Observe that if <I> is the Jordan isomorphism between ill and il2 then dim ill =
dim il2 . Therefore, our strategy is to go through every dimension 1 through 4 and
determine all Jordan isomorph isms between subspaces Il from Theorem 9 of that
dimension .

Dimension 1. All 10 solutions of (27) have the form ila.b.

Proposition 1. The linear mapping <I> : ila,b --+ il c•d , defined by <I>(aflJb) = cflJd,
is a Jordan isomorphism between ila,band il c, d if and only if ab = cd.

Proof. For every A E Ao we have

(a flJ b)A(a flJ b) = (Aa . b)a flJ b.

Applying the mapping <I> to this relation and using the property (53), we obtain

(c flJ d)A(c flJ d) = (Aa . b)c flJ d.

Thus, we must have

Aa · b = Ac ·d (54)

for every A E Ao. Now observe that Ao = {1{J(z) I z E C}. Therefore, equation (54)
becomes 9l(Z(ab - cd)) = 0 for every Z E C. Thus, <I> is a Jordan isomorphism if
and only if ab = cd. 0

Dimension 2. There are three classes of 2D solutions of (27). We denoted them
Ao, ila , and nr·
Proposition 2. There are no Jordan isomorphisms between Ao and na and between
Ao and nr.The only Jordan isomorphism between Ao and Ao is the identity mapping.
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Proof Suppose <l> is the Jordan isomorphism between An and Da • Then there exists
a nonsingular matrix V such that <l>(y,(u)) = Vu ® a for all u E C. Applying the
Jordan isomorphism <l> to

(55)

we obtain

(Vu ® a)y,(z)(Vu ® a) = Vrr(u2Z) ® a.

Therefore, (y,(z)a ·Vu)u = u2z, which implies that uzmust be realforall {u, z} C C.
This is impossible, and therefore the Jordan isomorphism <l> between An and Da does
not exist. The Jordan isomorphism between An and Dr is also impossible. Indeed the
mapping K -+ K T is the Jordan isomorphism between Da and Dr. If there was a
Jordan isomorphism between An and Dr then there would be a Jordan isomorphism
between Ao and Da , which we proved does not exist.

Now let <l> be the Jordan isomorphism from An to itself. Then there exists a real
linear invertible mapping fJ : C -+ C such that <l>(y,(u)) = y,(fJ(u)) . Applying <l> to
(55) we get (fJ(u))2Z = fJ(u2Z). The linear map fJ has the form fJ(u) = 91u + 92U
for some complex numbers 91 and 92. Equating the coefficients at z and Z in

(91 u + 92U)2Z = 91U2Z + 92U2Z,

we obtain that 92 = 0 and 91 = 1. Thus, <l>(y,(u)) = y,(u) for all u E C. 0

Proposition 3. The unique Jordan isomorphism <l> between Da and Db is given by

<l>(v ® a) = ¢(ajb)v ® b.

The unique Jordan isomorphism <l> between Da and Dr is given by

<l>(v ® a) = b ® ¢(ajb)v.

The unique Jordan isomorphism <l> between Dr and Dr is given by

<l>(a ® v) = b ® ¢(ajb)v.

(56)

(57)

(58)

Proof For a linear isomorphism <l> between Il, and Db there exists a nonsingular
matrix V such that <l>(v ® a) = Vv ® b. Applying <l> to

(v ® a)y,(z)(v ® a) = (y,(z)a . v)v ® a,

we obtain

(Vv ® b)y,(z)(Vv ® b) = (y,(z)a . v) V v ® b.

Therefore, for every Z E C, we have V T y,(z)b = y,(z)a . The map Vasa map on C
can be written as

rr-I(Vu) = VIU + V2U

for some complex numbers VI and V2. Therefore, we have

VJzh + V2Zb = z'a.
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Equating coefficients at Z and Z we obtain that V2 = °and VI = a/b. Thus, (56) gives
the unique Jordan isomorphism between TIa and TIb.

Now, if l1> is a Jordan isomorphism between TIa and TIr then r 0 l1> is the Jordan
isomorphism between TIa and TIb ' where r(K) = K T . Hence there is a unique
Jordan isomorphism between TIa and TIr given by (57). Similarly, if l1> is a Jordan
isomorphism between TIr and TIr. then rol1>or is a Jordan isomorphism between TIa
and TIb • 0

Dimension 3. The 3D solutions of (27) are the subspaces TIp from Theorem 9.

Proposition 4. Forany pair {f3J , .82} c lR U(<X)} thereare two Jordan isomorphisms
between TIPI and TIP2given by

l1>(K) = ¢>(eia/2)K¢>(eia/2), l1>(K) = ¢>(ieia/2)K¢>(ieia/2), (59)

where ex is the unique solution in [0, zr) of

t () ..8-=..2_-...:.....8..:..-1an ex =-
I + .81.82

Proof Suppose l1> is the Jordan isomorphism between TIPI and TIP2 ' Observe that
Ao c TIp for any .8.We conclude that l1>(Ao) = Ao, sinceAo is not isomorphic to any
other Jordan algebra but itself. Moreover, the restriction of l1> to Ao must be the identity
map. Observe that any matrix K E TIPI can be written as K = x¢>(eiY1) + 1{!(u) ,
where ji, = - cot YI . Any linear map l1> from TIPI into TIP2 that is the identity on Ao
has the form

for some a E lR and p E <C. Here .82 = - cot }'2 . Applying the Jordan isomorphism
l1> to

(x¢>(eiy,) + 1{!(u))1{!(z)(x¢> (eiy,) + 1{!(u)) = 2x!Jt(zU)¢>(eiYI) + 1{!(x2z + u2Z) ,

we obtain

(ax¢>(eiY2) + 1{!(u+ xp))1{! (z)(ax¢>(eiY2) + 1{!(u + xp))

= 2xa!Jt(zu)¢> (eiY2) + 1{!(x2z + u2z+ 2x!Jt(zu)p).

Since any 2 x 2 matrix can be uniquely written as ¢>(Zl) + 1{!(Z2) we obtain, by
equating arguments of ¢>,

!Jt(zu) = !Jt(zu + xzp).

It follows, therefore, that p = 0. Equating arguments of 1{! , we get

x 2z + u2z= a2x2z + u2z.
It follows that either a = I or a = -I , corresponding to the two Jordan isomorph
isms given by (59). 0
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Theorem 16. If <I> is a Jordan isomorphism of End(]R2), then either <I>(K) =
¢(eia)K¢(eia) or <I>(K) = ¢(eia)KT ¢(eia). Moreover, all Jordan isomorphisms

between III and Il2-solutions of(27)-are restrictions of the Jordan isomorphisms
ofEnd(]R2) to Ill .

Before proving the theorem we remark that all Jordan isomorphisms <I> of
End(]R2) have the property

<I> (K IAK2) = <I>(KI)A<I>(K2),

for all A E Ao. Therefore, all the j-chain properties are obviously satisfied. Thus, all
the links that we find are stable under homogenization.

Proof. Let <I> be the Jordan isomorphism ofEnd(]R2) .lfwe restrict <I> to a 3D subspace
{x¢(eiy) + 1{!(u) I x E ]R, U E q then we have, according to Proposition 4,

<I>(x¢(ei y) + 1{!(u» = x¢(eiaei y) + 1{!(u) .

Therefore, for every y E [0, zr), every x E ]R and U E C

<I>(x¢(eiy) + 1{!(u» = x¢(eia(y)eiy) + 1{!(u).

But <I> is linear and therefore there are complex numbers PI and P2such that <I>(¢(z» =
¢(PI Z+ P2I). Consequently, eia (Y le iy = Plei y+P2e-iy. Thus, for every y E [O,rr)
we have Ipl + P2e-2iy I = 1. This equation says geometrically that the circle cen
tered at PI with radius IP21 is a subset of the unit circle. There are only two possi
bilities: PI = 0, Ip21 = 1 or P2 = 0, Iptl = 1. Thus, either <I>(¢(v) + 1{!(u» =
¢(eiav) +1{!(u) or <I>(¢(v) +1{!(u» = ¢(eialJ) +1{!(u). In the matrix notation, either
<I>(K) = ¢(eia/2)K¢(eia/2) or <I>(K) = ¢(eia/2)K T ¢(eia/2), and the first part of
the theorem is proved.

We have already described all the Jordan isomorphisms between solutions of
(27). It is now a simple matter to check that each one of the Jordan isomorphisms
described in Propositions 1-4 is indeed a restriction of one of the Jordan isomorphisms
of End(]R2). 0

We remark that the group of all Jordan isomorphisms of End(]R2) is isomorphic
to 0(2). Another remark is that Theorem 16 saves us a lot of work. All we have
to do is to compute the links between uncoupled problems for End(]R2). Any other
link is just a restriction of the global link to one of the exact relations computed
before. We also observe that the Jordan isomorphism r(K) = K T corresponds to
the link (L(x)T)* = (L*)T , which is a theorem of Murat and Tartar [40] that says
that if V (x) H-converges to L *(x) then (V (x)l H-converges to (L*(x)l. If we
combine this link with the links corresponding to <I>(K) = ¢(eia)K¢(eia) we will
obtain the links corresponding to <I>(K) = ¢(eia)KT¢(eia). All we have to do now
is to apply the method of Section 8.7.3 to the subspace

11 = {[K , ¢(eia)K¢(eia)]: K E End(]R2)}.
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According to the formula (46) we define L; = 0' ~ I12L I0' ~1/ 2 , PI = I +al S

and L~ = (ljs)0'~1/2L20'~1/2 , P2 = 1+ a2S. Then the link between LI and L2
has the form

[(P2 - L~)-I - U ~ urI = ¢(eia) [(PI - L;)-l - u ~ urI ¢(eia). (60)

The relation between L 1 and L2 does not depend on the choice of the unit vector u.
Indeed, we can rewrite (60) as

(P2 - L~)-l = ¢(e-ia)(PI - L;)-I¢(e-ia) + u ~ u - ¢(e-ia)u ~ ¢(eia)u.

Now we use our complex calculus to show that u ~ u - ¢(e-ia)u ~ ¢(eia)u does
not depend on the choice of the unit vector u. Indeed, a rank-I matrix a ~ b can be
written as (¢(ab) + 1{!(ab))j2. Thus, we have

u ~ u - ¢(e-ia)u ~ ¢(eia)u = (¢(1) + 1{!(u2))j2

- (¢(e-iaueiau) + 1{!(e-iaueiau))j2,

and therefore

L~ = P2 - [¢(e-ia)(PI - L 'I)-I¢(e- ia) + Sin(a)¢(ie-ia)r
l

• (61)

We examine the right-hand side of (61) with Maple and after a lengthy investigation
obtain the link in terms of the conductivity tensors 0' and the Hall coefficient r:

0'1 ro - rl
0'2 = Co 2 ,r2 = Co 2 + qe. (62)

(ro - rl) + det 0' 1 (ro - rl) + det 0' 1

where Co > 0, ro and qo are constants. This link was first obtained by Dykhne [12]
in a particular case of an isotropic composite made with two isotropic phases. In its
present form the link was first derived by Milton [37]. The links corresponding to the
the remaining Jordan isomorphisms can be obtained by combining (62) with the link
L2 = L[. In other words, the other set oflinks has the form (62) but with rl replaced
by -rl:

0'1 ro + 'J
0'2 = Co 2 ,r2 = Co 2 + qo· (63)vc + rl) + det 0' 1 (ro + rl) + det 0' 1

Following Milton [37], we observe that the trivial exact relation "rl (x) = 0 implies
ri = 0" transforms into the relation (48) according to the link (62) (or (63)).

Restricting the links to the case of conductivity we obtain the well-known re
sult [36, 39]

(O'(x)jdetO'(x))* = O'*jdetO'* .

It is possible to play further with the links and exact relations, applying them to the
case of two-phase composites, polycrystals, and such. We will not pursue this and
stop here.
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Our theory of exact relations permitted us to derive the following microstructure
independent results for effective properties of composites in the context of the 2D
Hall effect. All of them were previously known (see [12, 14, 37, 47]) . In a weak
magnetic field the local conducting properties of a 2D composite are described by the
nonsymmetric positive definite 2 x 2 matrix field L(x) = O'(x) + r(x)S. We have
obtained the following complete list of results.

1. If L(x)a = b for all x E Q then L*a = b.
2. If r(x) = ro then r* = roo
3. If L* is the effective tensor for L(x) then (L*)T is the effective tensor for

L(x)T .

4. If (r(x) - ro)2+det 0'(x) = Co for all x E Q then (r* - ro)2 +det 0'* = co.
5. If L * = 0'* + r* S is the effective tensor for L(x) = O'(x) + r(x)S then

L* =u* +r S is the effective tensor for L(x) =u(x) +r(x)S, where

__ O'(x)
O'(x) = Co 2 '

(ro - r(x» + det e ce)

and

__* 0'*
0' = Co ,vo - r*)2 + det 0'*

__ ro - r(x)
r(x)=co +qO

(ro - r(x»2 + det c (x)

~ ro -r*
r = Co 2 +qo.

(ro - r*) + det 0'*

Technically speaking, there are other results, but all of them are consequences of the
ones listed above . Our theory also guarantees that there are no other microstructure
independent equalities.

Throughout this paper we have described several important open questions in
the theory. We summarize them here.

• The polycrystalline G-closures possess an important convexity property that
was the cornerstone of the present paper. Can it be used to obtain a finite
geometric algorithm for constructing G-closures? Such a construction was
found by Francfort and Milton [15] for 2D conducting polycrystals, sug
gesting a positive answer to our question. For more detailed discussion see
Section 8.5.

• Equations (27) have to be solved in each physical setting to determine all
the exact relations there. So far we have been able to solve these equations
for problems of modest size, where the brute-force approach works. Yet,
equations (27) say that the subspace Il has special structure of the Jordan
algebra. Can this structure be used to help solve the equation? In fact, our
result [21, Theorem 5.2] suggests that the question is meaningful.

• Finally, there is the question of whether the sufficient conditions for a mani
fold to be an exact relation are also necessary. See the more detailed formu
lation of this question at the end of Section 8.6.
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9. A Multifield Theory for the Modeling
of the Macroscopic Behavior of Shape
Memory Materials

Davide Bemardini* and Thomas J. Pence!

Abstract. The macroscopic behavior of shape memory materials is modeled
within the framework of multifield theories . Two scalar fields and a second-order
tensor field are used as descriptors of the relevant microstructural phenomena. In
this way it is possible to allow for pseudoelasticity and shape memory effect, as
well as low and high temperature reorientation of Martensitic variants. The gen
eral aspects of the theory are discussed paying special attention to the treatment
of balance equations and to the exploitation of the constitutive structure , which is
characterized by the prescription ofa response function for the entropy production.
An example of an explicit model is also given.

9.1. Introduction and literature survey

The term shape memory material (SMM) describes a class of materials that exhibit,
at the macroscopic scale, the properties of pseudoelasticity and shape memory (see,
e.g., Otsuka and Shimizu, 1986, Otsuka and Wayman, 1998). These behaviors arise
in materials that transform between different solid phases in a manner that does
not require atomic diffusion. These transformations can be induced by mechanical,
thermal, or even magnetic, energy supply (Fischer et aI., 1994). Among the several
examples of materials belonging to this class, binary and ternary metallic alloys
like NiTi and CuZnAI are widely used in several fields of engineering, industry
and medicine (Melton, 1999). Pseudoelasticity refers to the ability of small changes
in stress to generate large, but bounded, changes in strain. Unloading mayor may
not reverse the deformation and recover the original shape, the determination being
dependent on the material temperature .The original shape is recovered on unloading at
high temperature, with the reverse deformation taking place at lower stress levels than
those associated with the original deformation . The original shape is not recovered at
low temperature meaning that a residual deformation remains after unloading . This
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residual deformation can be annihilated by heating, thus returning the material to its
original shape and yielding the so-called shape memory effect.

These effects arise because the high temperature phase , called Austenite and
abbreviated in this section by A, has a higher crystallographic symmetry than the
low temperature phase, called Martensite and abbreviated in this section by M. The
Austenite can therefore transform into one or more variants of Martensite that differ
mainly by their orientation relation to the Austenite parent. By contrast, all Martensite
variants tend to transform into a single common Austenite crystal structure. The dif
ferent crystallographic structures of Austenite and the Martensite variants account for
the large deformations at the macroscopic scale . Transformation from A to M gives
rise to variant combinations that are energetically favored in the prevailing stress
field, thus providing the high temperature pseudoelasticity. Transformations between
different M variant structures are also driven by changes in the stress field, thus pro
viding a low temperature pseudoelastic effect that is called reorientation. There is
hysteresis in transformation between A and M and in M variant reorientation. This
hysteresis accounts for the absence of shape recovery upon unloading at low temper
ature and also accounts for the lower stress values associated with shape recovery at
high temperature.

In this article we present a framework for describing these materials in the con
text of multifield theory. In addition to the usual field variables of position x and
temperature tJ, the existence of both A and M phases motivates additional scalar field
variables of Austenite phase fraction ~A and Martensite phase fraction ~M' In addition,
different M microstructures must be acknowledged due to the variety of variant com
binations within individual crystallite grains. In polycrystals, the grain texture then
gives rise at the macroscopic scale to what may be regarded as a continuous distribu
tion of different varieties of Martensite. These are distinguished here by an additional
second-order tensor field M that is characteristic of the effective macroscopic trans
formation strain of the Martensite. The additional fields ~A , ~M, M are subject to
balance principles with the same status as the standard balances of momentum and
entropy and participate in the energy balance with the same status as the usual fields.
This framework permits a unified description of shape memory, pseudoelasticity, re
orientation, and hysteresis as appropriate for a macroscopic model. The framework
developed here is limited to quasistatic processes and so is not appropriate for is
sues of wave propagation and inertial dynamics. FUlly dynamic processes could be
described by extensions to the present framework. Moreover, the present framework
is also limited to smooth processes, although again the associated extensions can be
contemplated so as to treat processes with various discontinuities in field variables.

Continuum descriptions for SMM materials are now abundant, although the
particular multifield framework presented here is apparently new. The variety of
continuum models for SMM are reviewed in various survey papers (e.g., Huo and
Muller, 1993; Fischer et al., 1996; Bernardini and Pence, 2002a). For the present
discussion we restrict attention to macroscopic constitutive theories for SMM that
either employ additional field variables similar to ~A and ~M or else employ some
notion of macroscopic transformation strain similar to M. In the latter case this is
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typically on the basis of mechanical analysis of variant combinations at finer length
scales .

Several models have been posed in the framework of continuum thermody
namics with internal variables (Coleman and Gurtin, 1967; Rice, 1971) where the
internal variables are quantities introduced in order to take into account some of the
microscopic scale phenomena and which are considered as arguments of the stan
dard response functions. They are constrained by ordinary differential constitutive
equations which are, usually, explicit in their rates. In the context of SMM, internal
variables typically include one or more phase fractions or macroscopic transformation
strains . The evolution of the phase transformations may then be governed by ordinary
differential equations in the internal variables rates, the phase transformation kinetics,
which are prescribed'constitutively at the outset.

Early application of the internal variable formalism to SMM focused on account
ing for uniaxial isothermal pseudoelasticity through the use a single scalar internal
variable equivalent to ~M (Tanaka et aI., 1986; Liang and Rogers, 1990). This inter
nal variable then evolves in response to changes in temperature and to changes in
a single component of stress . This evolution in these early treatments is governed
by a separate phase transformation kinetic. The kinetic is designed so as to initiate
and conclude the A to M and M to A transformations in appropriate regions of a
temperature-stress phase diagram. A limitation of this approach is that it is only able
to model a Martensite with fixed transformation strain, and thus unable to account
for both positive and negative stress and also unable to model the complete shape
memory effect. Even so, the inherent simplicity of this type of model has led to its
wide use for several applications exploiting the pseudoelastic effect under positive
uniaxial isothermal loading. By incorporating a second scalar internal variable to al
low for the distinction between stress-induced (or oriented) Martensite and thermally
induced (or unbiased) Martensite, these models can be extended so as to allow for the
shape memory effect in the context of uniaxial stress states and isothermal conditions
for mechanical loading (Brinson, 1993).

The models mentioned above directly pose stress-strain-temperature relations
with little attention to an overarching energetic structure. Such structure can be pro
vided in the context of uniaxial pseudoelasticity via minimization of a macroscopic
Helmholtz free energy function with dependence on the Martensite fraction ~M as in
Muller (1989). The resulting model was among the first to provide explanation for
the internal subloops observed under incomplete phase transformations. The approach
can in turn be extended to three-dimensional stress states by providing richer expres
sions for the free energy and formally positing a kinetic for the Martensite fraction
~M, with further refinement provided by decomposition of ~M into stress-induced and
thermally induced portions (Raniecki et aI., 1992; Raniecki and Lexcellent, 1994).
Other developments involve the use of Martensite fractions subject to constitutive
assumptions that allow also for reorientation of the Martensite variants (Boyd and
Lagoudas, 1996).

Many of the above models focus on isothermal behavior and also on loading
paths that involve complete phase transitions .A description of pseudoelastic behavior
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under arbitrary uniaxial thermomechanicalloads can be given through the use of a
transformation kinetic for the phase fraction that is based on Duhem-type differential
equations (Ivshin and Pence, 1994a, 1994b). This framework allows for a systematic
modeling of internal subloops and their shakedown behavior, as well as the tem
perature change induced during mechanical loading in adiabatic conditions and in
conditions involving convective heat transfer. Extensions that account for true shape
memory, low temperature reorientation, and tension/compression asymmetry can be
accomodated by extending the framework so as to decompose the Martensite phase
fraction into two separate fractions representative of different Martensite variants of
opposite orientation (Wu and Pence, 1998).

A standard feature of the above mentioned internal variable models is a transfor
mation kinetic for the phase fraction (either ~A or ~M) that is specified at the outset as a
direct constitutive assignment. A different approach involves a transformation kinetic
that is instead derived from a dissipation response function for the rate of entropy pro
duction, after enforcing restrictions induced by the balance equations (Rajagopal and
Srinivasa, 1999).1 Consequently, the constitutive prescription reduces to the specifi
cation of a free energy function and a dissipation function. While there are standard
forms for free energy in the context of uniaxial stress, standard expressions for the
dissipation function are lacking. Alternative forms for the dissipation function can
capture different hysteretic effects and provide correlation to various thermodynamic
process quantities (Bernardini and Pence, 2002b).

Less developed than the notion of a transformation kinetic for a phase fraction
scalar or a collection of phase fraction scalars is the notion of a transformation kinetic
for a tensor transformation strain internal variable such as M. A notable exception in
the context of infinitesimal strains is the model of Bondaryev and Wayman (1988),
which is also remarkable for its relatively early appearance. Their model provides an
account, in a three-dimensional setting, of both pseudoelasticity and reorientation. It
is based on the consideration of phase transformation strain as an internal variable so
that phase fractions then arise as multipliers of the corresponding flow rule. Further
developments in this direction have been given, by a suitably generalized plasticity
theory, in Lubliner and Auricchio (1996) and their subsequent works where also finite
element implementation is given.

With regard to the notion of describing a macroscopic tensor transformation
strain, much effort to date has focused on its determination on the basis of the current
local stress state using an effective continuum approach. Within this framework, each
point of the macroscopic continuum is put in correspondence with a representative
volume element (RVE) of a multiphase elastic material subjected to local transforma
tion strains that represent the effect of the difference in the crystallographic structure
of the phases. At the single crystal level, an Austenite matrix can support a specific
finite number of Martensite variants, the specific number based upon the reduction
of symmetry in the A to M transformation. Each M variant then has a characteristic

IA further feature of the model is a more systematic conception of transformation strain that is achei ved
by allowing the material to have multiple natural configurations.
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transformation strain with respect to a common A parent phase. This by itself does
not allow a direct description of macroscopic transformation strain in a polycrystal,
nor does it address certain issues related to crystallographic phase interfaces.I

Macroscopic descriptions of shape memory material behavior can be acheived
by considering averaging procedures upon assemblies of grains in an RVE where each
grain is endowed with an appropriate microstructure (Patoor et al., 1988; Siredey et
al., 1999). Numerous types of microstructural arrangements and averaging procedures
can be contemplated in this framework. These include RVEs consisting of nontex
tured assemblies of spherical grains with averaging based upon self-consistency. The
effect of specific texture can then be simulated using experimentally determined grain
orientation distribution functions (Gall and Sehitoglu, 1999). At the level of a single
crystal, an A matrix with M inclusions made of groups of self-accomodating variants
can be arranged so as to resemble experimentally observed wedge-like microstruc
tures prior to averaging (Gao and Brinson, 2000; Gao et al., 2000) . Alternatively,
averaging can be performed on polycrystals with an RVE consisting of a collection of
grains, each wholly in the A phase or wholly consisting of a single M variant. Although
the local transformation strain of each grain is then not strictly crystallographic, the
resulting description is suggestive of SMM behavior both in the high and in the low
temperaturature ranges (Sun and Hwang, 1994).

Dissipation can be included in such modeling by additional averaging over an
internal time scale that is representative of the transformation duration in order to
obtain an average dissipation rate and driving force . The phase transformations may
then be governed, macroscopically, by overall nucleation and propagation energetic
criteria that are obtained after integration of the corresponding local criteria over the
RVE and over the propagating interfaces. The final evolution equations then follow
by invoking an extremum principle, closely related with a maximum dissipation
requirement (Levitas, 1998).

Different elastic properties of the A and M phases can be accommodated in these
various averaging techniques, which in tum generates differences in the structure of
the macroscopic free energy. In particular, free energies for the above referenced
multidimensional treatments can follow from volume averaging over boundary value
problems of heterogeneous elastic materials with prescribed eigenstrains (Bernardini,
2001) . Macroscopic models then follow when such treatments are augmented with a
suitable phase transformation kinetic .

In this work the macroscopic thermomechanical behavior of SMM is modeled
within the framework of multijield theories (Capriz , 1989; Capriz, 2000 ; Mariano,
2001 and references therein) using microstructural descriptors consisting of both
scalar and second-order tensor fields. This approach does not seem to have been pre
viously pursued with reference to SMM. A specific feature of this approach is that

2Although not germane for the purpose of this article, it is worth noting that individual phase interfaces
are often modeled with the aid of nonconvex or multiwell stored energy functions . Analysis of individual
phase domains with distinguishable phase interfaces can then occur in both static situations (e.g., Ericksen,
1975; Falk, 1980; Ball and James , 1987; Bhattacharya and Kohn, 1997; Truskinovsky and Zanzotto ,
2002) and dynam ic situtations (e.g., Abeyaratne and Knowles , 1991; Pence, 1992; Rosakis and Tsai, 1995;
Truskinov sky, 1997).
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the descriptors are regarded as truly observable quantities which therefore directly
contribute to the balance equations. Each microstructural descriptor is governed by
its own balance which is required to be consistent with the observer invariance prin
ciple. The framework also naturally allows for spatial weak nonlocality by virtue of
a possible dependence on spatial gradients of the microstructural descriptors. This
allows also for refined descriptions of microstructural localization, which is an im
portant issue in modeling SMM . Some connection with certain aspects of the present
work can be found in Fried and Gurtin (1994) and in Fremond (1996) where balance
equations are also proposed for microstructural descriptors that, in their cases , are re
stricted to be scalar in nature . Here, in addition to the consideration of a second-order
tensor order parameter and certain other basic differences with respect to the general
development, we also explore additional issues with respect to the constitutive theory.

Specifically, as remarked above and developed in Section 9.3, the present model
takes as descriptors of the underlying microstructure two scalar fields ~A, ~M repre
senting the volume fractions of the Austenite and Martensite phases and a second
order tensor field M that defines the features of the particular arrangement of Marten
site variants. The macroscopic displacement is described by the placement field x
and the overall framework is required to satisfy an observer invariance principle as
discussed in Section 9.4. In Section 9.5, scalar balance equations are presented for the
fields ~A, ~M, and a second-order tensor balance equation is presented for the field
M . These accompany the usual balance equations for linear momentum, entropy, and
energy. Linear momentum balance is a vector equation that is regarded as the balance
associated with placement x, while the entropy balance introduces the temperature
field if into the formulation. The general constitutive structure as elaborated in Sec
tion 9.6 involves, as customary in multi field theories , the specification of response
functions for the volume and surface densities of the interactions and, in addition, also
includes a constitutive function for the entropy production. The fields ~A, ~M , M are
typically subject to various constraints that in tum give rise to reactive terms in the
response functions. The effect of these constraints, as well as possible constraints on
x, are considered in Section 9.7. Then in Section 9.8, restrictions on the constitutive
functions are derived from the balance equations. It is shown that the set of response
functions is completely determined in terms of two scalar functions: the free energy
function and the entropy production function .

In contrast to various other treatments for SMM, phase transformations are not
governed by relatively ad hoc criteria but rather, as discussed in Section 9.9, are
governed by the response functions for the free energy and entropy production via
the microstructural balance equations. The hypothesis of rate independence for SMM
transformation introduces natural memory parameters into the constitutive description
for the rate of entropy production. This accounts for hysteresis with respect to the fields
~A, ~M, M and so in particular describes incomplete transformation effects and the
generation of internal subloops in stress-strain response. The requirement of observer
invariance puts additional restrictions on the constitutive theory that identify natural
combinations of field variables for the constitutive dependence. An explicit example
involving linearized kinematics is presented in Section 9.10, which under appropriate
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specializations reproduces previous descriptions for pseudoelasticity and the shape
memory effect, while at the same time, providing a treatment for reorientation of
Martensitic variants at both low and high temperature .

9.2. Notation
The following conventions for tensor algebra will be used henceforth (Murdoch,
1978).Let E represent the three-dimensional Euclidean space with translation space
VE and scalar product. and let a , b, c, d , e, f E VE be six arbitrary vectors . Sim
ple second-, third-, and fourth-order tensors are thus defined via the dyadics in the
standard way:

a 18> b, a 18> b 18> c 18> d.

The corresponding general tensors and all the corresponding operations are defined
by linearity on a basis for VE. The scalar products between tensors of second- and
third-order are denoted by the same symbol- used for VE and, for simple tensors, reads

(a 18> b) . (d 18> e) = (a· d)(b . e),

(a 18> b 18> c) . (d 18> e 18> f) = (a· d)(b . e)(c . f).

Various types of contractions may apply; those used in this work are denoted by ~ , ~,

band are defined, on simple tensors, as follows:
I

(a 18> b 18> c) 0 (d 18> e) = (c· d)(a 18> b 18> e),
I

(a 18> b) 0 (c 18> d 18> e) = (b· c)(a 18> d 18> e),
2

(a 18> b 18> c) 0 (d 18> e) = (c· d)(b . e)a,
2

(a 18> b) 0 (c 18> d 18> e) = (b· c)(a . d)e,
2

(a 18> b 18> c 18> d) 0 (e 18> f) = (d- e)(c . f)(a 18> b),
3

(a 18> b 18> c) 0 (d 18> e 18> f) = (c· d)(b . e)(a . f).

Moreover, two types of transposition on third-order tensors are considered

(a 18> b 18> cl = (c 18> b 18> a), (a 18> b 18> c)" = (b 18> a 18> c),

the other possible transpositions being obtainable by their composition. Transposition
operations -, A, and T are defined on fourth-order tensors via

(a 18> b 18> c 18> d)~ = (d 18> b 18> c 18> a),

(a 18> b 18> c 18> df = (b 18> a 18> c 18> d),

(a 18> b 18> c 18> dl = (c 18> d 18> a 18> b).

All these tensorial notions can be extended also to the case in which different
copies of E are involved by considering combinations of vectors belonging to various
translation spaces. For ease of notation, the distinction between the various types of
tensors will be explicitly stressed only when strictly necessary. Specifically, this will
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be done in the case of two-point second-order tensors which are defined relative to
E and to its copy A, the latter with translation spaces VA. If g E VA, then both

a@g and g®a

furnish such a two-point tensor. Then one may interpret a ® g E Lin(VA, VE) and
g ® a E Lin(VE, VA).

9.3. Kinematics

The position in space of a body 113 is idealized by a bijection

X: 113 ~ E, (1)

which associates with each element p endowed with a distinct identity a point of E
indicated by x = X(p). The mapping X is said to define an apparent placement for
113 if the set l3 = X(I13) c E, obtained when p spans 113, is a Noll-Virga fit region
(Noll and Virga, 1988). Material elements p are acknowledged to be endowed with an
underlying crystallographic structure whose features can potentially affect the macro
scopic response of the body. In order to provide an idealization of this circumstance,
the logical path of multifield theories - is followed and the configuration of each p is
characterized, besides its position in space, by further attributes, selected via physical
considerations, as descriptors of the relevant features of the microstructure.

There exists extensive experimental evidence of the multiphase nature of SMM
(Otsuka and Shimizu, 1986; Otsuka and Wayman, 1998) that exhibits arrangements
of Austenite and variants of Martensite in microstructures of variable complexity
depending on several factors such as, for example, alloy composition, cold work,
annealing, and loading history. In the simplest case of single crystals subjected to
uniaxial stress states, a single correspondence variant pair of Martensitic variants is
usually observed (Gall et al., 1999), whereas for polycrystals under three-dimensional
stress states, the microstructure generally appears as an arrangement, within a grain
structure, of Austenite regions and many groups of variously twinned Martensite
variants (Fischer et al., 1994; Shield, 1995).

For the purpose of the present modeling, material elements are understood as
composed of an arrangement of an Austenite phase with a Martensite phase where, in
tum, the Martensite phase is endowed by further structure reflecting the possibility of
being composed by an assembly of variants. This kind of microstructure is introduced
in the theory by means of two kinds ofdescriptors: the volume fraction of the Austenite
and Martensite phases and a tensorial quantity that identifies the particular kind of
Martensite under consideration.

3The idea to endow material elements with further degrees of freedom is a long-standing one and. histor
ically. emerged in a variety of contexts . In this work we refer to the approach pursued in Capriz (1989).
Capriz (2000). Mariano (2001); however. various lines of development of the idea can be found in the
literature as. for example . in Eringen (1999) and the references therein.
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(3)

The volume fractions ofAustenite and Martensite are specified by a continuous
mapping

z: ~ ~ Z ~]R2

which associates with each p an ordered pair of real numbers (~A , ~M) = z(p) . The
set Z collects the physically admissible pairs (~A , ~M), also indicated by the bold
letter ~. The structure of Z is specified by equality and inequality constraints, i.e .,
Z = zeq n Zin with

zeq := {~ E ]R2Iw~q(~) = 0 (i = 1, , Meq) },

zin := {~ E ]R2Iwjn(~) ~ 0 (i = 1, , Min)},

where w~q and win are suitably smooth, scalar-valued, constraint functions so as to

render z- convex. Typical constraint functions that arise naturally from the definition
of the phase fractions involve Meq = 1, Min = 4 with

w~q = ~A +~M -1, (2)
in in t:

WI = ~A - 1, w2 = -.,A ,

in t: 1 in t:w3 =.,M -, w4 = -.,M ·

Each set Z =z(~) of elements belonging to Z is said to be a phase distribution for
!B, while the mapping z is a phase assignment for~.

The variant assembly within the Martensite phase is described by a continuous
mapping

(4)

(5)

which associates with each p a two-point second-order tensor M = m(p). The set M
of the physically admissible values of M is given by M = Meq n M in with

Meq := {M E Lin (VA , VE) I g~q(M) = 0 (j = 1, , N eq)},

Min := {M E Lin(VA, VE) I g1(M) s 0 (j = 1, , N in)},

for suitably smooth, scalar-valued, constraint functions g~q and g}n so as to render

Min convex. In (5) VA and VE are the translation spaces of two copies, A and E, of
the three-dimensional Euclidean space such that E is the space in which the actual
position of!B is represented (see (1)) whereas A is the representation space for the
position of ~ when it is in a fully Austenitic state. The tensor M may then be inter
preted, locally, as arising from a homogeneous microscale transplacement that would
convert an entirely Austenitic patch into another one composed completely of the
Martensite under consideration.' In particular, M = I is associated with a Martensite
that yields no macroscopic deformation (i.e., self-accommodated), whereas M :j:. I
implies that the Martensite is associated with a collection of variants giving rise to

4This interpretation is an attempt to introduce a purely kinematic description of the effect of the microstruc
ture on the macroscopic beha vior. This task can be formal ized rigorously by following, in a more explicit
way, the approach developed in Del Piero and Owen (1993 ).
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a net macroscopic deformation with respect to the Austenite. As regards constraints
upon M, an example motivated by the case in which microscale transplacement is
volume preserving and limited by crystallographic lattice shifts, is given by Neq = 1,
Ns« = I with

g~q(M) = detM - 1,

gln(M) = (M™ - I) . (M™ - I) _ (g*)2,

(6)

(7)

where g* is characteristic of the maximum "effective" lattice shift between the par
ticular Martensite under consideration and the Austenite. Each set M = m(IB) of
elements belonging to M is a Martensite distribution for IB, while the mapping mis
a Martensite assignment for lB.

The quantities ~ , M are therefore regarded as a complete representation of
the microstructure underlying each material element. They are independent since ,
at each point, independent variation of ~ and M may occur reflecting physically
meaningful different phase transformations. Specifically, a variation of ~ corresponds
to a proper Martensitic transformation (i.e., conversion of Austenite into a fixed kind
ofMartensite or vice versa) , while a variation ofM indicates that the kind of Martensite
is changed and so provides the other typical transformation observed in SMM, which
is usually called Martensite reorientation (Bernardini and Pence, 2002a). Martensite
reorientation provides the only transformational change when the material is in its
low temperature range.

Summarizing, the assignment of a configuration of the body is defined by the
action of the mappings X,z,mwhich assign to every p ElBa triple

C(p) := (X(p), Z(p) , m(p)} E E x Z x M.

Clearly, the configuration of the whole IB is the triple of subsets {B, Z, M}, respec
tively, of E, Z, and M. Such a configuration for IB is said to be admissible if B is a fit
region.

Given any two apparent placements B1 and B2, the apparent transplacement
from B1 to B2 is the bijective mapping X : B1 -+ B2 such hat

(8)

Therefore, taking any apparent placement n as reference, a material point labeling can
be established so as to yield mappings x,z, m from R:to any admissible configuration
B, Z, M in such a way that

B = x (n), Z = zen), M = men).

In what follows, the apparent placement n associated with undeformed Austenite
will be considered as reference. The elements of R: will be denoted by X.

A motion is a suitably regular time-parameterized family of configuration map
pings

x(X,t), z(X , t) , m(X , t)
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such that x = X(X, t), ~ = z(X , t), and M = m(X, t) denote the place and the
microstructure at time t of the material point that occupies the place X in R: Recall
also that, more explicitly, ~ stands for

~A = ZA(X, t) , ~M = ZM(X, t) .

FM := am(X, t) ,
ax

(9)

(10)

(11)

Provided suitable regularity is available, space and time derivatives of motions can
be evaluated (at least almost everywhere) giving rise to velocities

v := aX(X, t) V~A := aZA(X, t) V~M := aZM(X, t) yM := am(X, t)
at at ' at ' at

and gradients

F := aX(X,t), ¢A .= aZA(X,t) F~M:= aZM(X,t),
ax . ax' ax

where V~A , V~M are scalars; v, F~A , F~M are vectors; yM, F are two-point second-order
tensors and FM is a third-order tensor. The standard condition

detF > 0

follows from the invertibility of X upon excluding material inversion . Additional
equality constraints upon the placement may also apply in the form

C:q(F) = 0 (k = 1, , Peq),

Cln(F) :s 0 (k = 1, , Pin)

for suitably smooth constraint functions C:
q

and Cln. For example, a requirement of
isochoric deformation involves Peq = 1, Pin = 0 with

C~q(F) = det F - 1.

9.4. Observer dependence and invariance requirement

The above introduced kinematic fields, as well as the fields to be introduced in what
follows, are all susceptible to different representations by different observers . The
term observer here is understood as synonymous with the term/rame used in Capriz
and Virga (1990). Henceforth, attention will be restricted to observers that agree
upon the representation of spatial distance between points belonging to the same
instantaneous apparent placement. This is consistent not only with the Capriz-Virga
family of rigidly related frames but also with the interpretation in Murdoch (1982).
For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed that all observers agree also on the
representation of time.

Specifically, let the position of a generic material point p at time t bedescribed
by the places x(t) and x+ (t) for two separate observers. Since, by the above definition,
observers agree upon the simultaneous distance between points, there exists a vector
e(t) and a proper orthogonal tensor Q(t) such that

x+ (t) = e(t) +Q(t)x(t) . (12)
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Similarly, the placement of p in the reference configuration is represented as X+ and
X by the two observers, respectively, with

X+ = CO +QoX (13)

for vector Co and proper orthogonal tensor Qo (Murdoch, 2000). The different repre
sentations of the apparent transplacement gradient are then related by

F+ = QFQ6.

According to Capriz and Virga (1990) , it is assumed that the possible observer's
representations of the microstructural descriptors are related by a set of transforma
tions that form a continuous group that is the homomorphic image of the set of proper
orthogonal second-order tensors under a suitable mapping that is to be specified on
the basis of the physical significance of the descriptors. This assumption embodies
the idea that the microstructural phenomena under consideration are unaltered by
observer's translations.

Taking into account the nature of the phase fractions and of the tensor M, it is
stipulated that the microstructural descriptors are observer-independent (objective) in
the sense that the relations among the different representations given by the observers
obey the standard tensorial transformations (Ogden, 1997)

(~A)+ = ~A , (~M)+ = ~M , M+ = QMQ6· (14)

A basic postulate underlying the whole theory is that every observer agrees on the
physical behavior of the body, in the sense defined by the following:

Observer invariance principle: All observers must agree on the
judgment as to the validity of any statement involving quantities
susceptible to different representations by different observers.

Extensive usage of this principle will be made in the following with respect to balance
equations, constitutive equations and internal constraints.

9.5. Balance equations and entropy inequality

Balance equat ions for mass, linear momentum, energy, and entropy are assumed to
hold as for standard continua (Green and Naghdi, 1977; Muller, 1985; Silhavy, 1997).
In addition, according to Capriz (1989), the variations of configuration associated with
the change in the microstructural descriptors are assumed to give rise to balanced
microscopic linear momenta. The specific form of the balances is summarized in the
following:

Balance principle: Let P be an open subset, with suitably regular
boundary ap, of the reference apparent placementn of~ and let T
be some open time interval of interest. Then there exists an observer
relative to which the equations
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hold for every P ~ n and almost every time t E T, where

{3(o)(P, ap, t) := C(o)(P, t) - cI>(0)(ap, t) - S(o)(P, t) - p(o)(P, t) (15)

and (0) spans {p, p, p~A, p~M , pM, e, 1]}, respectively, denoting mass,
macroscopic linear momentum, microscopic linear momenta asso-
ciated with ~A , with ~M, with M, energy, and entropy.l

The various symbols introduced in (15) have the following physical meaning
relative to the field (0): C(o) denotes the content in P at time t; cI>(0) denotes the
rate of exchange through the surface ap with the external environment at time t;
S(o)(P, t) denotes the rate of supply to P by the external environment at time t; and
p(o)(P, t) denotes the rate of production to P at time t. Moreover, cI>(0), S(o), and
p(o) are assumed positive if the corresponding exchanges tend to increase the content
of (0) . Each of the four quantities involved in the balance equations are assumed
to be absolutely continuous with respect to the volume and surface measures in the
reference placement so that

C(o)(P, t) := hC(o) (X, t)dV,

S(o)(P, t):= hS(o) (X, t)dV,

cI>(0) (ap, t):= r cI>(0)(X, n(X), t)dA,
lap

p(o)(ap, t) := hp(o)(X, t)dV,

where n(X) is the outward unit normal to the reference surface ap at X, C(o) are
the field densities, cI>(0) are the surface exchange rates,S(o) are the bulk supply rates,
and P (0) are the bulk production rates. For the various balances, these densities are
assumed to be represented as follows .

Mass is a field that involves neither a surface exchange nor a bulk supply nor a
bulk production; i.e.,

cI>p(X, n, t) := 0, Sp(X, t) := 0,

Setting C p := p , the arbitrariness of P gives a local form of the mass balance as

p(X, t) = O. (16)

This property permits the remaining fields of linear momenta, energy, and entropy to
be specified in terms of mass density rather than volume density.

Concerning macroscopic and microscopic linear momenta the assumptions are
summarized in the table

(0) cI>(0) S(o) p(o)

P t pb pC
p~A t~A pb~A pIl~A ,
p~M t~M pb~M pIl~M

pM tM pbM pnM

5Clearly, the symbol f3(o) is assumedto accommodatedifferenttensorialordersas appropriateto the nature
of the fields (0).
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where t is the nominal traction and b is the body force per unit mass in the reference
placement as is standard in describing balance of macroscopic linear momentum
with respect to a reference placement. Also t~A , t~M , tM are interpreted as generalized
tractions; MA , MM, bM as generalized body forces per unit mass; and n«, rr~M, nM

as generalized self-forces per unit mass. In addition , suitable expressions must be
given for the content quantities ('(0) ' Mass density gives the macroinertia associated
with positional change and the standard expression Cp := pv applies . Corresponding
expressions are needed, in general, to describe inertia associated with the change
of microstructure (Capriz, 1989). As our purpose here is limited to a treatment of
quasistatic material behavior, all of these fields will be regarded as vanishingly small,
i.e., Cp = 0, ('p~A = Cp~M = 0, CpM = O. Summarizing, the above assumptions
yield

Pp = - { tdA - { pCb + f)dV,lap lp
f3 ~A = - { t~AdA - { p(b~A + rr~A)dV,

p lap lp
f3 ~M = - { t~MdA - { p(b~M + rr~M)dV,

p lap lp
PpM = - { tMdA - { p(bM + nBM)dV.

lap 11'
By assuming the continuity of the dependence of the surface exchange rates

upon the normal , the balanced nature of the interactions ensures that a generalized
Cauchy theorem holds also for the microstructural fields (Capriz and Virga, 1990).
This, together with suitable transformations to the reference placement, provides the
existence of referential macro- and microstresses such that

t = So,

where S is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, while the vectors S~A and S~M and the
third-order tensor SM are the generalized microstresses with respect to the reference
placement.

As regards the energy balance, energy is taken to be a field that does not involve
bulk production; i.e.,

P, =0.

In the present context, this is regarded as the appropriate statement of the first law
of thermodynamics. The remaining energy fields Ce, Se, <l>e are all decomposed into
a part that involves the macrorate v, the microrates V~A , V~M, VM , and a part that
is independent of these resolved rates . The latter are referred to as the thermal part .
Energy exchange through a surface and energy supply through the bulk are associated
with configurational changes involving not only change of place but also change of
microstructure. Hence, both the surface exchange density rate and the bulk supply
density rate are given by the sum of the contributions associated with each possible
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type of configurational change. Accordingly, the energy content density is

Ce := pe + K + K~A + K~M + KM

where the field e is the internal energy per unit mass and K, K~A, K~M, KM are
the kinetic energy fields associated with rates of position change, phase change, and
Martensite orientation change, respectively. These kinetic energy fields involve the
notions ofmacro- and microinertia alluded to above, which play no part in a quasistatic
descriptionandsoarealsoneglectedinwhatfollows;i.e.,K = K~A =K~M =KM =
O. Energy exchange through a surface and energy supply through the bulk are again
assumed to be given by the sum of contributions associated with each possible type
of configurational change as well as a thermal part, i.e.,

Se := p(b · v + b~AV~A + b~Mv~M + bM . yM +r),

<l>e := t· y + t~Av~A + t~Mv~M + tM . yM + h,

where rand h are the thermal energy bulk supply and surface exchange, respectively.
In combination this gives

f3e =.!!:.-- [ pedV - [ t· v + t ~A V~A + t~M V~M + tM . yM + hd A
dt lp lap
-hp (b . v + b~A V~A + b~M V~M + bM . yM + r)d V

The dependence of h upon normal D is again determined by a Cauchy theorem as

h = -q 'D,

where q is called the heat flux vector.
As regards the entropy balance, the surface exchange ct>1/' and the bulk supply

S1/ are assumed to be proportional, respectively, to hand r which are the analo
gous thermal quantities in the energy balance," The inverse of the common positive
proportionality factor is called the absolute temperature f), and thus

- h r
<l> ' - S '- P
1/'-~' 1/ '-~'

Further, defining IJ as the specific entropy content and r as the specific entropy
production, the content and the production terms are

so that finally

d h 1 h hr .f31/ = -d plJdV - -dA - p- + prdV.
t P ap f} P f}

In addition to the above balance equations, the second law of thermodynamics
gives an entropy inequality requiring, as customary, a nonnegative rate of entropy

6According to MUller (1967) , different assumptions can be made in this respect.
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(17)Prj = hprdV ~ O.

Here and in what follows it is assumed that all fields are sufficiently regular to
support the analytical tools, explicitly or implictly, invoked. Thus, the arbitrariness
of P yields the following local statements

Div(ST V + S~A V~A + S~M V~M + (SMl ~ vM - q)

+ p (b . v + b~A V~A + b~M V~M + bM . vM + r) = pi! ,

Div S + p(b + f) = 0, Div SM + p(bM+ nM) = 0, (18)

Divs~A + p(b~A + rr~A) = 0, Divs~M + p(b~M + rr~M) = 0,

- Div (#) +p (~+ r) = pry, pr ~ 0.

After inspection of the previous relations, it is recognized that 23 fields have
been introduced. In order to facilitate the next developments, any ordered 23-ple of
fields defined on n x T and belonging to a suitably smooth function space Yis said to
be a possible process for !B and it is denoted as y := {x, C, f, p, s} where the notation
emphasizes the different role played by the fields within the theory. In particular,
omitting the dependence upon (X, t),

configuration fields:
contents:
fluxes:
productions:
sources:

x:= {x, tJ, ~A , ~M, M},
C:= {p, e, 1]},
f := {S, q , S~A, S~M, SM},
p:= {f, r, n« , rr~M, nM},
S:= {b, r, b~A, b~M, bM } .

The set of possible processes Y collects all the 23-ples of fields whose elements,
individually, can be realized in some circumstance. However, in general, while the
realization of each single field is possible, not all combinations y describe real situa
tions. The processes which describe physically meaningful circumstances are called
admissible thermomechanical processes and belong to a set YA C Y which will be
singled out from Y after enforcing various requirements: balance equations, constitu
tive equations, internal constraints, and observer invariance. To this end, the effect of
balance equations on processes can be emphasized by writing compactly Ja(0

) (y) = 0,
with appropriate (0), for the balance equations in (18), and Jar (y) ~ °for the entropy
inequality again in (18).

The principle of observer invariance is now applied to the balance equations.
This will yield restrict ions on the possible processes so as to ensure that all observers
agree on the validity of the balances.

Specifically, let the balance equations associated with the observers measuring
placement x+ and xbe written , respectively, as fit) =°and ~(o) =0, where symbols
are defined in the obvious way in terms of the individual fields as measured by the
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observers, for example,

~e = kp(~ - il· y - ijgA\jgA - ijgM\jgM - ilM. yM - r)dV

- ( i . y + jtA \jgA + jtM \jgM + iM . yM + hd A.
lap

As regards the balance equations for the quasistatic theory, the observer invariance
principle thus requires that for every pair of observers,

f3~) = 0 <:} ~(o) = O. (19)

Transformation rules that augment (12)-(14) for the additional fields appearing in (19)
are derived from the assumption of their objectivity. Material time differentiation of
the transformation rules for the configuration fields yield the corresponding rules for
the various velocity terms

y+ = Q(y +u + Qx) ,

(vgM)+ = \jgM ,

(vgA)+ = \jgA,

(yM)+ = Q(QM + yM)Q6'

where u := QT C and Q := QT Q, a skew second-order tensor. The scalar field
quantities f), p, h, r, e, n, r share the same representation

f)+=J, p+=p, h+=h, r+=r, e+=e, rJ+ = ry, r+=r,
(20)

(tM)+ = QiMQ6'

(bM)+ = QilMQ6,

(nM)+ = QfIMQ6 ·

(tgM)+ = jtM ,

(bgM)+ = ijgM,

(f]gM)+ = fIgM,

while recalling that the theory is quasistatic, the standard and generalized tractions,
body forces , and self forces obey

t+ = Qi, (t gA)+ = jtA,

b+ = Qil, (bgA)+ = ijgA,

f+ = Qt, (f]gA)+ = fIgA,

It is immediate from the above expressions that

+ - + -
f3p =f3p , f3P~A =f3p~A'

f3t = QPp, f3~ = QPpMQ6,

whereupon the balances associated with p, p, pA , »". pM, .,., are automatically ob
server invariant. As regards observer invariance of the energy balance, it is noted if
Qo = I that

+ + - - -t . v = t . y + t . u + t . Qx ,
+ + - - -b . y = b . y + b . u + b . Qx,

(tM)+ . (yM)+ = tM .yM + iM . QM,

(bM)+ . (yM)+ = ilM . yM + ilM . QM,
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whereupon elementary manipulations give

fJ: = fie - ( i . u + i . Qx + 1M .QMdA
}ap

-Lp(i) . u + i) . Qx + i)M . QM)dV.

Terms involving Q can be rewritten as

i· Qx = Q . (i e x),

iM . QM = Q . (iMMT),
i) . Qx = Q . (i) ® x) ,

i)M . QM = Q . (i)MMT ) ,

(21)

which in tum gives

fJ: - :Be = -u . [lp idA +LPdV]

- Q . [lp i ® X+ iMMTdA +Lp(i) ® X+ i)MMT)dV] .

The arbitrariness in the choice of the observer measuring placement x+ implies
that the expression on the right of the equality in (21) must vanish for arbitrary vectors
u and arbitrary skew tensors Q . This gives that the first bracketed quantity (a vector)
must vanish identically and that the second bracketed quantity (a second-order tensor)
must be symmetric. Further, the arbitrariness in the choice of the observer measuring
placement ximplies that all conclusions with respect to these bracketed quantities
must hold with the overbar removed. This gives

{ tdA+ { pbdV=O,
}ap }p

skw[lpt®XdA+ LPb®XdV]
• yo ,

W

+ skw [ip tMMTdA +LpbMMTdV ] = O.
, T I

Z

Now, by virtue of t = Sn, the divergence theorem provides

LDivS + pbdV = 0 (22)

and

W=skw LSFT + (DivS+pb)®xdV.

Similarly, by virtue of tM = SMn, the divergence theorem gives

Z = skwLSM ~ (FM)T + (Div SM + pbM)MTdV,
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hence

skwhSFT + (Div S + pb) e x + SM ~ (FM)T + (Div SM + pbM)MT dV = O.

(23)

Note that the entropy inequality (17) is automatically observer invariant by virtue
of (20). Under suitable regularity of the various fields involved in (22) and (23), the
arbitrariness of P leads to the local statements

DivS+ pb = 0,

skw[SF T + (Div S + pb) e x + SM ~ (FM)T + (Div SM + pbM)MT ] = O. (24)

Thus the relations (24) express the restrictions induced on the processes y by
the request of observer invariance of the balance equations . As a companion to the
compact notation lB(o)(y) = 0 for the balance equations in (18), the observer invari
ance requirements (24) will be referred to as IBU(y) = 0 and lBu(y) = O. It is now
possible to summarize the effect of balance equations on the possible processes in the
following .

Definition 1. A process y E V is said to be consistent with balance equations IB
or, equivalently, y E Vlli C V, if, after substitution of y into (18), the resulting
relations

IB(O)(y) = 0, IBf (y) 2: 0

hold true for every (0) spanning the fields {p , p, p~A, p~M , pM, e, I']}and almost every
(X, t) E B x T . If, in addition,

then y is said to be objectively consistent with balance equations 1B, or y E Viii" C Vlli .

9.6. Constitutive assumptions

Not all processes y E Vlli are relevant for modeling the behavior of shape memory
materials, since the above definition applies equally to all materials whose microstruc
ture can be described by two scalars and an objective two-point second-order tensor.
In order to characterize specific materials and environments, constitutive equations
are added via relations between the configuration fields X and

r '- {,f, S ~A ~M SM f r n~A n~M OM}.- 't',7] , ,q, S ,s, , " , , ,
-......-- ' v " v '

C f P (25)

5 = {b, r, b~A, b~M, bM } .

Here and in what follows, the definition of c is updated so as to eliminate mass density
p, which is completely determined by (16), and to replace internal energy in favor of
the Helmholtz free energy

1/J := e - t'J1'] . (26)
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(27)

According to Noll (1973), constitutive equations for rand S are called, respectively,
internal if they characterize the constitution of the material and external if they
characterize the interactions of the body with the environment. Both of them are
specified according to the following:

Constitutive principle: Let the symbol ex span the fields in (r, s].
Then, relative to a given observer, there exist suitably regular con
stitutive functions/ Ca such that

ex(X, t) = Ca[Xa(x)];

i.e., the value of the field ex at (X, t) equals the value of the constitu
tive function Ca at Xa(X), where Xa(x) denotes the result of some
operation that extracts the arguments of the Cas from the fields x.

In the most general case, the Xas might be identified with functions that extract
from X the past history up to the time t so that the constitutive equations would be
affected by the past history of all the fields X all over the whole body. However,
usually, this level of generality is not manageable nor actually needed and therefore
the Xas are restricted by further assumptions that reflect the specific degree of space
and time nonlocality of the theory. When specialized to r, the above principle requires
the assignment of 5 constitutive functions

s := (I>,r,/}A, /}M, bM}
that characterize an environment, while relative to S, it requires the assignment of 12
constitutive functions, also called response functions,

~ ~ ~ ~ -;:; -;:; c:M ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~MlR.:={1f!,1],S,q,sA,sM,S ,f,r,DA,DM,n} (28)

that characterize a material. Two different observers will, in general, give differ
ent representations of the constitutive functions, say C;t" and Ca (Murdoch, 1982).
However, such representations must obey the observer invariance principle in the
sense that

ex+ = C:[Xa(x+)] {} Ci=Ca[Xa(X)], (29)

where x", ex+ and X, Ciare the different representations of the relevant fields as given
by the two observers (ex E (r, s}).

Definition 2. A process y E Y is said to be consistent with the constitutive func
tions C or, equivalently, y EYe c Y if after substitution of y in (27) the resulting
relations

ex(X, t) = Ca[Xa(x)]

hold true for every ex E {r, s} and almost every (X, t) E B x T. If, in addition, y
satisfies (29) for every pair of observers, then y is said to be objectively consistent
with the constitutive functions C, or y EYe eYe.

7The term function is used throughout without attempting to pursue the distinctions implied by other
terms likefunction,functional, operator. The meaning can be inferred from the nature of the domain and
codomain.
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If Xc is the set, assumed to be nonempty, of fields X such that all constitutive
functions C are simultaneously defined, then any process in YC has the form

y = {X, IR[X(X)],§[X(x)]} for some X E Xc

and it is said that y is induced by the configuration fields X through C. If, furthermore,
the external constitutive functions § are such that the linear momenta and entropy
balances are fulfilled for every X and 1R[X (x)], then S are said to sustain the process y.

The particular type of constitutive assignment to be considered here motivates
the notation

e := {F, lJ} ,

which distinguishes between the relevant macroscopic fields, collected in e, from the
microstructural fields and their gradients , collected in m. Moreover, the referential
temperature gradient g(X, t ) shall denote the derivative of the temperature field with
respect to X; i.e.,

alJ(X,t)
g = ax

A further notational tool is required to distinguish the values of the fields at (X, t) ,

g:= {el(X,I)}, m := {ml(X,I)}, ~:= g! (X,t),

from the difference history up to the time t at X of the fields m (Coleman, 1964),
which is indicated as

md(s):= {(~A,~M,M,¢A,F~M,FM)ld(X,S)},

where, for example,

Md(X, s) := M(X, t - s) - M(X, t) for s ~ O.

Summarizing, henceforth the underscore will mean field-evaluation at (X, t ) while
juxtaposition of d(S) will mean difference history up to the time tat X.

Taking advantage of this notation , it is now easy to indicate which particular
Xas are adopted here. Sources are specified by a direct field assignment, equivalent
to 15 scalar fields, and Xas degenerate into

Xa := {X, t} for ex E S = {b, r, b~A, b~M, bM }.

The response function for the entropy production r is assumed to depend on the actual
value of e, g, m, as well as on the past history of m; i.e.,

Xr := {~, g, m, m(s); X} .

All other response functions, equivalent to 61 scalar functions, are assumed to depend
only on the present values of e,g, m; i.e.,

Xa := {g, g, m; X} for ex = {1ft , 11, s,q , S~A, S~M , SM, f, n«, n~M, OM} . (30)

The dependence on the past history of the microstructural descriptors is introduced
in order to model the hysteresis typically observed in SMM, while the fact that this
dependence here applies only to r has been introduced for the sake of simplicity.
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(31)

In view of the central role that the entropy production function will play in
the theory, additional structure is now attributed to r to reflect some basic physical
assumptions. It is assumed that it is possible to resolve additively two uncoupled
contributions to the entropy production. One contribution r H C is due to the heat con
duction. The other contribution r PT is due to the dissipative mechanisms associated
with the phase transformations and Martensite reorientation; i.e.,

I'(X, t) = rHcCX, t) + rPT(X, t) .

Moreover, the dependence on the past history of the microstructural fields applies
only to the latter contribution so that

lr HcCx , t) = rHCCg, g, m; X),

rPT(X, t) = rPTCg, m,m(s) ; X).

Since r enters the theory, not directly, but only through its time derivative at time t,
the constitutive functions rHC and rPT are now further restricted by two hypotheses
that characterize the present values of their time derivative. First, it is assumed that
the function rHC is such that

. 1 ~

r HcCX, t) = f.2~· KCg,~' m; X)~'

where K is a positive-definite, symmetric, second-order, tensor-valued constitutive
function (the heat conduction tensor) .

Second, it is assumed that the function rPT is rate independent in the sense
that it is unaltered by time rescalings. More precisely (Owen and Williams, 1968),
for any increasing continuous function qJ of the elapsed time s that maps [0, 00] into
itself, the function rPT satisfies

(32)

The hypothesis (32) stems from experimental observations that, to within effects in
duced by the thermomechanical coupling, the quasistatic progress of SMM phase
transformation is practically insensitive to rate of mechanical load application and
rate of induced temperature change (Otsuka and Shimizu, 1986).8 This observation
is often regarded as due to the fact that atomic diffusion is not required for Austenite
Martensite phase transformation or for Martensite reorientation (Fischer et al., 1994) .
Hypothesis (32) imparts special significance to instants of time at which m(s) un
dergoes reversal. For scalar-valued fields this notion is straightforward and can be
described with the aid of a monotonicity partition of the past into a class of intervals
during which the field either increases, remains constant, or decreases. When a suit
able order relation and a notion of piecewise-monotonicity are available for vector
and tensor-valued fields, the set of switching instants {tiliEJa (Ja is an index set
and ex spans the fields in rn) can be defined as those instants that partition the past

8Time scales introduced by thermomechanical coupling (e.g., mechanical loading in a convective envi
ronment) will however confer rate dependence in this setting and so are consistent with this notion of rate
independence (lvshin and Pence. 1994b).
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(34)

into subintervals where the fields preserve their monotonicity. The set of the values
attained by the microstructural fields at the switching instants is denoted

!!1 := {exltr for every ex E m and i E Ja} .

Under suitable regularity assumptions, a time derivative at t of the function r PT can
be defined according to Owen and Williams (1969) and it is denoted as rPT, after
omission of the caret for the sake of simplicity. The following representation for r PT

can then be obtained.

. ~ ~ M ' ~A • ~M .;.M . • •Theorem 1. Let m := {.!L A,.!L M,! ,I ,I ,!: } and g := {I, ft.} . Suppose that
r PT is rate independent in the above sense and m(s) is piecewise monotone. Then
there exist two continuous functions, A m and A8, of (g, m,!!1) such that

rPT[g, m, m(s)] = Am(g, m, mj ) · m+ A8(g, m, nu g, (33)

where the notation- denotes the appropriate scalar products.

The theorem can be proved by a combination of arguments from Owen and
Williams (1969) and Brokate and Sprekels (1995) and so provides theoreticaljustifi
cation for the introduction of the discrete memory parameters, here denoted by !!1 ,
which in the SMM literature have often been introduced in order to describe internal
subloops (see, e.g., Ivshin and Pence, 1994b; Rajagopal and Srinivasa, 1999). More
explicitly and for later use, equation (33) can also be written as

rPT = A~A~A + A~M~M + AM. vM + A~A . F~A

+ AF~M . F~M + AF
M

• FM + AF . F+ A~U,

where it is remarked that all the rates are evaluated at (X, t) .

9.7. Internal constraints

Various internal constraints have already been introduced in order to delimit the phys
ically admissible values of the microstructural fields and of the apparent transplace
ment gradient. For convenience, they are recalled below

w~q(~) = 0, g;q(M) = 0,

win(~) s 0, g1(M):::: 0,

eq
Ck (F) = 0,

cin(F) < °k - ,

(i, j, k) = I, , (Meq , Neq, Peq) ,

(i, j , k) = I, , (Min, Nin, Pin),
(35)

which, compactly, can also be written as

JI))eq(x) = 0, (36)

The observer invariance principle applied to (35) requires that all the constraint func
tions satisfy, for all proper orthogonal tensors Q(t) and Qo,
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(37)

(38)

gjq(M) = gjq[Q(t)MQ6], CZq(F) = CZ
q[Q(t)FQ6],

(j, k) = 1, ... , (Neq, Peq),

gt(M) = g}n[Q(t)MQ6], Cln(F ) = Cln[Q(t )FQ6 ]'

(j, k) = 1, . . . , (Nin, Pin)'

It is noted that examples (6), (11) satisfy (37).
The effect of the constraints on the possible processes is summarized in the

following.

Definition 3. A process y E Y is said to be consistent with the constraints II)) or,
equivalently, y E YD C Y if after substitution of y into (36) the resulting relations
hold true for almost every (X, t) E B x T. If, in addition, the constraint functions
satisfy (37), y is said to be objectively consistent with the constraints, ory E Vii) C YlIJi'

For the next developments it is necessary to obtain explicit expressions of the
effect of the constraints on the present values of the rates of the constrained quantities .
This is provided by the following.

Lemma 1. Let Ybe a process consistent with the constraints (35)for suitably regular
constraint functions. Thenfor almost every (X, t) E B x T ,

So ·F = 0,

n~ .vM +S~ . FM = 0,

rrgAV~A + rrgMV~M + sgA.~A + sgM • ~M = 0,

for any

such that

rr~A '= rr~A + rr~Ao· eq In'

rr~M '= rr~M + rr~Mo· eq In '

n~ := n~+n~,

i A '= S~A +lAo · eq In'

S~M ' - S~M + S~Mo .- eq in '

S~ := S~ +S~ ,

So := Seq+ Sin,

(39)

(40)
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(41)

with arbitrary scalar fields a?, a~q , P~q, arbitrary vector fields cjq, c~q. Moreover,

the quantities TIf:, TIf:,n~, sf:, sf:,S~, Sin have the same structure as (40) and
(41) but involve arbitrary nonpositive scalar fields a~n s 0, a)n s 0, p1n :::: °and

arbitrary componentwise nonpositive vectors fields C)n s 0, c)n s °whenever the
associated inequality constraint in (37) is satisfied with strict equality.

Proof The contribution of the equality constraints to (38)-(41) follow afterdifferenti
ation of the constraints, combination ofthe derivatives by arbitrary fields a?, a~q , P~q ,

cjq,c~q ,and subsequent application of the chain rule. To obtain the contribution of the

inequality constraints, consider that whenever w)n[~(x, t)] < 0, g)n[M(X, t)] < 0,

C1n[F(X, t)] < 0, then each constraint can either decrease, increase , or remain con
stant. However, whenever one or more constraints become active , i.e., satisfied as
equalities, then the right time derivati ves of the constraints are restricted to be non
posit ive. The same applies to each single component of the spatial gradient of the
active constraints. Accordingly, standard complementarity relat ions follow,

c!n < 0
I - ,

where the time derivatives are understood from the right and the nonpositiveness of
the vectors c1 and c)n is componentwise. The relevant part of (38}-(41) then follows
by application of the chain rule . 0

This lemma provides a characterization of the effect of the constraints on the
present values of the rates of the constrained quantities, i.e., V~A, V~M , vM , F~A, F~M ,

F· M F' Th bi fi ld eq - eq eq eq -eq in xin in in xin & d, ' e ar itrary e s a j ,aj , Pk ' Cj 'Cj ,aj ,a j ,Pk ' Cj 'C j are rererre
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to as the reactions of the constraints and are assumed to exist for every choice of
the configurational fields x. A standard physical interpretation for these reactions
is in terms of productions and stresses that enforce the constraints. The reaction
associated with an inequality constraint vanishes when the inequality is strict. Under
these circumstances the inequality constraint is said to be inactive. In contrast, equality
constraints are always active.

For the case (11), the definitions (41) give

S eqF-T
eq = PI

so that P~q is the hydrostatic pressure. For the case (2), the definitions (40) and
(41) give reactive productions and reactive micros tresses for phase transformation in
the form

n~A = n~M = lieq
eq eq I '

For the case (6), the definitions (40) and (41) give reactive productions and reactive
microstresses for Martensite reorientation in the form

9.8. Characterization of admissible processes

Combining Definitions 1, 2, and 3, it is finally possible to identify the processes
actually relevant for the theory.

Definition 4. A process y E Y is said to be an admissible thermomechanical process
with respect to balance equations B, constitutive functions C, and internal constraints
1IJl if

(42)

The aim of the next developments is to find aprocedure that can ultimately lead to
boundary value problems whose solutions describe admissible processes. To this end,
it is assumed that, for every choice of the configuration fields x, there exist constitutive
functions Cx such that the process induced by X through Cx is consistent with balance
equations (Dunn and Serrin, 1985). It follows therefore that the characterization of
YIt. can be reduced to the search for suitable constitutive functions.

The next lemma provides conditions on the constitutive functions that ensure the
simultaneous consistency of a process with both balance and constitutive equations.
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Lemma 2. Let Y EYe n Yn be a process consistent with the constitutive functions
C = {JR, S] and with the constraints III Then y E YB if and only if the external
constitutive functions § sustain y and the response functions JR satisfy

~ aVl F
S = P aF + pl'J A + So,

q= -pKg,

~A = P aVl + pl'JA~A _ pS~A
aF~A 0 '

~M = P aVl + pl'JA~M _ pS~M
aF~M 0 '

'C:M aVI FM M
S = P aFM + pl'JA - pSo '

(43)

for some choice of the arbitrary fields in (40), (41).

Proof To prove necessity, assume that y = (x, r, 5} is consistent with the balance
equations . Then the balance equations for the linear momenta and entropy are satis
fied; i.e.,

M
BP (y) = O. (44)

Now since (44) are affine and decoupled in the sources, one can solve these for 5 and
substitute the result into Be(y) = 0 which, after using (26) and the assignments (28),
gives

- pr.Y - pfi~AV~A - pfi~MV~M _ pftM. yM

+S.F+~A . ¢ A+~M . F~M +SM .FM

q .. .
- -;J . g - pY/l'J - p1{t - pl'Jr = o.

(45)

with,fr = dVl/dt and r = if/dt. Since y E Yn. the previous lemma applies and
the three equations in (38) multiplied by the respective factors -1 , p, P can be added
to the left-hand side of (45) without altering its value. By using the chain rule for ,fr
and the representations of tin (31) and (34) it follows that (45) becomes
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(

-- PI )-- a1/1 F aCk'S-p--p{}A -"Pk- ·F
aF ~ aF

(
__ aV; ,,). -- aV;. 1 (__ --)

- P 17 + - + {}A {} - pf· y - p-. g - - q + pKg . geo ag {}

(

-- MI 2 )-- a1/1 aWj _ a Wj _
- p n~A + - + {}A~A - L -r-:at + __~A . Cj V~A

a~A j=1 a~A a~1

. ( -- MI 2 )__ a1/1 aw' a W·
- P n~M +-- + {} A ~M - L --' iij +--'~M . Cj V~M

a~M j=1 a~M a~'lt

(

-- NI 2 )--M a1/1 agj a s, 2 MIT M
-p n +-+{}AM-"aj-+--zo(F OCj) -v

aM f;r aM aM

( -- Ml)a1/1 A aWj .
+ ~A_p---p{}A¢ +p"-Cj ·F~A

aF~A ~ a~A
,=1

(
-- Ml)a1/1 ¢M aWj _ .

+ ~M _p__ -p{}A +p "--Cj .~M
aF~M ~ a~M

,=1

( -- Nl)<;M a1/1 FM agj . M+ S -P-M -p{}A +p "-tg)Cj ·F =0.
aF f;r aM

(46)

For the sake of readability, the effects of the equality and inequality constraints in
(39) have been condensed into the same symbol. The actual meaning should be clear
from (39)-(41). The left-hand side of (46) depends on (X, t) via substitution of the
configuration fields X into the response functions. Since y E YC, it is induced by
some configuration field x. Since y is arbitrary in Yc,due to the assumption following
Definition 3, (46) holds for every choice of x. Then S sustains y.Taking into account
h bitrari f h fi ld eq -eq eq eq -eq d in -in in in -in htear itranness 0 tee s Ch 'Ck . r , ,ah ,ak an Ch, Ck . r ; ,ah ,ak ,t e rates
V~A, V~M, yM, F~A , F~M,FM, Fcan take arbitrary values at (X, t) independently from
~. Hence the parenthesized terms, which in general can depend on ~ and on the past
history of the microstructural fields but not on the present values of the above rates,
vanish, hence establishing (43). Sufficiency follows by direct substitution. 0

The principle benefit of this lemma is to reduce the constitutive assignment for
the response functions 1R to the specification of two functions, namely V; and r.

Following Murdoch (1982), objectivity conditions for V; and r can be enforced
by the requirement that

-- M--1/1(... ,F, M, F ) = 1/IQ
-- M M --I'I .. . ,F, M, F ,M(s), F (s)] = rQ

(47)
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-...- 1 M
1{!Q := 1{!( •• • ,QF, QM, Q 0 F )
-- -- I M I MfQ := I'I.. . ,QF, QM, Q 0 F ,Q(s)M(s), Q(s) 0 F (s)]
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(48)

for every proper orthogonal tensor Q and every proper orthogonal tensor history Q(s)
such that Q(O) = Q. It follows by direct calculation on (43) using (47), (48), (37)
that the remaining response functions in JR are then also objective.

Definition 5. A set of constitutive functions C = {JR, S] is said to be an admissible
constitutive assignment if, for every y EYe: (i) JR obey (43) and (47), (ii) lffir (y) ~ 0,
(iii) S sustains y.

We are now in position to characterize admissible processes .

Theorem 2. Let C be an admissible constituti ve assignment, then a process y E Y
is an admissible thermomechanical process for l3 over T if and only if

lffiP(y) = 0, lffiP~A (y) = 0, lffiP~M (y) = 0,

for almost every (X, t) E l3 x T.

M
lffiP (y) = 0, (49)

Proof Necessity is immediate. As regards sufficiency, there is only the need to prove
consistency with the energy balance and observer invariance. The observer invariance
of constitutive equations is ensured by hypothesis via Definition 5. The condition
lffie(y) = 0 follows from (43) in conjunction with the subsequent discussion. Due to
f = °and f = f the condition lffiP(y) = °gives lffiU(y) = 0. Therefore, it remains
only to show that lffiS!(y) = 0. To this end observe from lffiU(y) = 0, lffipM (y) = 0 that
lffiS!(y) = 0 is equivalent to

Substituting from the expressions for S, 8M, and OM gives, after rearrangement,
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[av; aV; 2 ( )T aV; ]pskw aFFT + aFM 0 F
M + aM MT

+PUSkW[AFFT+AFM~(FM/ +AMMT]

+~P~q skw [a~fFT] - pI:ajq skw [aatMT]
k=1 J=1

- P~'kW [Ca~ ® ci) ~ (¥'I)' + (~':;: ~ (¥'I ~ cin M
T

]

+ "i=plnskw [a~:n F
T

] _ p~a~n skw [:~MT
]

k=1 J=1

- P~ skw [ (:~ ® c~) ~ (¥'I)' + (::1: ~ (¥'I ~ c)"nM
T

] = 0

(50)

It can now be shown that each of the bracketed second-order tensors in (50) is indi
vidually symmetric. To show this for the first one consider the observer invariance
on V; for a parametrized smooth family of proper orthogonal tensors Q(A) so that

..... 1 M..... M1/1[•. . ,Q(A)F, Q(A)M, Q(A) 0 F ] = 1/1(. . . , F, M, F ). (51)

For an arbitrary skew tensor W pick Q(A) such that

Q(O) = I, a~~A) 1>..=0 = W.

Differentiating (51) with respect to Aand setting A= 0 yields

[av; FT + aV; ~ (FM)T + aV; MT] .W = O. (52)
aF aFM aM

Since (52) holds for arbitrary skew W it follows that the bracketed tensor is symmetric.
Similar arguments using the objectivity of f PT from (47), (48), and the observer
invariance of the constraints (37) give the symmetry of the other bracketed tensors

~~~ 0

9.9. Statement of specific problems

After the above discussion of the general aspects of the theory, specific problems
can now be stated for a given admissible constitutive assignment. Here "to state a
specific problem" is understood in the sense "to give a specific choice of the sources
and determine the corresponding admissible thermomechanical process ."

The input of a problem thus involves a set of source fields § that character
izes the specific environment under consideration. Substitution from the constitutive
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assignments and gradient definitions (9) into the balance equations (49) then pro
vides the equivalent of 15 scalar PDE's in the unknown fields X which, given suitable
boundary conditions, describe the quasistatic behavior of shape memory materials .
If one or more solutions of the system are found,9 then the previous theorem ensures
that they induce an admissible process via back-substitution within the constitutive
assignments. Since the energy balance has already been used to find restrictions (43),
it does not contribute to the final system. If constraints are present, the system is
enlarged to include (35) and the unknown fields are augmented by the associated
reactions.

The equations arising from macroscopic linear momentum and entropy balance
are standard in structure whereas those arising from the balances of microstructural
linear momenta are peculiar for the description of the shape memory materials be
havior as they govern the evolution of the microstructure. Specifically, the two scalar
equations

(pail -Divp ail )+(PlJA~A -DiVPlJA~A)
,a~A aF~A , ' v '

+ ,(- p DbA + Div PSbA), = p~A ,

( ail . ail) . ~Mp- - DIV p-- + (plJA~M - DIV plJA )
a~M aF~M ' v '

, J

(53)

provide Martensite transformation balances that govern the conversion between
Austenite and Martensite, whereas the tensorial equation

(p~ - Divp~ ) , + ,(PlJA
M

- ~iv PlJA
FM

) ,

+ ,(-pn~ + Div PS~), = pbM

can be regarded as a Martensite reorientation balance and governs the transformation
among different types of Martensite. In the above balances four groups of terms are
identified: one, depending on the free energy ii,gives the internal driving force of
the phase transformations; a second one, arising from the dissipation function r PT

via the various As , provides the internal resistance to the phase transformations; a
third one associated with the reactions of the internal constraints ; and, finally, a source
term that describes the external actions directly influencing the phase transformations.
Simplified versions of the Martensite transformation balances were derived within an
internal variable framework in Bernardini and Pence (2002b).

9We do not discuss existence and uniqueness issues .
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(54)

The case of (2) permits elimination of the phase fraction reactions between the
two phase transformation balances (53) when the inequality constraints are inactive.
This gives

(
aV; av;)p _ - _ + pfJ(A!;A - A!;M)
a~A a~M

. (av; av;) ' . ~A FtM ~ ~= DIV P -- - -- + DIV pfJ(A - A ) + p(bSA - bSM).
aF!;A aF!;M

As described in the introduction, other models for shape memory materials are based
on phase transformation kinetics that are either posed directly or obtained by an
alternative development. In the context of the present development as embodied in
(54) , kinetic equations follow as time derivatives of the transformation balances and
therefore, besides the fundamentally different derivation, exhibit a richer structure
due to the presence of the divergence term and the source term.

In the statement of specific problems the issue arises as to the explicit depen
dence of the constitutive functions and constraints upon F, M , FM so as to provide
necessary and sufficient conditions for the observer invariance of the constraints and
constitutive equations. With respect to (37) this issue is addressed by the following
well-known result (see, e.g., Ogden , 1997) which follows from the polar decomposi
tion theorem of nonsingular linear transformations.

Lemma 3. Let W be a vector space. Ifa function z : Lin Ve -+ W satisfies z(A) =
z(QA) for all proper orthogonal Q and nonsingular A, then there exists a companion
function Z2 such that

(55)

(56)
(j, k) = 1, , (Neq, Peq),

(j, k) = 1, , (Nin , Pin) '

0'l(C) = 0,

Cin(C ) < °k - ,

It follows from this lemma that the constraint functions present in (37) can thus
be expressed in the form

.-eq Ms, (C ) = 0,

-;P(CM
) s 0,

with

(57)

Under (12), (13) with Qo = I the appropriate observer representation transformation
rules are

c+ =C, (58)

whereupon it follows that no additional conditions are required on the functions g.q,
0q

, ~n, qn to ensure observer invariance. The reactive stress So given in (39) :an

thus be expressed in terms of derivatives of the functions 0q
, cln with respect to

C . Similarly, the reactive stress S~ and reactive production n~ given in (39)-(40)
can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the functions gjq, ~n with respect to CM .
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The functions g;q, ~q, ~n, fin can always be taken to have symmetric dependence

on their symmetric tensor argument of either C or CM , which in tum simplifies the
resulting derivatives so as to give

Peq ac~q
'" eq iSeq = 2L.J Pi FOC'
i=!

Neq a-eq
M '" s, eq

Seq = 2L.J M acM e C j ,
j=l

Neq a-eq a-eq [az-eq ]
nM = 2'"a~qM~ + (FM/'ce.q)~ +2M gj ~ «FM /'c~qlM) .

eq L.J JacM JacM acMacM J
j=l

Analagous expressions hold for Sin, S~, n~ .

Turning to the explicit dependence of the constitutive functions upon F, M, FM
the appropriate extension of (55) is given by the following.

Lemma 4. Let W be a vector space. If a function Z : Lin Ve x Lin Ve x Lin(Ve,

Lin(Ve)) ~ W satisfies z(A, B, G) = z(QA, QB, Q/'G)forallproperorthogonal
second-order Q, nonsingular second-order A, second-order B, and third-order G,
then there exists a companion function zz such that

Proof. The definition

T T TIz(A , B, G) = zz(A A, A B, A 0 G). (59)

Z!(A, D, H) := z(A , A-TD, A-T /, H)

gives z(A, B, G) = z! (A, ATB, AT /, G) and

Zl(QA, D, H) = z[QA, Q(A-TD), Q /, (A -T /, H)] = z! (A, D, H)

for all proper orthogonal second-order Q, whereupon the previous lemma gives the
existence of zz such that zr (A, D, H) = zz(A TA, D, H), whence

T r ! T T r !z(A, B, G) = z!(A, A B,A 0 G) = zz(A A, A B, A 0 G). 0

As a consequence of (59) it follows from (47) and (48) that there exist suitably
smooth functions 1jI, K, r PT such that

:i:fe rn: X) = ,Irfeob mob. X)
'Y~,_, '1'~ ,_, ,

K(g,~, m; X) = K(gob,~, mob; X),

rPT(g, m, m(s) ; X) =r PT(g°b, mob, mob(s); X),

where the modified set of arguments read as

~ob := {C,~}, mob := {~A' ~M, HM, F~A, ¢M, HFM
}
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(60)

(63)

(62)

(61)

(66)

(65)

(64)

Since (43) gives expressions involving derivatives of Vi with respect to F, M,
FM,the following connections to 1{t are noted:

~ _ (_ )T (_ )Ta1{t a1{t a1{t M 2 a1{t
-=2F-+M -- +F 0 --aF ac aHM aHFM'

aVi = F 81{t
aM 8HM '

aVi = F b 81{t
aFM aHFM '

where, in (61), 1{t is required, without loss of generality, to have symmetric dependence
on C. Similarly, from (34) it follows that

AF=2F8rPT +M(8rPT)T +FM~(8rPT)T
ac aHM aHFM'

AM = F 8r PT
aHM'

AFM= Fb arPT
aHFM'

where the dependence of rPT on C is also symmetric and the derivatives are un
derstood, if needed, in a generalized sense. The response function specification in
(43) thus holds under the replacement {Vi, K} ~ {1{t, K}, where (61)-(66) aid in the
expression of S, nM, and SM. Under (12), (13) with Qo = I the appropriate observer
invariance transformation rules for (60) are

(HM)+ = HM, (HFM) + = HFM,

whereupon it follows with the aid of (58) that no additional conditions are required on
thefunctions 1{t ,rPT, K to ensure observer invariance. This in turn confers observer
invariance on the full set of response functions lR in (28).

9.10. An infinitesimal strain theory

9.10.1. General development

On the basis of the previous developments, an infinitesimal strain model can be
constructed for the case where

(F - I) . (F - I) « 1, (M-I)·(M-I)«1

such that (F - I) . (F - I) and (M - I) . (M - I) are allowed be of similar magnitude.
Internal constraints are assumed to be given by (2), (3) and (6), (7). To this end, it
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is useful to introduce the displacement gradient of := F - 1 and the corresponding
quantity oM := M - I . Then the following linearizations are obtained:

C = 1+ of + (oF)T +0(02) ,

HM = 1+ oM + (oF)T + 0(0 2),

CM = 1+ oM + (oM)T + 0(02),

HFM
= FM +0(0).

(67)

Equations (67) thus motivate the definitions

where e is the conventional infinitesimal strain tensor and a can be regarded as the
corresponding Martensite transformation strain. Accordingly, in this infinitesimal the

ory, the fields {e , a, IL, FM } replace {C, CM , HM , HFM
} . Direct connections between

these fields are given by

The constraint functions (6) and (7) expressed in terms of a give , to lead ing order,

eq 1gt (a) = a · ,

where g* is necessarily small . Thus the reactive stresses and productions associated
with the equality constraints are now

rr~A rr~M -eq
eq = 0 = at '

n~ = a~ql + [(I e I) - (I e Ir-~] ~ (FM bc~q)T ,

S~A - S~M - c-eq
o - 0 - t'

SM 1 eq
eq = ~ c t .

The constitutive assignments in the infinitesimal treatment are inherited from the

finite strain treatment simply by replacing {C, HM , HFM
} with {I+2e, 1+2IL, FM } in

the response functions 1f!, r PT, K after retaining only leading-order terms in {e, IL}.
This entails the existence of suitably smooth functions V;, K, rPT such that

1f!(X, t) = V; <ginf , minf ; X),

K(X t) - I{reinf g minf . X), - ~ ' -'- , ,

r PT(X, t) = rPT(ginf, m inf, m inf (s); X),

where the modified set of arguments read as

g inf := {e,U},

The application of (33) to rPT then leads to functions Aanalogous with those already
introduced in (34). The remaining reduced constitutive equation fields follow from
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the previous development after substitution of the modified response functions

with

where the dependence of both VI and rPT upon e is taken to begiven by a symmetric
representation and, if needed, the derivatives have to be understood in a generalized
sense.

A useful special case occurs if the dependence of VI upon p, is mediated solely
through symjjz] . Then, since sym[/L] = ~(a + e), it follows that

for a suitably smooth function {t, where

mWinf • {~~ dA dM FM}.= 5A'5M ,a,I" ,1", .

Taking a symmetric representation for the dependence of VI on e and a symmetric
representation for the dependence of {t on both e and a gives the connections

aVl a{t a{t
-=---,ae ae aa
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(71)

(73)

whereupon (68), (69) gives that Sand nM take the form

S = p ~: + pF
M ~ (aa~) + plJA

F
,

nM = _ aVl _lJAM + n~ .
aa.

Similar conclusions apply to AF
, AM in the event that the dependence of rPT upon

/L is solely through symlu],

9.10.2. Example

A simple example is described in the following for the purpose of showing certain
features regarding the structure of the resulting model. To this end, the following
specialization of the basic response functions are considered:

1/1 = VI(e, a.,lJ, ~A, ~M),

rPT = rPT[~A,~M , {~A,~M};],

K = KI, K > 0,

where, as prescribed by Theorem I, {~A, ~M}i are the values attained by the phase
fractions at the switching instants which allow for the modeling of internal pseudoe
lastic subloops. The above constitutive dependence for r PT has been introduced for
the sake of simplicity and it provides for hysteresis in the transformations between
Austenite and Martensite but not in the Martensite reorientation. The latter hystere
sis is associated with Martensite reorientation that lags S and can be accommodated
directly in this framework by considering rPT with dependence also on a..

Taking (e, a., lJ, ~A, ~M) = (0, a., lJo, 1,0) for any a. obeying g~n(a.) .::: 0 as
reference state for Austenite and (s , a., lJ, ~A, ~M) = (0,0, lJo, 0,1) as reference
state for Martensite, the following expression is considered for the free energy,

w 1 2 2
1/I(e, a.,lJ, ~A, ~M) = 2"(e - ~Ma.) 0 C 0 (s - ~Ma.)

+ C [lJ - lJo - oIn :oJ -110(o - lJo) + 1/10 (72)

+ ~M[ -t.l1o(lJ - lJo) + 1/It~ (a.)] + 1/I:.r1(~A , ~M),

where

int 1 2 B 2
1/IMM(a.) := -a. 0 0 a.,

2
respectively, provide expressions for an Austenite-Martensite and a Martensite
Martensite interaction energy. The scalar n and the fourth-order tensor B characterize
the details of the underlying model for the phase arrangement and, for the sake of
simplicity, are assumed to be constants. They can be either derived experimentally
or computed by micromechanical analyses (Bernardini, 2001). Also, C is the elas
tic modulus fourth-order tensor, c the specific heat, 110 the entropy at an Austenite
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reference state, 1]0 + 111]0 is the entropy at the Martensite reference state, and 1/10 is
the free energy at both an Austenite and the Martensite reference state. Again for the
sake of simplicity the difference in the material parameters between Austenite and
Martensite have been neglected but it can be taken into account by following, e.g.,
Bernardini (2001). Also, piezocaloric terms associated with, say, thermal expansion
are here omitted. The tensors C and 8 are assumed to obey the symmetries

(74)

and are also taken to be invertible with respective inverse tensors Sand A. By ob
serving that

1/J(0, a, t'J, 1,0) -1/J(0, 0, t'J, 0, I) = 111]0(t'J - t'Jo),

it follows if 111]0 f= 0 that t'Jo is a unique reference temperature in the sense that
t'J f= t'Jo gives

1/J(0, a , t'J, 1,0) f= 1/J(0, 0, t'J,0, I) .

As a consequence of the above assumptions, it now follows from (68), (69) that

2 t'J
S = pC 0 (8 - ~Ma), 1] = c In - + 1]0+ ~M 111]0,

t'Jo (75)
s!;A=-PCl , S!;M=-PCl, SM=-pl~Cl,

and

where the functions A.!;A and A.!;M characterize the specific expression of rPT and
can depend on the present value of the state as well as of the values attained by the
phase fractions at the switching instants (Bernardini and Pence, 2002b). For constant
p consider the case of vanishing source fields b, b!;A, b!;M, bM in conjunction with
inactive inequality constraints. Then the governing equations reduce to the equality
constraints

~A+~M=I,

a ·1=0,

the stress equations of equilibrium

Div[C ~ (8 - ~Ma)] = 0,

(76)

(77)

(78)
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the heat equation

K \72 lJ + r + lJ(A~A~A + A~M~M) - lJf).T/O~M = c~, (79)

the reorientation balance

- Div(I ~ cj ) + ~M[C ~ (e - ~MOl) - B ~ Ol]

+ ajI + [I e I - (I e Ir-~] ~ (FM 6CJ)T = 0,

and the phase transformation balance

n(~M - ~A) + f).T/o(lJ -lJo)
2 2 1 2 2 _ ~ _~ (81)

+ Ol 0 C 0 (s - ~MOl) - -Ol 0 B 0 a = -lJ(ASA - ASM).
2

If the fields (s , lJ) are now taken as spatially homogeneous (independent of X) then
these equations support a spatially homogenous solution for (~A, ~M, aj ,Ol) with
FM = 0, and arbitrary spatially homogeneous cj. Specifically, the stress equations of
equilibrium (78) are satisfied identically and the heat equation (79) gives the requisite
process heat supply r. The time evolution of the microstructural variables Ol, ~A, ~M
and the remaining constraint variable aj are then determined by the constraints (76),
(77) in conjunction with (80), (81). If, in this context, stress and temperature are re
garded as prescribed, then (S(t), lJ(t» are both intensive in the usual thermodynamic
sense. This provides a standard Gibbs framework for considering the response of the
remaining variables Ol, ~A, ~M. Substituting from (75) into (80) , (81) gives

2
~M(S - pB 0 Ol) + pajI = 0, (82)

pn(~M - ~A) + pD.rJo(lJ - lJo)

2 p 2 2 -~ - ~+ Ol 0 S - -Ol 0 B 0 Ol = _plJ(NA - ASM). (83)
2

Equations (82) and (77) can be solved for Ol and aj giving

1.....
Ol = -A(S), (84)

p

with
2 2

A(S) := A ~ S _ loA 0 S A ~ I, (85)
I ~ A ~ I

where A, as the inverse to B, inherits symmetries from (74). Note that if B is isotropic,
then (84) renders Ol as a scalar multiple of the stress deviator.

With Ol thus determined from (84), the remaining equations (76) and (83) de
termine the response of ~A, ~M as for example discussed in Bernardini and Pence
(2002b). This response is generally hysteretic due to the effect of the right side of
(83). If, however, the right side of (83) vanishes, then ~A, ~M can be given explicitly
in terms of the current values of Sand lJ as
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__ 1 1 1 2--

~A(S,~):= '2 + 2QD.1JO(~ - ~o) + 4Q p2 S 0 A(S),

__ 1 1 1 2--

~M(S,~):= '2 - 2QD.1JO(~ - ~o) - 4Q
p

2 S o A(S).

More generally, the inequality constraints associated with (3) and (7) give

I~A(S) ifA(S) . A(S) s !(pg*)2,

a = 2JA~:) 'A(S) A(S) if A(S) . A(S) ~ i(pg*)2 ,

'A ~ {fA(S' U)

'M ~ {fM(S, U)

iffA(S,~) s 0,

if 0 s fA(S,~) s I,

iffA(S,~) ~ I,

iffM(S, ~) s 0,

if 0 ~fM(S,~) ~ I ,

iffM(S , ~) ~ I,

(86)

thus providing stops to the phase fraction evolution and a limitation on the magnitude
(but not the direction) ofa as otherwise given by (84), (85). TIi~ explicit determination
of "a , ~A, and ~M in terms of the current S and ~ given by (86) is consistent with
standard Austenite-Martensite equil ibrium phase diagrams for hysteresis-free phase
mixing. Consideration of a nonzero right side to (83) then describes hysteretic phase
fraction evolution about this Gibbs equilibrium.

9.11. Conclusions

The framework provided by multifield theory combined with a suitable constitutive
prescription for the entropy production is well suited for modeling the macroscopic
themomechanical behavior of shape memory materials. An appropriate multifield
framework involves two scalar microstructural fields describing the phase partitioning
and a second-order tensor microstructural field describing Martensite orientation.
Together this generates a description for pseudoelasticity, shape memory effect, and
reorientation of Martensitic variants at both low and high temperature. The present
work has focused mainly on the discussion of general aspects of the theory paying
special attention to the treatment of balance equations and to the exploitation of the
constitutive structure. A first specific example involving an explicit prescription for
the constitutive functions has been presented with reference to linearized kinematics.
Further models obtained from richer expressions of the constitutive functions, as well
as numerical simulations aimed so as to reproduce the experimentally observed spatial
local ization of the phase transformations, will be presented elsewhere.
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10. Balance at a Junction among Coherent
Interfaces in Materials with Substructure

Gianfranco Capriz* and Paolo Maria Marianot

Abstract. The junction among coherent interfaces separat ing phases in continua
exhibiting material substructure is modeled as a virtual bar endowed by its own
measures of interaction (macro- and microstresses and self-forces); balance equa
tions at the junction are derived within a multifield theory. To involve bodies with
substructure is not an idle formal exercise ; strong anchoring conditions at the
boundary rarely allow the existence of smooth solutions. Thus interfaces are more
frequent and junctions inevitable if overall substructural order need be preserved.
Besides, our development frames together old remarks (e.g., a remark by Gibbs)
and new suggest ions. Also we have the chance, here, to returnto some nontrivial
open issues of the general theory.

10.1. Introduction
We derive here balance equations at a junction among coherent interfaces in bodies
exhibiting material substructure. The junction is a line in three dimensions along
which different phases meet; it is endowed by an excess energy (line free energy)
which may be evaluated by experiments (see Gibbs, 1948).

The substructure within the material is treated here as in (Capriz, 1985, 1989):
We associate with each material patch P the position x of its center of mass and
some information about its texture, the latter through an order parameter chosen as
an element v of an appropriate finite-dimensional differentiable manifold M. The
geometric properties of M determine the nature of each specific substructure. Sub
structural interactions provide extra power, are balanced, and are typically associated
with v and, perhaps, its covariant gradient; theirrendering depends on the geometrical
properties of M : If M admits a physically significant connection, then it is possi
ble to resort to appropriate distinct quantities called conventionally microstress and
self-force to represent substructural interactions .

Where discontinuity surfaces are present, even across one another at a junction,
the picture becomes more complex because such surfaces and lines may possess their
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own energy. Thus a deep ambiguity between form and substance arises . On the one
hand, the surfaces model thin transition layers involving a crowd of atoms; the layers
are not "intrinsic" in that they can "reform" so as to adjust to given side conditions,
the layers comprising other atoms. In mathematical terms the discontinuity surfaces
must be interpreted as "free internal boundaries"; in particular, balance laws must be
of the local type and pointwise balances of interactions at the interfaces and at the
possible junction must be considered (or, better, deduced) .

It is for us to conceive a consistent and adequate model of the physical circum
stances, hopefully summoning only easily available tools. Experimental evidence
seems to show that the membrane model is satisfactory for the interfaces; would then
the classical theory of strings offer adequate hints to describe the behavior of the
junction? In the standard case we need a rod to hold firm the margin of a real mem
brane, but here, of course , the junction is the margin of a number of "membranes"
and it could move and adjust its shape to respond to particular circumstances. Thus
to answer the question one need refer back to experimental evidence. Besides , the
involvement of substructures begs the question of what is then a "membrane," a
"string," or a "rod"; thus we must provide first an answer still to another question.

10.2. The standard instance

10.2.1. Notation

To focus on some ideas essential in the study of a junction, let us start by considering
first simple materials; then the body B is identified with its reference placement l3
which may be assumed to be e fit region .

Given a frame of reference {X} for l3, a sufficiently smooth bijection x(X)
shows the present place of P at X in l3; F denotes, as usual, the placement gradient
V'x (assumed to be such that detF > 0).

Although we always have in mind the present setting of l3 and seek balances
there, we write equations in terms of X as it belongs to l3 and consider images of
surfaces presently occurring, as they are bijected within l3. We use standard notation,
briefly recalled below for convenience.

Within l3 let N oriented intersecting surfaces ~k (k = I , . .. , N) be selected
by the assignment of N smooth functions !k(X) so that

~k == (X E dl3, !k(X) = O}, k = 1, .. . , N; (1)

the orientation of each ~k is given through the normal vector field nk = V'Ik/IV' Ikl .
Notice that, later, we do not exclude the influence of time I, but for simplicity, we do
not mark that dependence here.

Given any smooth vector field a on ~k. we denote its surface gradient by V'Ea.
The curvature tensor L is the opposite of the surface gradient of the normal vector
field L = - V'En, while the overall curvature K. is the opposite of the trace of L:
x:; = tr(V'En) = DiVEn.
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Given a field e that is continuous on B\Ek and admits the limits (s > 0)

et = lim e(X ± SDk), X E Ek, (2)
£-+0

we use the notation [elk for the jump et - e"k of eat Ek and (e)k for the average
i (ek + ek) , with e taking values in a linear space. Of course , given two fields, say, el
and e2, then, with some significance assigned to the produc t,

(3)

If the field F has the properties just mentioned for e, then the surface Ek is
coherent if

(4)

where 1 is the unit tensor while (I - nk ® nk) is the projector on Ek.
The condition of coherence is presumed satisfied from now on, and we find it

convenient to have a notation for the surface gradient

(5)

Our interest here centers on the case when the surfaces Ek all "fan out" of a
single "junction" ]. We assume that] be a simple connected curve and that, during
the deformative process , it remains a simple curve; i.e., we impose the requirement of
stability of the junction. We assume also that] be smooth so that it can be represented
by a smooth function r'(s) such that Ir.s I = 1; s E [0,1]: l the length of]. If r.s and
rss are linearly independent, then in each point of ] a unique triple is defined: the
tangent vector t = r ,s, the principal normal n, and the binormal. The curvature vector
~ of] and the scalar curvature .Itcan be obtained as ~ = t,s = r .ss, .It= ~ .n. In any
case, the plane normal to t is clearly available.

We render explicit the suggestion that the surfaces Ek "fan out" of] by requiring
that (i) ] is the margin of all Ek and (ii) the k limits limx-+r(s) nk(X) exist at all rrs)
and their values , say, nt{r(s)) == nk(s), at each r (s) are all different.

We also require the existence for all fields e of interest of limx-+J et(X, t) ,
X E Ek. In particular, if Fk,k+1 is the gradient of deformation in the region Bk,k+1 of
B between the surfaces Ek and Ek+l, we presume the existence of the limit Fr.k+\ =
limx-+J Fk,k+l (X) , X E Bk,k+l.

The coherence condition (4) implies that (Fr,k+l - Fr+l,k+l+l)t = 0 for any
l = 2, . . . , N - 2 and k + l ~ N - 1.

10.2.2. Balances at the junction

In the present subsection the following measures of interaction are involved: the
Piela-Kirchhoff stress tensor T in the bulk, the surface stress T on the discontinuity
surfaces, the line force h, and the line moment m along the junction.

The line force h is a vector at each point of ] and can be decomposed into the
sum of the line tension at, with a = h . t, and the line shear g = (I - t ® t)h.
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T is assumed to be smooth outside the surfaces and to suffer jumps along the
surfaces I;k. For each I;b Tk is such that TkDk = 0. On each I;k the corresponding
Tk is supposed to be continuous up to the junction.

Cauchy's equations of balance apply in 13 \ (Uf=1 I;k) :

pf +DivT = 0,

TF T = FTT ,

(6)

(7)

where, as in standard notation , p is the density of mass and f represents body force per
unit mass in the reference placement; (7) is the symmetry requirement of the Cauchy
stress (det F)-ITFT • A standard "pillbox" reasoning leads to pointwise balances on
each I;b

[T]kDk + DivE r, = 0,

TkFI = FkT[

(8)

(9)

(see Angenent and Gurtin, 1989), where (9) is again a symmetry requirement but for
the current surface stress TkFI.

To obtain the balance conditions along 'J consider the tube bR\br wrapped
around 'J. The tube is the difference between two coaxial "curved" cylinders bR and
br scanned by discs DR and Dr of radii Rand r, respectively, (r < R) everywhere
normal to 'J and with center on that piece of'J, where 5 E [51,52], R is supposed to
be small enough so that the disc DR for any chosen value S of 5 does not intersect
anyone of the discs corresponding to other values of 5 different from s.

For the balance of forces on bR it seems reasonable to require that

if we interpret h as the traction on a cross-section of the junction and f* as the limit
for r -+ °of the surface integral over 8(bR/b r) less the two circles at 5 = 51 and
5 = 52 , where Ok is the normal to the boundary of 8bR n I;k within the tangent plane
to I;k . Applying Gauss's theorem to the surface integral , we obtain

N

t-«: { DivT+ L { [T]kDk+lim {Tm. (11)
J* JbR k=1 JbRrlEk r_OJob,

We assume that

{ ITml
Job,

(12)

is bounded as r -+ °so that we have limr_o fob , Tm = f:'21imr_o foD, Tm = 0.
Taking into account also the assumption of continuity of Tk up to the junction, Gauss
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theorem allows us to change (10) into

247

Taking into account (6) and (8) and exploiting the arbitrariness of the interval [51,52],
we get the pointwise balance

N

hs + LTkDk = 0 along J.
k=l

(14)

Circumstantial evidence similar to that subsumed in stating the balance equation
(10) suggests the following condition of balance of moments:

N

{ (x - xo) x pf + l(X -xo) x Tm +L { (x - xo)
JbR * k=l JabRn'Ek

x TkDk + (x(r(52)) - xo) x hlr (S2) - (x(r(51)) - xo)

x ~Ir(st> + m(52) - m(51) = O.

(15)

By applying the Gauss theorem and by taking into account (6H9) and (13), we obtain

t x h+ms =0 along J, (16)

again thanks to the arbitrariness of the interval [51,52],

Balance equations at junctions in three-dimensional Cauchy continua have been
derived in (Simha and Batthacharya, 20(0). The differences between their final results
and ours must be sorted out by experiments. They do not exclude a singular behavior
ofT at the junction leading to a nonnulllimit for the integral faD

r
Tm. Their omission

of line moments along the junction may be justified by the type of dependence of the
energy on the shape of the junction. Contrarily and naively one may follow this line
of thought: When one endows the interfaces with surface stress, one imagines them
to behave as membranes; when one stretches a membrane by fixing it at a prescribed
boundary (as for some strange drum) one needs the boundary to behave like a beam,
which may be the case of junctions that are margins of interfaces. Leaving the matter
open, we adopted a prudent stance and admitted the possibility that the junction have
the capacity of a rod.

10.3. Considering substructures

When the material patches exhibit a substructure, its descriptors need be introduced
and relevant interactions balanced; new relations at the junction are then obtained.
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10.3.1. Placements

Here we model the substructure through an order parameter v chosen as element of
an appropriate finite-dimensional differentiable manifold M whose tangent space at
v is indicated with TvM . Two fields are defined on B, namely, the smooth bijection

(17)

representing the classical placementfield mentioned in the previous section and the
order parameterfield

v:B~M. (18)

Examples can be quoted that are apparently very different from one another
but in fact share the basic framework. Nematic liquid crystals are characterized by
directions and a realization of M for them could be the projective plane or the unit
sphere in ]R3 with identification of antipodes. A single parameter v taking values in
[0, 1] may describe porous solids or two-phase materials. Elements of]R3 are chosen
to declare the kinematic perturbation induced on the displacement field by diffused
microcracks. Symmetric second-order tensors may figure out the macroscopic ef
fects of interacting macromolecules or partially ordered nematics . Skew-symmetric
second-order tensors occur in theories of composites with diffused stiff fibers. Dif
ferent phases of a body could be characterized by values of v belonging to specific
disjoint subsets of M.

The geometrical properties of M determine the characteristic features of each
special model. The substructural kinetic energy (if any) induces a metric on M ;
though the metric may be used to induce a connection, such a connection may be
physically significant or not. Only the existence on M of a connection with physical
meaning allows one to represent substructural interactions through appropriate dis
tinct quantities termed conventionally microstressand self-force.The alternative must
be spelled out for the correct representation of the interactions. (See Capriz, 1985,
1989,2001 for a general framework for multifield theories ; see also Mariano, 2001
for additional results and a detailed list of references.) Here we restrict developments
to cases where a physically significant connection on M exists and \lv has covariant
meaning. In what follows v is assumed to be smooth on B/ U :Ek .

Motions are represented through time-parametrized families of fields x, and v,
such that the position of the point X E B at the instant t E [0, d] C ]R and the relevant
value of the order parameter are given by

x,(X) = x(X, t), v,(X) = v(X, t), (19)

where x, and v, are considered to be at least twice differentiable with respect to time.
Thus velocities at X and t are given by

i(X, t), v(X, t), (20)

and for convenience we will indicate in the following with Vel the set of all possible
pairs of fields (i, v) at (x, v).
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Let us consider a time-parametrized family of proper orthogonal tensors Q(t),
with Q E SO(3) at each t, and the associated family of corresponding vectors q(t)
such that Q(t) = exp(eq(t», e being Ricci's alternator.

If we take Q(t) as the descriptor of a rigid body motion, the rigid velocity field
XR associated with the placement field is given by

XR = c(t) +4 x (x - xo), (21)

(22)Vq = v+Aq+o(lql),

where c(t) is the translation velocity, Xo is some fixed point, and 4(t) is the rotational
velocity.

v may sense a change of observer. After a rigid change of its frame described
by Q(t) an external observer measures a new value vq of the order parameter related
to the value v evaluated before the change of frame by

dVq
A = dq Iq=o,

where A(v), an operator mapping vectors of]R3 into elements of the tangent space
of TvM , is the infinitesimal generator ofthe action ofSO(3) on M generated by the
element 4x of the Lie algebra so(3) :

Vq = A4· (23)

Two different observers moving independently read two different pairs of ve
locity fields, (x, v) and (x", v*), respectively,

X* = x+ c(t) +4 x (x - xo),

v* = v+A4
(24)

(25)

if c and 4characterize the relative motion .

10.3.2. Power and balance of standard and substructural interactions in the
bulk

Balance equations for substructural interactions are proposed and justified variously.
Whereas in standard continua we know how the requirements of balance offorces and
moments may be written directly and our imagination is sufficiently far-reaching to
cover, without qualms, even rather unusual situations, when nonstandard interactions
intervene, as in the presence of substructures, the path to the goal is much stonier. Then
a smoother bypass begins by associating a measure of interaction to the time rate of
each descriptor of the placement of the body and thus by coming to an educated guess
of the virtual power of all external actions on any subbody PbX! and then proceeds by
requiring its invariance under changes of observer (not only those due to the changes
of frame in Euclidean space but also those, physically permissible, due to "change of
frame" on M).

Stretching analogies (fully conscious of limits of validity of our proposal and
of its possible falsifiability in border cases), we take (omitting from now on the
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dependence on X)

PbX! = [(pf. x+ pf3 . v) + [ (Tm -x+ Sm . v),Jb Jab (26)

where f3 represents external bulk interactions acting on the substructure per unit
mass and S is the microstress, and we set down the following fundamental axiom of
invariance of power.

Axiom. PbX! is invariantunder any changeofobserver, in primis under the changes
ruled by (24) and (25).

To satisfy this foremost condition it is necessary and sufficient that, for all c and
q and for all choices of the subbody b,

+ q. (1«x - xo) x pf + AT pf3) + lb«x - xo) x Tm+ AT sm))

=0.

(27)

The arbitrariness of c and q implies the integral balances of forces and moments

[ pf + [ Tm = 0, (28)Jb Jab
[ «x - xo) x pf + AT pf3) + [ «x - xo) x Tm+ ATSm) = O. (29)Jb Jab

From (28), since b is arbitrary, the standard Cauchy equation (6) follows, whereas (7)
is subst ituted by the specification of a contribution of the substructural actions to the
skew part of Cauchy's stress

AT pf3 = eTFT - Div(ATS), (30)

where e is Ricci's permutation tensor.
A deeper interpretation of (30) leads to the introduction of the self-force. By

developing the divergence of AT S, we see that (30) requires (V'AT)S - eTF T to
belong to the range of AT : There exists an element ~ of the cotangent space T:M to
M at v such that

and the following differential inclusion applies:

pf3 - ~ + Div S E null space of AT .

(31)

(32)

Thus ~ is determined apart from a component along the null space of AT. Actually,
there is a class of bodies for which the indetermination is obviously avoided. In fact ,
since

(range of A).l = null space of AT (33)
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(when a notion of orthogonality is available and (range of A).l is the set of "vectors"
of Tv*M orthogonal to all vectors in (range of A)), then whenever the range of A
coincides with the whole tangent space of M, the null space of AT is reduced to the
singleton {OJ and thus the inclusion (32) implies the equation

pf3 - { + Div S = O. (34)

That conditions are not so trivially simple, in general, is shown by the following
example. Take as order parameter a stretchable vector d so that A is the second-order
tensor ad; in such a case the tangent space comprises also vectors parallel to d (in
pure stretching), whereas the range of A comprises only vectors normal to d.

A way out of the impasse is suggested by the following remarks. Given coordi
nate systems in £3 and on M, A is expressed by a (3 x dim M)-matrix ofcharacteristic
k, say (k =:: 3, k =:: dim M) and the null space of AT is a subspace of T: M with
dimension dim M - k.

Actually one can choose the coordinates on M so that any vector of T:M with
the last dim M - k components null belongs to the null space of AT . Hence a vector
va of TvM with the last dim M - k components null gives rise to a virtual power
that is observer independent, whichever choice is made for its first k components.
Now, requiring that the virtual power (26) be invariant under changes of vallowed by
that arbitrariness, still 'large when k > 0, one eliminates the residual indetermination
inherent in (32) and that inclusion collapses into the balance equations (34) .

An illuminating example is provided by stretchable vectors mentioned above:
Instead of the components of the vector d, we suggest taking as coordinates two
independent quantities: the unit vector didI-I and Jdl. For dldl- I one follows de
velopments as for nematic liquid crystals, where { is known only up to a vector
parallel to d. For the length [d] (or any strictly increasing function of that length,
which is not affected by rotations), the dual variable is the stretching action otherwise
undetermined.

10.3.3. Rods with substructure

As a preliminary, we find it expedient to analyze the equilibrium of rods with sub
structure because this seems to be an adequate model for our picture of the junction.
To this end, consider a rod as the region scanned by translating a regular plane region
A along a regular simple curve r(i), with i the arc-length parametrization i E [O,h
while maintaining the center of A on the curve and A always orthogonal to the tangent
t. We indicate with DB the normal at the bases A (0) and A(i) and with DL the normal
along the lateral boundary aA x [0, i].

The theory of rods, in which a peculiarly thin three-dimensional body is the
object, necessarily involves totals of actions over the body and on separate portions
of the boundary; in particular, totals over cross-sections and first moments over those
sections, too . Thus in the classical case, one is led to tractions h and bending and
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twisting moments (adding up to a vector rn) and to balance equations

he + b= 0,

me +t x h + JL = 0,

(35)

(36)

where b is the external force per unit length (bulk action plus traction on the side
boundary) and JL is the external moment per unit length.

When rods with substructure are object of study, the peculiarity of the represen
tation of microactions through covariant vectors in the cotangent spaces is an obstacle
to the evaluation of totals . One must face, first of all, the need of a deeper look at
the properties of the manifold M embodying all values of the substructure. We are
mainly concerned here with problems in statics; however, to justify the assumption
that M be Riemannian, it is expedient to take heed of the kinetic energy associated
with rates of change of the substructure, a quadratic form with coefficients that pro
vide a metric for M . Then a celebrated theorem of Nash (1954) assures us that a
C1-isometric embedding of the Riemannian manifold M into an Euclidean space'c
of dimension 2 dim M + 1 exists; some delicate points arise in connection with that
embedding, in particular, the question of its possible insufficient regularity for all
developments that follow below. Using Euclidean spaces of higher dimension, Nash
has proved that Ck-smoothness (k > 1) can be achieved (Nash, 1956). However,
optimistically we brush aside these preoccupations and proceed as though no further
obstacles intervene. The widening of the dimension, the nonuniqueness of the em
bedding, the physical meaning of the possible lack of smoothness, all must be placed
against experimental evidence case by case , and for each, hopefully, a justification
must be found. Convenience and simplicity may push one in accepting less regular
embeddings in lower-dimensional Euclidean space ; one must be aware, however, that
one may thus forecast transitions less smooth than occur in reality.

We will work below using the same notation for variables and fields as already
introduced, as though we were still on M (now a hypersurface in a convenient ,C)
rather than in 'c, though , as a modest reminder, we use bold letters to denote the
extended versions of the same quantities (exception is made for S with a slight abuse
of notation). Perhaps within the domain of each separate phase the values fall only
on M, but to discuss transitions and give values to phase differences, we must allow
ourselves to exit from M and move freely in ,C. Such is the case, for instance, of
the so-called chevron transition in nematic liquid crystals : Even if we consider such
transitions sudden (i.e., first order), the jump is represented by an isotropic state (not
on M, now the manifold of directions). If we take the transition to be through a
thin layer (and smooth within it, i.e., second order), it can be described only in the
embedding space (of symmetric, traceless tensors) .

Another totally different reason for widening the dimension of the spaces where
states and interactions are placed is the possible wrinkling of the interface. Then, a
convenient mathematical model may consist in the smooth surface obtained through
an "ironing out" the wrinkles , on which added variables (e.g., a roughness tensor)
account for the wrinkles; the latter, even in a classical elastic solid for instance, allow
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the intrusion of distributed torques otherwise obviously absent. However, a general
study of such a class of interfaces seems to be missing as yet.

We denote by fi the interactions per unit length on the substructure which are
the sum of the volume actions due to pf3 per unit volume and the surface actions per
unit area on the lateral skin measured by SOL and by p the internal force per unit
length . We also set

5 =i SOB, m=i ATSOB. (37)

The second-order tensor ATS applied to OB gives rise to a standard couple. Using the
same notation as before, we return to the integral balances (28) and (29) applied to a
generic cutting of the rod (e E [el, e2] 5; [0, i]) and accordingly write the integral
balances of forces ann couples, respectively, as

(X(e2) - xo) x h2 - (x(er) - xo) x hI + m2 - ml

+ r:«x _xo) x b +- f-L) + AT52 - AT51 + m2 _ ml + [e
2

ATfi = O. (39)
i; i;

The arbitrariness of [e1, e2] implies both (35) and

t x h + f-L + (m + m),e+A~5 + AT (5,e + fi) = O. (40)

We then see the need of the existence of a self-force p' such that

ATp' = -t x ~ - f-L - A~5 - (rn + m),e . (41)

This allows us to write (40) as

under the condition that

5,e + pfi - p = 0

p = p' + pI! and ATp" = O.

(42)

(43)

The indetermination in (43) may be eliminated by reasoning akin to that sug
gested at the end of Section 10.3.2. However, if the matter had been already investi
gated in three dimensions, then the integration over the cylindrical body of (34) would
settle the question. Actually, complications may arise if wrinkling were present, as
mentioned above ; then p may not be simply linked to { . In conclusion, on a rod, the
material substructure generates basically an increment mof the standard torque . The
standard equation (36) is evidently a special case that one reaches in the absence of
substructure.

Analogies and differences with the theory of filiform bodies with substructure
(Capriz and Cohen, 1988) are evident: The basic difference is the presence here of
the term (m+m) .ecollecting the standard moment m and the extra standard moment
mgenerated by the microstress (together with the applied couples JL)'
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10.3.4. Membranes with substructure

Let :E be a compact regular surface embedded in the three-d imensional Euclidean
space £3 given by

- 3 -
E = {X E £ s.t. f(X) = O} (44)

with 1(.) a smooth function in £3. :E is oriented by the normal vector field n =
\' 1/1\'I ' and has a regular boundary 8:E endowed with normal ii belong ing to the
tangent plane of :E at X.

The surface :E is a natural geometric model of a material membrane, one pre
sumes the existence of a surface stress T (say, a Piola-Kirchhoff surface stress) such
that Tn = 0 and thus associates tractions tangential to :E with tangent vectors on :E.

Ifb is the body forces per unit area and p the density ofmass per unit area, the
balance of standard forces becomes

Divt T + pb = 0 on:E,

while the balance of torques implies

TFT = FTT
,

(45)

(46)

where F(X) is the surface deformation gradient \'tx(X) as in Section 10.2.
To consider membranes with substructure, we first associate an element of M

with each point of :E, then consider in addition to T a surface microstress S such
that Sn = O. S associates elements of the cotangent space of M with tangent vectors
on :E.

We indicate with Sthe body interactions per unit area on the substructure. We
consider also an arbitrary subsurface :E. of :E and write the balances of forces and
torques on :E. as follows:

( pb + [_ Tii = 0, (47)
it- Jar.-

( «x - xo) x pb + pATS) + [ _ «x - xo) x Tii + ATSii) = O. (48)
it- Jar.-

By (47), the arbitrariness of i;. again implies the pointwise balance (45), while by
(47) we obtain

eTFT - (\'tAT)S - AT (Divt S + S) = 0,

which suggests the existence of a self-force J' such that

AT 3' = eTFT - (\'tAT)S.

Consequently, (49) becomes

with

3 = 3' + 3" and AT 3" = o.

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)
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Remarks at the end of Section 10.3.2 apply and allow us to recognize the special
nature of J" in each relevant case. Of course, had we already decided how to avoid
the indetermination in three dimensional bodies, we would only need to obtain again
the final balance equation by integration of (34).

10.3.5. Balance of standard and substructural interactions at a discontinuity
surface

Weturn now to the topics discussed in Section 10.3.2 and deduce the balance equations
at each discontinuity surface taking into account the results in Section 10.3.4. We
do not consider also surface body interactions like band [3, but assume the order
parameter field continuous across the interface .

Let bE be an arbitrary subbody crossing one interface E and far from the others .
The subbody bE is considered as a "pillbox" around E: It is such that the intersection
between the boundary abE of bE and E is a curve abE n E.

Taking into account the developments in Section 10.3.4, the integral balances
of forces (28) and moments (29) become on bE , respectively,

r pf + r Tm + r Tn + r b = 0, (53)
JbE i; JobEnE JbEnE

1«x - Xo) x pf + ATpf3) +1 «x - xo) x Tm + ATSm)
bE ObE (54)

+ r (tx - xo) x Tfi + AT§n) + r «x - xo) x b+ AT[3) = O.
JobEnE JbEnE
By shrinking bE at the interface, we obtain

r pC -+ 0, r «x - xo) x pC+ ATpf3) -+ O. (55)
JbE JbE

as bE -+ bE n E, because the integrands are continuous on B, and

r Tm -+ r [T]n, (56)i: JbEnE

r (tx - xo) x Tm + ATSm) -+ r (x - xo) x [T]n + AT[S]n (57)
JO bE JbEnE

as bE -+ bEn E. Thanks to the arbitrariness of bE and the use of the Gauss theorem,
we obtain

(58)

from (53) and

(59)

from (54). By developing the divergence of AT § , we note that (58) requires the term
('VEAT)§ - eTFT to belong to the null space of AT; i.e., there exists an element J
of Tv" M at each v such that

ATJ' = eTFT - ('VEAT)§ on E. (60)
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Note that equation (60) indicates that the presence of material substructure renders
nonsymmetric the surface Cauchy stress tensor as well as it renders nonsymmetric
the standard Cauchy stress TF T , as stated by equation (31).

Previous conditions imply the following differential inclusion

p+ [S]n - 3+ DivI: § E null space of AT on I: , (61)

which reduces to

with

p+ [S]n - 3' + Divj; S = -{ on I:, (62)

3 = 3' +{ and AT{ = 0, (63)

an indetermination that can be avoided by a pillbox argument based directly on (33),
with the usual proviso of the absence of wrinkling.

Even in this case, remarks of Section 10.3.2 apply and allow us to recogn ize in
each special case the nature of 3". (The measures of surface substructural interactions,
i.e., surface rnicrostresses and surface self-forces, have been introduced in Mariano
(2000,2001), and the related balances have been deduced there.)

10.3.6. Balance of standard and substructural interactions at the junction

To obtain the balances of standard and substructural interactions at the junction, we
consider the subbody bR described in Section 10.2.2, coinciding with a cylinder
wrapped around the junction. As in Section 10.2.2, if we take an arbitrary point of the
piece of the junction in bRand consider the section of bR, obtained cutting bR with a
plane orthogonal to the tangent at the junction at the same point, we find a disc DR of
diameter R. (For geometrical details , see Section 10.2.2.) The piece of J included in
bR is a curve with arc-length parametrization 5 E [51,52]: the points r(51) and r(52)
are the intersections of J with the boundary abR of bR.

We do not consider here line body interactions p on the substructure at the
junction and write for bR the integral balances of forces and torques as

r pf + r Tm +t r TkDk+ r\s + r b = 0, (64)i: labR k=11abRnI:k lSI l bEnI:

r «x - Xo) x pf + AT pf3) + r «x - xo) x Tm + ATSm)
l bR labR

N

+L r «x - xo) x TkDk + AT§kDk)
k=11abRnI:k (65)

N

+ (m+ m)(52) - (m+ m)(51) + L r «x - xo) x b+ ATP)
k=1 1 bEn I:

+ (x - xo) X h(52) - (x - xo) x h(5J) + ATslr(sz) - ATslr(sj) = 0,

which are the counterparts of (28) and (29) and account for the results in Sec
tions 10.3.3 and 10.3.4.
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To obtain the integral balances of standard and substructural interactions at
the junction, we take the limit R ~ 0 in (64) and (65) by assuming not only the
boundedness of (12) but also that

[ ISml
labR

is bounded as R ~ O. This implies that

lim [ Sm = i" lim [ Sm = O.
R~O labR lSI R~O laDR

As a consequence of (12), we find (as in Section 10.2) that (64) reduces to

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

as R ~ 0, which is the integral balance offorces at the junction. The arbitrariness
of the interval [51 ,52] leads to the pointwise balance (14), which we rewrite here as

N

h,s + LTkiik = 0 along 'J.
k=1

We apply the same procedure to (65) and, thanks to (68), obtain the integral
balance

The arbitrariness of the interval [51,52] implies

N

t x h + (m + rT1) ,s + A:ss + ATs,s + AT L§kiik = 0, (71)
k=1

which suggests the existence of a self-force p such that

_ATp = t x h + (m + rT1) ,s + A:Ss.

This allows one to write (72) as

which implies the differential inclusion

N

s ,s - P + L§kiik E null space of AT.
k=1

(72)

(73)

(74)
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(76)

With the help of the developments in Sections 10.3.2 and 10.3.5, we see that in the
case in which A covers at each v the whole tangent space of M, the differential
inclusion (74) reduces to

N

5,S - P+ L§kDk = 0 along J. (75)
k=1

When A(v) does not cover the whole tangent space of M at v, (74) implies that

N

5 ,s - P+ L § kDk = 0 along J,
k=1

where

p = pi+ p" and ATp" = O. (77)

Had we argued directly on the basis of (62), the indetermination would not have
appeared.

10.4. Constitutive restrictions

All measures of interaction introduced so far are state functions ; for an ample class
of bodies , they may be related to the expression of their free energy. It has become
fashionable for this purpose to exploit a mechanical version of the second law of
thermodynamics. We are aware of the disdain accruing from the overwhelming resort
to developments ala Coleman and Noll (1963) and of the disputes attending thereof
(to the point of accusing those authors of having revived a long-discredited phlogis
ton conjecture). We realize also that a satisfactory and general thermodynamics of
continua with substructure is not yet available. However, the corollaries we draw are
simple and elegant and may even find alternative justifications.

The version of the second law that we exploit enjoins that for a subbody bR,

d
-d {free energy of bR} - PbX! < O. (78)t R -

We consider bulk (1/1) , surface (¢), and junction (w) free energy densities such in a
way that the free energy of a subbody bR around the junction is given by

{free energy of bR} = { 1/1 +i: { ¢k + r to, (79)
i; k=1 lbRnEk lSI

Once explicit expressions of the free energy densities have been selected, we can
derive restrictions on possible constitutive expressions for the measures of interaction.

First we consider a subbody b far from the interfaces. With reference to b, we
write the mechanical dissipation inequality as

!!.-- { 1/1 - {(pC. X + pf3 . v) - { (Tm- x+8m . v) :5 O. (80)
dt lb u": : l ab
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By using the Gauss theorem on the last integral in (80) and taking into account the
balances (6) and (34), we may rewrite (80) as

:!... r1/! - r(T· F + ~ . v + 8· "Vv) s O. (81)
dt Jb Jb

We consider a constitutive structure of the bulk free energy 1/! of the form

1/! = tW, v, "Vv), (82)

and presume that the measures of interaction depend on the same objects entering the
constitutive list of 1/! only. By developing the time derivative in (81), we obtain

i «OF1/! - T) . F+ (ov1/! - n .v + (ovv1/! - 8) . "Vv) ~ O. (83)

In principle, given any state (F , v, "Vv) of the material elements in the bulk, we may
choose arbitrarily velocity fields (F, v , "Vv) from (F , v, Vv), Consequently, as b is
arbitrary (but taken away the discontinuity surfaces and the junctions) and (83) is
linear in the velocity fields, to satisfy the inequality it is necessary that

T = OF1/!(F, v, "Vv),

~ = ov1/!(F, v, "Vv),

8 = oVv1/!(F, v, Vv).

(84)

(85)

(86)

(87)

For subbodies bE around the kth discontinuity surface, like the "pillbox" adopted
in Section 10.3.5, we write the mechanical dissipation inequality as

:!... (r 1/! + r ¢) - r (pf . x+ pf3 . v) - r (Tm . x+ 8m . v)
dt Jbr. Jbr.nE Jbr. i.;

- r (Tn ~ i± +ss v±) - r (b. i± +,8 . v±) s o.
Jabr.nE Jbr.nE

If we adopt the constitutive relation (82) and a constitutive structure for the
surface free energy of the form

~ ±
¢ = ¢(F, v ,N), (88)

(89)

where N = "VEV = ("Vv}(I - n ® n), and presume that the surface measures of
interactions depend only on the entries of ¢, by developing the time derivatives of 1/!
and ¢ and using (84)-(86), we reduce the inequality (87) to

r «OF¢ - T) . F+ (ov±¢ - J) . v± + (ON¢ - §) . N)
Jbr.nE

- r «T)n . [xl + (8)n· [vl) ~ O.
Jbr.nE

Even in this case, for any state (F , v±, N) of any material element of the interface
:E,we may choose arbitrarily velocity fields (F, v±, N).Consequently, since (89) is
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linear in the rates (1=, v±, N), thanks to the arbitrariness of bE, it is necessary that for
each kth discontinuity surface

Tk = aFkf!Jk(Fk, vt, Nd,

3k = avf!Jk(Fk, vt, Nk) ,

s, = aNk<Pk(Fk, vt, Nk).

(90)

(91)

(92)

Moreover, the arbitrariness of bE leads to the local surface dissipation inequality

(T}n · [xl + (S}n· [vl ~ 0. (93)

Note that, as v± is the average (v) around :E, for M a nonlinear manifold, (v) would
lose significance had we not proceeded to the embedding in a linear space. If v is
continuous across :Ek, as assumed in previous sections, then v± = v.

To obtain constitutive restrictions at the junction, we consider a subbody bR

around 'J (as we have described in Sections 10.2.2 and 10.3.6) and we write the
mechanical dissipation inequality as

d
d (r 1{! +t [ <Pk +15Z w) - [ (pC· X+ pf3 . v)
t JbR k=1 JbRnEk 51 JbR

N

- [ (Tm - x+ Sm· v) - L [ (TkDk . xt + §kDk . vt)
JabR k=1 JabRnEk (94)

- (h . X(S2) - h . X(SI)) - «m + m)(S2) . 8(S2) - (rn+ m)(st) .8(St})

N

- L [ (bk . xt + ~k . vf) - (5 . V!r (5z) - 5 ' vl r (5J») SO,
k=1 JbEnE

where 8(s) is the rotation of the plane coincident with the plane orthogonal to 'J at
r(s) in the reference configuration.

If we use the balances in the bulk and at each discontinuity surface, together
with the balance of standard and substructural interactions at the junction, namely
equations (69) and (76), we may rewrite (94) as

: (r 1{! +t [ <Pk +15Z w) - [ (T. F+ S. v +S · Vv)
t JbR k=1 JbRnEk 51 JbE

- [ «(T}n· [xl + (S}n ·[v])- [ (T .Fk+3. V±+§.N) (95)
Jbl;nE Jb EnE

1
~ .

- (~ .). + (rn + m) . K + P . v+5· (Vv)t) SO,
51

where X=Ft and K= 8,5' Weuse the constitutive relations (82) and (88) together with

w = w(>" , K, v , (Vv)t) (96)
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(presuming that all the line measures of interaction depend only on the entries of
w), develop the time derivatives, and insert them in (95). The results (84)-(86) and
(90)-(92) allow us to reduce the mechanical dissipation inequality (95) to

t 2

(8AW - h) . i + (8Kw - (rn + m)) . 12
hi ~n

+ (8vw - p) . iI + (8CVv)tW - 5) . (v'V)t) 2: O.

For any state (A,. K, v, (Vv)t) of a material element of the junction, we can choose

rates (i, 12 , ii, (Vv)t) arbitrarily from (A, K, v, (Vv)t) . However, as (97) is linear in
the rates involved and [51 ,52] is arbitrary, the following constitutive restrictions
follow:

; = 8Aw(A, K, v, (Vv)t) ,

m = 8Kw(A, K, v, (Vv)t) ,

P = 8I{JW(A, K, v, (Vv)t),

5 = 8(V v)tW(A, K, v, (Vv)t).

(98)

(99)

(100)

(101)

The relations (98)-(101) are peculiar results of the present paper, together with the
balance of substructural interactions at the junction.

Remark 1 (independence of the free energy from the rate of the state variables). In
principle, we can choose for the free energies expressions different from (82), (88),
and (96). However, well-known developments would exclude such a dependence.

Remark 2 (parabolic evolution due to dissipative phenomena). The constitutive re
strictions (84)-(86), (90)-(92), and (98)-(101) are peculiar of the thermodynamic
equilibrium. Nonequilibrium parts of the measures of interaction, depending consti
tutively on the velocity fields, could be considered along thermodynamical processes
of nonequilibrium. This happens, e.g. , when viscosity phenomena occur and the stress
T has the form

T = 8Ft/J(F, v, Vv) +Tne(F, v, Vv ; F). (102)

It may even involve the rate of the order parameter and possibly of its gradient.
An interesting case occurs when one considers an expression analogous to (102)

for the self-force ~ , namely,

and ~ne is such that

A solution of (104) is

~ = 8vt/J(F, v, Vv) + zne(F, v, Vv; v),

~ne = Ail

(103)

(104)

(105)
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with A an appropriate definite negative tensor (possibly scalar in some special model)
such that

A = A(F, v, V'v; v) .
In common special cases , decomposed free energy densit ies of the form

Vt = V,1 (F, v) + V,2 (v, V'v)

(106)

(107)

(110)

(with v,\ (1,0) = 0, I being the unit tensor) may be selected and V,2(V, Vv) chosen as

1
Vt2 = "2bV'v . V'v + L(V) (108)

with b some appropriate constant and L(V) a coarse grained potential , possibly with
double wells as in the case of solidification or solid-solid phase transitions (see,
e.g., Penrose and Fife, 1990; Anderson et al., 2000; Nestler et al., 2000) . When this
happens, from (85) and (86) the bulk balance of substructural interactions becomes

AiJ = btsv - avL(V) - avv,\(F, v), (109)

which is a generalized form of Ginzburg-Landau equation. When, in fact, both A and
v are scalars and the body does not undergo deformations, equation (109) reduces to

AiJ = btssp - avL(V),

which is the standard Ginzburg-Landau equation.
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